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U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Information Policy
Suite 11050
1425 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001

Telephone: (202) 514-3642

December 19, 2018
Mr. William F. Marshall
Judicial Watch
Suite 800
425 Third Street, SW
Washington, DC 20024
bmarshall@judicialwatch.org

Re:

DOJ-2018-001653 (DAG)
DOJ-2018-001549 (DAG)
18-cv-00490 (D.D.C.)
18-cv-01854 (D.D.C.)
VRB:TAZ:BPF

Dear Mr. Marshall:
This is a fifth interim response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request
dated and received in this Office on December 12, 2017, in which you requested: (1)
communications between former Associate Deputy Attorney General Bruce Ohr and named
individuals and entities, (2) travel documents pertaining to Mr. Ohr, and (3) all calendar entries
of Mr. Ohr, dating since January 1, 2015. This will also serve as a first interim response to
your FOIA request dated and received in this Office on May 29, 2018, in which you requested:
records from the Office of the Deputy Attorney General (ODAG) relating to Fusion GPS,
Nellie Ohr, and/or Christopher Steele, dating since January 2016. This response is made on
behalf of ODAG. In the course of processing the latter request, the Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) also referred material to this Office for processing and
direct response to you. This response includes material referred by OCDETF.
On August 24, 2018, October 1, 2018, November 1, 2018, and December 14, 2018, we
provided you with interim responses to your request. We have now completed processing 344
additional pages containing records responsive to your request. I have determined that 337
pages containing records responsive to your request are appropriate for release with excisions
made pursuant to Exemptions 6, 7(A), 7(C), 7(D), and 7(E) of the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6),
(b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(D), and (b)(7)(E), and copies are enclosed. Additionally, I have
determined that seven pages should be withheld in full pursuant to Exemptions 6, 7(A), 7(C),
7(D), and 7(E). Some of the excisions in these records are made on behalf of other entities,
including the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Department’s Criminal Division.
Please be advised that duplicative records were not processed, and are marked accordingly.
Exemption 6 pertains to information the release of which would constitute a clearly
unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of third parties. Exemption 7(A) pertains to
records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, the release of which could
reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings. Exemption 7(C) pertains to
records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, the release of which could
reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of third
parties. Exemption 7(D) pertains to records or information compiled for law enforcement
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-2purposes, the release of which would disclose the (identity of a confidential source).
Exemption 7(E) pertains to records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, the
release of which would disclose certain techniques or procedures for law enforcement
investigations or prosecutions.
For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement
and national security records from the requirements of the FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2012
& Supp. V 2017). This response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements
of the FOIA. This is a standard notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be
taken as an indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist.
If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact Michael Gerardi of
the Department’s Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch, at 202-616-0680.
Sincerely,

Vanessa R. Brinkmann
Senior Counsel
Enclosures
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Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Sent:
To:

Chris Steele

Subject:

RE: Greetings!

Hi ChrisHappy New Year to you and your family as well! It is good to hear from you and I'm glad to hear you
enjoyed:. The pollution is definitely a deterrent to spending too much time there, but it i.s a
fascinating place.

Bruce
From: Chris Steele
Sent:
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: Greetings!

Dear Bruce,
A Happy New Year to you and yours. I am back from
t he place other than the pollution of cour)e

Best, Chri.s

Document 10: 0.7.18991.5031
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Chris St eele

From:

Chri5 Steele

Sent:
To:

Ohr, Bruce (OOAG)

Subject :

Best, Chris

Dear ChrisMany thanks for your email and the updates. I am glad to hear that

Give my best to your f amily and hope all continues to be well with you.
Bruce

Dear Bruce,

I hope you are well and have had a good start t o t he year. We had a great Chrtstmas and New Year

It would be good to cat ch up properly, either in London or possibly elsewhere in west ern Europe if you are visiting.
Please let me know if you do.

Document 10: 0.7.18991 .5107
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Thanks and Best, Chris

Document 10: 0.7.18991 .5107
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Sent:
To:

Chris Steele

Subject:

Thanks Chris!

BrU{:E'
>• • • • • • • • • • Chris Steele· · · · · · · · ·wrote:

>
>Dear Bruce,

>
> Best, Chris

Document 10: 0.7.18991.5125
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Sent:

Thursday, March 17, 2016 5:43 PM

To:

Chris Steele

Subject:

RE: COS- Possible Meeting In Europe

Hi Chris -

I'm afraid nothing has crystallized yet. Would you like to set up a call?
Bruce
From: Chris
Sent: Thursday, M
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG}
Subject: CDS- Possible Meeting In Europe

Dear Bruce,

I hope you are well. Do you have any further news on a possible visit to Europe in the near term where we could meet
up? Thanks, Chris
Cbris Steele
D irecror

( )1{1)1 ~
9- 11 Grosvenor Gardens,
London S\\T\V OBD
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Ohr, Bruce {ODAG)
Fro m:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Sent:

To:

Chris steele

Sub jed:

Re: Availability for Skypecon Wi1f1 CDS?

Chris I wish you and your family a great weekend as well. Talk with you next week!
Bruce
Chris Steele

wrote:

Thanks Bruce, that should work well for me. Have a good weekend.
Best. Chris

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
From:~
r, Bruce OOAG
Sent:
To: Chris Ste e
Subject RE: Ava ilability for Skypecon \Mtn CDS?

Hi Chris-

Bruce
From: Chris

Sent
To: Ohr, Bruce (OOAG}
SUbject: AY<lilabiHty for Skypecon \Mth CDS?
Dear Bruce,

Best, Chris

Chris Steele

Dtrector
<imagerol.png>
9-11 Groswnor Gardens,

loodon S\\IW lED

Tel:-

,.~~-
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Chris Steele
From:

Chris Steele

Sent:

Saturday, July 30, 2016 9:36 PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Subject:

Re: CDS In DC

Gre-at to see you and Nellie this mornjng Bruce. let's keep in touch on the subst an tive issues/s. Glenn is happy to speak to
you on this if it would help.
Best, Chris
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
Original Message
From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Sent: Friday, 29 July 2015 22:32
To: Chris Steele
Subject: Re: CDS In DC

Very good. See you at 900.
>On Ju t 29. 2016, at 10:00 PM, Chris Steele· · ·· · · · · · · wrote:
>
>let's do 0900 then. See you in the lobby. Chris
>
>Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
> Original Message
>From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
>Sent: friday, 29 July 2016 17:16
>To: Chris Steele
>Subject: Re: CDS In DC
>
>

>Sounds good, but we won't let you pay for breakfast! I'll wait for your confirmation on the time.

>
>Bruce
>
>On Jul 29, 2016, at 4:24PM, Chris Steele· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · wrote:
>

>Thanks Bruc-e. On me at the Mayflower Hotel, Conn Ave NW at 0900 should work but I'll confirm the time for definite this
eve if I may. looking forward to seeing you. Chris
>

>
>Sent from my B1ackBerry 1 0 smartphone.
> From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
>Sent: fri-d ay, 29 July 2016 08~44
>To: Chris Steele
>Subject: RE: CDS In DC
>
>

> Dear Chris >
> Nice to hear from you! Nellie and I would be up for breakfast tomorrow and can come into town. What would be a
good time for you?
>
>
>Bruce

Document 10 : 0.7.18991.5372
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>
>From: Chris St~le·············
>Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 5:37AM
>To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
>Subject: CDS In DC
>

>Dear Bruce,
>

>Just to let you know I shall be in DC a t short notice on business from this PM t ill Saturday eve, staying at the Mayflower
Hotel. If you a re in town it would be ,good to meet up, perhaps for breakfast tomorrow morn? Happy to see Nellie too if
she's up for it Plea.se let me know. Be.st, Chris
>
>Sent from my BlackBerry 10 .smartphone.
>

Document 10 : 0.7.18991.5372
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Glenn Simpson

From:

Glenn Simpson

Sent:

Monday, August 22, 2016 10:27 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}

Subject :

Can u ring

Sent f rom my i Phone

Document 10: 0.7.17531 .5002
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Sent:

Wednesday, September 21, 2016 8:30 PM

To:

Chris Steele

Subject:

Re: CDS US Visit

ChrisPerfect. I'll see you Friday at your hotel at 8 am.
Bru{:e
>On Sep 21, 2016, at 8:22 PM, Chris Steele· · ·· · · · · · · wrote:
>
>Thanks Bruce. 0800 on friday would still be better for me, at the hotel. More useful too all round I think, after my
scheduled meetings tomorrow.
>
>Thanks, Chris
>
>Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
> Original Message
>From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
>Sent: Wednesday, 21 September 2016 18;09
>To: Chris Steele
> Subjed: Re: CDS US Vis it
>
>
>Hi Chris
>
> Would tomorrow for breakfast still work for you? My calendar is pretty go(}d tomorrow m(}rning, not so good on
Friday. An early breakfast on Friday, say 8 am?, would work too. Should I come to your hotel?
>
>Bruce
>
>On Sep 21, 2016,, at 3:12 PM, Chris Steele
·wrote:
>
>Dear Bruce,
>
> I have now arrived in DC and am staying at the Capital Hilton, 100116th Street NW. I don't know my client-related
programme yet but am keen to me-et up with you. Might we provis ionally say breakfast on Friday morn or even tomorrow
morn if necessary? L(}okforward to hearing back from you.
>
> Best, Chris
>
>Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
>From: Ohr, Bruc:e (ODAG)
>Sent: Friday, 16 September 2016 10:52
>To: Chris St!!'eJe
>Subject: RE: CDS US Vis it
>

>
>Hi Chris>

> It would be great to Sf~!' you in DC. I'll be out of town Sept 19-21 but s hould be here the rest of the time. My numbers
Let me know what works best for you.
a re office: 202 307 2510 and cell:
>
>
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Bruce
>
>From: Chris Steele
>Sent: Friday, September 16, 2016 10:42 AM
>To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
>Subject: CDS US Vis it

>
>Dear Bruce,
>
> I hopt! you are well. I am probably going to visit Washington aga in in the next couple of weeks on busine-ss of mut ual
interest. I would li ke to see you aga in in person and therefore to coordinate diaries. So when are you p lann ing to be in
town please?

>
>Thanks and Best, Chris

>
> P.S. I don't think I have up to date cell or land li ne phone numbers for you. Grateful if you could send me them.
>

>
>
>Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.

>
>

Document 10 : 0.7.18991.5611
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Chris Steele
From:

Chris Steele

Sent:
To:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Subject:

Re: Orbis Bl

Thanks Bruce. 2 mins. Chris
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
Original Message
From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG}
Sent:
To: Chris Steele
Subject: Re: Orbis Bl

ChrisDo you have a moment now? I can log onto Skype.
BrLJce
Chris Steele
-

wrote:

Dear Bruce,

Thanks, Chris
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.

Document 10: 0.7.18991.5660
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Chris Steele
From:

Chris Steele

Sent:
To:

Subject:

OK, trying to Skype you now.
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.

Chris -

Now would be good if you have time. Thanks!
Bruce

Thanks Bruce. I could speak to you by Skype anytime over the next 90 minutes. Just let me know. Best,
Chris

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Sent:
To: Chris Steele
SUbject:

ChrisThanks! Let me know if you have a couple of minutes for a Skype call today.
Bruce

Dear Bruce,

Document 10: 0.7.18991.5670
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Best, Chris

Cbris Steele
Director
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London SW l W OBD
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N ellie Ohr

From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Monday, December 12, 2016 1 0:11 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}

Subject:

Fwd: fyi

I assume Glenn means y ou not me

- Original MessageFrom: Glenn Simpson

To: Bruce Ohr
Sent: Man, Dec 12. 20 16 10:05 am
Subject: Re: fyi
Please ring if you can
From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Date: Sunday, De cember 11, 2016 at 1:08 PM
To: Glenn Simpson
Subject: Re: fyi

Thank you!
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 11, 2016, at 12:20 PM, Glenn Simpson

wrote:

Torshin-nra article
https:l/thinkprogress.org/nra-and-russian-cousin-18f507d40240#.go31kk2hf

Document 10: 0.7.17531.5003
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Sent:

Monday, December 26, 2016 9:20 PM

To:

CHRIS STEELE

Subject:

Re: Happy Christmas!

ChrisA belated Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to you and your family as well! I wish you the best
in 2017.

Bruce
On Dec 24, 2016, at 1:49 PM, CHRIS STE.ELE (b) (6)

wrote:

Dear Bruce,
Just a quick message to wish you, Netlie and aU the family Merry Christmas and a
Happy, Healthy and Successful New Year from us. Take care and good tuck with
everything.
Best Regards, Chris

Document 10 : 0.7.18991.6088
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Phone Log for Thursday, December 8, 2016

1. Called Julius, filled him in. He will be on the call.
2. Called for Rob Patterson, left message.
3. Lisa H 12:3 (b) (5)
4. MJ

(b) (5)

r

5. (b) (5)

6. Called Glenn Simpson, coffee tomorrow at 3.
7. Called for Tom Kelly, left message. Spoke with him, told him that I spoke with Chuck Rosenberg
last night (b) (5)

8.

(b) (5)

Julius DONE
MJ SENT EMAIL asking when would be a good time. DONE

Document ID: 0.7.17531.6384
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Rob Patterson LEFT MESSAGE
Tom K Left message
No FEAR act DONE
(b) (5)
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Phone Log for Tuesday, December 13, 2016
1. Called for Bill Busis
2. Glenn Simpson. Some more news. Yestreday 9:27 a.m. Spoke with him.

Rod Rosenstein 5:48 pm (b) (6)

DONE CALL JIM CROWELL

(b) (5)

Rob Patterson LEFT MESSAGE, SENT EMAIL
(b) (5)

Call FBI DONE

(b) (5)

Document ID: 0.7.17531.6365
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(b) (5)
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Thu, Feb 23, 2017 6 :15pm

Bruce O b r -Hi5e
To Glenn :SOJnp~iOUI
Thank you!

-Bruce
Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 23, 2017, at 10:05 AM, Glenn Simpson

wrote:

hti:p:Uwww.thedaiiybeast. com/artic!es/2017/02/23/the-krem! in-and-gop-share-a-new-fr: ~nd-anc"-,;ov

does-she-love-guns.htm!

Fri. Jan 20, 2017 3 :13pm

Glenn Simpson

ild~

To Bruce O h r Can you call me please?
Sun, Dec 11 , 20 16 1:08pm

Bruce Obr~-lidc
To Glenn Simpson
Thank you!

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 11 , 2016, at 12:20 PM, Glenn Simpson
Torshin-nra article
htt ps:I /think p regress.o rg/ n ra-a nd-russ ian -cousin-~..8f607 d 40 240#.go 31:<k2 hf
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[1/25/17, 8:50:04 AM]

are now secured with

: Messages to thi s chat and calls

ion.
ruce.
Thanks. Got it. I'll call you
late r i f I may. Wha·t t
wou
convenient please? Best
[1/25/17, 9:38:06 AM] Bruce: I have meetings from 1030- 1230 my time
but am otherwise free u~
[1/25/17, 12:57:13 PM] 111111111111111= Missed Voice Call
[1/25/17, 12:58:06 PM] Bruce: Sorry, I just missed your call.
I'm
available now.
[1/25/17, 6:23:59 PM] Bruce: On Thursday I should be available most of
the morn ing until 1200 DC time and then again from 1330 to 1500.
[1/25/17, 6:24:57 PM]
: Noted, thanks.
[1/27/17, 9:44:23 AMl .
: Hi B! Our guy's OK for the time
being but I would like
our
nnel open on him and his
situation if that's all r ight? Many thanks for your support and Best
Wishes
[1/27/17, 10:38:37 AM] Bruce: Understood. We will be available i f
needed. Just or me kn
[1/31/17, 10:52:44 AM]
B, doubtless a sad and crazy
day for you re-SY. Just wa
to c ec you are OK, still in situ and
able to help locally as discussed, along with your Bureau colleagues,
with our guy if the need arises? Many Thanks and Best as Always, C
[1/31/17, 10:55:3i AM] Bruce: Yes, a crazy day.
I'm still here and
able to help as discussed. I'll let you know if that changes .
Thanks!
[1/31/17, 11:12:09 AM]
: Thanks. You have my sympathy
, I really need another (Bureau?)
and support. If you en up ou
contact point/number-who is briefed. We can't allow our guy to be
forced to go back home. It would be disastrous all round, though his
position right now looks stable. A million thanks. C
[1/31/17, 5:48:09 PM] Bruce: Understood.
I can ce rtainly give you an
FBI contact if it becom~
[2/10/17, 10:16:29 AM] 111111111111111= B, Hi. Nothing dramatically
new to report from here but I just wanted to check you were OK, still
in place and able to stay in touch? Perhaps we could have a word on
FaceTime over the weekend? Many thanks and Best as Always, C
[2/10/17, 11:07:40 AM] Bruce: Good to hear from you. I'm still here
and available to chat .
Happy to talk this weekend. When is a good
time for you?
[2/10/17, 11:09:20 AMI 111111111111111: Maybe 1000 Saturday morning
your time? Or thereafte~
[2/10/17, 11:10:40 AM~ime is good for me. Thanks!
[3/7/17, 4:53:26 AM] 111111111111111= Would it be possible to speak
later today please? We're very concerned by the Grassley lette r and
it's possible implications for us, our operations and our sources. We
need some reassurance. Many thanks
[3/7/17, 6:57:09 AM] Bruce: Sure. Would 130 today, DC time, work?
[3/7/17, 6:59:19 AM] 111111111111111: Yes thanks it would. Sorry to
bother you so early b~l appreciate why we are concerned .
[1/25/17, 8:50:48 AMJ
[1/25/17 , 9:16:10 AM]
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[3/7/17, 6:59:50 AM] Bruce: Of course.
[3/7/17, 1:27:39 PM] Bruce: My Skype app is acting up. Can we use the
Whatapp voice call?
(3/7/17, 1:30:01 PMJ Bruce: I think my skype is working now if you
want to call me.
: Thanks for that, old friend .
[3/7/17, 1:47:31 PM]
in touch. Really fundamental
Please do fight our cause
issues at stake here. Very Best
hang i n the re!
[3/8/17, 8:26:41 AM]
Missed Voice Call
[3/9/17, 4:01:39 PM]
Any news yet? Thanks
[3/9/17, 7:21:53 AM]
Please call me when you can.
[3/11/17, 4:19:53 PM
Thanks
[3/12/17, 6:47:31 AM] Bruce: Sorry, I was out of town with no cell
you can talk.
service for a few day
I can talk now though I know
[3/12/17, 7:03:43 AM]
it's early for you.
It would be useful to have a
[3/15/17, 8:20:41 AM]
. I have some points to raise and
Whatsapp call later t ay
would appreciate an update from your end. Just let me know when would
suit. Many thanks as always
[3/15/17, 8:58:46 AM] Bruce: Would 1 pm DC time work for you?
Only 4
hours time difference,
[3/15/17, 9:03:28 AM]
Yes, thanks, that works and I
believe we are only p
e mo. Best
[3/16/17, 7:52:21 PM]
Hi! A p p a r e n t l y - is
the OoJ official respons
or overseeing the FCPA/0~
Bilfinger, our non-paying German engineering company client. Best
[3/17/17, 1:00:41 PM]
Have a good weekend.
[3/18/17, 1:34:45 PM]
Hi! Just wondering if you had
any news? Obviously we re a
apprehensive given Corney's scheduled
appearance at Congress on Monday. Hoping that important firewalls will
hold. Many thanks,
[3/18/17, 5: 32 :50 PM] Bruce: Sorry, no new news. I believe my earlier
information is still accurate. I will let you know immediately if
there is any change.
[3/24/17, 7:15:12 AM]
: Hi Bruce, a surreal week for
me. I nter alia, I was
round station when the
terrorist attack happened! Otherwise we understand an approach from
the Senate Intelligence Committee to us is imminent. I would like to
discuss this and our response with you in the next couple of days if
possible. Please let me know when might suit? Many thanks and Best,
Chris
[3/24/17, 5:34:16 PM] Bruce: Wow, that's nuts. Hope you are okay. We
can chat this weekend if you are available. Would sometime on Sunday
o en.
work for you? I'm pre~t
[3/24/17, 6:08:02 PM]
: Thanks Bruce. Let's speak on
Sunday eve UK time, maybe 1400 or 15 0 EST it that works for you? Best
[3/24/17, 6:40:17 PM] Bruce: 1400 east coast time on Sunday will work.
Thanks and talk with you then.
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Dear Bruce, I would be grateful
[5/2/17, 10:19:00 AM}
for a word over the n
ys. Could we fix a time for a
Whatsapp call please.
Chris
[5/2/17 , 10:56:11 AM]
of course. Would tomorrow at 1 pm
London time work for
: Yes thanks, that's good for me.
[5/2/17, 11:43:01 AM]
Let's speak then.
[5/2/17, 2:40:12 PM]
Talk with you soon.
[5/9/17, 7:15:04 PM]
: B, obviously it's chaotic with
you over there right now
ou
probably talk again over the
next couple of days if you can. Do let me know what might work. Best
[5/9/17, 11:15:03 PM] Bruce: Sure. Would Wednesday at 7 pm London
time work for you?
·
[5/10/17, 4:07:47 AM]
Yes, thanks, that's fine for
me.
[5/10/17, 4:08:05 AM]
Good luck with everything
today !
[5/12/17, 4:22:56 PM] Bruce: Thanks again for your time on Wednesday.
Do you have time for a~ call sometime this weekend?
[5/12/17, 5:11:09 PM] 111111111111111= Yes, of course. Perhaps
sometime tomorrow. When might suit?
[5/12/17, 7:37:15 PM] Bruce: Would 3 pm your time work? I'm pretty
open so just let me
£5/13/17, 7:54:46 AM]
· Fine, or possibly even at 2 pm
our time if that works or you
[5/13/17, 8:21:22 AM] Bruce: 2 pm your time is good. It will be
quick. Thanks!

follow up.
[5/15/17, 2:42 : 22 PM] Bruce: Thanks again. I chatted with my
colleagues and can give
e when you
PM]
Hi Bruce,
Anyt
to help f
nks and Best
r an up
[6/22/17, 11:19:47 PMJ Bruce:
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ase pass
Best, Chris
[7/16/17 , 5:49 :41 PM] Bruce: Hi Chris , it's good to hear from you.
Hope all is well . I w~long to my colleagues. Than ks!
[8/6/17, 12:28:04 PM ] . . _ . . . . . : Hi Bruce , hope you're well and
getting some holiday with the family. Whenever convenient I wou-ld like
a chat , there's a lot going on and we are frustrated with

Best to All, Chris
Bruce : Chris, good to hear from you.
rk for you? Thanks!

Would
I
tomorrow morning
[8/6/17
though
Best,
[8/6/17, 7: 48 :53 PM]
Would Tuesday be better?
[8/7/17, 8:17:39 AM]
Probably. What are your time
windows tomorrow?
[8/7/17 , 8:40: 19 AM] Bruce: Anytime in the morning before 11, DC time .
Will t ·h at work?
[8/7/17 , 9:06 :29 AM]
Yes, should do. Probably around
1000 Eastern time.
[8/7/17, 9:27:39 AM}
I''ll call you then .
[9/7/17, 5:11:55 AM]
Hi Bruce, I appreciate this
might be tricky but wou
a brief chat about latest
developments. Over to you and Best
[9/7/17, 7:50 :01 AM} Bruce : Sure. Would tomorrow morning at 8 am D.C.
time work for you?
· Thanks but
maybe late t
[9/7/17, 2:50:34 PM] Bruce : It's getting pretty late over there .
Shall we say Saturda
best for you?
[9/7/17 , 2:52 : 07 PM]
1300 or 1400 UK time depending
on whether you need a
[9/7/17, 2:56: 41 PM] Bruce: 1300 U.K. t ime on Saturday will work.
Thanks!

I

whenever.
[9/9/17, 8:13:40 AM]
[10/26/17, 7:08:53
[10/26/17, 7:09 : 48 PM]

rush, I'll be here
issed Voice Call
Missed Voice Call
Missed Voice Call
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[10/26/17, 7:12:47 PM]
Hi Bruce. Can we have a word
tomorrow please? Just seen a ory 1n he media about the Bureau
handing over docs to Congress about my work and relationship with

I

[10/27/17, 7 :27:06 PM] Bruce: Chris - my apologies, just saw your

rrow am.
: Thanks Bruce, just off to bed
here now! Shall we spea aroun
your time? Best Chris
[10/27/17, 7:57:03 PM] Bruce: That sounds good. Talk with you
tomorrow.
[10/30/17, 4:07:46 PM] 111111111111111: Bruce, having spoken with
Glenn in London today, ~d and appreciate what you were
talking about on Saturday. Love and Best Wishes to you, Nellie and all
the family.
·
[11/1/17, 4:02:43 AM]
Bruce, was there any feedback
, Chris
on my question of the
[11/8/17, 11:32:22 AM
Missed Voice Call
[11/8/17, 2:02:32 PM]
Hi Bruce. If you are able, I
would welcome a quick wo
[11/8/17, 2:32:10 PM] Bruce: Chris- of course. Are you available
now? If not, when is
[11/8/17, 4:31 : 38 PM]
Voice Call
: Hi Bruce, sorry to bother you
[11/11/17, 10:36:40
on a Saturday but we were won
there was any response to the
questions I raised last week?
home this weekend. Thanks and
Best, Chris
message.

I am availab

[10/27/17, 7:33:20 PM]

[11/1

17

10:57:43 AM

Many thanks. Much
Dear Bruce, I hope you and the
week here under the
down on us. I am

Also, we remain in the dark as to what
bout us, our assets and previous work. I
know you understand the importance of all this and have done your very
rateful if you could continue to
Sincere thanks for everything
again soon.
Best, Chris
[11/18/17, 5:22:42 PM] Bruce: Chris, thanks for reaching out. I
understand the difficulties and uncertainty you are experiencing.

I
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- Bruce
[11/27/17, 10:02:01 AM]
: Hi Bruce, is there any chance
we could have a catch-up
sapp ca this eve GMT, maybe around 1500
with you? Otherwise tomorrow eve GMT? Many thanks, Chris
[11/27/17, 10:48:18 AM] Bruce: Chris - I have a meeting ending at 1500
today that might spill over a few minutes. Would 1515 work for you?
[11/27/17, 10:51:51 AM]
Yes, of course. C
[11/27/17, 11:45:20 AM] ~all you then.
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Onr, Bruce (OOAG}

Sent:

Wednesday, March 23, 2016 2:47 PM

To:

Nellie Ohr

Subject:

Re: question for Nellie (b) (7)(E).- per Cnn

Cool!

On Mar 23, 2016, at 2:06PM, Nellie Ohr (b) (6)

wrote:

Sure!

--Original MessageFrom: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) (ODAG) <Bruce.G.Ohr@usdoj.goV>
To: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Wed, Mar 23, 2016 1:58 pm
Subject: Fwd: question for Nellie
Hi honey!
I trust you are okay with this?
Love, B

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF)" (b) (6)
Date: March 23, 2016 at 12:43:28 PM EDT
To: "Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)" <brohr@jmd.usdoLgov<mailto:brohr@ jmd.usdoj golf>>
Subj ect question for Nellie (b) (7)(E) - per Cnn

->

Hi Bruce,
Hope you guys are having a great vacation. I just met with Ivana Nizich (she told me both she and her
husband used to work for you, Bruce - small world!) She and Joe Wheatley are working on one of the
and trying to get some general background info that may be helpful to them.
be a great resource, but I didn't want to reach out to her directly without
asking you first so as not to put her on the spot. Do you think she would be comfortable with talking to
them. and would it present any conflict of interest issues for her or for you?
Thanks!
Lisa
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Wednesday, April13, 2016 8:57 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}

Subject:

Re: Bahrain News Agency

I Regional workshop on counterterrorism held

Cool!

-Original MessageFrom: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} (ODAG) <Bruce.G.Ohr@usdoj.goV>
To: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Wed, Apr 13, 2016 3:47 am
Subject: Fwd: Bahrain News Agency I Regional workshop on counterterrorism held
Hi honey.
We made the news!
Love, 8
Begin forwarded message:

(NSD)"

Subject: Bahrain News Agency I Regional workshop on counterterrorism held
http://www.bna.bh/portal/en/news/721659
FYSA
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N ellie Ohr

From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Monday, December 12, 2016 1 0:11 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}

Subject:

Fwd: fyi

I assume Glenn means y ou not me

-

111111111••••••

Original Message-

From: Glenn Simpson

To: Bruce Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Man, Dec 12. 20 16 10:05 am
Subject: Re: fyi
Please ring if you can

From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Date: Sunday, De cember 11, 2016 at 1:08 PM
To: Glenn Simpson
Subject: Re: fyi

Thank you!
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 11, 2016, at 12:20 PM, Glenn Simpson

wrote:

Torshin-nra article
https:l/thinkprogress.org/nra-and-russian-cousin-18f507d40240#.go31kk2hf
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Monday, September 05, 2016 7:29 PM

To:

Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG)

Subject:

Fwd: Korzhakov speaks AND crime news

I'm pasting in this article about the buying and selling of official positions. Turns out a US citizen was involved.
Plus other crime news below.
Conveniently in English http://en.crimerussia.ru/corruption/positions-for-sale-how-much-to-become-a-1overnmentalofficial/?lang=ru

Positions for sale: How much to become a
governmental official?
4 Sept 2016
There is a special category of corruption crimes that almost always remain unpunished. They are committed by socalled 'kingmakers' or 'fixers ' selling positions in governmental institutions. enforcement structures, and large
companies. Bitter struggle is raging in quiet ministerial and departmental offices for sinecures and 'gravy trains'
allowing to receive good bribes. Upon purchasing the desired position, the civil servant starts using various
corruption schemes to compensate the incurred costs. Obviously, the public and state interests are the last thing
he is concerned about

Everything is bought and sold
Such machinations are rarely detected by law enforcement authorities because all parties to the deal are happy: the
seller gets goO'd money, while the buyer- powers that can be used at his own discretion. No one is willing to show
off such a deal.
In the recent years, brokage became a common practice in many governmental structures. Wherever duties of
officials can generate illegal profits, fat jobs are sold out like hot cakes - be it a chair in a district administration or a
high post in a federal ministry. Demand always creates supply.
There are plenty of semi-Criminal businessmen in Russia willing to invest considerable money into a chair in a
governmental structure - that not only allows to make illegal profits . but also brings numerous privileges available
only to officials. Very often an oligarch- the main beneficiary- remains in the shadow, while the important chair is
occupied by his henchman -a trusted aide who does not make any decisions and only creates an illusion of work.
Of course, all the financial flows stay under control of the real master.
Media normally learn about such type of swindling when positions are sold by adventurous persons who, in fact,
have no relation to staff appointment mechanisms in governmental structures . The ·defrauded purchasers address
law enforcement authorities in a hope to return millions of rubles paid to the scammers. The number of such
machinations grows every year because people are willing to pay really big money for prestigious positions.
The fake fixers exploit the firm belief of businessmen that money can resolve any issue with state bureaucrats. The
unscrupulous scammers take advantage of the secrecy surrounding administrative structures and inability of
perspective buyers to verify whether the promised appointment is real or not. The fraudsters meet with their victims
in expensive restaurants, show fake service ID's and other attributes of power. They arrive on luxury cars with
governmental license plates, pret end to take phone calls from influential officials, complain on work load . ..
Businessmen, who understand very well that staffing issues in many governmental agencies are resolved by money,
lose their c autiousness and take the bait.

Post in district admini.stration for mullion rubles
The real kingmakers rarel y attract attention of law enforcement authorities. Normally, police and special services
catch not true fixers, but fraudsters pretending to be them. Files of arrested law enforcement officers often have a
note: "Had no real possibility to affect the matter·.
For example, recently a 40-year-old man tried to sell a cushy job in the Administration of the Moscow District of St.
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Petersburg for 1 million rubles.
According to the SL Petersburg pollee press service, the investigation of this criminal case is completed, and the
materials have been submitted to court for examination of the merits of the case . Investigators of the Administration
for the Central District of the General Administration for St. Petersburg and the Leningrad Region of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs (MIA) of the Russian Federation have charged the detained suspect under part 3 of Article 30 and
part 3 of Article 159 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation (Attempted Swindling on a large scale}.
According to the law enforcement authorities, a person have addressed police because he suspected that a 40-yearold St. Petersburg resident, who had offered him to buy a prestigious position in the district administration, had no
relation to the human resources management in this municipal authority. The suspect w as arrested on April27,
2016 i n a restaurant located on Ligovsky avenue in St. Petersburg during a meeting with the potential buyer.
Currently the fraudster is waiting for the triaL
A sentence has been already announced in another high-profile brokage case. The Tverskoy District Court of
Moscow has found that Gennady Astsaturov, 69 years old, a.nd. Mikhail Kharsiev, 23 years old. were selling the post
of an Aide to the Deputy of the State Duma of the Russian Federation for $155 thousand.
According to the official statement of the Prosecutor General's Office of the Russian Federation, the convicted
criminals have defrauded a person fa miliar to them claiming that they can assist with this appointment. If fact, they
never intended to keep that promise. Interestingly, Astsaturov and Kharsiev themselves were Aides to a Deputy of
the State Duma - they used this fact to make their scam more c onvincing.
The fraudsters were arrested by the Federal Security SeJVice ofthe Russian Federation (FSB) in a Moscow cafe
immediately after receiving a partial payment from the victim. The Tverskoy District Court of Moscow has found them
guilty under part 3 of Article 30 and part 4 of Article 159 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation (Attempted
Swindling committed by an organized group on an especially large scale). Mikhail Kharsiev was sentenced to 3
years in a general regime penal colony ; Gennady Astsaturov was sentenced to the same term conditionally- the
court has taken into consideration his senior age.

US citizen selling position in Russian Federal Fishing Agency
However. not all sellers of posts are fraudsters - even if they are accused of fraud. Top-level officials often deny any
connections with the intermediaries in such deals. Law enforcement authorities, being unable to prove the fact of
brokage, have to charge the intermediaries under Article 159 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation - while
the high-ranked masterminds escape the liability.
For example, members of an organized crime group involving, George Hager, an American citizen. told the FSB the
name of an i nfluential official in the Federal Fishing Agency of the Russian Federation who had promised to assist in
appointing a certain person to a senior position in this agency for a fee of $7 million payable to the intermediaries . It
was Yuri Khokhlov, the Counselor of the Head of the Federal Fishing Agency, who has immediately denied all
corruption accusation and soon retired from his post. Despite the public uproar. he was never prosecuted in the
framework of this case.
The criminal group involved George Hager. an American with Belorussian roots, Fanil Sabirianov, ex-official from the
Republic of Bashkortostan, and Minkail Umaev, a businessman operating in lngushetia and Chechnya.
According to the investigation, these three people told the potential purchaser that they have good connections in
the Administration of the President of the Russian Federation and in the Russian Government. The suspects offered
the buyer, whose name was not disclosed, a senior position in the Federal Fishing Agency. Hager, Umaev. and
Sabirianov explained that most of the requested $7 million fee will be spent on bribing high-ranked officials in the
federa l agency responsible fo r management and protection of the national fish resources.
The potential buyer of this cushy job did not believe the intermediaries and addressed the FSB - so all further
negotiations were conducted under suJVeillance of the operatives. In the end of May 2016 George Hager was
arrested in Roberto restaurant on Rozhdestvensky boulevard in Moscow immediately after receiving $300 thousand
as the first installment. The American quickly agreed to collaborate with the investigation and brought the money to
his accomplices on Nikitsky boulevard - where FSB officers have arrested Fanil Sabirianov and Minkail Umaev.
Questionings started. The members of the criminal group told the operatives that their intention was to arrange the
appointment of the c lient to the superior position through Yuri Khokhlov. the Counselor of the Head of the Federal
Fishing Agency. During the special operation, Hager, Umaev, and Sabirianov attempted to give a paper replica of $3
million to the federal official - but Khokhlov refused to take the money. He said that this is a provocation. Therefore,
his involvement into the corruption scheme could not be proven. Still, the scandal has resulted in his resignation
from the Federal Fishing Agency of the Russian Federation.
George Hager, Minkail Umaev, and Fanil Sabirianov are currently waiting for the trial. All of them have been charged
under part 4 of Article 159 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation (Swindling on an especially large scale
committed by an organized group by previous concert).

" You must know whom to pay and how much''
A Human Resources Department officer in a federal agency agreed to talk with the CrimeRussia journalist on
condition of anonymity.
"If I tell you how appointments are being made in our organization. I will be held liable. They will set the dogs on
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me; - Mikhail Alekseev (fictious name) expressed his concerns.
An experienced human resources specialist, he found his first job through good connections back in the 1980s.
Upon graduation, he did not want to ·go through the job placement system- which could send him to a d istant
Rassvet (Sunrise) village as a teacher of history. His aunt was fami liar with an influential female official who helped
the young graduate. Monetary bribes were not paid for employment assistance at that time, but his family had to be
friends with the patroness: give her expensive presents on holidays, invite to family events, run small errands, etc.
~y father had to drive that lady to her cottage on week-ends, help her with renovations , move furniture. My mother
helped her in the kitchen when t he patroness was making banquettes fo r important people. My parents considered
this a normal situation because the management was favo rable to their son." - Mikhail Alekseev told.
But now a position in the institution where he works costs muc h more than simple pre sents and favors. Everything
has its price. For instance, the current Head of this organization has paid 25 million rubles to his Moscow patrons
fo r the chair. His Deputy's chair costs some 15 million rubles. To become an entry-level employee, one has to pay
only 100 thousand rubles- but right connections are still required. You must know whom to pay and how muchotherwise you might be defrauded by a scammer.
Similar staffing policies are used in other governmental institutions as well. Of course, each organization has its own
specific nuances. The more profitable - from the bribe-taking point of view - is a position, the more you have to pay
for it. The most expensive are positions in control and w atchdog. authorities - where you can first put pressure on
somebody and then offer him a solution for a good rew ard.
•o ffic ials make good money on oil and gas companies, c onstruction businesses, industrial enterprises, and trade
and service companies. Therefore, governmental positions overseeing these sectors of economy are worth millions
of rubles at the regional level and millions of dollars - at the federal level. And each oligarch wants to seat his own
henchman in such a c hair; - the human resources specialist said.
" Official is not a surgeon: he won't cut away from you too much"
According to Mikhail Alekseev, not only monies are required to be appointed to a good position. but right
connections as welL You can't just bring a case of cash and become an official - you must demonstrate that you
belong to that circle. The only w ay t o gain trust of corrupt civil servants is to find a guarantor well-known for his
loyalty to the superiors.
According t o the human resources specialist, law enforcement authorities never express interest towards
governmental appointments and don't ask whether it was for a bribe or not. Of course, the colleagues know this
precisely, but keep silence . No one needs issues and reputation of a truth-seeker that can destroy an official's
c areer.
"'I had never taken bribes for referring somebody to my boss. The money flow directly to the pockets of the
management, I get nothing. But I c an tell about available vacancies or provide intermediary contact information to an
interested person. I can also help to revise the resume . Sometimes I participate in negotiations -but only in relation
to entry-level staff. Everything else is above my l evel .~ - Mikhail admitted.
He believes that there is nothing wrong with helping people to find a job. After all, an official is not a surgeon: he
won't cut away from you too mud.

- Original Messag~e;;;;-.......................
From: Nellie Ohr (b) ( 6)
To: (b) (6) Nellie Emml
, (b) (6) Allensworth
Sent: Mon. Sep 5, 2016 5:03pm
Subject: Re: Korzhakov speaks

(b) ( 6)

[This is a followup on a story that a man who had criticized Kadyrov had gone missing.
npon a8W~H Kp~n1K Kap,b1po8a Hawe.ncl'l Ha ,D,He po>K,O,eHI-Il'l y ,D,pyra
(beware, this was originally published in life.ru] http://crimerussia.ru/ gover/propavshiy-kritik-kadyrova-nashelsya-nadne-rozhdeniya-u-druga!
- Coo6w,eH1!1l'l o Moei.i cMepn1 c11nbHO npeysem14eHbl, - 3aHB ~n nai1ljly se4epoM 3 ceHTl'l6pl'l caM Mapraroa no
r eneljloHy. OH n o,D,Tsep,D,~n . 4To >KH B ~ Hes pe,D,~ M ~ e,D,eT ,D,OMOH. [his phone battery ran out so he c ouldn't tell his
family]

p.s. Korzhakov's story about "truckloads of money for Shuva.lov'' is being followed up on by Nava.lny
16~35 HasanbHbiH o6paTJotTCl'l 8 <DCEi ~ CK c rpe6o8aHI1eM nposep~Tb coo6UJ,eHL1e 8 CMIII o «rpyaoBI1Kax D.eHer»
lllll'l Wy aanoaa
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(http://crimerussia.ru/gover/navalnw-obratitsya-v-fsb-i-sk-s-trebovaniem-proverit-soobshchenie-v-smi-o-gruzovikakhdeneg-dlya-sh/)

Following up on Yashin's report of criminals in United Russia, here is a report focusing on one of them, conveniently
translated into English
http://en.crimerussia.ru/ gromkie-<lela/election-campaign-of-irina-guseva-challenge-for-criminal-world/?lang=ru

-Original MessageFrom: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
To: (b) (6) Allens\\ orth
Sent Mon, Sep 5, 2016 4:45 pm
Subject: Korzhakov speaks

(b) ( 6)

I haven't heard of Korzhakov speaking publicly in ages but he just came forward with an interview.
http://crimerussia.ru/gover/ znay u-ikh-vsekh-govorit-aleksandr-korzhakov/
Haven't read it through carefully , but it looks as if he doesn't think much of Murov and he talks about being part of
the "Rokhlin conspiracy"
P.s. While I'm looking at headlines from c rime periodicals, I see that Rovshan Dzhaniyev (Rovshan Lenkoranskiy)
was kiille<J in Istanbul on 18 August He was one suspect in the Usoyan murder.
(http://www.primecrime.ru/news/2016-06-23 6209/)
Also. there is a fig ht between Dzhangveladze (another Usoyan murder suspect) and Lasha Shushanashvili to be the
patriarch of Russian criminals while Kalashov/Shakro Molodoy is in prison.
(http://www.primecrime.ru/news/2016-09-05 6223)
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Monday, August 29, 2016 12:30 PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}

Subject:

Fwd: 2016-#159-Johnson' s Russia List

-Original MessageFrom: David Johnson <davidjohnson@starpower_net>
To:
Sent: Mon. Aug 29, 2016 11 :51 am
Subject: 20 16-#159-Johnson's Russia List
Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

Johnson's Russia List
201641159
29 August 2016
davidiohnson@starpower_net
A project sponsored through the Institute for Europe.an, Russian, and Eurasian Studies (JERES) at
The George Washington University's Elliott Sdool of International Affairs*
www_ieres _org
JRL homepage: www_russialistorg.
Constant Contact JRL archive:
http://archive constantcontact.com/fs053/ 1102820649387/archive/ 11 02911694293_html
JRL on Facebook: wwwJacebook_com/russialist
JRL on Twitter: wwwJwitter_com/JohnsonRussiali
Support JRL: http://russialisLorg/funding _php
~ nO
Your source for news and analysis since 1996
*Support for JRL is provided in part by a grant from carnegie Corporation of New York to the George
Washington University and by voluntary contributions from readers. The contents do not necessarily
represent the views of IERES or the George Washington University.

Washington Post editorial (July 30, 2014): "The West also
should not shrink from the destabilization of Mr. Putin's
regime."
In this issue

TODAY
1_Newsweek.com: William Courtney and David Shlapak, THE WEST MUST DO FAR
MORE TO KEEP PUTIN AT BAY_(The RAND Corporation)
2_Anne Applebaum: "finally -finally! - Russia's extraordinary disinformation campaign is
creeping towards the front pages."
3. New York Times: A Powerful Russian Weapon: The Spread of False Stories.
4. New York Times editoriar: Russia Blames Others for Its Dooina Woes.
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5. Consortiurnnews.com: Robert Parry, The Dumbed-Down New York Times.
6. Newsweek.com: How Vladimir Putin Is Using Donald Trump to Advance Russia's Goals.
7. Washington Babylon: Ken Silverstein, Donald Trump Vladimir Putin: How the DNC and
media created a bogus narrative while ignoring Hillary's deep ties to Russia and Ukraine.
8. Antiwar.com: Justin Raymond, Clinton's Crazy Conspiracy Theory. Is Vladimir Putin
behind the #NeverHnlary movement?
9. Sputnik: Real Propaganda: NY Times Says Kremlin Uses Sputnik, RT as Dis information
Weapon.
10. www.rt.com: Danielle Ryan, From bad to worse: Clinton laying foundation for
increasingly hostile relations with Russia.
11. www.rt.corn: 'Divorced from reality: IPC disables Russian Paralympic athletes from
excelling in sport.' (interview with Ron Katz)
12. www.rt.com editorial: American defense contractors think you have been brainwashed.
13. Russia Beyond the Headlines/Kommersant: Losing the good fight: IKEA's struggle to
remain honest in Russia. The Swedish f urniture retailer IKEA is landed with hundreds of
lawsuits in Russia every year. It insists that these lawsuits are retaliation for its honesty
and determination to do clean business in a country where corruption is part of the system.
Yet if investigators are to be believed, even IKEA has been unable to buy land, build its
stores on it and connect them to the power grid by
14. The Unz Report: Anatoly Karlin, Is Putin the Godfather of Extreme Nationalism?
15. httpJ/theduran.corn: Dmitry Babich, Masha Gessen's unpredictable spelling tea leaves.
How name games became Masha Gessen's new way of undertaking Russian political
analysis.
16. RFBRL: Brian Whitmore, Playing The Kremlin's Game.
17. The Unz Review: Anatoly Karlin, Michael Weiss, the Neocon's Neocon.
18. The Unz Review: Richard Silverstein, Michael Weiss and the Iran-U.S. Hardline Nexus
That Led Iranian-American to Evin Prison.
19. BBC Monitoring: Russian election debate: War on corruption.
20. www.rt.com: Senator warns of foreign provocation targeting upcoming Russian polls.
21. Vedomosti: Russian paper mulls chances of earty presidential election. (Maria
Zheleznova)
22. Rethinking Russia: Russia is trying to reestablish its status of global power and the
West does not want to let this happen and is trying to retain its dominance. Interview with
Vadim Trukhachev, Senior Lecturer, Department of International Relations and Foreign
Area Studies, Russian State University for the Humanities.
23. Wall Street Journal: Latvia's Wariness Over Russia Raises Civil Rights Concerns at
Home. Petition questioning country's independence results in s[x-month prison sentence.
24. The American Conservative: Jon Basil Utley, White Russia Makes Progress. A visit to
Minsk reveals a peaceful transition to economic freedom.
25. The Unz Review: The Saker, Assessing the Russian Military as an Instrument of
Power.
26. Moskovsky Komsomofets: Russia tapes ex-MP scoffs at Ukrainian prosecutor
charges. (Konstantin Zatulin article)
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27 _lntellinews.com: Garham Stack, Sergei Kuznetsov, and Ben Aris, LONG READ:
Poroshenko's empire - the business of being Ukraine's president
28_ Governmentru: August 2008: Russian Prime Minister Vladimfr Putin interviewed by the
German ARD TV channeL 'We are not going to play by some special rules of our own_We
want everyone to follow the same rules that are also referred to as international law."

#1
Newsweek. com
August 27, 2016
THE WEST MUST DO FAR MORE TO KEEP PUTlN AT BAY
BY WILLIAM COURTNEY AND DAVID SHLAPAK
William Courtney is an adjunct senior fellow at the nonprofit, nonpartisan Rand Corp_and
was U.S. ambassador to Kazakhstan, Georgia and a U.S.-Soviet nuclear testing
commission_David Shlapak is a senior defense researcher at RAND.
Last month in Warsaw, Poland, NATO leaders vowed to make the alliance "stronger in
defense and deterrence." While progress was made, there is reason to doubt its adequacy.
America continues to decline to provide Ukraine and Georgia with advanced defensive
weapons or to challenge Russia's airpower supporting the Syrian regime's siege of Aleppo.
Is the West doing enough to dissuade and deter Russian misbehavior?
In a series of war games, the RAND Corp. examined the shape and probable outcome of a
possible Russian invasion of the Baltic States. RAND found that "as currently postured,
NATO cannot successfufly defend" them. Russian forces would reach the edge of Riga,
Latvia, and Tallinn, Estonia, in 60 hours or less_
Gaming also showed that a NATO force of about seven land force brigades (three
armored), backed by airpower and other enablers, could avert a rapid overrun and force
Moscow to weigh the risks of a prolonged and serious fight
How is NATO addressing this risk? In Warsaw, NATO leaders opted for a tripwire
response short of what RAND's analysis would recommend. Yet, as President Barack
Obama correctly noted, it will be NATO's "most signrticant reinforcement" since the Cold
War.
In support of its mission of collective defense, the alliance will deploy four rotating battalionsized units to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland, buttressing their forces. (A brigade
has two to five battalions.)
Reinforcing them at a remove, America will add the equivalent of an armored Army brigade
to two existing Army brigades in Europe. In addition, equipment for a U.S. Army division will
be stored there. These steps send an important signal of commitment but are insufficient
to present an adequate conventional deterrent to aggression.
Georgia and Ukraine, not being NATO members, receive less support America has
provided over $600 million in security assistance to Ukraine since Russia's invasion in
2014. Among its purposes are battalion-level training and the provision of critical non-lethal
equipment, such as counter-artillery radars, secure communications and tactical drones.
At a more modest level, Washington is beginning to train Georgian forces in territorial
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defense. Both countries seek advanced lethal defensive arms, such as the U.S. Javelin
anti-armor missile. To date, Washington declines to supply it.
Some who oppose arming Ukraine say that doing so would only cause Russia to inject
more military force. However, there appear to be limits to Moscow's willingness to raise the
stakes.
In the summer of 2014, Russia's insertion of conventional forces to shore up rebel allies
prevented their defeat, but Moscow eschewed escalating further. President Vladimir Putin
stopped talking about "Novorossiya," all of eastern and southern Ukraine.
In recent weeks, however, Russia has again built up forces in and near Ukraine and
conducted exercises that it could use as a cover for surprise attaclc This again raises the
issue of the West's providing additional aid to Kiev to help it deter and defend against
aggression.
U.S. aversion to a military role in Syria except against ISIS has kept the West on the
sidelines as Russia's airpower helps Assad's forces lay siege to Aleppo. America's
restraint also imperils the partial cessation of hostilities in Syria agreed to last February by
Russia and America, and robs the West of leverage to promote negotiated outcomes
By committing only to a light special forces footprint in Syria, the West has far less clout
than Russia. U.S. pledges that "attacks on Syria's civilian population are never to be
tolerated" have lost meaning.
Perhaps Moscow is already deterred from expanding aggression in Europe and supporting
Assad's brutality. Perhaps the Kremlin is heightening military pressure only to strengthen
its diplomatic hand. Perhaps Russia will exercise restraint because of its weak economy,
isolation from the West and armed forces that are far smaller than NATO's.
Nonetheless, renewed military pressure on Ukrarne and stepped up bombing in Syria-also
now staged from Iran-suggest that the West may be doing less than it should to dissuade
Russia from undermining Western interests.
A key reason is that Russia is more willing to use miljtary power even though it has less of
it Despite the decisions in Warsaw, the West ought to take another look at whether its
efforts to deter Russian military interference are sufficient

[return to Contents)

#2
Twitter
Anne Applebaum @anneapplebaum
finally-finallyl - Russia's extraordinary disinformation campaign is creeping towards the
front pages
A Powerful Russian Weapon: The Spread of False Stories
Using both conventional media and covert channels, the Kremlin relies on disinformation to
create doubt, fear and discord in Europe and the Unite ...
nytimes.com
[return to Contents]
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New York Times
August 29, 2016
A Powerful Russian Weapon: The Spread of False Stories
By NEIL MacFARQUHAR
Dark Arts· Russia's Stealth Conflict
This article is the second in a series on how Russia covertly projects power.
STOCKHOLM - With a vigorous national debate underway on whether Sweden should
enter a military partnership with NATO, officials in Stockholm suddenly encountered an
unsettling problem~ a flood of distorted and outright false information on social media,
confusing public perceptions of the issue.
The claims were alarming: tf Sweden, a non-NATO member, signed the deal, the alliance
would stockpile secret nuclear weapons "On Swedish soil; NATO could attack Russia from
Sweden without government approval; NATO soldiers, immune from prosecution, could
rape Swedish women without fear of criminal charges.
They were all false, but the disinformation had begun spilling into the traditional news
media, and as the defense minister, Peter Hultqvist, traveled the country to promote the
pact in speeches and town hall meetings, he was repeatedly grilled about the bogus
stories.
"People were not used to it. and they got scared, asking what can be believed, what should
be believed?" said Marinette Nyh Radebo, Mr. Hultqvist's spokeswoman.
As often happens in such cases, Swedish officials were never able to pin down the source
of the false reports. But they, numerous analysts and experts in American and European
intelligence point to Russia as the prime suspect, noting that preventing NATO expansion
is a centerpiece of the foreign poltcy of President Vladimir V. Putin, who invaded Georgia in
2008 largely to forestall that possibility.
In Crimea, eastern Ukraine and now Syria, Mr. Putin has flaunted a modernized and more
muscular military. But he lacks the economic strength and overall might to openly confront
NATO, the European Union or the United States. Instead, he has invested heavily in a
program of "weaponized" information, using a variety of means to sow doubt and division_
The goal is to weaken cohesion among member states, stir discord in their domestic
politics and blunt opposition to Russia.
"Moscow views world affairs as a system of special operations, and very sincerely
believes that it itsetf is an object of Western special operations," said Gleb Pavlovsky, who
helped establish the Kremlin's information machine before 2008. "I am sure that there are
a lot of centers, some linked to the state, that are involved in inventing these kinds of fake
stories."
The planting of false stories is nothing new; the Soviet Union devoted considerable
resources to that during the ideological battles of the Cold War_ Now, though,
disinformation is regarded as an important aspect of Russian mftitary doctrine, and ft is
being directed at political debates in target countries with far ,greater sophistication and
volume than in the past
The flow of misleading and inaccurate stories is so strong that both NATO and the
European Union have established special offices to Identify and refute dlsinformation,
particularly claims emanating from Russia.
The Kremlin's clandestine methods have surfaced in the United States, too, American
.....fh,...j~J,...
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National Commfttee emalls that embarrassed Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign.
The Kremfin uses both conventional media - Sputnik, a news agency, and RT, a television
outlet - and covert channels, as in Sweden, that are almost always untraceable.
Russia exploits both approaches in a comprehensive assault, Wilhelm Unge, a
spokesman for the Swedish Security Service, said this year when presenting the agency's
annual report. 'We mean everything from internet trolls to propaganda and misinformation
spread by media companies like RT and Sputnik," he said.
The fundamental purpose of dezinformatsiya, or Russian disinformation, experts said, is to
undermine the official version of events - even the very idea that there is a true version of
events- and foster a kind of policy paralysis.
Ofsinformation most famously succeeded in early 2014 with the initial obfuscation about
deploying Russian forces to seize Crimea. That summer, Russia pumped out a dizzying
array of theories about the destruction of Mafaysia Airlines Fright 17 over Ukraine, blaming
the C.IA and, most outlandishly, Ukrainian fighter pilots who had mistaken the airliner for
the Russian presidential aircraft.
The cloud of stories helped veil the simple truth that poorly trained insurgents had
accidentally downed the plane with a missile supplfed by Russia.
Moscow adamantly denies using disinformation to influence Western public opinion and
tends to label accusations of either overt or covert threats as "Russophobia."
"There is an impression that, like in a good orchestra, many Western countries every day
accuse Russia of threatening someone," Maria Zakharova, the Russian Foreign Ministry
spokeswoman, said at a recent ministry briefing.
Tracing individual strands of disinformation is difficult, but in Sweden and elsewhere,
experts have detected a characteristic pattern that they tie to Kremlin-generated
disinformation campaigns.
''The dynamic is always the same: It originates somewhere in Russia, on Russia state
media sites, or different websrtes or somewhere in that kind of context," said Anders
Lindberg, a Swedish journalist and lawyer_
''Then the fake document becomes the source of a news story distributed on far-left or farright-wing websites," he said. ''Those who rely on those sites for news link to the story, and
it spreads. Nobody can say where they come from, but they end up as key issues in a
security policy decision."
Although the topics may vary, the goal is the same, Mr. Lindberg and others
suggested. 'What the Russians are doing is building narratives; they are not building
facts,'' he said. ''The underlying narrative is, 'Don't trust anyone_'"
The weaponization of information is not some project devised by a Kremlin policy expert
but is an integral part of Russian military doctrine - what some senior military figures call
a "decisive" battlefront.
"The role of nonmilitary means of achieving political and strategic goaJs has grown, and, in
many cases, they have exceeded the power of force of weapons in their effectiveness,"
Gen. Valery V. Gerasimov, the chief of the general staff of the Russian Armed Forces,
wrote in 2013.
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A prime Kremlin target is Europe, where the rise of the populist right and declining support
for the European Union create an ever more receptive audience for Russia's conservative,
nationalistic and authoritarian approach under Mr. Putin. Last year, the European
Parliament accused Russia of "financing radical and extremist parties" in its member
states, and in 2014 the Kremnn extended an $11 .7 million loan to the National Front, the
extreme-right party in France.
"The Russians are very good at courting everyone who has a grudge with Hberal
democracy, and that goes from extreme right to extreme left," said Patrlk Oksanen, an
editorial writer for the Swedish newspaper group MittMedia. The central idea, he said, is
that "liberal democracy is corrupt, inefficient, chaotic and, uttimately, not democratic."
Another message, largely unstated, is that European governments lack the competence to
deal with the crises they face, particularly immigration and terrorism, and that their officials
are all American puppets.
ln Germany, concerns over immigrant violence grew after a 13-year-old Russian-German
girl said she had been raped by migrants. A report on Russian state television furthered the
story. Even after the polke debunked the daim, Russia's foreign minister, Sergey V.
Lavrov, continued to chastise Germany.
In Britain, analysts said, the Kremlin's English-language news outlets heavily favored the
campaign for the country to leave the European Union, despite their claims of objectivity.
In the Czech Republic, alarming, sensational stories portraying the United States, the
European Union and immigrants as villains appear dally across a cluster of about 40 proRussia websites.
During NATO mirrtary exercises in early June, articles on the websites suggested that
Washington controlled Europe through the alliance, with Germany as its local sheriff.
Echoing the disinformation that appeared in Sweden, the reports said NATO planned to
store nuclear weapons in Eastern Europe and would attack Russia from there without
seeking approval from tocar capitals.
A poll this summer by European Values, a think tank in Prague, found that 51 percent of
Czechs viewed the United States' role in Europe negatively, that only 32 percent viewed
the European Union positively and that at least a quarter believed some elements of the
disinformation.
'The data show how public opinion is changing thanks to the disinformation on those
outlets," said Jakub Janda, the think tank's deputy director for public and poUtical
affairs. "They try to look like a regular media outlet even if they have a hidden agenda."
Not all Russian disinformation efforts succeed. Sputnik news websites in various
Scandinavian languages failed to attract enough readers and were closed after less than a
year.
Both RT and Sputnik portray themselves as independent, alternative voices. Sputnik
claims that it ''tell.s the untold," even if its daily report relies heavily on articles abridged from
other sources. RT trumpets the slogan "Questron More."
Both depict the West as grim, divided , brutal, decadent, overrun with violent immigrants
and unstable. 'lhey want to give a picture of Europe as some sort of continent that is
collapsing," Mr. Hultqvist, the Swedish defense minister, said in an interview.
RT often seems obsessed with the United States, portraying life there as hellish. Its
--··-·-~- -~
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focused instead on scattered demonstrations. It defends the Republican presidential
nominee, Donald J. Trump, as an underdog maligned by the established news media.
Margarrta Simonyan, Rrs editor in chief, said the channel was being singled out as a
threat because it offered a different narrative from "the Anglo-American media-political
establishment" RT, she said, wants to provide "a perspective otherwise missing from the
mainstream media echo chamber."
Moscow's targeting of the West with disinformation dates to a Cold War program the
Soviets called "active measures." The effort involved leaking or even writing stories for
sympathetic newspapers in India and hoping that they would be picked up in the West,
said Professor Mark N. Kramer, a Cold War expert at Harvard.
The story that AIDS was a C.I.A. project run amok spread that way, and it poisons the
discussion of the disease decades later. At the time, before the Soviet Union's 1991
collapse, the Kremlin was selling communism as an ideological alternative. Now, experts
said, the ideological component has evaporated, but the goal of weakening adversaries
remains.
In Sweden recently that has meant a series of bizarre forged letters and news articles
about NATO and linked to Russia.
One forgery, on Defense Ministry letterhead over Mr. Hultqvist's signature, encouraged a
major Swedish firm to sell artillery to Ukraine, a move that would be illegal in Sweden. Ms.
Nyh Radebo, his spokeswoman, put an end to that story in Sweden, but at internationaJ
conferences, Mr. Hultqvist still faced questions about the nonexistent sales.
Russia also made at least one overt attempt to influence the debate. During a seminar in
the spring, Vladimir Kozin, a senior adviser to the Russian Institute for Strategic Studies, a
think tank linked to the Kremlin and Russian foreign intelligence, argued against any
change in Sweden's neutral status.
"Do they really need to lose their neutral status?" he said of the Swedes. "To permit fielding
new U.S. mifitary bases on their territory and to send their national troops to take part in
dubious regional conflicts?"
Whatever the method or message, Russia clearly wants to win any information war, as
Dmitry Kiselyev, Russia's most famous television anchor and the director of the
organization that runs Sputnik, made clear recently.
Speaking this summer on the 75th anniversary of the Soviet Information Bureau, Mr.
Kiselyev said the age of neutral journalism was over. "If we do propaganda, then you do
propaganda, too," he said, directing his message to Western journallsts.
''Today, it is much more costly to kiiJ one enemy soldier than during World War II, World
War I or in the Middle Ages," he said in an interview on the state-run Rossiya 24 network.
While the business of "persuasion" is more expensive now, too, he said, "if you can
persuade a person, you don't need to kill him "
[return to Contents]
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Russia B•ames Others for Its Doping Woes
The recent obituary of Nina Ponomareva, a discus thrower who in 1952 became the first
Soviet athlete to win an Olympic gold medal, recounts how she later made a foolish
mistake. On a trip to London, she was caught shoplifting some hats. To the authorities in
Moscow, however, the mistake was not hers. It was all a British "dirty provocation."
Thai became the standard prism through which the Soviets viewed any punitive action
against them: politically motivated, always a provocation, never justified. And even though
the Cold War is long over, President Vladimir Putin remains stuck in the same, snarling
defensive crouch in his responses to any accusations of Russian foul play, from the
seizure of Crimea to the widespread state-sponsored doping of Russian athletes.
Yet Russia's reaction to being banned from the Paralympic Games seems particularly
outrageous. The Russian team was banned because Mr. Putin's greed for medals, in the
illusion that they cover his authoritarian rule with glory, has led to the systematic doping of
athletes, including those for whom competition represents a triumph over physical
disabilities.
Announcing the ban earlier this month, Sir Philip Craven, president of the International
Paralympic Committee and himself a former wheelchair basketball player, was scathing:
Russia's "medals over morals mentality disgusts me."
Far from taking such rebukes to heart, Mr. Putin's government has begun a loud campaign
to depict itself as the aggrieved party, feeding a furious anti-American and anti-Western
frenzy in the Russian media and public. Turning the accusations on their head, Mr. Putin
on Thursday declared it was '1ust cynical to take it out on people for whom sport has
become the meaning of lrfe."

tt is hard to say how much of this Mr. Putin believes. But the degree to which the narrative
of victimization has taken hold in Russia is worrying. For instance, Dr. Grigory
Rodchenkov, the former -director of Russia's antidoping laboratory who provided evidence
of the doping and is now in the United States, is reviled in the Russian media as a
traitorous liar, and some Russian officials have gone so far as to assert that it was the
World Anti-Doping Agency that ordered him to tamper with athletes' urine samples.
Having brought Russia's doping practices to ITght, the International Olympic Committee,
the International Paralympic Committee and the World Anti-Doping Agency should counter
Mr. Putin's lies by making as clear as they can that Russia's athletes, and especially its
disabled athletes, have been betrayed by their government, and their government alone.
[return to Contents]
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Consortiumnews.com
August 27, 2016
The Dumbed-Down New York Times
By Robert Parry
Exclusive: A New York Times columnist writes Americans are so "dumbed-down" that they
don't know that Russia "invaded" Ukraine two years ago, but that "invasion" was mostly in
the minds of Times editors and other propagandists, says Robert Parry.
In a column mocking the poritical ignorance of the "dumbed-down" American people and
lamenting the death of "objective fact," New York Times columnist Timothy Egan shows
why so many Americans have lost faith in the supposedly just-the-facts-ma'am
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mainstream media.
Egan states as flat fact, "If more than 16 percent of Americans could locate Ukraine on a
map, it would have been a Really Big Deal when T rump said that Russia was not going to
invade it- two years after they had, in fact, invaded it."
But it is not a "fact" that Russia "invaded" Ukraine - and it's especially not the case if you
also don't state as flat fact that the United States has invaded Syria, Libya and many other
countries where the U.S. government has launched bombing raids or dispatched "special
forces." Yet, the Times doesn't describe those military operations as "invasions."
Nor does the newspaper of record condemn the U.S. government for violating international
law, although in every instance in which U.S. forces cross into another country's sovereign
territory without permission from that government or the United Nations Security Councfl,
that is technically an act of illegal aggression.
In other words, the Times applies a conscious double standard when reporting on the
actions of the United States or one of its ames (note how Turkey's recent Invasion of Syria
was just an "intervention"} as compared to how the Times deals with actions by U.S.
adversaries, such as Russia.
Biased on Ukraine
The Times' reporting on Ukraine has been particularly dishonest and hypocriticaL The
Times ignores the substantial evidence that the U.S_ government encouraged and
supported a violent coup that overthrew elected President Viktor Yanukovych on Feb. 22,
2014, including a pre-coup intercepted phone caJI between Assistant Secretary of State
Victoria Nufand and U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt discussing who should
lead the new government and how to "midwife this thing."
The Times also played down the key role of nee-Nazis and extreme nationalists in killing
police before the coup, seizing government building during the coup, and then
spearheading the slaughter of ethnic Russian Ukrainians after the coup. If you wanted to
detect the role of these SS-wannabes from the Times' coverage, you'd have to scour the
last few paragraphs of a few stories that dealt with other aspects of the Ukraine crisis
Wl1ile leaving out the context, the Times has repeatedly claimed that Russia "invaded"
Crimea, although curiously without showing any photographs of an amphibious landing on
Crimea's coast or Russian tanks crashing across Ukraine's border en route to Crimea or
troops parachuting from the sky to seize strategic Crimean targets.
The reason such evidence of an "invasion" was lacking is that Russian troops were
already stationed in Crimea as part of a basing agreement for the port of SevastopoL So, ft
was a very curious "invasion" indeed, since the Russian troops were on scene before
the '1nvasion" and their involvement after the coup was peacefuJ in protecting the Crimean
population from the depredations of the new regime's neo-Nazis. The presence of a small
number of Russian troops also allowed the Crimeans to vote on whether to secede from
Ukraine and rejoin Russia, which they did with a 96 percent majority.
In the eastern provinces, which represented Yanukovych's political base and where many
Ukrainians opposed the coup, you can fault, if you wish, the Russian decision to provide
some military equipment and possibly some special forces so ethnic Russian and other
anti-coup Ukrainians could defend themselves from the assaults by the nee-Nazi Azov
brigade and from the tanks and artillery of the coup-controlled Ukrainian army.
But an honest newspaper and honest columnists would insist on including this context
They also would resist pejorative phrases such as ·~nvasion" and "aggression" - unless, of
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and its "aHies."
That sort of nuance and balance is not what you get from The New York Times and
its "group thinking" writers, people Hke Timothy Egan. When it comes to reporting on
Russia, it's Cold War-style propaganda, day in and day out.
And this has not been a one--off problem. The unrelenting bias of the Times and, indeed,
the rest of the mainstream U.S. news media on the Ukraine crisis represents a lack of
professionalism that was also apparent in the pro-war coverage of the Iraq crisis in 200203 and other catastrophic U.S. foreign policy decisions.
A growing public recognition of that majnstream bias explains why so much of the
American population has tuned out supposedly "objective" news (because it is anything but
objective).
Indeed, those Americans who are more sophisticated about Russia and Ukraine than
Timothy Egan know that they're not getting the straight story from the Times and other
MSM outlets. Those not-dumbed-down Americans can spot U.S. government propaganda
when they see it.
[For more on this topic, see Consortiumnews.com's "NYT Still Pretends No Coup in
Ukraine"; "NYT Is Lost in its Ukraine Propaganda"; "NYT Whites Out Ukraine's Brown
Shirts"; and "NYT Enforces Ukraine 'Group Think"1
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Newsweek.com
August 29, 2016
How Vladimir Putin Is Using Donald Trump to Advance Russia's Goats
BY OWEN MATTHEWS
Not since the beginning of the Cold War has a U.S. politician been as fervently proRussian as Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump. Just four years after his
predecessor Mitt Romney declared Russia to be Washington's greatest geopolitical threat,
Trump has praised President Vladimir Putin as a real leader, "unlike what we have in this
country." Trump has also dismissed reports that Putin has murdered political enemies
("Our country does plenty of kitlfng also," he told MSNBC), suggested that he would "look
into" recognizing Russia's annexation of the Crimean peninsula and questioned whether
the United States should defend NATO allies who don't pay their way. When Russian
hackers stole a cache of emails in July from the Democratic National Committee's
servers, as security analysts have shown, Trump called on "Russia, if you're listening," to
hack some more.
"Trump is breaking with Republican foreign doctrine and almost every Republican foreign
thinker I know," says Michael McFaul, U.S. ambassador to Russia from 2012 to 2014. "He
is departing radically from Ronald Reagan, something never done by any Republican Party
presidential candidate."
It's easy to see why Putin views Trump's ascendancy as a godsend-and why he mobilized
his cyberspies and media assets to his aid, according to security analysts. "Trump
advocates isolationist poficies and an abdication. of U.S. leadership in the world. He cares
little about promoting democracy and human rights,'' continues McFaul. "A U.S. retreat
from global affairs ffts precisely with Putin's international interests." Putin has been
relatively reserved in his public support for Trump-catting him "colorful and talented,'' which
in
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Sputnik and RT (formerly Russia Today) have lavishly praised Trump, tweeted
#CrookedHillary memes and supported Trump's assertion that Barack Obama "founded
ISIS," and Russia's world-class army of state-sponsored hackers has targeted Hillary
Clinton and the Democratic Party.
What's more, it's increasingly clear that after the DNC hack the Kremlin is relishing. even
quietly flaunting, its newfound role as a meddler in U.S. politics. Mer years of U.S.
influence over Russian affairs, especially in the chaotic 1990s, it is sweet revenge for the
Kremlin to be cast once again as global puppet master. And most fundamentally, the
Krem~n's support for Trump is part of a longstanding strategy to sow disruption and
discord in the West. Whether it's by backing French ultra-nationalists, Catalan separatists
or the Brexit campaign, or boosting Donald Trump's chances by blackening the
Democrats, the Kremlin believes Russia benefrts every time the Western establishment is
embarrassed.
Russia's brazen cyberattack on the DNC servers was "a cyber psy~op, " according to Brian
Whitmore of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty. "At least one of Moscow's goals is
apparently to force the United States to treat it as an equal superpower," Whitmore wrote
in the influential Power Vertical blog. "Suddenly, for the first time since the Co~d War,
Russia occupies center stage in a U.S. election. Suddenly, there are global headlines
about the threat of Russian hackers."
The forensics of the DNC hack point to tvv'o things-first, that two well-known Russian
hacker groups with connections to that country's intelligence services were responsible for
the break-in, and second, that when the material was released through Wikileaks, the
Russians made little effort to disguise their hand in the heist. A detailed report in July by the
hacker-watcher collective CrowdStrike stated that one group, Fancy Bear (or APT 28),
gained access to the DNC database in April. The other, Cozy Bear (or APT 29), broke in
as early as June 2015. According to Alexander Klimburg, a cybersecurity expert at the
Hague Center for Strategic Studies and author of the forthcoming book Dark Web, APT 28
is associated with Russia's GRU military intelligence and APT 29 with its Federal Security
Service, or FSB. "Our team considers them some of the best adversaries out of all the
numerous nation-state, criminal and hacktivistlterrorist groups we encounter on a daily
basis," blogged CrowdStrike's chief technology officer, Dmitri Alperovitch. ''Their tradecraft
is superb, operational security second to none."
Last year, APT 28 hacked the State Department, the White House and the civirian email of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. lt was also involved in hacks of French TV and the 2014 meltdown
of a German steel foundry after malware infected its systems, an attack known in
cyberwar circles by the chilling clinical term "cyber-to-physical effect" The DNC hack,
then, was just one of several "very forward-leaning attempts to signal to the West Russia's
cyber capabilities." says Klimburg. ''They often don't care about being discovered.
Indicating that you are behind something rs part of the operation."
When Crowd Strike first fingered the Russians, an internet user calling himself Guccifer 2.0
claimed that he, not the Russian government, was the culprit. Guccifer attempted to signal
his non-Russianness by using an ordinary French Hotmail account-the cyber equivalent of
disguising yourself in a Groucho Marx false nose-but the metadata on the documents he
provided were found to contain Russian signatures, including "Felix Edmundovich," the first
names of Soviet secret police founder Felix Dzerzhinsky.
Foreign intelligence agencies have been found snooping on American political campaigns
before. In 2014, Chinese hackers broke into Romney's servers, for instance. But the DNC
hack has elevated such interference in politics to a frightening extent "I just want to
underscore how unprecedented this is-using espionage to influence an American
presidential election crossed a new level of intervention," says McFaul.
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Don't Bad-Mouth the Boss
What's in Project Trump for Putin is clear_ But the more puzzling question is how Trump
became Putin's man in Washington. Former CIA Director Mike Morell wrote in The New
York Times that Putin "recruited Mr. Trump as an unwrtting agent of the Russian
Federation" with flattery. But the truth is more nuanced. Trump's pro-Putinism goes back
to at least 2007, when he told CNN that the Russian strongman was doing "a great job"
rebuilding Russia. Trump was pushing real estate deals in Moscow at the time and,
according to one Moscow-based American businessman who negotiated with him,
Trump's admiration for Putin was rooted in "pure self-interest.... He was looking to make
friends and business partners" among Russia's politically connected elite. "Oligarchs
aren't going to do business with anyone who bad-mouths the boss," explains the real
estate developer, who requested anonymity because of his ongoing Russian investments.
Trump's affinity for the KremHn deepened after he launched his politfcal career in 2014
Trump has surrounded himself with advisers with deep connections to the Putin regime.
Trump's chief foreign policy adviser, Carter Page, once ran the Moscow office of Merrill
Lynch and advised the Russian energy giant Gazprom 0n which he still owns shares,
Page said in March). Page's company, Global Energy Capital, continues to work with
Russian investments-and Sergey Yatsenko, Gazprom's former deputy chief
financial officer, works for GEC as an adv iser. Since both companies have suffered
grievously from the sanctions the U.S. and EU imposed against Russia over its annexation
of Crimea, Page is a passionate advocate of lifting them-something Trump has said he will
consider.
On July 7, Page took time off from the Trump campaign to give a speech at Moscow's
New Economic School, where he slammed America's "often hypocritical focus on
democratization" and praised Russia's policy of "noninterference" and "respect" for its
neighbors. "Page toed the [Kremlin] party line," says one senior Moscow expatriate
professional who attended Page's talk. "He's a believer. .._It's common among Western
businesspeople in Russia to be pro-Putin_But it's rare to hear it from someone at the top
of Republican politics."
Ueutenant General Michael Flynn, a Trump adviser and former head ofthe Defense
Intelligence Agency, is a regular guest on RT, the Kremlin's conspiracy-theory-minded
English-language propaganda channeL He has refused to say if he's on RT's payroll, but
last year Flynn flew to Moscow to attend the station's 1Oth anniversary gala, where he sat
two chairs away from Putin. Michael Caputo, a public relations adviser who helped run
Trump's New York primary campaign, lived in Russia in the 1990s, and Gazprom's media
arm contracted him to improve Putin's image in the United States. Richard Burt. a former
U.S. ambassador to Germany during the 1980s who is known for his strong skepticism of
the U.S.'s commitment to Its NATO allfes (Burt appeared in a panel discussion in April on
the topic "Does America Need Allies?"), reportedly he!ped draft at least one Trump speech
where the candidate blasted NATO's "free rider problem," according to Pofitico.
Burt is chairman of the advisory council of The National Interest, a publication of the Center
for the National Jnterest, a strongly pro-Russian think tank based in Washington. The CNI
has long partnered with the Kremlin-backed Institute for Democracy and Cooperation, a
think tank in New York devoted to promoting Moscow's interests. In May 2014, the two
institutions held a joint press conference defending Russia's position in Ukraine. In April,
Trump chose the CNI as the venue for his first major foreign policy speech, and the
audience included Russian Ambassador to the U.S. Sergey Kislyak.
Trump's former campaign manager Paul Manafort has longstanding ties to Ukraine's
Kremlin-backed former President Viktor Yanukovych, advising on campaigning for his
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ascent to prime minister and then the presidency, from which he was ousted in 2014 amid
massive pro-EU protests. Ukrainian parl'iamentarian Serhiy Leshchenko wrote in The
Guardian that he had seen "so-called 'shadow accounting' documents" that show "a total
of $12. 7m of payments made to Manafort" by the Party of the Regions, at least $22 million
of which, according to the AP, was channeled to two prominent Washington lobbying firms
in 201 2.. Manafort denies any wrongdoing, though the very public discussion of his
Ukrainian business connections certainly played a part in his being sidelined as Trump's
campaign manager in mid-August
During his time at the helm of the Trump campaign, Manafort played a crucial role in
hauling the Republican Party's official position away from its traditionally anti-Russian
stance. According to The Washington Post, Trump campaign staffers gutted a proposed
amendment to the Republican Party platfom1 that called for the U.S. to provide "lethal
defensive weapons" for Ukraine to defend itself against Russian aggression, defying a
strong GOP consensus on the issue.
Trump has business ties in Russia that go back to 1987, when he and his then-wife. Ivana,
visited Moscow to scope out a luxury hotel joint venture with the USSR's state tourism
agency lntourist, according to his memoir The Art of the Deal. That deal came to nothing,
but Trump retumed in 1996 to negotiate a high-end condominium project with U.S. tobacco
giant Liggett-Ducat T rump "talked a big game," recalls the American real estate developer,
who has direct knowledge of the negotiations. "But what was needed was not New York
real estate connections but Moscow political connections .... Trump didn't have those." In
2005, Trump took another crack at a now-booming Russia, hoping to build a T rump Tower
on the site of a former pencil factory. He partnered with Bayrock Group, a New York-based
developer that had co-developed the Trump SoHo and Trump International Hotel and
Tower in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, to pull together financing. Bayrock's CEO was Tevfik
Arif, a Kazakhstan-bom former deputy head of the Soviet Ministry of Commerce's hotel
department, who had made money running high~end tourist hotels in Turkey. The deal
failed-in part because of Arifs choice of Soviet-born Fefix Sater (later Satter) to run
Bayrock's Moscow operation. Sater had served prison time for slashing a man's face in a
1991 Manhattan brawi-"He got into trouble because he got into a barroom fight which a lot
of people do," Trump once said in a court deposition-and in 1998 was convicted for fraud
over associations with White Rock Partners, a Mafia-connected New York stock
brokerage. (Arif was detained in Turkey in October 2010 on suspicion of organtzing sex
parties for wealthy businessmen and Eastern European models aboard a $60 million yacht
once used by the nation's founder, Mustafa Kemal AtatOrk, according to charges filed by
prosecutor Yusuf Hakki Dogan. Arif was cleared of all charges the following year.)
After the Bayrock debacle, Trump had better luck selling high-end real estate to wealthy
Russians in the West" "Russians make up a pretty disproportionate cross-section of a lot
of our assets," Donald T rump Jr. told a real estate conference in 2008. 'We see a lot of
money pouring in from Russia." Among those deals was the sale of a mansion in Palm
Beach, Florida, to Russian fertilizer billionaire Dmitry Rybolovlev for $95 mjUion in 2008,
according to Florida property records. In the wake of several bankruptcies, Trump found it
hard to raise money in the West, so he gathered money from Russian and Kazakh
investors for his Trump SoHo and three other Bayrock projects_Salvatore Lauria, a partner
of Sater's in White Rock Partners, helped gather $50 milfion in investments for Trump
SoHo that included, according to a lawsuit against Bayrock, "unexplain ed infusions of cash
from accounts in Kazakhstan and Russia."
Trump's latest set of Russian partners are the most high-rolling-Aras Agalarov and Emfn
Agalarov, real estate developers bom in Baku, Azerbaijan, who paid Trump to organize the
2013 Miss Universe competition in Moscow. They also signed a deal to build a Trump
Tower [n the Russian capital, though the building has not yet got off the ground. The
Aoalarovs have received several contracts for state-funded construction projects. and
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Putin personally awarded Aras Agalarov the Order of Honor of the Russian Federation
soon after the Miss Universe pageant. Trump told a National Press Club lunch in
Washington in 2014 that during his trip to Moscow the previous year he had
spoken '1ndirectly and directly" with Putin, "who could not have been nicer." In fact, Putin
never showed up at the gala, and the two have never met
But even the Agalarovs are far from Russia's big leagues of power and money. "It's bizarre
that people are talking about Trump's Russian business interests, because he never made
tt in Russia," says the Moscow-based American real estate developer. "He tried to become
a ptayer, but he didn't know the right people."
Despite Trump's lack of significant business success in Russia, his political career has
made him an important part of Putin's wider strategy to weaken the West and court
conservatives around the world into a grand anti-liberal alliance headed by Russia. In
August, Moscow hosted a gathering of nationalist and separatist activists from an over
Europe and the U.S.-part of an ongoing effort to encourage anti-EU and anti-NATO political
groups, including Greece's Golden Dawn, Bulgaria's Ataka and Hungary's Jobbik. As Vice
President Joe Biden warned in a speech in Washington last year, "Putin sees such
political forces as useful tools to be manipulated, to create cracks in the European body
politic which he can then exploit"
To Putin's mind, the campaign is a way of pushing back against what he sees as meddHng
by Washington and Brussels in his backyard, from allegedly encouraging anti-Putin
protests in Moscow in 2011 to fomenting the pro-European Maidan uprising in Kiev in 2013
that led to the ousting of President Yanukovych (and put Paul Manafort temporarily out of a
job). Putrn "honestly believes that the U.S. is trying to overthrow him," says Kremlinconnected political technologist Gleb Pavlovsky, who advised Putin until 2011 .
"In the eyes of Russian elites, Western aggression must be met with a response," argues
Eugene Rumer, director of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace's Russia and
Eurasia Program and a former national intelligence officer for Russia and Eurasia at the
U.S. Natfonallntelligence Council. "Hacking into DNC computers...is simply payback for
Western media reports about elite corruption in Russia. It helps boost the Russian
narrative that money and politics go hand in hand everywhere, and that Russia is no
different from the United States or other Western countries whose governments are critical
of Russia."
The BiHionaire Stooge
TemperamentaUy, Putin and Trump don't have much in common. Putin is a steely shy,
highly controlled career KGB man who has spent his life in disciplined institutions and got
his break not through publtc politics but by being a perfect courtier to Boris Yeltsin_The
other is a freewheeling dealmaker with a taste for the trappings of wealth, beautiful women,
publicity of any sort and a deep need for the acclaim of crowds. But both are brilliant
opportunist tacticians with a cynical attitude about the truth, willing to cherry-pick facts to
build narratives that suit their purpose_ Trump more closely resembles Russian or
Ukrainian oligarchs-though he is much poorer than most of them-insofar as he has
hijacked a political movement to fuel his personal ambition and boost his business
interests.
The Kremun's support of Trump-offered in the form of backing from propaganda channels
like RT and Sputnik-is electorally insignificant. Even the covert revelations of the DNC hack
didn't make much of a dent in Clinton's ratings (though Wikileaks founder and RT
contributor Julian Assange promises devastating new findings in October). What's truly
disturbing is the cyberwar methods used by the Kremlin to disrupt the election-and the
wider and more sinister political program that the Kremlin is pursuing.
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"The target of the hacks wasn't just Clinton," Eerik-Nfiles Kross, the former head of
Estonian intelligence, wrote in a recent essay in Politico. "Nor is Moscow much interested
in supporting Trump (wilnng useful idiotthough he may be). What the Russians have in
their sights is nothing less than the democratic fabric of American society and the integrity
of the system of Western liberal values.... The political warfare of the Cold War is back-in
updated form , with meaner, more modern tools, including a vast state media empire in
Western languages, hackers, spies, agents, useful idiots, compatriot groups, and hordes
of internet trolls."
In other words, Trump is merely a useful stooge in the Kremlin's grand design to
encourage NATO disunity, U.S. isolationism and the breakup of Europe. In practice, all the
effort of Russian-sponsored hackers, think tankers and propaganda channels is unlikely to
have much real effect and on balance have probably harmed Trump's chances of getting
into the White House. But the effort is reaL As Kross put ft. "Russia is effectively using our
democracies and our systems of rule of law against us.... America, welcome to the war."
[return to Contents]

#7
Washington Babylon
http://washingtonbabylon.com
August 24, 2016
Donald Trump ? Vladimir Putin: How the DNC and media created a bogus narrative while
ignoring Hillary's deep ties to Russia and Ukraine
By Ken Silverstein
[Text with links here http://washingtonbabylon.coml donatd-trump-%F0%9F%92%98vladimir-putin-how-the-dnc-and-media-created-a-bogus-narrative-while-ignoring-hillarysdeep.-ties-to -russia~and -ukrainen

Part 1: Did Russia really hack the DNC? Meet Cyberclown James Lewis
One of the leading stories of the presidential campaign is that Donald Trump is in bed with
Vladimir Putin and that if elected president he and Russia's leader will effectively be
partners in international crime. Trump has said things about Putin that have fueled this
narrative, but it's rather curious, given that he and Putin are allegedly thick as thieves, that
Trump has been so unsuccessful at getting approval for any of his fervently pursued
business ventures in Russia_
One of the key subplots of the media narrative is that "Russia hacked the DNC," a story
line for which there is no definitive evidence and which has been furiously promoted by
Hillary's campaign. That has been hugely useful for Hillary because it not only has
convinced many voters that Trump and Putin are joined at the hip, but it's obscured the
most important thing we have leaned from the hack: Whoever did it, the documents reveal
that the Democratic Party is controlled by a corrupt cabal of amoral insiders who will do
anything and say anything to win the election for Hillary.
One of the key people pushing the Russia hack angle is Superhack James Lewis of the
Center for Strategic and International Studies, whose think tank is funded by a lot of
companies with interests in the blossoming "cyberterrorism" industry and who has been
vigorously pushing that ''THREAT" for a long time. David Sanger of the New York Times
has been an especially useful idiot when ft comes to pushing out Lewis's ideas.
In a recent post, CSIS Cyberclown Lewis (formal title: Senior Vice President and Director,
Strategic Technologies Program} refers to a number of U.S. "opponents in cyberspace,"
citing the Russkies as well as alleged Iranian breaches of major U.S. banks and ''intrusion
intn r-ritir~l infr~~tn 1rh lrP nPhAinrlr~" ::~~ \MPII ~~ "r.hinP~<=> r-vhPr rnmrru:>rr-i:::~l P~nil'ln::111P" l-IP
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says that more must be done -translate: funnel additional cash to Lewis's beloved
cyberterror contractors -to protect the Unites States from this terrifying menace.
In any of this storyline true? Possfbly, but it's hard to know because Lewis relentlessly
promotes his ideas while offering little hard evidence, beyond official sources, to prove it
He suggests that the alleged Russian hack of the ONC more or less shows that America
wfll soon be a vassal state of Russia, writing, that the hacks "do not threaten the United
States' territorial integrity, but they do threaten its political independence. They are part of a
larger Russian effort to shape politics in the West to advance Russian foreign policy goals
and damage the United States."
(It goes without saying, in the official narrative that the U.S. government never, ever spies
on foreign governments or seeks to protect its national interests. We just seek to spread
democracy and try to alleviate global poverty and conflict, and we do it because we're
unlike every other empire in history. We're benevolent good guys motivated strictly by
altruism. Oops, I forgot, we're not an empire, we're just the world's leading force of all
things nice and sweet)
In the latest twist fn the Russian cyberterror narrative, as James Bamford recently wrote at
Reuters, the "hacking tools themselves, likely stolen from the National Security Agency,
are on the digital auction btock. Once again, the usual suspects [ln the media] start w ith
Russia'' But Bamford, who is the country's leadrng expert on the Agency, said the
evidence in fact "points to another Snowden at the NSA."
He wrote: "If Russia had stolen the hacking tools, it would be senseless to publicize the
U1eft, let alone put them up for sale. It would be like a safecracker stealing the combination
to a bank vault and putting it on Facebook. Once revealed, companies and governments
would patch their firewafls, just as the bank would change its combination.
A more logical explanation could also be insider theft. If that's the case, it's one more
reason to question the usefulness of an agency that secretly collects private information on
millions of Americans but can't keep its most valuable data from being stolen, or as it
appears in this case, being used against us."
Check out Bamford's column and make sure to note his reference to Lewis_And thanks to
William Blunden for bringing much of this to my attention.
[return to Contents]

#8
Antiwar_com
August 29, 2016
Clinton's Crazy Conspiracy Theory
Is Vladimir Putin behind the #NeverHillary movement?
By Justin Raimondo
Justin Raimondo is the editorial director of Antiwar. com, and a senior fellow at the
Randolph Bourne Institute. He is a contributing editor at The American Conservative, and
writes a monthly column for Chronicles
Hillary Clinton's recent "alt right" speech marks a new and dangerous low in what has
become race to the bottom - and, should she be elected, it has ominous foreign policy
implications as well
Alarmed that Trump is reaching out to the African-American community, Mrs. Clinton tried
to make the case that the GOP candidate is a apologist for such groups as the Ku Klux
Klan (do they still exist?} and an obscure amalgam she dubbed the "alt right" As she
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named this latter group, there was a significant silence, a pause in the cheering: perhaps
her audience thought she was having a senior m oment of the intestinal variety.
In any case, none of this is anything new: it's a variation on the ''Vast Right-Wing
Conspiracy" theme that she has been dragging out ever since the 1990s. There is,
however, a new dimension to this tired boilerplate, now that she's running for President
the Vast Right-wing Conspiracy is being portrayed an international cabal with its
headquarters in the Kremlin.
As her peroration on the "racist" sins of Trump reached a climax, she hauled out Nigel
Farage, the former leader of the United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP), who was
instrumental in l.eading the Brexit campaign to victory. Farage- who is, in her view,
a "racist," a "sexist," and god knows what other unsavory "ists"- "has appeared regularly
on Russian propaganda programs," she yelled "Now he's standing on the same stage as
the Republican nominee."
What is she talking about?
Apparently, Farage has allowed himself to be interviewed by "Russia Today," the Kremlin's
answer to Radio Free Europe/Radio Uberty. If this is proof of his perfect perfidy, then what
is one to make of Larry King -who has endorsed Mrs. Clinton? Mr. Krng has a regular
program on "Russia Today." So does Ed Schultz, a partisan Democrat and former
MSNBC commentator and host who has defended Mrs. Clinton.
Undeterred by facts, her voice rising to a veritable shriek, Hillary tied her conspiracy theory
together by pointing to the sinister figure at the center of this vast worldwide web of
subversion:
'The godfather of this global brand of extreme nationalism is Russian President Vladimir
Putin. In fact, Farage has appeared regularly on Russian propaganda programs. Now he's
standing on the same stage as the Republican nominee.
'Trump himsetf heaps praise on Putin and embrace[s] pro-Russian policies. He talks
casually of abandoning our NATO allies, recognizing Russia's annexation of Crimea, and
of giving the Kremlin a free hand in Eastern Europe more generally.
"American presidents from Truman to Reagan have rejected the kind of approach Trump
is taking on Russia. We should, too.
"All of this adds up to something we've never seen before. Of course there's always been
a paranoid fringe in our politics, steeped in racial resentment But it's never had the
nominee of a major party stoking It, encouraging it, and giving it a national megaphone.
Until now."
All of this adds up to something we have seen before: from the anti-German hysteria of
World War I when the teaching of the German language was forbidden and German
composers banned from the concert halls, to the lunacy that saw Japanese-Americans
trundled into internment camps during World War II, right up until the cold war era when
anyone who opposed the Vietnam war and our foreign policy of supporting right-wing
dictators was smeared as a "Kremlin agent u It's a tiresomely recurrent theme in the
history of American politics, the tried and true method of the demagogues who want to end
all debate by smearing their political opponents as agents of a foreign power.
Let's be clear about what the Clinton campaign is saying here: they are accusing the
Trump campaign of collaborating with the Kremlin in acts of espionage. Averring that it was
the Russians who hacked both the Democratic National Committee and the Clinton
r-- .. -..J-..&.=-----....t...:.--- -"----I . . .:.&.I-- • •• _ ...: ... ____ ..._.___... 1---·- - ·-·=-:.&..1... ---··--..J . . _.___ .,___ ,:_
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of trying to put Trump in the White House as part of a sinister scheme to conquer eastern
Europe. As Clinton campaign manager Robby Mook put it:
'"Real questions [are] befn-g raised about whether Donald Trump himself is just a puppet
for the Kremlin in this race' .... Mook added, pointing to Trump's criticisms of NATO. 'We
now need Donald Trump to explain to us the extent to which the hand of the Kremlin is at
the core of his own campaign."'

If Mrs. Clinton truly believes that Putin is "the godfather'' of the Trump movement, and
those who oppose her election, then what can we expect from her administration if and
when she occupies the Oval Office?

If all these people are Kremlin pawns, if the tentacles of this pro-Russian underground
really do reach into the GOP and the Vast Right-wing Conspiracy, then it's reasonable to
expect that President Hillary Clinton will do all in her power to quash this sinister cabal,
which surely represents a threat to our national security. It is illegal for US citizens to act
as unregistered agents of a foreign power: presumably this conspiracy will be investigated
by the FBI, and its leaders brought to trial. Perhaps we'll see the revival of the House
Committee on Un-American Activities, the banning of "subversive" "pro-Russian"
organizations and media outlets, and a wholesale purge of this foreign conspiracy from
American political life.
I m ight add that the same sort of smear campaign was launched by the Bush
administration and its neoconservative allies in the run up to - and during - the Iraq
war. ''You're e:rther with us," declared then President Bush, "or you're with the terrorists.''
Neocon enforcer David Frurn declared that conservative and libertarian opponents of the
war- including this writer- had "turned their backs on their country," and were acting as
agents of Saddam Hussein. That Frum is now echoing Mrs. Clinton - along with a growing
contingent of his fellow neocons, who openly support her - comes as no surprise.
While the impllcations of Hillary's smear campaign do not bode well for our civil liberties
here on the home front, the international consequences promise to be even worse.
The borderline between domestic policy and international policy is nebulous to nonexistent.
As I've explained at length in defining my theory of what I call "libertarian realism," the fatter
is largely determined by the former. Political elites pursue a foreign policy that justifies the
preservation and extension of their own privileges, perks, and power. If Hillary Clinton has
to start Cold War II in order to win this election, then there is no doubt she is willing to do
that. What this portends for her foreign policy should strike fear in us all.
For if she is positing a Vast Right-wing Pro-Russian Conspiracy as her enemy here at
home, what measures is she likely to take against the Russians abroad? One could
reasonably aver that her political rhetoric won't necessarily translate into World War Ill, but
surely she will have to follow up to some degree in order to maintain her credibility. And if
she really believes her own hopped-up rhetoric, then can we really be sure her actions visfl.-vis the Russians won't result in another Cuban missile crisis - one that will turn out quite
differently than the last one?
We here at Antiwar.com saw all this coming as early as 2004, and we have been warning
about it ever since. That's why you read this site: because you can read tomorrow's
headlines today.
But bein-g prescient isn't enough: it doesn't pay the bills. Debunking the war propaganda
generated by the "mainstream" media is more than a full-time job: I am writing this at 6:30
on Sunday morning, having started work at 3 a.m. That's because I have the rest of the
day scheduled for writinq vet another fundraisinq letter as well as reviewinq the latest
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bunch of documents generated by our lawsuit against the FBI.
We are facing the biggest threat to peace since the build up to the Iraq war - a determined
chorus, arising from the political class, to confront the Russians on every front Your
children may soon be reenacting the old "duck and cover" routine at school, and backyard
bomb shelters may be soon due to come back into style. The new cold war is upon us,
and -once again -we face the very real possibility of a nuclear conflict with the Russians.
[return to Contents]
#9
Sputnik
August 29, 2016
Real Propaganda: NY Times Says Kremtin Uses Sputnik, RT as Disinformation Weapon
By Bill Moran
On Sunday the New York Times published the latest in the Western media's assault on
Russian funded news outlets predicated solely on the source rather than the substance of
the underlying reporting titled: A Powerful Russian Weapon: The Spread of False Stories.
The 2,000 word article, if it deserves to be called that, claimed that outlets like Sputnik and
RT are providing intentionally inaccurate or distorted reports to our viewers but failed to
provide any evidence to substantiate the claim.
"The Kremlin uses both conventional media- Sputnik, a news agency, and RT, a television
outlet," claims Neil MacFarquhar without considering the gravity of his statement This
statement accuses, in no uncertain terms, American writers and television personalities of
participating in a treasonous plot to subvert American democracy- that's quite a charge,
but is there anything to back it up?
First of all, no evidence was provided that we are somehow controlled by the Kremlin and
there never will be any evidence because it does not exist. tt may surprise the New York
Times to fearn that our US writers do not speak with Vladimir Putin or Dmitry Peskov over
our morning coffee prior to our shift
Second, no evidence was provided to challenge the accuracy of any specific report.
Instead, on the domestic scene, the author claims that "RT often seems obsessed with
the United States, portraying life there as hellish. It's coverage of the Democratic National
Convention, for example, skipped the speeches and focused instead on scattered
demonstrations."
Not really. It is true that we covered the fallout and implications of the Wikileaks document
leak that showed leading figures in the US media, including Nevada's dean of the political
press corps Jon Ralston, regurgitating intentionally false narratives about Bernie Sanders
spun by the DNC ''without attribution"- we did cover that subversion of the US democracy,
but we did not create it

ff the only news outlets that existed in the United States were Sputnik and RT, or if our
viewers observed no news content from additional sources and did not possess Twitter
accounts of their own then perhaps the coverage balance would be off. However, we do
not exist in a vacuum and it is equally important to point out that the mainstream media did
not cover protests at an and heavily down played the controversy surrounding the DNC Wolf Blrtzer even opened up some champagne to celebrate Hillary's speech.
Other news outlets celebrated Hillary's speech and tried to navigate the discourse back
towards beating Trump. That is not our opinion. The LA Times wrote an article titled ''To
Fight Trump, Journalists Have Dispensed With Objectivity," the New York Times published
an article titled "Trump is Testing the Norms of Objectivity in Journalism," Univision's Jorge
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Ramos called on journalists saying "NeutraUty is not an Option," and Glenn Greenwald said
the US media is 100 percent against Donald Trump.
Compared to that type of reporting, our mere blasting of Donald Trump receiving
endorsements from various white supremacist groups, saying controversial things, or the
coming divestment in his candidacy by the RNC may appear to be somewhat fawning
coverage since we are also covering Hillary's assault on opposition media deeming what
opinions do or do not have a "right to exist" in addition to scandals associated with the
Wikileaks dump, the private email server, or the Clinton Foundation may seem untoward
to a journalistic establishment that decided to take the year off from covering news.
The New York Times also claims in their story that Sputnik is part of the "Kremlin
propaganda machine" that is "spreading false stories," but then tt attacks our reporting
for "relying heavily on articles abridged from other sources" How, precisely, can both of
these things be true at the same time? It is factually impossible- it has to be one or the
other.
Finally, the article cites the Swedish Defense Minister Peter Hultqvist as saying that both
RT and Sputnik "depict the West as grim, divided, brutal, decadent, overrun with violent
immigrants and unstable." Was this before or after our coverage of the plight of Syrian
refugees and the consequences of the Turkish-EU refugee deal that leaves displaced
people without protections - that's a far step from vilifying immigrants as a violent and
unsympathetic population.
Maybe Hultqvist is referring to our coverage of pro-immigration rallies or inspiring social
movements against police brutaftty. And if not that, maybe he is referring to RT being the
first outlet to allow Jill Stein to speak to the American public of her vision that can literally be
defined as "peace and love" or progressive Bernie Sanders who spoke with RT's Ed
Schultz.
Then there is the argument that RT and Sputnik provided too much coverage of the proBrexit side. It could be argued that the BBC, the Guardian, etc provided too little coverage
to the Leave campaign - notably because those outlets have probably over 50 times the
market share of Sputnik or RT in the UK, but they covered exclusively the side that lost.
Pollsters agree with that assessment finding that the Election Day results were so
surprising because people were shamed into lying when polled because the UK media
made clear that it was sociaJiy unacceptable to favor Brextt.
Then again, the article itself is quite literally a fallacy- "Ad hominem is a logical fallacy in
which an argument is rebutted by attacking the character, motive, or other attribute of the
person making the argument, or persons associated with the argument, rather than
attacking the substance of the argument itself." I ask the New York Times to kindly provide
evidence before falsely accusing my colleagues and I of what amounts to a most serious
crime_
[return to Contents]
#10
www.rt.com
August28, 201o
From bad to worse: Clinton laying foundation for increasingly hostile relations with Russia
By Danielle Ryan
Danielle Ryan is an Irish freelance journalist and media analyst. She has lived in the US
and Germany and is currently based in Moscow. She previously worked as a digital desk
reporter for the Sunday Business Post in Dublin. She studied political reporting at the
Washington Center for Politics & Journalism in Washington, DC and also has a degree in
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bias.
let's be honest: Hillary Clinton and Vladimir Putin aren't exactly the best of friends. But
Clinton appears to be intent on making a bad situation worse - and all to score a few
political points.
The relationship with Russia is one Clinton should be taking very seriously. If she wins the
presidency in November, relations between Washington and Moscow will continue to be a
major foreign policy priority They have already hit a 25-year low. It should go without
saying then, that when it comes to Russia, Clinton should not mince her words.

As a woman who spent four years as her country's chief diplomat, Clinton should know
better than to publicly insult the leader of a country w ith whom she will have to work
closely. Yet it appears that this has entirely escaped her awareness. Instead, she has
opted to ramp up anti-Moscow paranoia to the point that it wouldn't be overly surprising
her campaign announced they were releasing an updated version of Red Channels- a
1950s pamphlet that named and shamed public figures suspected of being Kremlin
sympathizers.

if

Grand godfather of white supremacist nationalism?
Clinton's most memorable insult directed at Putin was back in 2014 - before she was
running for president -when she compared him to Adolf Hitler_ fn a country that celebrates
their victory over Nazism every May 9, you can imagine that didn't exactly go down well.
Since then, there's been a steady stream of comments from Clinton about 'the Russians'
and how to deal with them. At one point, she mocked Putin's movements and voic·e during
an interview with Christiane Amanpour. Hardly 'chief diplomat' kind of behavior_
But things took a bizarre turn this past week, when in a speech about the xenophobia of
Donald Trump, Clinton called Putin the "grand godfather" of a global, nationalist white
supremacist movement. Confused? Here's the reasoning: Trump said some nice things
about Putin. Trump wants to improve relations with Moscow. There are extreme right-wing
nationalists in Russia. Trump therefore is part of a global cohort of white supremacists led
by Putin. Simple.
The mental gymnastics CUnton expects her supporters to engage in to make this claim
stack up to anything meaningful are quite something. Ironically, in stoking fears of the
Russians out to get the world, Clinton is engaging in the kind of fear-mongering t hat she
claims to abhor in Trump. Of course, it may not be as bad as calling Mexicans immigrants
rapists. as Trump did, but the root of it- appealing to fears and prejudices to manipulate
and distract voters - is the same.
Putin, to be fair, has on occasion made less than flattering comments about Clinton. In
response to the Hitter incident for instance, he said Clinton is not known for being "graceful
in her statements" and it's "better not to argue with women" - an undeniably sexist
comment to Western ears. He added that when people "push boundaries too far", it's a
sign of weakness, not strength. The key difference to note here, however, is that these
comments, however you feel about them, have usually been made in response or
retaliation, not out of the blue.
Neither has Putin stooped to the level of American political leaders in insulting the
American people. In fact, he has at times been complimentary, admiring the American
creativity, openness and open-mindedness, which has led to "such amazing results" in the
development of their country.
On the other hand. you get Barack Obama saying things like "Russia doesn't make
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anything" and no one is "rushing to Moscow" for opportunity. Then you have John McCain,
a former presidential candidate, who says things like Russia is a "gas station
masquerading as a country". In the American handbook on diplomacy, under the
term 'respect' it must say: You will respect and revere us. but don't expect reciprocation.
All roads lead to Moscow
But back to Clinton. In her mind, it seems everything now comes back to the Russians.
DNC email leaks that expose party corruption? Russians. Her opponent? Russian agent
Wikileaks? Russian front. Global right wing white supremacist movement? Led by Russia.
What's next? I'm sorry for Clinton Foundation/ State Department corruption, the Russians
made me do it?
Clinton's campaign is now built on two things, neither of them having anything to do with
her own credentials: 1. Convincing voters that her opponent is worse than she is, and 2.
Blaming any and all embarrassing revelations on Russia. That has been the core of her
campaign strategy in recent weeks. Why? Because her campaign has been so dogged by
scandal, that it simply makes sense to spend less time addressing those real issues and
more time pornting at distractions.
When November 8 rolls round and Clinton wins -which is likely if polls are to be believed how will she pick up the phone to Moscow and expect that her months-long campaign buitt
on Russophobia won't have further damaged a relationship that is so desperately in need
of repair? Instead of taking out a band-aid, Clinton is reaching for a hatchet It's stupid,
short-sighted and dangerous. Imagine during the diciest moments of the Cold War the
occupant of the White House had entirely dismissed Soviet leaders and acted like
diplomacy with those deplorable Russians wasn't really worth their time. Imagine if they
had chosen to disengage and publicly mock them. The Cold War may have ended on a
decidedly different note.
It's unlikely that the American people want any kind of serious confrontation with nucleararmed Russia- but the cheap political points that Clinton can score today by playing the
Russia card could come at a much higher price down the road .
[return to Contents]
#11
www.rt.com
August 28, 2016
'Divorced from reality: IPC disables Russian Paralympic athletes from excelling in sport'

Imposing a blanket ban on Russian ParaJympians from Olympic competition may create a
chaotic situation in international sports as we had in the early 80s, Ron Katz, contributor to
Forbes magazine, Distinguished Career Institute Fellow at Stanford University, told RT.
The Court of Arbftration for Sport upheld the disqualification of Russia's Paralympic team
from the Rio Games with all 267 athletes suspended for state-sponsored cheating.
The International Paralympic Committee welcomed the decision.
The Russian Paralympic Committee (RPC) is set to learn on Monday the results of its
appeal against the decision by the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) to ban all
Russian athletes from the Rio 2016 Paralympics. The appeal process will be reviewed at
the Federal Supreme Court of Switzerland on August 29.
RT: What do you think about the ban placed on the Russian Paralympic team?
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Ron Katz: l think it is immoral, unethical and indecent
RT:Is the Paralympic case in anyway different from the Olympic case? Shouldn't all
athletes be treated equally?
RK: The IOC had a slightly better policy although it was somewhat of a confused policy.
But they did not do a total ban as the IPC has done.
RT: The Court of Arbitration for Sport said the ban was 'proportionate'. Surely that verdict
must be respected. Is collectrve punishment ever appropriate?
RK: They sard it was proportionate, but I don't know how they could say that, for several
reasons. One is that there is no proof that each and every one of these athletes did
something bad, so if you didn't do anything bad, there could be no proportionate
punishment. They also did not cite any precedents and that makes sense because there
are no precedents. And I think that these people, private people, are really sort of divorced
from reality. If you look at therr headquarters, it looks Uke the Palace of Versailles. They are
so sort of issuing these dictates that affect people who had been working every day before
an important goaL They don't rearly have any credibility, legitimacy or authority in my
opinion.
RT: Why do you think a blanket ban was imposed?
RK: I don't know. You would have to ask the IPC. lt makes no sense whatsoever in my
opinion. Of course, there are allegations of state-sponsored doping. But in my opinion,
individual doping i.s worse than state-sponsored doping. Because with individual doping
people have free will; with the alleged state-sponsored doping we don't know whether
people had free will or not. But it doesn't matter, doping is doping and there is a system to
detect who dopes. And they should just use that system. They should use a testing
system and if someone falls a test, then they should be punished. And if they don't fail the
test, they should be rewarded or permitted to compete.
RT: So how should Russia have been punished for its state-sponsored doping program?
RK: That is something that has to be worked out between Russia as a sovereign country
and with the other sporting organizations. But I think the appropriate thing to do would be to
conduct an investigation, for the Russian authorities themselves to conduct an
investigation and to find out who, if anyone, committed a wrong. And if they find people who
have committed wrong, then they should issue an appropriate punishment. The only way
to figure out whether the system is better or not is just through testing. And what has
happened in this situation, what makes it so bad, is that these athletes are not even going
to be tested to see if they passed the test That's the real unfairness that they just never
really had a chance
RT: Other countries have had their cheats exposed without receiving blanket bans. Is the
fact that the cheating was state-sponsored not enough to justify ban in Russia's case?
RK: As I said individual doping is worse than state-sponsored doping. All doping is bad. But
the fact that it is state-sponsored or not, I don't think it is really relevant. Either someone
passes the test, or they don't pass the test. There is a very stringent protocol for testing
these athletes and that should be the final word. You don't punish somebody who may not
have done anything wrong and of course Russian athletes are born in Russia, that's not
their fautt, that's just an accident of birth, just like the US athletes are born in the US and
Mongolian athletes are born in Mongolia. That has nothing to do with whether they should
be allowed to compete or not. The mission statement of the IPC [International Paralympic
r.nmmlftt=>Pl
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They are dorng the opposite - they are disabling Paralympic athletes from excelling in
sport
RT: How successful do you think the blanket ban will be in deterring future cheats/statelevel corruption?
RK: I don't thlnk it will be successful at aiL I think it wlll cause chaos because Russia is a
sovereign country. And rr it feels that it has been treated unfairly, then it may take actions.
And then we wiiJ have a chaotic situation in international sports as we did in the early 80s
and that will serve nobody.

[return to Contents]
#12
www.rt.com
August 24, 2016
Editorial
American defense contractors think you have been brainwashed
[Text with graphics here https://www_rtcom/ oP:edge/356995-cepa-us-defense-contractorsmedfa-russia/]
According to the Center for European Policy Analysis (CEPA}, a Warsaw-based lobby
group funded by defense contractors and the US government, the act of reading this article
may mean you're unable to think for yourself.
A century ago, Edward Bernays, descrTbed as the ''father of public relations" by The New
York Times, helped sell the US intervention in the First World War by conjuring a campaign
which insisted that America was "bringing democracy to art of Europe." The aftermath of
the war didn't live up to the promise, but the success of the slogan changed approaches to
foreign policy forever.
Because contemporary American media had described German messaging
as "propaganda" through the war, Bernays preferred the softer term - "PR" As it happens,
almost 100 years on, the situation remains the same in the US: the bad guys
use "propaganda,""disinformation" and "agitprop;" meanwhile, Uncle Sam uses "soft
power,'~'promotion" and "the truth."
Their British allies go further with the myopia You see, London employs a social media
brigade known as "Facebook warriors." These guys allegedly battle opponents who are
known as "Russian Trolls."
According to two Guardian reports, the British team consists of 1,000 well-paid
professional soldiers and the ostensible Russian group is made up of a few dozen
moderately-salaried temps. Yet, the supposed Russian variant is painted as a menace to
the Free World and the British one as a bunch of jolly good folk.
The Absurdity of Mendacity
A couple of years ago, the activist Peter Pomerantsev produced a report on Russian
media with its own catchy jingle - ''The Menace of Unreality'' - for Mikhail Khodorkovsky's
American special interest group. As it landed during the peak of the Ukraine crisis, it gained
quite a bit of traction.
Thus. when we teamed that Pomerantsev had moved on to work for the American defense
industry, we wondered what his next publication would contain. It dropped earlier this
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month , co-authored with the anti-Russia diehard Edward Lucas, as 'Winning the
Information War."
After a single read, the only question that springs to mind is whether the sponsors have
asked for their money back, because what is professed to be a freshly baked opus is
pretty much a rehash of Pomerantsev's 2014 assault on common sense, festooned with
added silliness.
Essentially, the dynamic duo's advice to Western governments goes like this: "muzzle our
enemies' messaging and make our own better." This is some groundbreaking strategy,
indeed.
Some bits are cruder than others. Lucas and Pomerantsev write about the attempts to deradicalize Islamic extremists in the US and Britain. They then propose that "similar
initiatives should be undertaken with radicalized, pro-Kremlin supporters, those on the far
left and the far right, and Russian speakers."
So, in other words, this pajr of lobbyists is comparing Russian speakers (over 300 million
at the last count), particularly Russian citizens, 80 percent of whom support the country's
president, and people who dare to understand Russia's point-of-vfew, to Islamic State. As
the Canadian professor Paul Robinson wrote, "Are they suggesting antf-brainwashing
programs for people who watch RT?"
To fit this agenda, a nation, that's given the world much of its high culture and scientific
innovation is being equated to barbaric terrorists who have slaughtered thousands of
innocents and eradicated signs of civilization where they have conquered. The irony of
course is that, Russia largely wants to be left alone (that is, without foreign geopolitical
meddling).
Of course, this wouldn't be the first time...
We Decide the Truth
Another big proposal is to re-write history. As we know, the Soviet Union won World War
Two, and Russia was the largest constituent republic of that country. This greatly upsets
our 'infowarriors', who believe the memory of the victory stifles Western attempts to
reduce Russian influence in other ex-USSR states. As a result, they propose "a working
group on historical trauma" to address this inconvenient historical fact "A working group of
psychologists, historians, sociologists and media specialists should create an "ideas
factory" to develop ways of approaching historical and psychological trauma and
highlighting other narratives," the report states. This is totally nat at all like something out of
an Orwell noveL Nope.
Things get more bizarre when Pomerantsev repeats a message from his 2014 spiel about
the need for censorship of Russian media. "A strong case exists to create an international
commission under the auspices of the Council of Europe that would evaluate channels for
hate speech, disinformatron and other faults_"
Two years ago with Michael Weiss (now a lobbyist at NATO's Atlantic Council appendage
and then an editor of American state broadcaster RFEJRL) he suggested the ~~possibility of
a ratings system for disinformatfon...to create a benchmark for behavior," without
suggesting who would regulate it or decide which information was admissibl.e and which
was ''propaganda." Let's say this started with suppression of the Russian press. Where
would it lead to next? Would any organization that didn't agree with NATO's perspective get
shut down?
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While the merits of this CEPA presentation are dubious, the work does represent some
dangers in lts own way, because policy makers, unaware of its origin, may actually be
duped by ft. Dressed up in think tank clothin9, it attempts to lend an academic sheen to
what is ultimately a drive for censorship in Europe.
To that end, we see the lobbyists involved have given themselves fancy titles.
Pomerantsev is labeled as the "project chair for CEPA's information warfare initiative" and
a "Legatum Institute Senior Fellow." At the same time, Lucas is described as a "Senior
Vice President" at CEPA All this sounds very posh and intellectual.
The reality is far murkier. There is no mention of Legatum's questionable funding and role,
which outlined in this Pando investigation. CEPA is not some neutraJ entity providtng a
home for noble scholars, but an organization that is largely funded by defense
manufacturers, including Bell. Helicopters, Boeing, RreEye, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon
and Sikorsky. And, very interestingly, the US Department of Defense is also ponying up
some cash.
And are they getting bang for their buck? Well, Lucas himself has made sure to promote
Raytheon on his Twitter account in the past both directly and by retweeting others who
support their products. He also appeared on FireEye 'webinars."
At this point you might be asking: why are arms manufacturers so interested in bankrolling
a faux-academic lobby firm in Poland?
To answer that, we might want to think back to 1998, and a particular New York Times
article, which revealed that "American arms manufacturers, who stand to gain billions of
dollars in sales of weapons, communication systems and other military equipment if the
Senate approves NATO expansion, have made enormous investments in lobbyists and
campaign contributions to promote their cause in Washington_"
Because, "the end of the cold war has (had) shrunk the arms industry and forced it to
diversify. But expansion of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization -first to Poland, Hungary
and the Czech Republic, then possibly to more than a dozen other countries - would (and
did) offer arms makers a new and hugely lucrative market" CEPA is a logical progression
here in that it extends its activities into Eastern Europe itself, where it can be used to whip
up hysteria about how dangerous Russia is, thus inspiring policy makers to increase
military spending.
In February this year, after extensive lobbying by groups like CEP~ the Pentagon
proposed quadrupling (through NATO) its budget for European defense. Obviously the
biggest winners from such largesse would be defense contractors and the US Department
of Defense, the very people who fund CEPA The circle is complete.
[return to Contents]

#13
Russia Beyond the Headlines/Kommersant
WWVtl. rbth.ru
August 29, 2016
Losing the good fight IKEA's struggle to remain honest in Russia
The Swedish furniture retailer IKEA is landed with hundreds of lawsuits in Russia every
year. tt insists that these lawsuits are retaliation for lts honesty and determination to do
clean business in a country where corruption is part of the system_ Yet if investigators are
to be believed, even IKEA has been unable to buy land, build its stores on it and connect
them to the oower arid bv ourelv honest means
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ILYA DASHKOVSKY, KOMMERSANT
In early August. searches were conducted in Swedish furniture giant IKEA's Russian head
office in Khimki (a town in the suburbs of Moscow where IKEA also has a shopping mall} in
connection with an old land dispute. Two weeks later, a former IKEA manager, Joakim
Virtanen, turned himself in to investigators, this time in connection with another
controversy, related to the lease of electricity equipment IKEA has been in litigation
regarding these two disputes for over 10 years.
IKEA is an absolute champion in terms of the number of court cases it has had in Russia.
The register of arbitration cases contains over 200 lawsuits against the Swedish concern,
while the total number of court cases involving it has exceeded 560. All the other major
retailers in Russia taken together would not have a tenth of this number of court cases
between them.
The company itself is convinced that this is the result of its ambition to conduct honest
business in the country and that other firms avoid such complications by paying bribes.
In 2010, Lennart Dahlgren, the former CEO of IKEA Russia, released a book called
Despite Absurdity: How I Conquered Russia While It Conquered Me, in which he told the
tale of what it costs to be true to one's principles while surrounded by rampant corruption.
The book named many people who obstructed its business, from the mayor of Khimki to
the governor of the Moscow Region, and became a hit
Market players, however, say that it is hard to be a saint while doing business in Russia
and gladly cite examples of IKEA's blunders.
Lawyer for special meatballs
To begin with, there are questions about the lawyer whom IKEA has chosen to represent
its interests. The Lawyers and Business firm has represented the company in many
lawsuits for several years already. In 2015, its owner, Sergei Kovbasyuk, defended IKEA in
a class action lawsuit over a case of poisoning in the IKEA cafe, famous for its meatballs.
Market sources maintain that the lawyer's functions go far beyond that.
Kovbasyuk's name became well-known in connection with a number of controversial
cases. There were also media reports that Kovbasyuk used to work for the FSB (Russian
Federal Security Service), hence his connections and astronomical fees. The lawyer
himself has refused to talk to the press. Sources are convinced that his law firm renders
services in so-called "special situations." This euphemism usually implies corruption and
corporate raiding as well as resolving "sensitive issues" with the authorities or other market
players.
'When foreign companies do not understand the rules of the game in Russia, they hire
intermediaries - legal and consulting groups or GR experts," said llya Shumanov, deputy
head of Transparency International - Russia. 'These positions are highly corruptogenic and
people who fm them are entrusted with resolving the most sensitive issues,"
Not furniture alone
Almost all the lawsuits are filed against the IKEA subsidiary that builds the company's
stores. In all countries, IKEA builds its shopping malls itself instead of renting premises.
However, in Russia IKEA has come up against more problems than in other countries primarily because ft is hard to build things. (In the dealing with construction permits section
of the Doing Business ranking, Russia is in 119th position out of 189.) This creates many
opportunities for corruption.
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The plots that IKEA was given for construction are mainly located on former collective farm
land. "These plots have a tangled privatization history, wrth most cases being so old that it
is often impossible to find all the related documents," says the head of practice at the
lnfralex law firm, Sergei Shumilov.
For example, in Khimki the land was leased by the company, after which ft was bought out,
when suddenly in 2012 the former owner, while conducting inspections, discovered that it
no longer had the land.
"Does this mean that no inventory was carried out for many years? And nobody knew or
saw that this land is now the site of a major construction project that officials and the
media are talking about I personally find it strange, to say the teast," says Maxim GladkikhRodionov, managing director of the Confidence audit firm.
ft's hard to be honest in Russia
ln 2010, there was a corruption scandaJ in St. Petersburg involving Per Kaufmann, IKEA
director for Central and Eastern Europe, and Stefan Gross, IKEA director for real estate in
Russia. Both were sacked practically immediately. IKEA even decided to conduct an
internal investigation to find out if any more of its employees were engaged in bribery
directly or indirectly.

tt turned out that a bribe had been offered by a Russian contractor and the top managers
were guilty of knowing it but not preventing the crime. In exchange for the bribe, officials
agreed to sign a fake acceptance certificate for electricity equipment in an IKEA shopping
maiL Furthermore, the proJect had not even been approved.
One way or another, all these stories prompt lawyers to suspect that the company may be
being targeted by some influential corporate raiders. "One gets t he impression that the
company is simply being strongly encouraged to 'be like everybody else'," says GladkikhRodionov.
Given that the Russian market is of great significance for IKEA (the 11-percent rise in the
company's sales in 2015 was largely due to Russia and China), it would be justified to
predict that the company will continue to have to resort widely to legal assistance.
First published in Russian in Kommersant
[return to Contents]
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The Unz Report
W\IVW.unz.com
August 27, 2016
Is Putin the Godfather of Extreme Nationalism?
By Anatoly Karlin
Putin Derangement Syndrome and Trump Derangement Syndrome continue moving
towards an ever more perfect union.
Josh Ragin ? @joshrogin
Hillary Clinton just said Vladimir Putin leads a world wide white supremacist movement.
Wow.
3:37 PM - 25 Aug 2016
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At least, nat according to the people who would presumably know best: The vast majority
of, like, actual Russian nationalists.
They tend to consider Putin as a representative of sovok "multinationality," who
sends "real" Russian nationalists off to jail under the infamous Article 282 (one of them,
Alexander Potkrn/BeJov, was jailed for 7.5 years on the same day as Hillary Clinton's
announcement} while allowing mass immigration and the transfer of the Russian economy
to minorities and ethnic clans. 20% of Russia's billionaires are Jews according to a study
by Lenta a couple of years ago, and a recently released report by Forbes Russia revealed
that only one of the ten richest ''clans" in Russia are ethnically Russian, or russkie.
~ ncidentally, that is a term that, tellingly, Putin himself hardly ever uses, preferring the
ethnicaJiy neutral term ''rossiyaneu that refers to all Russian citizens. A quick way of
estimating how "based" a Russian commentator is Ctri-Ping and tallying the
russkie/rossiyane ratio in his texts).
Of course the irony is that the Clinton Clique tends to like those kinds of anti-Putin
nationansts and their Ukrainian counterparts.
nuland-meeting-parubiy
Clinton protege Victoria Nuland meeting with Parubiy, Chairman of the Rada and founder of
the Social National Party of Ukraine.

As for Putin's actual nationalist/non nationalist status, what both Pozocracy hacks and the
more "svidomy" elements of the Western Alt Right fail to realize is that in between:
( 1) Being an open borders "keep them at arm's length" cuck; and
never-said-this(2) Living up to the overly "optimfstic"/false image that the "Russophile" wing
of the Alt Right (summarized in the widely shared but 100% fake memelquote to the right)and the Putin Derangement Syndrome-suffertng SJWs and (((neocons))}- have of Putin;
... there is a pretty big middle ground around which Putin actually falls.
Yes, many Russian nationalists are sitting under Article 282 (some of them deservedly, but
yes, many of them regrettably no~ it is an unjust law that should ideally go the way of the
rest of Europe's "hate laws," i.e. into the dustbin of history). But, at least, Russia also
imprisons many Islamic extremists and even anti-ethnic Russians under that same law (a
partial lack of double standards that the Council of Europe is very unhappy about). And
moderate Russian (anti-immigration) nationalists Hke Egor Kholmogorov - I have translated
a couple of his pieces here and here - are hardly social or legal pariahs; they get to write
op~eds in the nation's highest circulation newspaper, Komsomolskaya Pravda.
And there are even outright nationalists in positions of power, such as Dmitry Rogozin,
who was an outright (anti-immigration) nationalisl He currently curates the militaryindustrial prospect and is not an altogether impossible 0f highly unlikely} Presidential
successor. Although with power, he has also of course strongly toned down his prior
ethnonationalist rhetoric.
To reiterate, there is a very wide spectrum between a self-hating cuckold like Wolfgang
Schaeuble and /poiJ's image of Ben Garrison, and on that spectrum, Putin is far closer to
the likes of Trump, Le Pen, and Orban than he is to the Western political elites aka the
Pozocracy (on this, at least, the Western MSM has it correct). Reasonable figures in the
Aft Right recognize such as Richard Spencer recognize that they can't have their way all of
the time, and as such urge people to support these sorts of "middle ground" politicians,
despite their occasional concessions to cuckoldry (even though Spencer himself got
arrested in and banned from in Hungary for holding an identitarian conference so he has
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personal reasons to be skeptical of Orban).
However, this still does not make Putin a nationafist In reality, like most serious politicians,
Putin is a complex figure who continuously carries out an ideological balancing act
(remember Angela Merkel's "multiculturafism is a failure" speech, a long time ago in a
galaxy far away?). Yes, nationalism is necessarily a part of that, and yes, to a greater
extent than a decade ago, but it still needs to be balanced out against liberal, conservative,
and socialist countercurrents. The dominant strand wrthin Russia's current ideological
matrix is liberal-conservatism, a set of political and social ideas developed under late
Tsarism and later amongst the White emigration that were perpendicular to both Marxism
and Westemophile cargo cultism. The philosopher that Putin cites most frequently is Ivan
llyin, an uncompromising anti~Sta11nist emigre with views that are decidedly unorthodox
(one daresays, cuckservative) for a Russian "extreme nationalist"
Here are a couple of notes I made while reading IIyin's Our Tasks recently:
" Frankty he is much more of an anti-Communist ideologue than a Russian nationalist He
condemns in no uncertain terms those members of the White movement who were drawn
towards the late Stalinist USSR by its adoption of quasi-nationalist rhetoric and is generalty
sanguine about Western (though not German) intentions towards Russia, casually
discussing even the prospect of the atomic bombing of his country. That is decidedly
strange for a natior1alist, even a highly anti-Communist one.
.. He even condemns the "oppression" of ethnic minorities in the USSR, whereas a staple
of traditional Russian nationalist narratives on the USSR is the disproportional influence of
ethnic minorities (especially the Jews) for its "anti-Russian" nature. So far he has been
rather vague on the ''who to blame" question as regards the Bolshevik Revolution, not
going much further than "spiritual sickness." Again, that is very mflquetoast stuff, for a
purported nationalist
Putin's nationalism, to the extent that it exists, boils down to a practical and materialist sort
of patriotism or at most, a Human Biodiversity-naive civic nationalism:
'We do not have and cannot have any unifying idea other than patriotism. ... You said that
public servants and business and all citizens in general work to make the country stronger.
Because if that is the case, then each of us, each citizen will live better, and have higher
incomes and be more comfortable, and so on. And that is the national idea. It isn't
ideological, it isn't connected with any party or any stratum of society. lt is connected to a
general, unifying principle. If we want to live better, then the country must become more
attractive for all citizens, more effective, and the public service and state apparatus and
business must all become more effective. As you said, we work for the country, not
understanding it in an amorphous way, like in Soviet times... when the country came first
and then there was who knows what. The country ~s people, that's what working 'for the
country' means."

Of course even this might be rather too much for someone who blames whitey when
blacks shoot up policemen and rewards the families of Islamic terrorists with front row
seats at her conventions. (Though given HRC's own "racist" skeletons- associations with
KKK figures, the comments on superpredators, punitive anti-Black sentencing laws, etc. it's quite clear that her BLM and feminist pandering rhetoric is completely cynical and
mercenary).
Now to be sure, Hiltary Clinton can easily get away with such comments about Putin
because of the strong ignorance of Russian political realities in the West and the
Russophobic tilt of the Western media. But such comments elicit more skepticism when
applied to anti-elite ponticians in Western countries, because by definition Westerners are
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Marine Le Pen is basically the conservative mainstream of yesteryear, being infinitely
closer to Charles De GauJJe than, say, Marshal Petain). And they should ellcit much more
skepticism when used to smear Donald Trump, given that basically everything "racist" he
has ever said was taken out of context
Will such ceaseless lying and prevarication , of whkh this is but one example, eventually
rebound agarnst Hillary Clinton and the mainstream media?
And eventually, perhaps, even on American perceptions of Russia?
After all if you can't trust your media and self-proclaimed experts to tell your the truth about
your own country, why should you defer to them to them on the Far Abroad?
Let us hope for the best but prepare for the worst
[return to Contents]

#15
http://theduran.com
August 27, 2016
Masha Gessen's unpredictable spelling tea leaves
How name games became Masha Gessen's new way of undertaking Russian political
analysis.
By Dmitry Babich
Masha Gessen, the ultimate nemes~s of Russian authoritarianism, the time-tested Valkyrie
of anti-Putin struggle, has just tested a new verbal weapon. The impact of that weapon's
use on the Russia-writing community may be as unpredictable as Putin is in Masha's
imagination.
In her article for the once intellectual magazine The New Yorker, Masha tried to analyze the
appointment of Putin's new head of administration, Anton Vayno.
Having toyed with the idea that Vayno's appointment could mean a crackdown on Russian
opposition before the Duma election (Masha had predicted dozens of such neverhappening crackdowns during her twenty years in Russia) or an "aJJ-out war with Ukraine"
(for anyone knowing Masha this is actually a very optimistic forecast on her part} - so,
having toyed with all of these standard "crackdowns" and "invasions" Mash a decided to
turn to linguistic tea leaves. Her discovery was explosive.
Here is what she wrote, at the top of her inspiration:
"A final fact about Vayno is that the letters of his last name can spell voyna, the Russian
word for war. Is this the message that Putin is sending?"
Indeed, is thfs THE message? Having embarked on the slippery road of guessing the
elite's intentions by the names of its chosen authors (Mash a is analysing Vayno's book in
her article), we can make astounding revelations.
Let's take the name of The Washington Post's longtime opinion editor, Fred Hiatt. The
letters of his name c.an spell "Fear and Hate." Is this the message which The Washington
Post is sending to Russia? Judging by the WaPo's jingoist editorials on Russian themes
("Mr Putin Means War," "Stop Russia's Dangerous Moves") this is precisely THE
message. And Mr_ Hiatt's appointment becomes not just one more promotion of a
Russophobic nar with a penchant for reporting on hTs own colleagues (remember Mr.
Hiatt's oubliclv exooslno his colleaoue Fareed Zakaria for some mistakes in Zakaria's
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writings)_Add some of Masha's word magic to Hiatt's mmtarism and bigotry- and we have
a deeply symbolic move on the part of The Washington Post's editors.
Some of the Russia-bashing authors like to write in pairs, like Owen Mathews and Anna
Nemtsova, Clifford Gaddy and Fiona HilL Finding out what combinations of their names
could spell out for Russia's relations with the West -that can be a fascinating game,
worthy of Masha Gessen's wit and profound knowledge of Russian realities.
This game can be not a bit less serious, than, say, Fiona Hill's interviews to Le Figaro,
where she suspects Putin of "not stopping with the conquest of Ukraine_" If Le Figaro can
publish such "analysis" f rom Fiona Hill, why can't we play with some of the names of the
Western writers on Russian topics?
What if we combine Edward Lucas (a British author who recently "discovered" Donald
Trump's huge Russian funds) and Richard Pipes (a historian, whom even his Harvard
colleagues call "a Russophobe")_Edward Lucas + Richard Pipes = Mad Ed Likes War
Rides. Why not? If Putin's Vayno can, in Masha's vfew, mean ''\royna" (war), then Ed and
Dick do not just MEAN war, they actually MAKE it by their writings on Russia_
And what if we combine Fareed Zakaria and Owen Mathews? Zakaria, who used his
position of the invited moderator at the St Petersburg Economic Forum in order to look for
the much coveted "proof' of Putin's "admiration" for Trump {Zakaria failed with that task for
the Jack of the aforementioned admiration)- Fareed Zakaria certainly deserves a
prominent position in Masha's spelling research _Owen Mathews, who wrote that Putin
was to blame for the terrorist acts that took place in Moscow in the 2000s, is also an
indispensable figure here, just like Americans are an indispensable nation in Obama's
view_ So, Fareed Zakaria + Owen Mathews = Read Zach's Own Self-Made News_
Timothy Snyder, who wrote that Europeans should learn democracy from the new fascist
regime in Kiev, could make a nice triple with Svante Cornell (incredible lies on
Russia's "aggression" against Georgia) and Andrew Kuchins (who once wrote a fictitious
article on "Putin's coup")_So, Timothy Snyder + Svante Cornell and Andrew Kuchins
Mathy Science and Team Lies_Pretty much sums up these guys' activities!

=

But what about Masha's initial supposition that Anton Vayno's second name could spell
as "voyna"? In fact, together with his first name, Anton, the whole thing could read as "No
to Voyna!" (No to Wart)_Did you give it a thought Masha? Oh, you better don't _This is
NOT the message that the modern The New Yorker and the once glorious The
Washington Post would like to carry. Not only to Russia, but also to Iraq, Libya, Syria and
many other countries_
[return to Contents]
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RFEJRL
August 29, 2016
Playing The KremiTn's Game
By Brian Whitmore
After more than two years of war in eastern Ukraine, we continue to pretend; we continue
to play make believe _
We continue to pretend that what is happening in the Donbas is a civn war, when in fact it
is the result of a Russian invasion.
We continue to pretend that Russia is a mediator in the conflict when it ls in fact the
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aggressor.
And we continue to pretend that it is the responsibility of both sides to
fighting, when only one side is escalating.

de~escalate

the

We continue to pretend that the Minsk ceasefire deal - which Ukraine signed practically
with a gun to its head - is anything but dead in the water.
The pretending was on full display this past weekend when German Foreign Minister FrankWalter Steinmeier called on Russia and Ukraine to observe the Minsk agreement.
And the pretending will be on ,display next week in China when Vladimir Putin meets with
German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President Francois Hollande - but without
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko - to discuss the conflict
Now the problem here isn't that everybody is delusionaL
ln fact, everybody knows exactly what is happening here.
But the problem is one of geopolitical blackmail.
Russia is clearly intent on keeping this conflict simmering until it gets what it wants- a
pliant and obedient Ukraine that is essentially Moscow's client state.
And it uses periodic threats of escalation to get the West to play along.
And so everybody pretends. And in pretending, everybody plays the Krem~n's game.
[return to Contents]
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The Unz Review
www.unz.com
August 15, 2016
Michael Weiss, the Neocon's Neocon
By Anatoly Karlin
[Complete text here http://www.unz.com/akarlin/michael-weiss-the-neocons-neoconl]
In terms of content, the Weisses of this world are a dime a dozen. So why "expose" yet
another neocon propagandist?
Because he is also very nasty, and very dangerous - as Richard Silverstein's
comprehensive profile of Michael D. Weiss, just published at The Unz Review,
convincingly argues.
So far as (functional) psychopathy goes, he really is one of a kind in the world of journalism.
And if pushing kompromat up the Google rankings makes at least a few people think twice
before associating with him too closely, then the effort will be worth it.. ..
[return to Contents]
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August 15, 2016
Michael Weiss and the Iran-U.S. Hardline Nexus That Led Iranian-American to Evin Prison
By Richard Silverstein
[Complete text here http://www.unz.com/article/michael-weiss-and-the-iran-u-s-hardlinenexus-that-led-iranian-american-to-evin-prisonl]
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Intersection of the lives of Michael D. Weiss {the Dartmouth student) and Siamak Namazi
(a jaiJed Iranian-American). It was Weiss who helped put him there.
Weiss, age 36, has been an itinerant freelance journalist and military interventionist gun-forhire, plying his trade from Washington DC, to London, to the outlying lands of former
Russian empire, to the ruins of Syria.
With his role as CNN commentator and senior editor at the Daily Beast, he is a leading
fight among a new young generation of neoconservative intellectuals. These positions offer
him the opportunity to shape American political discourse in much the same way Bill
Kristol's Project for the New American Century, shaped U.S. milltarist- interventionist
foreign policy for a decade or more after its famous 1998 letter to Bill Clinton ....
[return to Contents]

#19
BBC Monitoring
August 26, 2016
Russian election debate: War on corruption
The Russian State Duma election debate on official state channel Rossiya 1 on 26 August
(1450 gmt} focused on corruption among "untouchable" top officials. "Almost a thousand
Russian officials previously considered untouchable have become the subject of criminal
investigations for corruption," the presenter said, noting that the number was still growing.
The debate followed the previous format, with a 30-second introduction by each candidate,
then a main four-minute pitch, followed by a final 30-second "last word" message
Appearing in the debate were the following candidates for the State Duma election:
Gennady Semigin, Patriots of Russia; Rifat Shaikhutdinov, Civil Platform; Oleg Mitvol,
Green Party; Dmitry Marinichev, the Party of Growth; Maxim Suraikin, the Communists of
Russia; Igor Korotchenko, Motherland.
Patriots of Russia- crack down on nepotism
Semigin of Patriots of Russia said corruption should be regarded on a level with treason.
Corruption starts with nepotism, so there should be more stringent checks on those
working in state offices, he said. Officials should bear responsibility for the actions of their
subordinates, he said. He also called for stiffer penalties for those found guilty of corruption
and confiscation of their assets. He listed a number of state funded projects where largescale corruption had gone on. He also called for a shake-up of state monopolies and
a "new system for fighting state corruption".
Civil Platform -fight the untouchables
Civil Platform's Rifat Shaikhutdinov said the problem stemmed from creation of a class in
the 1990's who were above the taw and able to bribe who they like and ignore the law.
They are able to fund parties and buy off officials and deputies, he said. The struggle
against these people is the key issue, he said. Shaikhutdinov said his party supports
Presirlent Putln ' ~ move in ?01 ~to rle-nff~hnri~e the ecnnomv r~nri r:r;:Jc:k rlnwn nn r:nrrunt
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officials holding property abroad. He called for transparency in the system, and criticised
what he called the "clan system". Russia has to put a stop to "liberalism", he said.
Green Party - need anti-corruption agency
Green Party's Oleg Mitvol mentioned President Putin's drive to crack down on corruption,
and called for an intensification of that effort He called for a dedicated "vertical agency'' to
deal with the problem, because sometimes competing law enforcement agencies are
interfering with each other. State Duma deputies should also be accountable in corruption
probes, he said, accusing some of those present by name of impropriety in their business
dealings (Shaikhutdinov butted in here to reject his claims).
Party of Growth -a technological breakthrough
Party of Growth's Dmltry Marinichev, who said he had started his own business eighteen
years ago as an engineer, replied to Mitvol's accusations about his business dealings
0nterrupted immediately by Mitvol). Marinichev said Mitvol was citing accusations made by
anti-corruption campaigner Alexei Navalny, who was a sane person who might apologise
tater for what he had said in the press. Russia is too focused on its natural resources, and
needs a technological breakthrough, he said. "Money doesn't come out of thin air," he said.
Communists of Russia -Stalinist methods will work
Maxim Suraikin from Communists of Russia - "a Stalinist party" he said with apparent
pride- stood for a crackdown on corruption which he said originated with capitalism's
return to Russia in the early 1990's. The solution is mass nationalisation of all the industry
and business stolen at that time, he sajd_That will provide all the wealth necessary for a
decent minimum wage, and therefore eliminate corruption. "Only with Stalinist methods
can we wipe out corruption," he said, noting that China executed 50,000 people a year for
such offences.
Motherland - capital punishment will sort them out
Motherland's Igor Korotchenko said corruption was the biggest threat to Russia's security.
He also mentioned Putin's anti-corruption campaign, in which the FSB had arrested top
officials and sent them to Lefortovo remand prison. He called for support for Putin's anticorruption campaign, and a China-style anti-corruption drive going all the way to the top.
Capital punishment is the answer, he said. 'We don't need ministers with property in the
West," he said. He praised Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu for making Russia's armed
forces t he "best in the world" in the last two years.
Last word
ln their final words, in a brief 30-second appeal, each candidate appealed to voters to vote
for their party on 18 September.
During the debate programme, advertisements were shown for the following parties:
LDPR, Parnas, Yabloko; Communist Party (CPRF); A Just Russia; the Party of
Pensioners; United Russia.
[return to Contents]
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Senator warns of foreign provocation targeting upcoming Russian polls
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The chairman of Russia's Upper House Committee for International Relations has said he
expects certain hostile foreign nations to launch another campaign aimed at blackening
Russia's reputation in the period around September's parliamentary elections.
"Elections are due in three weeks and I have absolutely no doubt that ill-wishers across our
borders will use the election campaign and the elections themselves as yet another
excuse to discredit our country and present it as an outcast nation," senator Konsantin
Kosachev said at the 'In Unity with Russia' international forum, currently taking place in
Moscow.
Kosachev also said he was certain that the State Duma elections scheduled for
September 18 wilf be honest and free, and called the criticism levelled at the Russian
political system by some in the West "inadequate and having nothing in common with the
real situation in the country_"
"We see that the course aimed at the so-called international isolation of Russia declared
by the West has totally failed. This course is currently supported by a group of strong but
not very numerous nations, and at the level of common: people we definitely will not fLnd
any confrontation even in the Western countries," he said.
In February this year, State Duma speaker Sergey Naryshkin told the press that Russia
would not invite representatives of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
(PACE} to monitor the upcoming elections because of the body's continuing discrimination
against the Russian delegation and the bias of the assembly's representatives. During his
announcement, Naryshkin also explained that Russia believed many processes in PACE
were managed from the Un:fted States, especially those concerning the group's relations
with Russia. addrng that Moscow had no intention to tolerate this.
However, in May this year the Russian Foreign Ministry announced that it had plans to
invite representatives from four international political blocs and organizations to this year's
parliamentary elections instead of PACE monitors. These groups are the Commonwealth
of Independent States (CtS}, the Shanghai Cooperatron Organization (SCO), the Collective
Security Treaty Organization (CSTO}, and the OSCE's Office for Democratic Institutions
and Human Rights (ODIHR).
The head of Russia's Central Elections Commission, Ella Pamfilova, told reporters that
her agency planned to invite monitors from international associations of elections bodies,
such as the Association of World Election Bodies as well as European, Asian and
American associations of election organizers.
A member of the commission, Vasily Ukhachev, revealed that Russia has already signed
bilateral agreements with 27 nations, allowing their representatives to conduct monitoring
at the State Duma elections. He also said that personal invitations will be sent to US
monitors, adding that if and when these invitations are accepted, the potential monitors
must reply so that the Central Elections Commission can clear the personnel and allow
them to gain accreditation.
[return to Contents]
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Vedomosti
August 24, 2016
Russian paper mulls chances of early presidential election
Mari~ ~eleznova , Early talk. Why the discussion of a shift of the presidential election
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persistS
The eve of the State Duma elections comblned with the multi-figure personnel reshuffles in
the system of executive power has galvanized the guesswork about the coming
presidential election. The subject of an early presidential election (in 2017, for example)
has become very popular.
The perpetual liberal hope of a president of all Russians is sensed in the discussion of its
benefit or disadvantage to the Kremlin - the first to speak about early elections, in fact,
were Alexei Kudrin and Yevgeny Gontmakher. A year ago Kudrin said plainly that lf Vladimir
Putin deemed it necessary for the pressing, and hence inevitable, but painful, reforms to
obtain a mandate for a new term (as President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev did),
he should oe given the opportunity to obtain a new mandate sooner, even if it is a question
of a shift of the presidential election, which, it is planned, is to be held only in the spring of
2018. The new president would simultaneously be rid also of the old government, a new
one could be put together on the basis now of reform terms of reference. The intensifying
crisis testifies, as it were, that extraordinary action is needed in the economy, and a
special presidential election would afford the leader of the country carte blanche for
unpopular economic reforms.
Both Putin himself and the protective circles could certainly be in need of a new mandate
and new legitimacy. Putin is accustomed to running for the authorized term, but if he waits
for the authorized term, the voter will by that time have accumulated for candidate Putin too
many unpleasant questions, which it would be hard to brush aside with the standard
glowing reports and promises, porrt.ical analyst Alexei Makarkin reasons.
Putin would obviously win elections on a negative agenda also but this would not be an
unreservedly triumphal victory. Hypothetical 2017 elections -before the budget has been
drained conclusively- would reset the situation to zero for Putin personally, but they do not
provide an answer to the question of how precisely he would avail himself of this mandate:
for structural reforms, about the need for which Kudrin and Gontmakher are speaking, or,
on the other hand, simpl'y freeze the situation for a new six-year term.
True, Putin formally may not run for office again at an early election. Pursuant to the
constitution, it is called only in three instances: the voluntary resignation of the head of
state, impeachment, or an incapacity for exercising authority on impaired-health grounds.
The two latter scenarios are unsuitable image-wise, the ftrst, on the other hand, entails the
impossibirrty of a retiree participating in proximate elections - a direct prohibition is
contained in the Presidential Election Act True, it extends only to the election called on
account of the resignation, but not to subsequent ones - that is, in the scenario of Putin's
retention of power such an arrangement would require only revisions to the act or the
election, albeit for a short term, of a finer-president between Putin 3 and Putin 4 (yes. the
election of another president in place of Putin may be contemplated. The subject of a real
successor also warms the heart of the supporters of reforms; people with backroom
hopes could simultaneously attempt to play at this, they would be picked up by counterplayers}.
Not earfy elections but conventional elections, but ahead of time, could be held, the polling
date having been moved by analogy with postponed State Duma elections. Revision of the
Presidential Election Act would be needed for this afso. But this scenario is simpler since
the Constitutional Court has already given a response on the legal purity of such a
postponement, deeming that a three-month abridgment of the deputies' term on the scale
of frve years of work is insubstantial (it is not obvious, though, that this could be said about
a year's abridgment of the presidentral term). But these issues are technical: if the political
decision is made, it is hardly likely that some provision of some law could block it
fretum to Contentsl
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#22
Rethinking Russia
http://rethinkingrussia.ru
August 28, 2016
Russia is trying to reestab~sh its status of global power and the West does not want to let
this happen and is trying to retain its dominance
Interview with Vadim Trukhachev, Senior Lecturer, Department of International Relations
and Foreign Area Studies, Russian State University for the Humanities.
Rethinking Russia: What are some of the reasons you would give for the political tensions
between Russia and Western Europe and the USA?
Vadim Trukhachev: There are enough reasons for these tensions. The main reason is that
Russia is trying to reestablish its status of global power and the West does not want to let
this happen and is trying to retain its dominance. The West is unlikely to take into account
its partner's interests because Russia is perceived as a loosing side of the Cold War,
which should be regarded only to a limited extent
One more reason is that politicians both in Russia and in the West have a vague notion of
each other Many politicians and experts do not have enough knowledge of the mentality,
culture, traditions, values and even everyday habits of the opposite side. Speaking about
this, they have both similarities and differences, and all of them should be taken into
account while entering into a dialogue.
Often Russia itself is not able to frnd its place on the global stage, understand whether it is
a part of the Western civilization or an independent civilization. This hinders the country in
implementing coherent policy. Besides, this annoys the West, which is wary of the
reappearance of Russia's imperial ambitions and tries to stay one step ahead of Russia at
the same time weakening it just to be on the safe side. This annoys Russian authorities.
so the dialogue is not launched.
RR: What groups of state and non-state actors would you say benefit from tense relations
between Russia and the West, cultivated both in the political elite and the population? Why
do they benefit?
VT: Mostly military-industrial circles benefit from tense relations. This concerns the USA
and NATO to a greater extent and Russia -to a lesser extent, but it still does concern
Russia too. Presence of a big potential adversary increases the number of military
contracts and, as a consequence, profits of companies, enterprises, laboratories and
research centers working in military-industrial sphere.
Besides, both in Russia and in the West there are some circles that perceive each other
exclusively as permanent enemies. And they take advantage of all tensions and
misunderstandings to turn the society and elites to their views. Unfortunately, these circles
are quite influential both in the West and in Russia. These elite groups need tensions to
increase their political heft
As for ordinary people, I do not see any groups that would benefit from tense relations
between Russia and the West It is difficult to imagine people either in Russian or in the
West who would like to go to war or to be killed.
RR: Does Russian population mistrust the West? Why?
VT: The majority of Russian citizens mistrust the West and are suspicious of the West ln
contrast to the Czech Republic and Poland, Russia suffered from the reforms of 1990s,
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which resulted in the impoverishment of its population. People lived low. As these reforms
were implemented under the slogan of "the rapprochement with the West", in the eyes of
Russian people Europe and the USA, which supported the reforms, became responsible
for the deterioration of the situation.
This mistrust is also connected with NATO expansion to the East and numerous antiRussian statements of the leading European politicians, which quickly spread in Russia.
The bombings of Serbia of 1999 took a heavy toll on Russia's relations with the West,
while Serbia is perceived as a fraternal country in Russia. The War in South Ossetia of
2008 also had a negative effect.
The Ukrainian crisis played the major role in the growth of anti-Western sentiments.
Millions of Russians were born in Ukraine, one in three have relatives or origins there. That
is why, the possible rift with Ukraine is so sensitive to Russia. It is almost tike the Berlin
WaD dividing, in fact, one nation. And Russians are sure that mainly the West is
responsible for what happened in Ukraine in 2013-2016.
RR: What are the origins of this mistrust?
VT: Russian citlzens mistrust the West because they have flttle knowledge of Europe and
North America. About 70% of Russian population have never been abroad. And many of
those who traveled abroad have never gone to Europe. The reason for this is the harsh
visa regime between Russia and EU and especially between Russia and the USA and
Russia and Canada. It is a big obstacle that does not allow Russians to stop being afraid
of the West.
I would also mention Western media. They pay much attention to Russia, but almost 80%
of their materials are strongly negative towar,ds Russia. There are many planted or highly
provocative articles, where Russia is precariousty charged with either sending refugees to
Europe or cooperating with terrorists. And there is no information about Russia without
politics. As a result, people in Russia think that their country is deliberately demonized in
the West.
RR: Do you think this wariness renders peoples' choice of the media they read/watch
selective?
VT: No there is no direct llnks. The matter is that near a half of Russian population does
not use Internet, people in villages and small towns often have access only to 2-3 federal
TV-channels and the can not afford buying a satellite dish. The problem is that not only
those who watch federal channels, but also those who surf the net, read Western media
and travel abroad mistrust the West.
I would say, pro-Western minority of the Russian population avoids state media. And vice
versa: anti-Western part of the populatron rejects Western and pro-Western Russian
media. But once again it is not a majority.
RR: Do you think a negative opinion of the West amongst Russian peopJe has an impact
on the state's decision making?
VT: Unfortunately, it is true. For the last 20 years, mistrust and suspicion towards the West
have been spreading amongst Russian people. tf tomorrow somebody says that the
policies of the EU and the US are right (especially of the US), people will not even
understand this. So, the majority of the decisions are made by the authorities in
accordance with public sentiment.
For its part, the West has not made efforts to overcome these sentiments. Criticizing
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or at least to ease sanctions provokes even more annoyance with the fact that Europe and
North America are closing from Russia, not from its authorities, but from its population_
This annoys peopte and only range them around the country's authorities_
RR: How has the perception of the West by the politicians in Russia changed since 1991 7
What about popular opinion? What are the reasons?
VT: In the early 1990s Russian elite was oriented towards the West and was ready to
cooperate in all possible spheres. Russian authorities even tried to make a copy of Europe
out of Russia and saw themselves as a part of the Western elite. But Europe and the USA
perceived this openness of Russia as weakness and decided that Russia may not be
taken into account And nobody was going to make Russian elite a part of the Western one.
NATO expansion, bombings of Serbia and a number of color revolutions in the post-Soviet
area provoked wariness of Russian political elite. It stirl wanted to become a part of the
Western elite, but these steps made it seek for an alternative to the cooperation with the
West Russia needed a plan 8 in case that their attempts to establish relations with the
West fail. And the Ukrainian crisis only stirred up this search.
As for the population, it was first of all concerned with open borders, which they did not get
The authorities' attempts to fit in the Western elite caused wariness among people for the
same reasons that the authorities began to mistrust the Wesl In this case there are no
great dffferences between the elite and the population.
RR Do you think cooperation between Russia and the West is desirable? Is it viable?
What forms shoufd this cooperation take?
VT: The only alternative to cooperation is confrontation or even war. At least from this
perspective, cooperation between Russia and the West is highly desirable. There are
some evident areas of common interest Russia cannot do without western technologies,
Europe (and to some extent the USA)- without Russian raw materials. Many Russians
immigrating to Europe or the US work for the leading laboratories, so there is need not only
for our raw materials, but also for our brains.
Despite all obstacles, cultural cooperation is developed. Russia and the West cannot do
without each other in the sphere of space exploration. They should cooperate to combat
international terrorism. Cooperation in the sphere of tourism would be quite promising, but
here comes the problem of visa regimes, that I have already mentioned_
Whichever sphere of cooperation we talk about, it should be a two-way road. The West
should not demand one-way concessions from Russia. Russia, in its turn, should not call
the West "a dffferent, hostile cfvnization". The rules of the game should be set out by the
states together.
RR: What groups of state and non-state actors would you say benefit from the cooperation
of the West and Russia?
VT: Almost all actors involved will benefit from the cooperation except for military-industrial
sector, "professional Russophobes" in the West and "professional antf-Westerners" in
Russia.
Interview by Nora Kalinskij
[return to Contents]
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Wall Street Journal
August27, 2016
LaMa's Wariness Over Russia Raises Civil Rights Concerns at Home
Petition questioning country's independence results in six-month prison sentence
By JURIS KAlA and DAVID GAUTHIER-VILlARS
RIGA, Latvia-In this former Soviet republic, two ostensibly tongue-in-cheek challenges to
the nation's independence are causing trouble for the authors-and raising concerns about
civil rights.
Days after Deniss Barteckis posted an online petition calling for Latvia to join the U.S. last
spring, police raided hls apartment in Riga, seizing all electronic devices including his 7year-old daughter's tablet.
That forlowed the Feb. 26 conviction of Maksim Koptelov, a 31-year-old film student, for
violating a criminal law against incitement to destroy Latvia's independence with a similar
petitfon proposing union with Russia.
Each maintains their action wasn't serious. But the Baltic country's tough response has
focused attention on how far authorities can go to prosecute alleged enemies of the state
without breaching basic principles they agreed to adhere to upon joining the European
Union, such as freedom of speech.
Such questions are being raised across much of Eastern Europe, where governments in
Warsaw, Budapest and elsewhere have adopted a more authoritarian tone.
Latvia's Security Police said a probe into Mr. Barteckis's petition was under way on
suspicion it posed a threat to Latvia's sovereignty.
Latvian government officiars said they couldn't comment on the police investigation or on
court matters.
Since parting ways with the Soviet Union shortly before its 1991 demise, Latvia has been
looking west It joined the EU and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in 2004 and
adopted the euro as its currency in 2014.
Despite this steady geopolitical shift, Latvian authorities have been worried that the
country's Russian minority-about a quarter of the total population of 2 miHion-was looking
east.
Those concerns swelted two years ago when a newly assertive Russia annexed Ukraine's
Crimean peninsula-which is largely ethnic Russian-prompting some LaMan nationatists to
describe ethnic Russians in the Baltics as a potential menace.
Latvia recently adopted a law to toughen the penalties for incitement against the country's
independence. Prime Minister Maris Kucinskis has said Latvia needed to defend itself
against what he described as Russian campaigns of propaganda and
disinforrnation. "Russia has unfortunately started a hybrid war,'' Mr. Kucinskls said at a
news conference with German Chancellor Angela Merkel in April.
Russia has said it had no plan to attack Baltic countries but has pledged to defend the
rights of ethnic Russians abroad.
Under Soviet rule, it was calling for Latvia's independence that carried risk.
Latvia was occupied by the Red Army tn spring 1940. A new parliament was elected and
I
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Moscow immediately accepted.
Karlis Skenderskis was a 22-year old medical student in Riga in 1984 when he was
summoned by the KGB and interrogated for having allegedly spread secessionist ideas,
according to a recent study of the former Soviet secret police.
''I suppose someone ratted on me," Mr. Skenderskis, now 54, said in an interview. He said
he denied all accusations and was let go, but added the encounter wtt:h the KGB led him to
be cautious about expressing opinions.
Mr. Koptelov, who is free pending appeal of his conviction and six-month sentence, says
he thought he had no reason to hide his ideas in modern-day Latvia.
In March 2014, days after Russia moved into Crimea, he wrote in Russian on Avaaz, an
online platform, that Latvia's entry into the Russian Federation would open "Vast prospects
for development."
In a post-script, he wrote: "In fact, this document doesn't bear any significance and
happens to be a joke."
Acting on public complaints, Security Police identified Mr. Koptelov as the author of the
pettt:ion, which he signed with his first name only, according to court documents.
During a monthslong trial, Mr. Koptelov said his petition was inspired by bitterness that his
tate father had lived out his last years with a derisory pension.
He told the court that he had sought to "joke about the Latvian state the way it had joked
with his father," according to the court documents.
A legal expert called by the Security Police, Lauris Liepa, testified the petition could be
seen as an attack on the "core value" of the Latvian consttt:ution.
Yelena Kvjatkovska, a human-rights lawyer based in Riga, said she had found no
precedent to the Koptelov case in post-Soviet Latvia's jurisprudence.
She called it "a clear case" for the European Court for Human Rights. "It raises serious
issues regarding the freedom of expression,'' she said.
Mr. Koptelov's attorney, Ilona Bulgakova, said she would take the case there if they lose
their appeaJ in local courts. The trial court had "brought shame to Latvia," she said.
Mr. Barteckis, a freelance reporter, said in an interview that his petition to join the U.S. ''was
just a reaction against a disproportionate punishment on Mr. Koptelov."
Mr. Koptvelov's petition is still online; As of Aug. 22, it had garnered 7,540 signatures. Mr.
Barteckis's had 130.
[return to Contents]
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The American Conservative
www.theamericanconservative.com
August 1B, 2016
White Russia Makes Progress
A visit to Minsk reveals a peaceful transition to economic freedom.
Qu lf"'\1\1
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Jon Basil Utley is pubflsher of The American Conservative.
Belarus is an interesting, attractive country, certainly off the beaten track. A beautiful,
rebuflt capital city of Minsk (mostly destroyed along with 30 percent of the country's
population during World War It), with wide boulevards and parks and superbly clean, belies
its old reputation as the last dictatorship in Europe. Its economy is heavily statist, but 30
percent is private enterprise, and its information-technology sector is world class (see
below). Its rating in the World Bank's Doing Business, which compares all the world's
nations, is surprisingly high and improving.
The nation borders Russia, Ukraine, Poland, Latvia, and Lithuania. It has its own language,
similar to but distinct from Russian, and its own long history. It was once an integral part of
the Lithuanian empire, which stretched down to the Black Sea. It then was subordinated to
the growing power of Czarist Russia and later became an integral part of the Soviet Union.
Belarus also became an industrialitechnologicaJ center where many of the Soviet Union's
heavy and sophisticated industries were located. It has a very skilled and educated
workforce.
I was invited there to speak at a conference on "Understanding Belarus Security " It was coorganized by Washington's Jamestown Foundation, Germany's Konrad Adenauer Institute,
and the Uberal Institute of Belarus under the auspices of the Minsk Dialogue. It continues
the tradition of Belarus serving as a neutral regional hub for inter-European diplomacy
following the Russian-Ukrainian ceasefire agreement. Our delegation also met with top
foreign-ministry officials on improving understanding and relations with America.
Belarus has become more independent of Russia since the Ukrainian conflict, rejected
Moscow's plans to establish a new airbase on its territory, and refused to join Russia's
trade war w ith Ukraine. Repression is mild, and the government retains a degree of
popularity for providing stability and substantial economic growth. Witness the chaos in
neighboring Ukraine, and how "privatization" of Russian state industries just ended in
impoverishment and handing them over to billionaires. People are not so anxious for
possibly chaotic, unjust "democracy," as long as their government delivers safety, order,
and economic growth. Grigory Joffe, Jamestown's Belarus expert, writes in "The Declining
Fortunes of the Belarusian Opposition,"
Specifically, the government led by President Alyaksandr Lukashenka, since 1994, was
instrumental in propping up Belarusians' civic identity, ensuring the country's stability and
security (Belta.by), buitding up its infrastructure, pursuing economic development, boosting
the quality of governance, and even improving living standards-by several measures
exceeding those in Belarus's culturally cJose Eastern Slavic neighbors.
Many formerly communist East European nations are today, surprisingly, more dynamic
economically than many debt-ridden West European nations weighed down by years of
socialist baggage. After the conference I also spoke to students at the Liberal Institute in a
hall called the "John Gatt Club," named after the famous character in Atlas Shrugged. The
institute's director is a very dynamic Belarusian student, Yauheni Preiherman, now
studying for his Ph.D. in England. It was also he who helped organize the main
conference. He introduced me to many of the students and I was very impressed by them
Belarus' Surprising Economic Ratings
More than 50 percent of goods produced in the country are delivered for export. The list of
export products is sophisticated and varied Among the major export commodities of
Belarus are refined oil products, semi-conductors, potash and nitrogen fertilizers, metal
products, busses, heavy trucks, tractors, chemical fibers, yarns, tires, dairy and meat
products, and sugar_ The private sector is led by exports from its brilliant information-
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technology services (IT) based at the Minsk High Tech Park free zone. The export of IT
services grew from $50 million in 2005 to $800 million in 2015.
Belarus imports are mainly composed of energy resources (oil and natural gas), raw
materials and components, metal products, raw materials for chemical industry, machine
parts, and manufacturing equipment Belarus has trade relations with more than 1BO
countries. The nation offers low costs and is attractive for tourism. tt has eleven
impressive war museums, one in downtown Minsk, another in the countryside at the old
Stalin Une.
Doing Business measures the ease or problems of starting and running a business in
nearly all nations. It was discussed at the conference and has become a very effective
means to press Third World and former communist governments to facilitate and
encourage economic growth.
Belarus rates surprisingly high on several measures. The nation ranks 12th fn the world
for "starting a business," compared to Austria at 1OOth. France at 32nd, and Spain at 82nd .
For "registering a property," Belarus is number 7, Germany 62, and Ireland, known for its
pro-business environment, 39. Rated for "ease of doing business," Belarus is 44,
compared to Ireland at 17, F ranee at 27, and Spain at 33. For "enforcing contracts,"
Belarus is number 29, Belgium is 53, Chile is 56, Poland is 55, England is at 33. See the
Doing Business link above for exact details. Still, the regime is pressed to privatize its
heavy industries, still mostly government owned. There is little street crime, which also
makes the nation attractive for foreign investors. Economic freedom pales when street
crime, kidnapping, and armed robbery are rampant, as in some Latin American countries.
Shakedowns and bribes to the police and government inspectors are a very common
aspect of post-communist regimes. From what I learned, Belarus limits such smaJJ time,
yet cumulatively devastating corruption, unlike Russia for example.
In conclusion, Belarus is progressing in ways favorable to economic progress and is much
freer than its reputation as a surviving "Marxist" state_The British Guardian, in a positive
article, asks "Is it accurate to call Belarus a dictatorship?" Although political opponents are
sometimes jailed (a dozen in 2013), they are then shortly released. The dynamic, free
market, and the rising living standards of neighboring Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, and
Poland, are vibrant examples for them. Often American policymakers don't appreciate
that "in much of the non-Western world, people desire order more than democracy," writes
Jamestown's Grigory Joffe (see "Understanding Belarus"). He writes of "a legitimate fear of
evil, destructive ... behavior by their fellow countrymen that only a strong government can
restrain .... Democracy cannot be exported, much less imposed, by an outside force.
Simply put, one cannot build democracy other than on the homegrown foundation of civility
and trust" Having lived in lawless countries I concur totally with Joffe's comments.
Opposition movements in such nations demanding "democracy" are often supported by
Washington, but many or most are not Jeffersonians in waiting.
Effective groups such as Students For liberty and the Atlas Network, which I have long
supported, help local think tanks and such groups to spread Westem concepts of
individual freedom limited government, property rights, low taxes, and economic progress.
Only a nation's own people can really bring it progress. Washington is too ham-fisted and
all too eager to threaten or even start wars as a "solution" to promote freedom. Then we
wonder at the chaos our military interventions create.
[return to Contents]
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August 25, 2016
Assessing the Russian Military as an Instrument of Power
By The Saker
[Text with links and graphics here http:l/www.unz.com/tsaker/assessing-the-russianm ilitary-as-an -instrument-of-power!]
It has been a quarter of a century now since the faU of the Soviet Union and yet the
memory of the Soviet Armed Forces is still vivid in the minds of many of those who lived
through the Cold War or even remember WWIL The NATO-sponsored elites of Eastern
Europe still continue to scare their citizens by warning of a danger of "Russian tanks"
rolling down their streets as if the Soviet tanks were about to advance on Germany again_
For a while, the accepted image of a Russian soldier in the West was a semi-Hterate
drinking and raping Ivan who would attack in immense hordes with little tactical skills and
an officer corps selected for political loyalty and lack of imagination_Then the propaganda
narrative changed and now the new Russian bogeyman is a "little green man" who will
suddenly show up to annex some part of the Battles to Russia. Putatively proRussian "experts" add to the confusion by publicly hallucinating of a Russian deployment in
Syria and the Mediterranean which could wrestle the entire region away from Uncle Sam
and fight the entire NATO/CENCOM air forces and navies with confidence. This is all
nonsense, of course, and what I propose to do here is to provide a few very basic pointers
about what the modern Russian military can and cannot do in 2016. This will not be a
highly technical discussion but rather a list of a few simple, basic, reminders.
Russia is not the Soviet Union
The first and most impvrtant thing to keep in mind is that the Russian military is truly
focused on the defense of Russian territory. Let me immediately say that contrary to much
of the Cold War propaganda, the Soviet military was also defensive in essence, even if it
did include a number of offensive elements:
1) The military control of all of Eastern Europe as a "buffer zone" to keep the US/NATO
away from the Soviet Union's borders.
2) An official ideology, Communism, which was messianic and global in its stated goals
(more or less, depending on who was in power)

3) A practice of global opposition to the US Empire anywhere on the planet with technical,
political, financial, scientific and, of course, military means
Russia has exactly zero interest in any of these. Not only did the nature of modern warfare
dramatically reduce the benefits of being forward deployed, the messianic aspects of
Communism have even been abandoned by the Communist Party of Russia which is now
focused on the internal socio--economic problems of Russia and which has no interest
whatsoever in liberating the Polish or Austrian proletariat from Capitalist exploitation. As for
a global military presence, Russia has neither the means nor the desire to waste her very
limited resources on faraway territories which do not contribute to her defense.
But the single most important factor here is this: the overwhelming majority of Russians
are tired and fed up with being an empire. From Peter I to Gorbachev, the Russian people
have paid a horrific price in sweat, tears, btood and Rubles to maintain an empire which
did absolutely nothing for the Russian people except impoverish them and make them
hated in much of the world. More than anything else, the Russians want their country to be
a "normal" country. Yes, safe, powerful, wealthy and respected, but still a normal country
and not a global superpower_Many Russians still remember that the Soviet Politburo
justified the occupation and subsequent war in Afghanistan as the completion of
an "internationalist dutv" and if somebodv todav tried that kind of lanauaae the reolv would
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be "to hell with that"_Finally, there is the sad reality that almost all the countries which were
liberated by Russia, not only from Nazi Genmany, but also from the Turkish yoke show
exactly zero gratitude for the roJe Russia played in their lfberation. To see how our socalled "Orthodox brothers" in Bulgaria, Romania or Georgia are eager to deploy NATO
weapons against Russia is nothing short of sickening. The next time around, let these
guys liberate themselves, everybody will be happier that way_

ft fs a basic rule of miHtary analysis that you do not look at the intentions but primarily at
capabilities, so let us now look at Russian capabilities.
The Russian armed forces are relatively small
First, the Russian armed forces are fairly small, especially for the defense of the biggest
country on the planet (Russia is almost 1\vice the size of the USA, she has a about half the
population and land b.order length of 20,241 km). The total size of the Russian Armed
Forces is estimated at about 800,000 soldiers_That puts the Russian Armed Forces in 5th
position worldwide, somewhere between the DPRK (1,190,000} and Pakistan (643,800)
Truly, this kind of "bean counting" makes absolutely no sense, but this comparison is
useful to show something cruciaL the Russian Armed Forces are relatively small.
SakerRussia This conclusion is further bolstered if we consider the fact that it is hard to
imagine a scenario in which every Russian soldier from Kalinigrad to the Kamchatka will
be engaged at the same time against one enemy. This is why the Russian territory has
been broken up into fiVe separate (and, de facto, autonomous) military districts
(or "strategic directions): East, Central, Northern, Western and Southern.
Whjle there are a number of units which are subordinated directly to the high command in
Moscow, most Russian units have been distributed between the commands of these
strategic directions_
[Sidebar: it is also interesting to know that when Putin came to power the Western military
district was almost demilitarized as nobody in Russia believed that there was a threat
coming from the West. The aggressive US/NATO policies have now changed that and
there now is an major program underway to strengthen it, including the reactivation of the
First Guards Tank Anmy.]
There is no US equivalent to the Russian rntlitary districts. Or, it there is, it is very different
in nature and scope. I am talking about the US Unified Combatant Commands which have
broken up our entire planet into "Areas of Responsibility'':
Notice that all of Russia is in the area of ''responsibility" of only one of these commands,
USEUCOM. In reality, however, in the case of full scale war between Russia and the
United States USCENTCOM and USPACOM would, obviously, play a crucial role.
The Russians are •not• coming
The size and capabilities of the Russian Military Districts are completely dwarfed by the
immense power and resources of the US Commands: in every one of these commands
the USA already has deployed forces, pre-positioned equipment and built the infrastructure
needed to receive major reinforcements. Furthermore, since the USA currently has about
700 military bases worldwide, the host countries have been turned into a modem version
of a colony, a protectorate, which has no option than to fully collaborate with the USA and
which has to offer all its resources in manpower, equipment, infrastructure, etc. to the USA
in case of war. To put it simpty: all of Europe is owned by the USA which can use it as they
want (mainly as canon fodder against Russia, of course).
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tt IS 1mpo11ant to Keep tnls 1mmense arrrerence 1n s1ze ana capaoumes 1n m1na wnen. ror
example, we look at the Russian operation in Syria.

When the first rumors of an impending Russian intervention began flooding the
blogosphere many were tempted to say that the Russians were about to ljberate Syria,
challenge NATO and defeat Daesh. Some had visions of Russian Airoorne Forces
deployed into Damascus, MiG-31s criss-crossing the Syrian skies and even Russian
SLBMs cruising off the Syrian coast (though they never explained this one). At the time I
tried to explain that no, the "Russians are not coming" (se€ here. here, here, here and
here), but my cautionary remarks were not greeted with enthusiasm, to put it mildly. A
Russian task force did eventually materialize in Syna, but it was a very far cry from what
was expected. In fact, compared to the expected intervention force, it was trny: 50 aircraft
and support personneL What this small force achieved, however, was much more than
anybody expected, including myself. So what happened here, did the Russians really do
everything they can, or did they get cold feet or were they somehow pressured into a much
less ambitious mission than they had originally envisioned?
To explain this, we now need to look at the actual capabilities of the Russian Armed
Forces.
The true "reach" of the Russian armed forces
First, Russia does have very long range weapon systems: her missiles can reach any
point on the planet, her bombers can fly many thousands of miles and her transport aircraft
have a range of several thousand miles. However, and this is crucial, none of that amounts
to a real power projection capability.
There are two main ways to project power: to take control over a territory or, failing that to
deny it to your enemy. The first one absolutely requires the famous "boots on the ground"
while the second one requires air supremacy. So how far away from home can the
Russian soldiers and pilots really fight? How far from home can the Russian Aerospace
forces establish a no-fly zone?
Let's begin by dispelling a myth: that Russian Airborne Forces are more or less similar to
the US 82nd or 101 st Airborne. They are noL The 82nd and 101 stare light infantry
divisions whrch are typically engaged in what I would call "colonial enforcement" missions.
In comparison to the US airborne forces, the Russian Airborne Forces are much heavier,
fully mechanized and their main mission is to fight in the operational level support of the
front to a maximum depth of 1OOkm to 300km Of I remember correctly, the Russian
Aerospace Forces don't even have sufficient aircraft to airlift an entire Airborne Division
although they will acquire that capability in 20 17). Once landed, the Russian Airborne
Division is a much more formidable force than tts US counterpart: not only are the
Russians fully mechanized and they have their own artillery. Most importantly, they are far
more tactically mobile than the Americans.
But what the Russians gain in tactrcal mobility, they lose in strategic mobility.: the US can
easily send the 82nd pretty much to any location on the planet, whereas the Russians
most definitely cannot do that with their Airborne Forces.
Furthermore, even a Russian Airborne Division is relatively weak and fragfle, especially
when compared to regular armed forces, so they are critically dependent on the support of
the Russian Aerospace forces. That, again, dramatically reduces the "reach" of these
forces. All this is to say that no, the Russian VDV never had the means to send an airborne
division/Brigade/Regiment to Damascus any more than they had the means to support the
Russian VDV company in Pristina. This is not a weakness of the Russian Airborne Forces,
it is simply the logical consequence of the fact that the entire Russian military posture is
oureJv defensive in nature. at least strateoicaJtv.
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Like any other modern military force, the Russians are capable of offensive military
operations, but those would be executed primarily as a part of a defensive plan or as a part
of a counter-attack_And while the Russian Ground Forces (aka "Army") have excellent
terrain crossing capabilities, they are all designed for missions of less than a couple of
hundred kilometers in depth.
This is why in the past I have written that the Russian Armed Forces are designed to fight
on their national territory and up to a maximum of 1OOOkm from the Russian border. Now,
please do not take this "1OOOkm"literally. In reality, 200km-400km would be much more
realistic, and I would say that the capabilities of the Russian military diminish in a manner
roughly inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the Russian borders. Here
is what this maximal 1OOOkm looks like on a map showing the western and southern
borders of Russia:
SakerRussia-3
Keep in mind that the real distance the Russian armed forces can "reach" is not primarily
determined by distance, but much more by terrarn and the possible defenses encountered
in this zone_Flying over Estonia to reach the Baltic Sea would be much e.asier than to fly
over Turkey to reach Syria. It is much easier to cross the Ukrainian plains that it would be
to cross the snow covered forests of Finland. Again, the conceptual 1OOOkm distance
would often be much shorter in the real world.

If we now take a closer look at the Middle-East, here is what we see:
SakerRussia-4
Notfce that Khmeimin is just at the edge of this 1OOOkm distance, but only 50km from the
Turkish border and that in order to resupply it the Russians wouJd need to either cross
Turkish airspace of fly around Turkey via Iran and Iraq. In other words, Khmeimim and
Damascus are way too far for the Russian armed forces to insert anything but a relatively
small force and give it a relativefy limited mission. And while the Russians were extremely
successful in Syria, I would argue that Putin took a huge risk, even if he, and the Russian
General Staff, calculated the odds correctly and achieved a truly remarkable success.
Has the recent Iranian offer to use the Hamedan airbase made a difference in Russian
capabilities?
Yes and no. Yes because it will now make it possible for the Russians to use thelrTu22M3 in a much more effective way and no because this improvement does not
fundamentally change the regional balance of power or allow the Russian to project their
forces into Syria. To put it simply: the Russians are years away from being capable of
executing something similar to what the USA did during "Desert Shield''. In fact, such
operations are not even part of the Russian military doctrine and the Russ fans have no
desire to develop any such capability. There is a reason why the AngloZionist Empire is
broke: maintaining a global empire is prohibitively expensive, the Russians painfully learned
that lesson in the past and they have no desire to emuJate the USA today. Doing so would
not only require a dramatic change in the Russian military posture, but also to imitate the
US political and economic model, something Russia neither desires nor is capable of.
There are, however, also big advantages to the Russian force posture, the main one being
that Russians will only fight on ''their turf' not only in terms of loc::~tion, but also in terms of
capabilities. The very same inverse square "law" which so severely limits the Russian
military power projection capabilities also acts in Russia's favor when dealing with an
enemy .approaching the Russian
border: the closer this enemy gets,
.
.. the more dangerous
.
~
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h1s environment becomes_In practical terms, this means that the three Halt1c states, the
Baltic Sea, the Gulf of Finland, most of the Ukraine, the Black Sea and the Caspian are all,
for all practical purposes, "Russkie-land"_The fact that NATO pretends otherwise makes
no difference here: the kind of firepower, capabilities which Russia can bring to bear simply
dwarfs what the US and NATO can commit This fs not an issue of number of tanks, or
helicopters or combat aircraft, it is the fact that over and near the Russian territory the
Russian armed forces would act as an integrated whole, exactly what they cannot do as
far as, say, in Syria. So even if NATO can in theory bring more aircraft to the battle,
Russian aircraft would be supported by the mutti-layered and fully integrated Russian air
defense network, a large number of sophisticated electronic warfare systems which,
together with highly capable and long range interceptors: land based like the S-400 or
airborne like the MiG-318M would make it extremely dangerous for US/NATO aircraft to get
anywhere near Russian airspace, especially for the AWACs the US air doctrine completely
depends on.
The real meaning of A2AD
SakerRussia--5 The US and NATO are, of course, very much aware of this. And as is
typically the case, they concealed this reality behind an obscure acronym. A2AD, which
stands for anti-access area deniaL According to US strategists, Russia, China and even
Iran are plotting to use A2AD strategies against the USA_What this means in plain English
is simple, of course: some countries out there actually can fight back and defend
themselves (hence the burning aircraft carrier on the cover of this book). The arrogance of
it all is simply amazing: it is not like the USA is concerned about Iranian A2AD in Paraguay,
Russia A2AD in Africa or even Chinese A2AD in the Gulf of Mexico. No, the USA is
concerned about these countries defending their own borders. Indeed, how dare they? I
Fortunately for the world, Uncle Sam only gets to whine here, but cannot ,do much about it
except conceal these reafities from the general public in the West and obfuscate the
dangers of messing with the wrong countries under bizarre acronyms like A2AD. And that
brings me to the Ukraine_
A quick look at 1OOOkm map will immediately show that the Ukraine is also well within the
conceptual "Russkie-land" zone (agaln, don't take 1OOOkm literally, and remember that this
is a maximum, a couple of hundred kilometers are much more realistic). This does not at
all mean that Russia wouJd want, or should, attack or invade the Ukraine (the the Baltic
states and Poland, for that matter}, but it does mean that such an operation is well within
the Russian capabilities (at least if we forget about public opinion in Russia) and that to try
to counter that would take a truly immense effort, something nobody in the West has the
means to undertake.
In truth, those kinds of scenarios only exist in the demented minds of western
propagandists and in the artifical world of US think tanks which make providing the
politicians with frightening fairy tales their daily bread (for an example of the latter. see
here} To be sure, the fact that oath sides have long-range standoff weapons, including
nuclear ones, makes such a scenario even less likely unless we assume that the
Russians have gone insane and are trying to force the US to resort to nuclear weapons.
The opposite scenario -the US taking the risk of forcing Russia to use her nukes- is, alas,
not quite as unlikely, especially if the Neocons take full control of the White House. The
difference? The Russians know that they are neither invulnerable nor rnvincible, the
Americans don't This is why the latter are far more likely to trigger and conmct than the
former.
A full-scale war between the USA and Russia would be far different from anything
described here: it would last a week, maybe two, it wouJd involve conventional and nuclear
strikes on both the USA and Russia, and it would be fought primarily with standoff
wr-;::mon~
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scenario.
The Ukraine is located well inside Russkie-land
So if in Syria the "Russians are not coming", then in the Ukraine they are already there_I
am not referring to the sending of equipment (the voentorg) or volunteers (the "northern
wind") but to the fact that the Ukraine and, especialty, the Donbass are so close to the
Russian border as being basically undeniable to the Russians should they decide to take il
Again, I am not suggesting that they will, or even that this should happen, but only that all
the hot air from the regime in Kiev about "defending Europe against the Russian hordes"
or "teaching NATO on how to fight the Russians" is absolute nonsense. Ditto for the talk
about supplying "lethal weapons" to the Ukronazis. Why? Because the situation in the
Don bass is extremety simple: it is highly unlikely that the Ukronazis would succeed in
taking over the Donbass but if, by some miracle, they did, they would be destroyed by the
Russian armed forces. Putin has made it abundantly clear that while he will not intervene
militarily in the Ukraine, he will not allow a genocide to take place in Novorussia_ Just the
Russian artillery deployed along the border has the means to destroy any Ukrainian force
invading Novorussia In fact, that is exactly what happened in July of 2014 when in a single
cross-border 2 minutes long fire strike by Russian multiple rocket launchers and long
range artillery guns completely destroyed two Ukrainian mechanized battalions (a first in
the history of warfare).
As I wrote many times, all parties to the conflict know that, and the only real goal of the
Ukronazis is to trigger a Russian intervention in the Don bass, while the Russians are trying
to avoid it by covertly supporting the Novorussians. That's it It is that simple_But the notion
of the Ukronazis ever getting their hands on the Donbass or, even less so, Crimea is
absolutely ridiculous as even the combined power of the US and NATO could not make
that happen.
Conclusion: Russia ain't the Soviet Union and it ain't the USA

It is absolutely amazing how hard it is for so many people to understand the seemingly
simple fact that Russia is not a USSR v2 nor an anti-USA It is therefore absolutely
essential to repeat over and over agafn that the Russia of 2016 has no aspirations to
become an empire and no means to become a global challenger to the AngloZionist
hegemony over our planet. So what does Russia want? It is simple: Russia simply wants
to be a sovereign and free country. That's it But in a world ruled by the Anglolionist
Empire this is aJso a lot In fact, I would say that for the international plutocracy ruling the
Empire, this Russian aspiration is completely and categorically unacceptable as it sees
this Russian desire as an existential threat to the USA and the entire New World Order the
Empire is trying to impose upon all of us. They are absolutely correct, by the way.

tf Russia is allowed to break free from the Empire, then this means the end for the
Empire's global domination project as other countries will inevitably follow suit. Not only
that, but this would deprive the Empire from the immense Russian resources in energy,
potable water, strategic metals, etc_If Russia is allowed to break free and succeed, then
Europe will inevitably gravitate towards Russia due to objective economic and political
factors. Losing Europe would mean the end of the AngloZionist Empire. Everybody
understands that and this is why the ruling 1%ers have unleashed to most hysterical fullspectrum russophobic propaganda campaign in western history. So yes, Russia and the
Empire are already at war, a war for survival from which only one side will walk away while
the other will be eliminated, at least in its current political form. This war is a new type of
war, however, one which is roughly 80% informational, 15% economic and 5% military_
This is why the ban on the Russian paralympic team is every bit as important as the
delivery of US and British counter-battery radars to the Nazi junta in Kiev.
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ff militarily and economically Russia is dramatically weaker than the US led block of all the
countries forming the Empire, on the informational front Russia is doing much better_It is
enough to see all the hysterics of western ponticians about RT to see that they are most
definitely feeling threatened in an area which they used to completely dominate: information
operations (aka propaganda)
The goals of Russia are quite simple:
a) military: to survrve {defensive military doctrine)
b) economic: to become truly sovereign (to remove the 5th columnists from power)
c) informational: to discredit and de-legitimize the Empire political and economic basis
That's iL Unlike the grandiose hopes of those who w ish to see the Russian m ilitary
intervene everywhere, these 3 goals are commensurate with the actual capabilities/means
of Russia_
One cannot win a war by engaging in the kind of warfare the enemy excels at You have to
impose upon him the kind of warfare you excel at. If Russia tried to "out-USA the USA" she
would inevitably lose, she therefore chose to be different in order to prevaiL
There are still many out there who are nostalgic for the "good old days" of the Cold War
when any anU-US movement, party, regime or insurgency would automatically get the
support of the USSR These are the folks who deeply regret that Russia did not liberate the
Ukraine from the Nazi junta, who fault Russia for not standing up to the USA in Syria and
who are baffled, if not disgusted, by the apparently cozy relationship between Moscow and
Tel Aviv_I understand these people, at least to some degree, but I also see what they
plainly fail to realize: Russia is still much weaker than the Anglolionist Empire and
because of that Russia will always prefer a bad peace to a good war_ Besides, it is not like
there was a long line of countries waiting to defend Russia when her interests were
affected_Does anybody know which countries, besides Russia, have recognized Abkhazia
and South Ossetia? AnS\111er: Nicaragua, Venezuela and Nauru! Yep, not even Kazakhstan
or Syria __ _Isn't friendship and partnership a two-way street?
The truth is that Russia does not owe anything to anybody_But even more importantly,
Russia does simply not have the means to engage in a planetary zero-sum game against
the Anglolionist Empire_Since Vladimir Putrn came to power he achieved a quasi-miracle:
he made Russia into a semi- sovereign state_ Yes, I wrote semi- sovereign because while
Russia is militarily safe she remains economically subservient to the AngloZionist Empire_
Compared to the Empire, her economy is tiny and her armed forces only capable of
defending the Russian homeland_And yet, just as the tiny Russian contingent in
Khmeimim achieved results way superior to anything which could have been expected
from it, Russia is still the only power on the planet who dares to openly say "niet" to the
AngloZionist Hegem on and but to even openly challenge and even ridicule its legitimacy
and so-called 'values'_
The war between the Empire and Russfa will be a long one, and its outcome will remain
uncertain for many years but, as the Russian saying goes, 'Hussia does not start wars,
she ends them"_The Papacy fought against Russia for 1000 years_The Crusaders for
roughly a century_The Swedish Empire for 21 years_Napoleon for just a few months_
Queen Victoria, Napoleon lfl and AbdOimecid I (what I call the "Ecumenical Coafition
against Russia) for about 3 years_The Kaiser Wilhelm II also for 3 years_T he Trotskysts
for a decade_Hitler for 4 years_The Jewish mobsters (aka "oligarchs") for 9 years_And
yes, they all eventually were defeated, even after a temporary victory, but each time Russia
paid a huge price in blood and suffering_This time around, the Russian leaders have
rhn~Pn :::1
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full-scale military confrontation. So far, this strategy has been successful and besides a
two terrorist attacks (in Egypt and Syria) and a two-year long recession (apparently ending
soon), Russia did not have pay the horrendous price countries at war with the West
typically have had to pay. It would be delusional to expect the Russians to change course
at this time, especially since time is now clearly on the Russian side. Just look at all the
problems all the enemies of Russia have to which she does not have to contribute at alt
the US and EU are both in a deep and potentially devastating political crisis, the US is
sitting on an economic time-bomb while the EU is quite literally imploding. The Ukraine has
turned into a textbook example of a failed state and is likely to break apart, while Turkey is
undergoing the worst crisis since its foundation. And each passing day just makes things
worse and worse for the Empire. This reminds me of the monologue of Captain Willard in
the movie "Apocalypse Now": "I'm here a week now... waiting for a mission ... getting softer.
Every minute I stay in this room, I get weaker, and every minute Charlie squats in the bush,
he ,gets stronger. Each time I looked around the walls moved in a little tighter". Replace
Charlie with Ivan and the jungle with the taiga, and you get a pretty good picture of the
dynamic taking place: every days the walls of the Empire are moving in a little tighter while
the AngloZionists are completely clueless as to what to do to stop this.
Conclusion
In international affairs, as in many other areas, it is better to never say never. So I will only
say that to see the Russian armed forces going into an offensive operation remains
exceedingly unlikely. Nor will Russia defend even an important partner at "any cost''. The
primarily mission and military posture of the Russian armed forces will remain
fundamentally defensive and while Russia might use her armed forces in support of a
political goaJ or to help an alfy, she will do that with extreme caution not to allow that
engagement to escalate into a regional war or, even less so, a direct war against the
Empire.
Unlike the West where a possible war with Russia is almost never discussed (and, when it
is, it is done in an absolutely ridiculous manner), the prospects of war with the West are
discussed in the Russian media on an almost daily basis, including on the main, statefunded, TV stations. As for the Russian armed forces, they are engaged in huge
rearmament and force-training program which, so far, has been roughly 50% completed.
These are all clear signs that Russia is preparing, very intensively, for war. Should the
Neocon "crazies in the basement" trigger a war they will find Russia ready, militarily and
psychologically, to fight and to win, no matter what the costs. But Russia will never again
volunteer for the role of global anti-US agent or engage her armed forces if there is a viable
alternative to such an engagemenl So no, most definitely not the Russians are not
coming.
[return to Contents]
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Moskovsky Komsomolets
August25, 2016
Russia tapes ex-MP scoffs at Ukrainian prosecutor charges
Konstantin Zatulin, director of Institute of CIS Countries: '"I was then with my people, where
my people, unfortunately, were'. Konstantin Zatulin on the Ukrainian authorities' new
attempts to lay the blame on someone else"
Ukrainian Prosecutor-General Yuriy Lutsenko was gifted by his American friends a twoyear-old wiretap of phone conversations of Sergei Glazyev, adviser to the president of
Russia. This new American humanitarian assistance so impressed him that at yesterday's
[24 August] news conference he declared to be on the wanted list together with Glazyev a
whole group of Russian generals and admirals. And me at the same time.
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First I shall offer my condolences to two fraternal peoples - Ukrainian and American_I
understand that one good tum deserves another, and the President Obama administration,
having, thanks to its younger brothers from Kiev, won a historic victory over Paul Manafort
of the hated Trump team, had to somehow share with the Cossacks the fruits of its
electronics_But is this all that the comrades in arms are capable of? I feel sorry for the
taxpayers.
The mountain has given birth to a mouse. But even it would not have been born if it had not
resorted to the cutting, pasting, and juggling of the wiretapped material. The entire spirit of
this labour consists of the conclusion formulated on its basis concerning the involvement
of a group of suspects in the killing of over 2,000, and the wounding of over 8,000,
Ukrainian servicemen. I would like, as a warm-up, to ask: what do these deaths and
injuries have at all to do with the vliretapped words of Glazyev or his activity? Did he arm,
wound, and kill or, perhaps, demand these actions of his communicants?
Next question: why have the charges against the Russian military been pinned on my or
someone else's conversations with Glazyev? What part of the released material contains
references or at least mentions of generals of the Russian army or, at the very least, the
Black Sea Fleet?
I have absolutely no intention of justifying myself before Lutsenko, Poroshenko, and Co for
being following the coup in Kiev, in Sevastopol and Crimea. And from there -as from
Moscow also, for that matter - attempting to render support for people in Ukraine, Russians
and Russian speakers opposed to this coup and the subsequent horrifying acts, including
the immediate cancellation of the modest guarantees for Russian in Ukraine's regions. In
the wake of Akhmatova, "I was then with my people, where my people, unfortunately,
were." Had I been alive in 1936, I would have been in Spain.
Sergei Glazyev and many other of my fellow-thinkers and myself formed tile We Are All
Berkut social fund, which rendered assistance for people who had suffered as result of the
events on the Maydan and the subsequent reprisals on the part of the usurpers. In Kharkiv,
Odessa, Lviv, and throughout Ukraine. I tried to do my bit in support of the right of the
citizenry of Crimea to free expression - a right of which they had been deprived and which
they had sought for all 23 years of Crimea being part of independent Ukraine. But you'd
have to be a very cheap propagandist or prosecutor-general -which, in my view, under
Ukraine's conditions are one and the same thing -to have attempted to represent the
referendum in Crimea and the civil war which Kiev began in Donbass as the consequence
of some directive of Glazyev or Zatulin.
The Office of the Prosecutor-General of Ukraine is endeavouring to prove that Russian
power- executive and legislative- is to blame for the lamentable results of Ukrainian policy.
To this end I am called with touching doggedness a member of the State Duma, although
by 2014 I had not for two years been such. I was at that time and remain now director of
the Institute of CIS Countries - a nongovernmental Russian organization, which, of course,
reports to the tax authorities, but never to the adviser of the president of Russia.
About the adviser, Sergei Glazyev, incidentally. Our friendship will soon be 25 years old. I
know well that Glazyev, a native of Zaporizhzhya, took and continues to take the events on
the Maydan and the subsequent coup and rift between Russia and Ukraine as a personal
tragedy. For too long he and I attempted to warn both the leaders of Ukraine of various
years and the Ukrainian audience itself at large of the disastrous consequences of the
abandonment of democratization, federative reforms, and Russian and of the promotion to
the forefront of primitive nationalism. Yuriy Lutsenko, son of the secretary of the
Communist Party of Ukraine's Rivne Region Committee, who learned in the years of
the "orange revolution" Bandera songs, considers fascism the internal business of
; _ _. _ _ ......... -J ...... -.a 1
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The Office of the Prosecutor-General of Ukraine is waiting for Glazyev Zatuiin, and all
Russian generals to tum themselves in in Kiev. It won't be any trme soon. ft should in the
meantime be undertaking major renovation or moving to better premises. Anything for a
quiet life.
[return to Contents]
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lntellinews.com
August 29, 2016
LONG READ: Poroshenko's empire -the business of being Ukraine's president
By Graham Stack in Berlin, Sergei Kuznetsov in Kyiv, Ben Aris in Berlin
[Text with graphics here http://www.intellinews.com/long-read-poroshenko-s-empire-t hebusines s-of-being-ukraine-s-president-103790/?source=ukraineJ
When Ukraine's president, Petro Poroshenko, was swept into power following the
Euromaidan protests two years ago, he promised to sefl most of his business interests to
avoid any conflicts of interest. 'We are going to embed new traditions. I will make a point of
selling my assets immediately after occupying the post," Poroshenko promised in the runup to the presidential election that he won in 2014.
Yet two years later and he has sold nothing. Quite the opposite in fact; according to the
Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP), in 2015 not only did
President Poroshenko's personal fortune r~se to $858mn, he was the onty one of Ukraine's
weatthy businessmen to see his net worth actually increase that year.
Poroshenko. it seems, has continued buifding an empire centred on a holding company
registered in Kyiv, called Prime Assets Capital, of which he is beneficial owner, according
to the Ukrainian corporate register. Poroshenko holds 60% in International Investment Bank
(not to be confused with the Moscow-based multilateral development bank of the same
name) via Prime Assets Capital and directly, according to National Bank of Ukraine data.
The bank acts as the financial node of a tangled web of companies and investments that is
as active today as it ever was.
And Poroshenko is not acting alone. His two longstanding business associates, who hold
stakes in many of his businesses, have followed him into politics, but remain key players in
the Poroshenko financial-industrial group, a bne lntelliNews investigation can reveaL
Poroshenko has thus blurred the line between business and politics, deflected the anticorruption efforts at every turn, and the businesses and poUticians associated with him are
flourishing at a time when Ukraine's economy is mired in its worst crisis since the
country's independence in 1991 _
Chocolate wars
The most valuable assets in Poroshenko's empire are his Roshen Confectionery
Corporation, a chocolate maker that has attracted most of the media attention, along with
his TV5 broadcaster, which Poroshenko said from the start was not going to be sold. For a
sitting president to own a TV station is unorthodox to say the least, but in the political chaos
following the ousting of former president Viktor Yanukovych in February 2014, the Ukrainian
public and the country's international partners were prepared to overlook it
Poroshenko did make some attempt to sell Rosh en, which he valued at $3bn, promising
to "wipe the slate clean" in an interview with the German tabloid Bild: "I will and want to only
foe: us nn thP- WP.IlhP.inn nf thP. n.ntinn " Rut hP. h~s f~ilf"d tn fnflnw thrm tnh on th~t niP.dnP.
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Roshen was founded in 1996 after Poroshenko merged half a dozen chocolate, cookie and
cake producers that he controlled, taking the name from the middle letters of his family
name. The company became Ukraine's biggest confectioner, a major player in the region
and also includes factories in Russia's Lipetsk, Lithuania's Klaipeda and Budapest through
the Bonbanetti Chaco company. tt earned $750mn in 2014, but that fell to $500mn in 2015
during the recent political unrest and clash with Russia in the east of t he country.
But with both the country and Poroshenko's business empire under attack from Russia, it
proved impossible to do a deal. ''There's absolutely no way the company will sell for that
much at this time," Roshen's CEO, Vyacheslav Moskalevsky, who is also a minority
shareholder, said in 2015. "Nobody can sell anything here now."
Instead, Poroshenko attempted to warehouse the company by transferring ownership from
Prime Assets Capital to a "blind trust" managed by Rothschild T rust (Schweiz} AG on
January 14, 2016. 'What does this trust foresee? First of all. during my tenur-e as
president, neither I nor someone else can terminate this trust. Secondly, under the
contract, neither my signature nor my orders have legal force," Poroshenko told reporters
at a press conference in January this year.
But the blind trust story quickly began to unravel when Poroshenko got caught up in
the "Panama Papers" scandal . As late as April this year, Poroshenko was still claiming
that he was no longer involved in the company when the leaked documents showed he
registered offshore holding companies in the British Virgin Islands (BVI) indicating he was
still very much involved in the running of Roshen.
"Actions by his financial advisers and Poroshenko himself, who is worth an estimated
$B58mn, make it appear that the candy magnate was more concerned about his own
welfare than his country's - going so far as to arguably violate the law twice, misrepresent
information and deprive his country of badly needed tax dollars during a time of war," Anna
Babinets and Vlad Lavrov wrote in the OCCRP expose of Poroshenko's offshore hoklings.
Poroshenko registered the offshore company Prime Asset Partners Ltd on August 21 ,
2014 in the BVL The name echoes that of his Ukrainian holding company Prime Assets
Capital. This lends some credence to his subsequent claims that the offshore was
intended as a new ownership vehicle for the holding in the run-up to a sale to an
international investor. Such a saJe would have seen Poroshenko's cash from the deal stay
offshore, in time-honoured Ukrainian fashion. But in the event, Ukraine's economic
collapse means there were simpl¥ no buyers even for such 'tasty' assets as Rosh en
Two other firms also appearing in the Panama Papers - Linquist Services and VIP-jet
linked lntraco Management, both set up in the BVl in 2005, and Chartomena Ltd registered
in Cyprus in December 2012 - also feature prominently in Poroshenko's empire, although
in contrast to Prime Asset Partners Ltd his name does not feature in the paperwork.
lntraco Management is owned by Serhyi Zaitsev, a top manager at Roshen, according to
the Panama Papers. There is no data on the beneficial owners of Linquist and
Chartomena.
Records in Cyprus list Poroshenko as the only shareholder in Prime Asset Partners.
OCCRP, w hich made many of the documents public, even has a scanned cop¥ of
Poroshenko's passport that was attached to the application. They give his official address
in Ukraine's capital, "Kiev - apartment 39, Hrushevskoho Street".More damagingly, Prime
Asset Partners was founded after Poroshenko was already president, but he failed to
report the company on his income disclosure statements, which is illegal.
Mossack Fonseca records specify that Prime Asset Partners would serve as the holding
- - - ·- - - -
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company for the Ukrainian and Cyprus companies of Rosh en confectio nary corporation
and that Poroshenko is the sole beneficiary owner, with ''proceeds from the business
trade" of the corporation being its source of funds. Oleksii Khmara, executive director of
Transparency International Ukraine, told OCCRP that, "this is a violation of the law, no
matter what the conditions (under which it's registered) or the jurisdiction used".
Three other firms registered earlier by Poroshenko, but also appearing in the Panama
Papers - Linquist Services set up in the BVI in 2005 together with his airline holding lntraco.
and Chartomena ltd registered in Cyprus in December 2012- also feature prominently in
Poroshenko's empire. Poroshenko later claimed that these offshore ve.hictes were part of
the setting up of the blind trust, but the process has not been completed yet But these
excuses were given years after the first offshore was founded and the blind trust is clearly
still not in place.
Financial spider at the centre of the web
Delving deeper into Poroshenko's empire and you quickly run across his International
Investment Bank (liB), which is the financial glue that holds the financial-industrial group
together.
Poroshenko holds 60% of the bank, while his business partners, now political lieutenants,
own the rest thor Kononenko, deputy head of the parflamentary group of Bloc Petro
Poroshenko, owns 1 4. 9%~ Oleg Gladkovsky, first deputy head of the Security Council,
holds 9.9%; while Konstantin Vorushllin, head of the state Deposit Guarantee Fund, owns
5.5% via relations, according to banking open-source information compiled by the central
bank. Oleh Zimin, owner of leading Ukrainian carmaker Bogdan Corporation, which
Poroshenko claims to have exited, also owns 9.9%.
liB has been a smashing, and surprising , success. Its assets rose by 85% year on year in
2015, the fourth best result among Ukraine's banks, despite the rest of the sector in a deep
crisis as the economy collapsed. liB was the 31st largest of Ukraine's 120 banks, with total
assets of UAH6.1bn ($244mn) as of April 1 - up by over a third from UAH4.7bn just six
months earlier. For 2015, liB booked UAH32.6mn ($1 .3mn} in pre-tax profit. Again, ljke
many of the businesses linked to Poroshenko, it was one of the few in the sector to
actually remain in the black during this turbulent period. In April, UB announced the profits
would go toward boosting capital by 18.6%.
Ukrainian media have branded liB shareholder Vorushylin ''the president's personal
banker" - and for good reason: the 46-year-old has been part of Poroshenko's financial and
business interests for half of his life and in addition to owning a stake in liB, he was
appointed head of the state agency in June that is responsible for deposits repayment
when any bank in the country goes bankrupt.
Clan of Poro
Unlike the Russian financial-industrial groups, which were owned and controlled by a
single man, Poroshenko's organisation actually looks more lfke a clan. Top of the tree are
his longtime business associates Kononenko and Gladkovsky. But Poroshenko loyalists
can been found scattered throughout the government, according to local investigative
reporters.
Kononenko epitomizes the overlap between business and politics in today's Ukraine. He
was named Poroshenko's eminence grise and the reason why the Lithuanian-born
economy minister Aivaras Abromavicius quit at the start of thjs year after Poroshenko tried
to insert Kononenko into the workings of his ministry, which is in charge of appointing
management to many state enterprises. "Neither me nor my team have any desire to
<::P.rvP ;=j<:! rmtP.r fnr rmtP.rt r nm 1ntinn nr hPrnn1P n 11nnPfc:: fnr thnc::P. whn \IP.rv m11r h likP
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the 'old'govemment, are trying to exercise control over the flow of public funds ... These
people have names. Particularly, I would like to name one today: the name is Igor
Kononenko," Abromavkius said in his resignation speech.
Serhiy Leshchenko, Ukrainska Pravda's star investigative reporter and now a member of
Ukraine's parliament, elected in October 2014 as a deputy in Bloc Petro Poroshenko,
recently released a Phillipic against his own party and president, accusing them of
widespread corruption. "Instead of fighting against the oligarchs, the government forces
them to make concessions and to share. As a result, the system is not being cleansed.
The flows of money are simply being redistributed in the interests of the presidential clan,"
Leshchenko wrote.
Leshchenko went on to name names in ministries, state-owned companies and the
regional administration that he claims are working for the president and not for the
Ukrainian people. And like Abromavicius, he named Kononenko as the kingpin of the new
system. "For instance, this is the case with the company Centerenergo where a lawmaker
from Poroshenko's Bloc, Serhiy Trehubenko, being close to the top, is responsible for the
coal supply schemes. For the second year in a row, the privatization of the company has
been disrupted in spite of the interest shown by the large French company, Gaz de
France," Leshchenko wrote, before reefing off a litany of other abuses.
The bottom line, Leshchenko concludes, is that corruption in Ukraine is deep rooted and
endemic. But rather than attempting to root it out, Poroshenko is deeply invested into such
a system and is simply trying to tum it to his and his clan's advantage.
Cold fusion
Poroshenko, the 50-year-old Kononenko and 50-year-old Gladkovsky are joined at the
financial hip. All three men are connected by their links to an asset management company
called Fusion Capital Partners, as it manages the main part of all three of their businesses,
a bne lntelliNews investigation can reveal.
On paper, Prime Assets Capital, a Ukrainian-registered version of the Poroshenko holding
company, is run by the nominally independent Kyiv-based Fusion Capital Partners.
However, publicly available information raises flags over its true ownership. Two littleknown individuals control almost 19% of Fusion Capital Partners, while another 10% is
owned by the little-known Ocean Invest Company, registered in Kyiv.
A 72% stake of Fusion CapitaJ Partners "is owned by the company itself', according to the
asset management firm's 2015 audft report, seen by bne lntelliNews_However, the
document states that the company "should sell this stake to other shareholders or third
parties within one year [by the end of 2016]".
Kononenko was one of Poroshenko's first business partners in the 1990s, and in 2014 he
was made first deputy head of the Poroshenko Bloc parliamentary faction after
Poroshenko took office. answering to directly to the president. Kononenko conducts most
of the inter-parliamentary faction negotiations acting on Poroshenko's behalf.
Gladkovsky studied together with Kononenko in the Kyiv-based Auto-Transport lnstrtute,
and currentJy occupies the post of deputy secretary of Ukraine's National Defence Council.
Fusion Capital Partners also manages Kononenko's asset fund VlK and a similar structure
owned by Gladkovsky, SOVA. However, both funds have refused to disclose their
portfoHos, as is the case with Poroshenko.
Fusion Capital Partners, Poroshenko's Prime Assets Capital and the funds of his two allies
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are all registered at the same address in Kyiv, on Elektrykiv Street, leading some to
speculate that all these companies are merely fronts for the three men who are the
ultimate beneficiary owners of all the firms' assets_
Jet propelled
According to a source with knowledge of liB's business, the lion's share of the bank's
clients are from Poroshenko's Roshen Confectionary Corporation, associated offshore
firms and industrial companies that were formerly part of his Ukrprominvest industrial
holding company, founded by Porosh.enko and his crew_
Apart from Roshen, amongst the bank's 15 biggest depositors are those two Poroshenkolinked offshore companies, whose names came up in connection with the Panama Papers
leak: the BVI firm Linquist Services and Cyprus firm Chartomena_
According to Austrian investigative journalists, in 2010-11 Raiffeisen Bank issued $115mn
in loans to the Rosh en concern secured by a guarantee from Linquist Likewise, a
S12..7mn loan made to major Ukrainian newspaper concern UMH, at the time owned by
Boris Lozhkin, now Poroshenko's head of administration, was aJso collateralised by
Linquist According to experts quoted in the investigation, such loans resemble the back-toback loans that are frequently used to disguise transactions typical in money-laundering
operations.
liB is also intimately involved with Roshen's Russian factory based in Lipetsk. Among the
top-1 0 liB depositors is Cyprus firm Chartomena. Since 2014, Chartomena has also
owned the Russian producer Krakhmaloprodukty based in Russia's Upetsk, where
Roshen's Russian subsidiary is also based. Chartomena was set up in 2012 and is owned
by UK firm Morewig Ltd, a structure of the Ergoflnance company that is basically a shell
company factory used to create the multitude of offshore holdings used by the
Poroshenko's empire to organises its offshore life.
Roshen and affiliates make up the largest part of liB's deposits, but unusually they barely
feature on its l.oan book, which suggests strongly that the funding for this gigantic
enterprise is coming via offshore structures that was partly revealed in the Panama
Papers leak_
Another BVI firm established simultaneously with Linquist was Poroshenko's lntraco
Management, also set up in 2005, and is the offshore vehicle associated with his private
Ukrainian jet business called Business Airline that is used to collect the payments_
Ironically, this airline provided prfvate jets to fly some of the Yanukovych cronies into exile
after the massacre of protestors on Kyiv's streets in February 2014, which forced the expresident out of office. Business Airlines, set up in Ukraine in 2002, is in turn the largest
borrower on liB's books, but lntraco rtself does not feature as a client of the bank_lntraco is
owned on paper by a top Poroshenko lieutenant, deputy CEO of Roshen Serhii Zaitsev,
according to files found by journalists among the Panama Papers.
118 declined to comment on any of these details uncovered In the bne lntelliNews
investigations, referring to banking confidentiality_"My question is about the legality of the
information got by you and its source of origin," Jhor Kononenko told bne lntelliNews when
presented with the findings of our investigation_
Buses to tanks
The classic feature of Russian ofigarchs' financial-industrial groups in the 1990s was their
ability to tap into state money and put public funds to work on their own behalf. There is no
indication that any of the firms associated with Poroshenko have access to public money,
h1 tt rn<>nv nf tho c::<>rn.o firmc:: h<>\to r<:>r<:>ntlv c::t<>rtnr-1 \A/innjn" <>n <:~u.rft tl l.nt nf c::t<:~to tonrl<:>rc::
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The remnants of his once mighty Ukrpromrnvest industrial emprre now mostly depends on
state orders, not least in supplying Ukraine's war effort against the Russian-backed
separatists and Russian troops in the Don bas region.
The Bogdan car plant at Cherkassk is Ukraine's biggest carmaker, which was also run by
Poroshenko ally Gladkovsky between 2012 and 2015. Poroshenko used to have a stake in
Bogdan, but in May 2013 he said in an interview with Forbes Ukraine that he had
exchanged his stake for Gladkovsky's shares in Roshen. However, the claim cannot be
independently verified, as the identity of the corporation's final beneficial owner ~ missing
from the state register of legal entities, run by Ukraine's Justice Ministry, which is a
violation of law.
And Poroshenko has never actually ever outed himself as owner of Bogdan; when bne
lntelliNews interviewed Gladkovsky in 2010, the official line was only that
Poroshenko "takes an active interest in the business".
The plant opened in 2008 and was designed to turn out up to 150,000 cars per year, but
now has entirely ceased car production after domestic demand collapsed. The company
booked net losses of UAH811 mn ($32.6mn) in 2015, according to the company's
financials. But recently, the company's fortunes have begun to look up again after it
switched its focus to making military vehicles. Now it produces army trucks on a licence
from Belarus producer MAl and various armoured patrol vehicles for the war effort,
according to press releases. While the firm was still loss-making in 2015, its losses were
already 25% less than the year before.
Sister company Bogdan lndustriya, also an liB client, won UAH81 mn ($1.5Smn) in orders
this year to supply vehicles to Ukraine's National Guard and also to state oil pipeline
operator Ukrtransnafta, according to the database of the anti-corruption website monitoring
state tenders, Anti-Corruption Monitor (ACM).
Bogdan's Lutsk plant produces buses and trolleybuses for mDstly state-owned public
transport services. Bogdan Motors won a tender worth UAH535mn ($21.4mn) to supply
buses to municipalities and government institutions in 2015-16, also according to ACM.
Bogdan-ITnked Ukrzapchastina, one of the biggest borrowers on the liB books, a supplier of
vehicle parts, won over 300 state tenders in 2015-16 with a total value of over UAH300mn
($12mn). Another liB client, aviation company Kii Avia , in which Poroshenko formerly held a
stake, supplied just under UAHSOmn ($2mn) in services to the military, the foreign ministry
and other state institutions in 2015-16.
None of these deals is especially huge and the ticket size will not propel anyone into
oligarch status. Moreover they could be justified, as all these companies are serious
players fn their various markets. But the owner of the Kremenchuk Automobile Plant,
Kostyantin Zhevago, is angry- his automotive parts business sells in more than 80
countries around the world, but he has been unable to obtain permission to sell on the
domestic market. He complained in a recent interview with bne lntelliNews: ''The orders
instead are made to the Cherkasy plant, Bogdan, which produces primitive screwdrivers
used to assemble the Belarus ian MAZ."
Milk, bread and sugar
Poroshenko's agricultural holdings are also doing very nicely from state orders. In June,
Ukraine's Ministry of Agrarian Policy published its quotas for sugar production and supplies
to the domestic market for local enterprises in the marketing years 2016-17.
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Two plants located in the Vinnytsfa region - Zorya Podillya and Podillya - came out at the
top of the list with significantly larger quotas than their rivals (1 02,400 and 113,400 tonnes
respectively, which is 13% of the total amount for all Ukrainian companies). Both
companies are owned by Poroshenko.
The man responsible for allocating the quotas is the newly appointed agriculture minister,
Taras Kutovy, who was handpicked to serve in the new government in April by Poroshenko
as part of the presidential party's quota for choosing ministers in the new cabinet.
Adding to the rank smell of the quota allocation decision is the fact that Poroshenko's son
was returned as a lawmaker for a seat in the region of Vinnytsia in 2014. He was on the
board of Podillya as deputy general director for foreign relations, according to Ukrainain
parliament's official information.
Zorya Podillya and Podillya are the core enterprises of Poroshenko's Ukrprominvest-Agro
conglomerate, which is also owned by Prime Assets Capital. It produces beef, sugar and
grain, as well as controlling various processing plants. The butter-milk plant
Bershadmoloko in this group also supplies Roshen's plants with dairy raw materials to
make chocolate and is also part of the business.
In 2015 the conglomerate was ranked as Ukraine's fourth largest agricultural concern, as
well as one of the country's top-five largest flour exporters.
The situation with Poroshenko's shipyard companies is very similar Prime Assets Capital
controls a 82.5% stake in Kyiv-based shipyard Leninska Kuznya and Kononenko's VIK
fund owns another 11.5% stake, according to the Stock Market Infrastructure Development
Agency.
Also an liB client, Leninska Kuznya has recently switched production to small armed
coastal-patrol boats intended as the core of a new navy. According to ACM, it won tenders
totalling nearly UAH50mn ($2mn) in 2015 and 2016 for four boats, in addition to two boats
already delivered in 2014.
And like the car business, Leninska Kuznya is in financial difficulties, with net losses of
UAH5.54mn ($200,000) in 2015. But again, like the car business, this loss was much
reduced from the previous year - 83% less - after the shipyard switched to producing
military craft and won a number of fat state contracts. "Any country can be independent as
long as there is ship construction and military modernisation," Gladkovsky told workers at
the yard shortly after the state contract was awarded to Leninska Kuznya_
According to the Ukrainian cabinet, up to 20 additional miJitary vessels should be
constructed by 2020, which could provide extra business opportunities for the shipyard and
its owners.
Poroshenko had a second shipyard in Sevastopol, but he lost that when the Russians
annexed the Crimean peninsular in March 2015. The company has since been taken over
by Russia's state-owned shipbullding company Zvezdochka and is supposed to be
modernized. The Ukrainian president has never commented on the fate of the shipyard.
liB clients doing well
An said and done, the tens of millions of dollars in tenders that have been won by these
companies is not going to make anyone super rich. And while many of these deals are
slightly iffy thanks to Poroshenko's ownership of the group, are all justifiable in theory.
A lot more worrying is the raft of deals by a slew of liB clients with no previously known
"3Hili"'3t-i.nn +n +h.o nroC"-~o.nt- h_t d· u .thi,.. h h".JJu -O ,.. nrn.o nr rt nf n..nu.th.o.-o t.n rfn u.o.n..t u taH fn..,.
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themselves thanks to public tenders since Poroshenko came to power_
One of the bank's top-30 largest depositors is a company called TOV 8iznespostavka,
which literally means "business supplies". The problem with this firm is that it barely
seems to exist The company was only founded in October 2014 by an obscure Donetsk
businessmen, according to public records. It does not answer its telephone number. It
lacks a website. And there are no offices at its present registered address. And yet it has
hit the state tenders jackpot in 2015-16 it won 232 tenders worth a total UAH225mn
($Smn), predominantly for Ukrtransgaz, which operates Ukraine's massive and politically
sensitive international gas pipeJines- traditionally the most corrupt part of the Ukrainian
economy. In its first year of operation. 8iznespostavka was the ninth largest supplier to
Ukrtransgaz, while also supplying equipment to Ukraine's state-owned railways
Adding to the intrigue, according to details of a criminal investigation contained in Ukraine's
online litigation database, 8iznespostavka was part of an alleged chain of sham firms used
to defraud the authorities of VAT by engaging in fictitious contracts with real firms.
Numerous other 118 clients with no visible ownership link to Poroshenko are also significant
suppliers to the state sector. There is TOV Artek-Soyuz. a major supplier of rations to the
army, which won just under UAH900mn ($36mn} in tenders to supply rations to the army in
2015-16, according to ACM. One of Artek-Soyuz's competitors in tenders, PP Batansovoe
Kharchovane, is also a client of 118.
Another significant supplier to Ukraine's defence and health ministries is also present on
the books of liB- pharmaceuticals company Farmplaneta, which won over 300 tenders in
2015-16 totalling over UAH200mn ($8mn).
TOV Akku-Energo, another liB client, supplied around UAH125mn (SSmn) of accumulator
cells from foreign manufacturers to Ukrtransgaz and power generation companies in 201516.
A further cluster of liB clients account between them for up to UAH1 OOmn ($4mn) in
supplies to tl1e state in 2015-16: Ukrainskfi Avtobus, Dozer Avto, Ukrsplav, Evroterm
Technology, Naftogaz-Allyans, Kompaniya lnterlogos, BNKh Ukraina, and more besides.
Other liB clients have longstanding business relations with state companies dating back
over a decade. The president's bank also holds deposits for state pubfishing company
Pressa Ukrainy, which is owned directly by the presidential property department and is one
of the country's main printing houses. The billing department of Kyiwodokanal, the Kyiv
water utility, also holds funds at liB. According to statements made by Kyiwodokanal, the
company has deposits across many banks, and liB has the advantage that it can provide
sophisticated automatic mass clearance of payments.
118 emerges as a pivot in a sprawling empire of firms that are owned by, or tied to,
President Poroshenko directly. A second circfe of clients of the bank have no ties to
Poroshenko or his clan, but sport distinctly dodgy reputations. It seems that 118 has not
been very careful when doing its "know-your-customer" due diligence. Given the bank's
owner, that reflects back on the president
A number of 118 clients are currently under criminal investigation, according to public
sources. These include TOV ESU, at the time the local subsidiary of Viennese investment
company EPIC. ESU acquired Ukraine's national fixed-line provider Ukrtelekom at a
controversial privatisation auction In February 2011 for $1 .3bn, before selling the company
on to oligarch Rinat Akhmetov in 2013 for an undisclosed sum. EPIC claimed to be acting
Independently during the privatisation, although many critics of the deal alleged that ft was
actually a vehicle for the Yanukovych administration .
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Prosecutors have now opened an investigation into TOV ESU on account of the
company's failure to implement one of the main terms of privatisation: to spin off and return
to state ownership the militarily strategic communications network.

[return to Contents]

#28
Governmentru

August 29, 2008
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin interviewed by the German ARD TV channel
''We are not going to play by some special rules of our own. We want everyone to follow
the same rules that are also referred to as international law."
Thomas Roth: Mr Prime Minister.
Mer the escafation of tensions in Georgia, the Western public and politicians, as well as
the press and other people, believe that you have set Russia against the whole world.
Vladimir Putin: Who do you think started the war?
Roth: The final trigger was Georgia's attack on Tskhinvaii.
Putin: Thank you for this answer. It is true. This is exactly what happened. We will talk
about this in more detail later, but for now I just want to point out that it wasn't us who
created this situation.
And now about Russia's reputation. I firmly believe that the reputation of any country which
is capable of defending the flfe and dignity of its citizens, and can conduct independent
foreign policy will only improve in mid- and long-term perspective.
To the contrary, the reputation of those countries which cater to the foreign policy interests
of other states at the expense of their own national interests will go down regardless of
how they explain their actions.
Roth: You did not say why you decided to put you country at isolation.
Putin: I thought I had replied to this question. But if you want me to explain this in more
detail, I'll do this.
I believe that a country, Russia in this case, which can defend the honour and dignity of its
citizens, protect their lives, and fulfill its international legal commitments under the
peacekeeping mandate, will not find itself in isolation, no matter what our partners in
Europe or the United States may think, expressing their bloc mentality. Europe and the
United States are not the whole world, for that matter.
And vice versa, I want to emphasize that if some countries betieve that they can ignore
their own national interests to cater to the foreign policy interests of other states, their
prestige in the world will gradually go down no matter how they may explain their position
In this context, if European countries want to cater to U.S. foreign policy interests, I don't
think that they stand to gain anything.
Now let's take our international legal commjtments. Under the international agreements,
the Russian peacekeepers are committed to protect the population of South Ossetia.
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And now let's recall Bosnia in 1995. As we know well, the European peacekeeping
contingent, represented by the Dutch troops, did not want to get involved with one of the
attacking sides, and allowed it to destroy a whole village. Hundreds of people were killed or
injured. The tragedy in Srebrenica is well known in Europe
Would you have wanted us to do the same? To leave and allow the Georgian troops to kill
people in Tskhinvali?
Roth: Your critics say that Russia's goal was not to protect the civilians of TskhinvaH but to
remove President Saakashvili from power, and further destabilise Georgia, and thus to
prevent it from joining NATO. Is that true?
Putin: No, that is not true. That is just twisting the facts. It is a lie.
ff this had been our goal we would probably have started this conflict ourselves. But as you
said yourself, this conflict was started by Georgia.
Now I'd like to recaJI some facts from recent history. After the unlawful decision to
recognize Kosovo, everyone expected Russia to respond by recognizing the
independence and sovereignty of South Ossetia and Abkhazia This is true, this is how it
was. Everyone was waiting for Russia's decision. And we had the moraJ right to make it
but we did not We were more than restrained. I don't even want to comment on it In truth,
we "swallowed" it
And what did we get in return? An escalation of the conflict, an attack on our
peacekeepers, and an attack and killings of civilians in South Ossetia. You know what
happened there, all these facts have already been published.
The French Foreign Minister visited North Ossetia and met with the refugees. Eyewitnesses say that Georgian army units ran over women and children with their tanks,
drove people into houses and burned them alive. When Georgian troops captured
Tskhinvali, they in passing threw grenades into the basements where women and children
took shelter. What was it if not genocide?
Now a few words about the Georgian leadership. The people who have brought their
country to the brink of a catastrophe -and wtth their actions the Georgian leaders have
undermined Georgia's territorial integrity and statehood - I believe that these people have
no right to govern any country, big or small. tf they had any decency, they would have
resigned immediately.
Roth: This is not your decision; it is Georgia's decision.
Putin: Absolutely, although we also know about other precedents.
Let's recall how U.S. troops entered Iraq and what they did to Saddam Hussein for
destroying several Shiite viiJages. And here, in the first hours of hostilities ten Ossetian
villages were completely destroyed, wiped off the face of the Earth.
Roth: Mr Prime Minister, do you think this gives you the right to invade a sovereign country,
not to remain in the conflict zone but to bomb its territory? I sit here next to you only by
sheer luck because a bomb from your aircraft exploded in Gori's residential area just a
hundred meters away from me. Doesn't your de facto occupation of a small country violate
international law? What gives you this right?
Putin: Of course, we have the right to do this...
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Roth: let me spe<:ify once again- the bomb was dropped on a residential building.
Putin: Of course, we acted in line with international law. For us, the attacks on our
peacekeeping posts, and the murder of our peacekeepers and our citizens were
tantamount to an attack on Russia.
Georgian troops killed several dozen of our peacekeepers in the first hours of hostilities.
Their tanks surrounded our base Yuzhny (we had Yuzhny and Severny peacekeepers'
bases} and opened direct fire at it
When our peacekeepers tried to get equipment out of a shed, a Grad rocket hit them. Ten
people in the shed were instantly killed. They burned alive.
I haven't finished yet. Then Georgian aviation bombed several targets in South Ossetia, not
in Tskhinvafl but in the centre of South Ossetia_We were forced to start suppressing fire
control positions beyond the zone of hostilities and beyond the security belt. But it was
from these positions that the troops were receiving their orders, and strikes were
being dealt at the Russian troops and peacekeepers.
Roth: I've already said that residential areas were bombed. Perhaps, you don't know all the
facts?
Putin: Perhaps, I don't know everything. Mistakes can occur during hostilities.
For instance, just now the U.S. aviation killed almost a hundred civilians by striking
ostensibly at the Taliban. This is one possibility, but another is more likely. The Georgian
side sometimes deployed fire and aviation control pDints and radars in residential areas to
limit our use of aircraft They were using civilians, including you, as hostages.
Roth: Bernard Kouchner, the Foreign Minister of France, which now presides over the EU,
recently expressed concern that a new conflict may break out in Ukraine, notably the
Crimea and Sevastopol, a Russian naval base. Are the Crimea and Sevastopol the next
target for Russia?
Putin: You said, ''the next target". We did not have a target in this conflict, so I think it is
simply inappropriate to speak about some "next target". This is my fLrst point.
Roth: So you rule this out?
Putin: If you let me finish, you will be satisfied with my answer.
The Crimea is not a disputed territory. Unlike the case of Georgia and South Ossetia, there
has been no ethnic conflict there.
Russia has long recognized the borders of today's Ukraine. By and large, we have
completed our talks on the border. Now we have to deal with the demarcation, but this is a
technical issue.
r think that asking a questiDn about Russia's targets of this kind reeks of provocation.

There are complicated processes going on in society in the Crimea. There are problems of
the Crimean Tatars, the Ukrainian population, the Russian population, the Slavic population
in general, but this is Ukraine's domestic political problem.
We have an agreement with Ukraine on stationing our fleet there until 2017. and we will be
guided by it.
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Roth: Another Foreign Secretary, Mr Miliband of the UK, has recently voiced his concerns
over the start of the new Cold War and a new arms race. What do you think about this
situation? Are we on the threshold of a new Ice Age, a new Cold War and a new arms
race? What do you think?
Putin: There's this joke: Whoever is the first to cry "Stop the thief' is the one who is guilty.
Roth: The British Foreign Secretary.
Putin: These are your words, not mine. Excellent. It's a pleasure talking with you. But these
were your words.
Speaking seriously, Russia does not want to aggravate relations with anyone. We don't
want any tensions We want a good. friendly partnership with everyone.
tf you let me, I'll tell you what l think on this score. There used to be the Soviet Union and
the Warsaw Pact. There used to be Soviet troops in the GOR. And we must honestly
admit that they were occupation troops, which remained in Germany after W\NII under the
guise of arlied troops. Now these occupation troops are gone, the Soviet Union has
collapsed, and the Warsaw Pact is no more. There is no Soviet threat, but NATO and U.S.
troops are still in Europe. What for?
A foreign threat is useful to put things in order in one's own camp, to make one's allies
follow the bloc discipline. Iran does not fit this role too well, and it is very tempting to revive
Russia's image of the enemy. But nobody in Europe is afraid anymore.
Roth: A meeting of the EU Council opens in Brussels on Monday. They will talk about
Russia, about sanctions against it. In any event, these issues will be discussed. What do
you think about all that? You don't care? You stiH believe that the European Union speaks in
very many languages?
Putin: It would be a lie to say that we don't care. Of course, we do care.
Of course, we will closely follow what is taking place there We are simply hoping that
common sense will prevaiL We are hoping for an objective rather than politicised
assessment of events in South Ossetia and Abkhazia.
We are hoping that the actions of the Russian peacekeepers will be supported and that the
crimrnal actions of the Georgian side will be denounced.
Roth: In this context, I'd like to ask you how you are going to resolve the following dilemma.
On the one hand, Russia is interested in further cooperation with the EU. Otherwise, it
cannot reach its economic goals. On the other hand, Russia wants to play by its own,
Russian rules. So, on the one hand, there is commitment to European common goals, but
on the other, a resolve to play by the Russian rules. But you can't do both at the same time.
Putfn: You know, we are not going to play by some special rules of our own. We want
everyone to follow the same rules that are also referred to as international law. But we do
not want anyone to manipulate wrth these notions.
We'll use one set of rules in one region, and another in another region, as long as it
promotes our national interests.
We want to have standard rules which will take into account the interests of all participants
in international relations.
Rnth · hro " "' 1
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which do not correspond to international law?
Putin: Absolutely_How was Kosovo recognized? They forgot about the territorial integrity of
a state, as wen as UN Security Council Resolution 1244, which they had themselves
adopted and supported. Why could it have been done there, but not in Abkhazia and South
Ossetia? Why not?
Roth: In other words, Russia is the only arbiter of international law. Everyone else is being
manipulated, and they are not aware of this. They either have different interests, or they do
not care. Have I understood you correctly?
Putin: No, you have not Have you accepted Kosovo's independence? Yes or no?
Roth: I personally... I'm a journalist
Putin- I meant the Western countries.
Roth: Yes.
Putin: They have recognized it for the most part.
But you have recognized it there, then also recognize the independence of Abkhazia and
South Ossetia. There is no difference, no difference at all in these positions. Any difference
would be far-fetched.
They had an ethnic conflict there, and they also had it here. Crimes were committed by
both sides there, and we could also find them here
If we make a real effort, we can probably find them_
There it was decided that tf1ese nations cannot Jrve in one and the same state, and here
they do not want to live in the same state.
There is no difference whatsoever, and everyone understands this. This is all idle talk to
cover up illegal decisions. This is the law of strength, or fist law. Russia will never accept
that
Mr Roth, you have lived in Russia for a long time. You speak wonderful Russian, almost
without an accent It is no surprise that you have understood me. I'm very happy about that
But I would alsD like your and my European colleagues to understand me when they meet
on September 1 to think over this conflict
Did they adopt ResolutiDn 1244? Yes, they did. It provided for Serbia's territorial integrity.
Now it has been thrown out and forgotten_They have made attempts to twist and tum it but
this is not possible. Have they forgotten all about it? Why? The White House issued an
order and it was carried out.
tf European countries continue to behave like this, we will have to discuss European affairs
with Washington.

Roth: I understand what you are saying. Can we talk without an interpreter?
Putln: Sure.
Roth: Thank you. I would like to ask you abDut Russian-German relations regardless of the
existing assessments. But given our special relations. can Germany play the role of a
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mediator?
Putin: We have very good relations with Germany, very trustworthy, both in politics and in
the economy_
When we talked with Mr Sarkozy during his visit to Moscow, we told him directly that we
are not going to annex any part of the Georgian territory, and that we will leave the
positions which we are now occupying_But we will remain in the security zone which was
envisaged by existing international agreements_We are not going to be there forever_ We
believe that this is Georgian territory_Our only goal is to guarantee security in this region,
not to allow another secret concentration of troops and equipment, as it happened this
time, and to prevent another armed conflict
In this context I can say that we will only welcome the participation of international
observers, observers from the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe
(OSCE}, including th.ose from Germany_All we have to do is agree on the principles of joint
work_
Roth: Does this mean that you will withdraw the troops in any event?
Putin: Absolutely_For us the main aim is to guarantee security in this area_At the next
stage, we have to help South Ossetia to secure its borders_And then we wilf have no
grounds to stay in this security zone_In the course of this work we Will also welcome
cooperation with the European agencies, and the OSCE
Roth: What can you do to resolve the current crisis of relations (with the Untted States and
Europe}?
Putin: Rrst, I have already spoken about this wtth your colleagues from CNN. I think that
this crisis has been largely provoked, in particular, by our American friends during the
election campaign. This is certainly the use of the administrative resource, in its most
deplorable form, for giving an advantage to one of the nominees, in this case, to the
nominee of the ruling party.
Roth: Do you have facts to prove this?
Putin: We have analysed the situation. We know that there were many American advisors
there. Equipping one side of an ethnic conflict and then prodding it to resolve its ethnic
problems by force of arms is a very bad policy. At first glance it seems to be a much
easier solution than to conduct talks for many years and to search for a compromise. But
this policy is very dangerous, as the development of events showed.
lnstructors or "teachers" in the broad sense of this word, all this personnel which trains
soldiers to work with the supplied equipment, where should they be? They should be at
testing grounds and at training centres. But where were they? They were in the combat
area.
This alone goes to show that the U.S leadership were aware of the planned military action,
and, moreover, probably took part in it because U.S. citizens have no right to be in a
combat without permission of their leadership. Only local residents, OSCE observers and
peacekeepers had the rrght to be there whereas we found traces of U.S. citizens, who did
not fit into any of these three categories. This poses a question_ Why did U.S_top
leadership allow its citizens to be in the area, where they had no right to be? tf they allowed
this, I suspect this was done for a purpose- to organise a small victorious war. And if the
attempt failed, Russia could be portrayed as the enemy, and the voters could be rallfed
round one of the presidentiaJ nominees. I mean, of course, the candidate from the ruling
n.~rh _,
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This is my line of thought and my assumptions. It is up to you whether to accept them or
not But they have a right to exist because we have discovered traces of U.S. citizens in
the combat area_
Roth: Here is my last question, which is of great interest to me. Don't you think that you are
personally trapped by your authoritarian state? rn the existing system, you receive
information from your secret services, you get information from different sources, including
top economic ones. But even the media are sometimes afraid to say something different
from what you may wish to hear.
Isn't the system created by you now preventing you from taking a broad view at the current
Putin: Mr Roth, you have described our political system as authoritarian. In the course of
our discussion today, you have mentioned common values several times. Where are
these values?
There are some fundamental principles, for instance the right to live. The United States, for
instance, has capital punishment and we don't You don't have it in Europe, either.
European and American values do not fully coincide Will this motivate you to quit NATO?
Or take the conflict that we are discussing now. Aren't you aware of what has been
happening in Georgia in these past few years? Prime Minister Zhvania's mysterious death;
the crackdown on the opposition; violent dispersal of opposition rallies; the conduct of
national elections in what was almost an emergency situation. Finally, this criminal action
in Ossetia, involving many human losses. And this is, certainly, a democratic country with
which others should maintain dialogue, and which should be accepted into NATO, and
possibly even the EU.
But if another country protects its interests, simply its citizens' right to live when they have
been attacked... We had 80 deaths immediately. All in all, 2,000 civilians died. And we have
no right to protect them there? Or, if we protect our lives, we will be deprived of sausage?
What is our choice? Between sausage and life? We choose life, Mr Roth.
Now about one more value -the freedom of the press. Look at how these events are
covered by the U.S. press, this torch of democracy, and also in the European press for
that matter.
I was in Beijing when these events started. The city of Tskhinvali was subjected to
massive shelling, Georgian troops started ground operations, there were numerous losses
but nobody said a word. Your channel said nothing, the American media said nothing.
There was total silence, as if nothing was happening. But when the aggressor was hit in
the face, when he got his teeth knocked out, when he abandoned afl his American
weapons and fled as fast as he coutd, everyone suddenly remembered international law
and the evil Russia.
Everybody instantly started wailing.
Now let me say a few words about sausage, about the economy. We want normal
economic relations with all of our partners. We are a very reliable partner. We have never
let anyone down.
When we were building a pipeline system to the FederaJ Republic of Germany in the early
1960s, our overseas partners also advised the Germans against this project I'm sure
you're aware of that But then the German leaders made the right decision, and the system
was built in cooperation with the Soviet Union. Now it is one of the reliable sources of
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hydrocarbons for the German economy. Germany receives 40 billion cubic meters of gas
every year. It received it last year, and it will receive it this year. We guarantee this.
Now let's take a broader view at the matter. What is the structure of our exports to
European countries and North America? More than 80% of these resources are raw
materiaJs: oil,
gas, petrochemicals, timber, different metals, and chemical fertilizer. This is what the
economy in Europe and the rest of the world badly needs. These products are very much
in demand in the world markets.
We also have opportunities in the high-tech field but for the time being they are very limited.
Moreover, despite our existing agreements with the EU, for instance, on nuclear fuel
supplies, we are being kept away from the European market for no reason. Incidentally,
this is because of the position of our French partners. But they know about this, we have
had many debates with them on this score.
But if someone wants to disrupt these contacts, there is nothing we can do about it We
don't want this to happen.
We are hoping very much that our partners w ill fulfill their commitments as we have been
and intend to do in the future.
These were our exports. As for your exports, that is, our imports, Russia is a very reliable
and big market I don't remember the figure but, for example, the German machine-building
industry has been increasing its supplies to Russia every year. These supplies are huge.
Does someone want to discontinue these supplies? We'll buy from somebody else.
But I don't understand who needs this?
We are urging an unbiased analysis of the current situation. We are hoping that common
sense and justice will prevail.
We are a victim of aggression, and we count on the support of our European partners.
Roth: Please accept my sincere gratitude for this interview, Mr Prime Minister.
Putin: Many thanks.
[return to Contents]
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Nellie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Wednesday, August 03, 2016 8:28 AM

To:

Holtyn, Usa {OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Subject:

Putin and the precarious balance of fo rces

Today's Allensworth notes had an amazing pair of analyses of the ·current upheavals in the siloviki
Both accent the tenuousness of the equilibrium.
Putin must feel like Stirlitz in the scene in the Gestapo cellar, arrangng matchsticks and trying to think what to tell
each side so he does not fall and get torn apart

-Original MessageFrom: Wayne Allensworth (b) ( 6)
To: W ayne and Stacy Allensworth (b) ( 6)
Sent: Tue, Aug 2, 2016 6:36pm
Subject: Internet Notes 2 August 2016

Inte rnet N otes 2 A ugust 2016
Shulman oo tbe Silonkv War (Balance and uo clear winner mean oo coop)

Afore [rom Stanovaya on the siloviln· war (Dangerous [or socien~and Putin)
Solovev looks ahead (}.Jedvedev will sun:)
l•likandrov wants Bastrv/..in to investigate his case
Resignations at the SK
Arrests o[mavors
Nikandrov discovers the meaning ofli&
Zolotov is awarded ChecJm\·a's highest honor
The emb argo and food prices
Inflation/rising prices seen as biggest problems

The secret ofthe St. Princess Olga (Sechin and wife)

Shulman on the Siloviky War (Balance and no cle ar winne r mean .no coup)

https://slon.ru/post:s/71471
Y ekaterina Shuhnan says she will try and explain what' s happening in a general way, without all the details of wm
wockslworked w~He, etc. 'What we are witnessng is not a coordinated campaign, not a battle against corruption,
and it' s not a purge. The basic explanation for what we are witnessing is thai a power struggle is taking place
against a backgromd of d'\vindling resources. There are addition<i reasons: among them are a nli:tlral change of
generations- Putin' s fellow travehs have aged, while younger officers have risen to be generals and have the
anbitions of generals.
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An anti-corruption campaign differs from a purge only in terminology, but organizationally they are quite similar.
Judging from campaigns around the world, you night expect to see a special conxnission, or specific legislation
being passed. For a campaign, an ideological base is also needed, one that is declared ahead of the campaign, not
post-factum media reports. In our case, a not-so-successful exeartor in a campaign can become a target, as. the
Gt.lEBiPK' s Sugrobov did.
In this new war, the value of"personalloyalty to the president" is lowered-all are equally loyal n the sense that
they mouth the same w ords. There has been no dfference of opnon on signifi.coo.t issues for a loog time. All are
p<iriots and statists. For a long tine it has been clear that there are no "directives from the Kreniin"' in any formal
sense. There is oo unified ·'Kreniin,"' either, but a collection of bureaucratic clans of various de~ees of closeness
to the center, ail rf them trying to guess what, exactly, is on the boss•s mind, and acting accordingly.

The struggle is over administrative and financial resources and the "'dans"' are interest gmups. The boundaries of
these groups do not correspond to institutional boundaries, so it is not entirely correct to speak about a dash
between the FSO and the FSB or the FSB and MVD. That is a myth, like the myth of the "hbernf'
and "hawkish~ "Kremlin tow ers.»

In every power department are mternal security urits that usually ndude personnel from the FSB, and within the
FSB, that Internal Security Directocate (USB) is n conflict with others. We have situations in wbX:h deputies of the
heads of departments r epresent dlferent groups than their bosses-so far from all of them are creatures of their
superiors. The bomdari.e s and people in the groups can change-no matter how much we like to compare the
Rus.sian system ofpower with the mafia, they are not made up of units beholden to a patron unto death, but are,
rather, collections of opportunists, opportunists \vith growing appetites. They are not unified b y ideology, by plans
to reform Russia, cr love for the boss, but b y a hq>e to get a piece of the pie. 'The seemingly stable party of" old
friends ofPutin~ cr those who served with him in the GDR is erocing. The Ozero cooperative is being replaced
wih the village "Yashcherovo" (Co mme nt: The village ne ar Putin's VaJday res idence. S ee th e 13 July
note s).
Sin:e we are not ta!lcing about an anti-corruption campaign, and oot a purge in the Soviet sense, we need to look
for some features that define what we ar-e witnessing. First, there is no lead agency doing the " cleansing,"' no
campaign HQ. Right now, the FSB looks like the leading executcr and "sword" rf the campaign, but within the
FSB, a reformatioo of the Economc Security unit (SEB) is going on against a background of the USB
strengthening. The weakening of the Investigative Committee coud mean that the Prosecutor' s cffice is getting
stronger. The struggle over controlling customs, a source of large financial :flows, will be fierce--within the sen~ce
as well as without. Second, there\vill be no final winner. In order for the system to maintain itselfin its present
fonn, it's necessary to sustain an mstable balance between key actors--no one can be allowed to defeat all the
others.
We can see how the system of equilibrium worked in the formatioo of the National Guard. The Natsguard has
400,000 in persomel, armed and close to the president The Internal Troops were taken from the MVD to form
the base of the NltSguard, but the MVD w as coul'ensated \v"ith the FSKN and the FMS. By law, the Natsguard
does not have investigative functioos, and its leader has become a member of the '1arge" Security Council, but not
the standing one (Comme nt : Though Zolotov was set to b ecome a s tanding m embe r, then Putin changed
th e orde r-but his officia l d esignation o n the Sov B ez didn' t change for a ~hile after that The re most
haYe b een some fie r ce " unde r tbe carpet" fighting r ega.rdiog the appointme nt and Zolotov's growing too
strong). At the sane time that the Natsgnard was ,c reated, a refoon and strengthening of the FSB SEB began.
Am s-everal people from the Presidential Security Service (the FSO SBP) w ere made governors.
Another feature is that the criminal cases are not expanding below or very deeply, as with a purge, in an effort to
cleanse the apparatus of alien elements, or in a large scale anti-caruption campaign.. In each case, individual
suspects bring in concentric cirdes of their co-wcrkers- and acqnantances, or in extreme cases their relatives,
neighbors, anyone whose name can come out in an interrogation.
. ..The attacks of the siloviky on each other have a certain precisioo about them--not so many sUrer and the aim is.
not to sentence the targets to jail so much as to get them in a pre-trial detention center (to gather evidence on mcce
influential people) or simply to re100ve them from their posts.

Ths is the process of the system' s evolution-the absence of any design or scenario, as strange as it seems, can
lead to some puboc gooci The absence of any mass imprisonmert and the promirent cases that ~adually crumbe
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oerore mey get to court wrn nor smsry me sense ex JUsnce or me tmsses. J:mt we nave to ac.ICD.O\\'leage mar me
vegetarian temperament of our elites does prevent the kind of scenario we see in Turkey after the failed coup.

A situation where the siloviky are coping with a deficit of •'feed" and live in ·constant fear of each other is a parody
of a system of checks and public control that exists in a democracy. But if s better than having all-pow erful sil:ovicy

woo fear nothing.

In the kind of war we are observing, the participants are fore ed to show a mininnm result. All the sides in the
battle use the press. We are used to calling those ieaks," and consider them shameful for honest journalists and
for publications. But in reality, these "1eaks" make even the most political of actors dependent on public opinion. If
there is even a chanc e that your box of valuables and pictures will tum up in the press, you might want to live at
least outwardly moce modestly, at least while you hold an official post.

Btt these positive consequences 'Will be apparent only if there is oo dear 'v:inner-if, say, a new MGB is not
formed (See the 61uly notes for talk of a "New MGBj, one that would purge al the rest. Fortwlately, the
interests of the system s security demand maintaiting equilibrium, which is achieved only through competition. It is
the appearance of a clear winner, not a war of all against all, that could lead to an elite split and plans for a coup.
A conspiracy w odd only make sense under concitions where the risks are lower than a loss in an elite battle. In
o~ w ords, if there is one absohte winner, the rest are losers, and the losers w ould conspire among themselves,
thilking that things could not be worse. If nobody is the clear cut winner, and this latest round is not the last, and
all the players still have something to lose, then planning to seize power by force doesn't make sense. So
uncertainty about the outcome of the struggle will have the support of all forces in the game.
0

Comment: An excellent piece that is similar to my recent comments on the possibility of a "Palace
coup," the " horizontal'' and "'·ertical" axes of the " clan'' system, and the siloviky clash we ha,re been
obsening. See, for example, the 15 and 18 July notes. One correction-in the 18 July notes I wrote
[And there is ilia the lack oftrust to consider-the circle of real trust is pren,· narrow, among what I've called the "vertic:U
axis" of clan relations (one's closest IHends and relatires; a circle !hat is nurolring for Putin-see, for example, the IS July
noies). Nobody wants to be the first tom.ake a mOTe, only to beleftalone,turning out to bavewalked out onto a gang plank).

That should read " horizontal axis"-the '(vertical axis'' is ".flat I have caled the "just business" axis of
clan relations, where "situational alliances'' are formed, then the players may later be at odds with one
another a.s the situation changes.
In this milieu, one can be seen as a member of more than " dan" simultaneously-Potio has had ties to
a number of the chief " clans," standing at the center of a web of relationships. Bot in a crunch,
the ''horizontal axis" is where one turns for support. J'ye wrrtten many times about how ".c ampaigns"
are not really orchestrated-they unfold, with players re ading the "signals" as best they can and
opportunistically using the situation to go after riYals and settle scores-so not every arrest or every
case is directly related to the initial signal gn·en, which can complicate analysis. Sometimes, signals
are misread. Putin is not in control of everything that goes on. And each .institution (theFSB, the FSO,
the l\•IVD, the Defense 1\•l inistty, what haYe :roo) is a hive of " dan" groups. Personal ties matter more
than ideology or institutional links.

}.fore from Stanovaya on the siloviky war (Dangerous for society-and Putin)
http:ljintersectionproject.eu/ru/article/securitv/voyny-silovikov-v-rossii-dlya-~haynikov

StMovaya says we are witnessing the USecond World War" among silovik.] '-thefirst taking place in 2005-2007,
pitting the FSO and the FSKN against the FSB . The FSO/FSKN (Murov and company together ''~th
Cherkesov) forces saw to it that~ Tri K.ita contraband case w as revived and used it against the FSB (SechinPatrushev and thei- allies). The FSB retaliated by arresting Cberkesov ally General Aleksanch- Blibov. Putin mad!
a Solomon-like decision to end the conflict by weakening both sid:!s. In 2006, FSB ally Vladimi- Ustinov was
releved of his post as Prosecutor GeneraL Investigations w ere taken aw ay from the Prosecutor's office and the
Investigative Conmittee (SK) was created under Putin classmateBastrykin. Cernin FSB generals ' vere relieved
oftheir positions (though it appears that some of those decisions were reconsidered; Comment: Putin ousted

some FSB people, but they stil showed up for work after reportedly being fired. Kupryazbkin, who has
appeared once again in tbe notes {See the 10 Jnne edition], "'as such a case as I recall).
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The siloviky dashes quieted down for a time, but have taken off recently-the silm.jky gained a lot of clout during
the Ukraine crisis as Putin moved closer to them. So it' s natnral that the competiion among them flared up again
When Zolotov left the P residential Security Service (SBP) oftheFSO in 2013 and moved to the:YIVD , a steady
stream ofF SO people took important posts:---and simultaneously, FSO chief Yevgeniy Murov' s position
weakened. The FSB came up wth kompromat oo Mnrov and his son Andrey, partic:nlarly ties to St. Petersburg
businessman Mikhalchenko. Nlik.balchenko was nested in April and Murov retired (Comment: :My take was
that :Mi.khalcbenko' s arrest signaled that Murov bad be en weakened). ~ov was replaced by Dmitriy
Kochnev, who had headed the SBP-Putin was thinking ofleaving him there. Mtrov's heir was supposed to have
been Oleg Klimettev, who had foonerly headed the SBP . We don' t know why Putin changed his mind, but it is
wcrth notlng that a ''heavyweight"' did not get the job, but, rather, a dependable executive officer. One versiya has
it that Putin feared the FSOers galling too much iriluence. His bench of possible replacements 'Was short- there
wasn' t anyone personally beholden to him. Whatever the case, the diminished umfficial status of the FSO was
partly made up for with the creatioo of the Natsguard.

The FSB watched .all that with cortradictory feelings. On the one hand, there had been a condifunal victory over
theFSO. Murov was out and theMik:halchenko case impl±catedBelyaninov. The expansion of the FSB meant
cases against governors, the SK, the Culture Mmistry- everyone became afraid. On the other hand, Zolotov grew
stronger, he maintained his ties \vi1h the FSO and, and this was the main point, wih the president Putin now had
his very own "power, resource.
Bu: instead of an FSB-Natsguard battle, a struggk! within the FSB erupted between the USB and the SEB. The
SEB accused the USB of exceedilg its authority il arrestlng Niki:ta Belykh (Comment: I repeated the story

yeste rday about Pntin not being informed abont the Belykh arrest ahe ad of time and the USB
supposedly being se en as going too far- which reportedly held up some FSB. appointments, e speciall:y
that ofTkachev, who ba.ndled the Bely kh case a s he ad of USB). But Sergey Korolev, fon:rerly head of the
USB, became head of the SEB.
The new SEB leadership went after SK people----and Bastrykin remained silent, p-obably reca1ling the fate of
Cherkesov, who lost his post in the first silo\~ "World War" __.This looks like an endless soap opera, but there
are some tend encies we can take note of. ..The FSB and the Natsguard are gaini:J.g political weigbt. ..The MVD
has lost influence, as has the FSO . .. The SKis under attack in spite ofBastrykin' s close relationship \vith Putin .. .
The FSKN and the FMS are bistocy, as is Viktor Ivanov ...
These tendencies are dangerous, oot only for society, which is suffering tram "power" initiatives, but for Putin as
well There are too many silm.]ky, and they have power and kotqJromat. If you come to power with a group of
dozens of the devoted, everything in your team seems 1.mder controL
Btt when those dozens become an army of thousands and part of the "'elders, (Oterkesov, Mnrov, Patrushev' s
team) exit for nowhere or almost oowhere, then you are left with a mass of h1.mgry, out of control unprincipled,
~and this is the main point---i::l no way obligated to you young uwolves, who 1.mderstand very well that Putin
is \\ith us today, but perhaps not tomorrow. The siim.]ky as a separate, privileged caste have a monopoly on force,
and they will start to live their O\VD lives. And thenPutin win iind it muc.h mor e COtllJlicated to rely on them ...

Solovey looks ahead (Nfedvedev·will stay)
https:Unew.vk.com/id244477574?w=wall244477574 19684%2Fall

' 4th

Pttin is satisfied
the governtrent and is inclined to keep Medvedev as premier after the next elec.tions. The
Presidential Admh:i:stration will be headed by an especially trusted person-· Antoo Vayno. Sergey Ivanov will be
a vice premier overseeing the silo\'iky and military industry with prospects for further growth. Volodin will chair the
next Duma

Nikandrov wants Bastrykin to investigate his case
http:ljwww.rbc.ru/politics/Ol/OS/2016/579f9le99a79476aacbff809?from=main
First Deputy Head of the Moscow SK Investigative Directorate Denis Nikandrov has requested (by letter to the
SK) that Bastrykin and the SK take over his case from the FSB (Comment: There. had bee n some question
- L... • • <- : •• ..:~..1:-~ - -
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sent the case to the FSB, supposedly to avoid confticts of interest. See, for instance, the 25 July notes.
On Nikaodrov, see tbe 19, 24, 26, 2 7, and 28 July ootes a s weD). Nikandrov claims that his arrest is the
result of a conflict between Directorate '':\r of the FSB SEB (Economic Security) and FSB Intemal Security
(USB).•.t\n investigation by the FSB will not be objective.

Resignations at the SK
http://www .novayagazeta.ru/ news/ 1705658.html

Aleksey Kramaredco, a directorate head in the Moscow Centra! Administrative Okrug SK, has resigned. So has
his deputy, Aleksandr Khnrsilava, and Investigatoc of Especially Important Cases, Andrey Bychkov. The
reSgnations foUowed the FSB opening criminal cases (Exceeding official authority) against them.. .They are said to
have been involved in the release from detention of gangsters Kalashov ("Young Shalcro) and Andrey
Kochuiykov ("The Italian") ... On 19 July, Nikancrov, Maksimeruco, and Lamonov were detained in
the "'Shakron/ !talian" affair. . .

An-ests ofmayors

ht!ps:Jlthemosco\'\times.com!articks!urtashm·-54832
This week, Evgeny Urlashov, the forme r mayor of Yaroslavi, sits in p-ison and awaits his sentence . An anticorruption
activist. Urlashov was arrested in 2013 on bribery <:harges. He was a popular figure in the city of 600,000 people,
winning a landslide victory against a Kremlin candidate in elections a year earlier.

Authorities are accused of leading a political trial against Urlashov: he was. after all. getting too popular, and at a time
when the Kremlin was fighting the bggest street protests in its post-Soviet history. The story of his success and
downfall casts a SPJtlight on an ever more vulnerable job in Putin's Russia being mayor in a regional city.

In Putin's third term. the Kremlin has been unceremoniously putting city mayors behind bars. From Yaroslavi to
Makhachkala t o Vladivostok. city authorities are feeling the heat. Since Putin came back to the Kremlin in 2012.
Russia has arrested. detained or interrogated the mayors of more than 25 cities. Only a tiny minority of them w ere from
og>osition parties. and most were charged with bribery cases.

Barely a few weeks go by without Moscow parading the arrest of y et another mayor. The last well-known victim of the
purge was Vladivostok may or Igor Pushkarev. On the night of the 1st of June, FSB arrested Pushk arev and brought him
to Moscow, raiding his office and family home in the process. Pushkarev st ands accused of selling state contracts to
businesses owned by his relatives.

~It's

much easier t o catch mayors taking bribes • says political analyst Eygeny Minchenko Mayors ace responsible foe

municipal budgets. which are often severely under-funded and thus mJre susceptible to corruption.
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Governors. on the other hand. have more protection more Moscow and less visible contacts with budgets. "They are
assumed to be pol~ i cal figures: says political scientist Abbas Gallyamov. "Going after a governor reg.1ires Moscow's
permission_· Firing and arrestin g mayors is also one way for governors to show they are doing their job_

At the same time. Russia's opposition has been able to have some considerable successes in mayoral offices. Anticorruption campaig1er Yevgeny Roizman has managed to hold on to his position as mayor of Yekaterinburg. Until last
year, Karelia's Petrozavodsk was home to female o~os ition mayor Galina Shirhina. And, famous ly, Urlashov was
mayor ofYaroslavl, however briefly.

~It was the only pofitical position left for the opposition." says Aleksandr Kynev. a pofitical scientist at Moscow's Higher

School of Economics. In 2005, Russia scrapped re9onal elections

ci governors. meaning the Kremlin could appoint

anyone it wants instead. City mayors were the one electable position, and candidates like Roizman were able to run
successful, largely non-political campaigns -

in Roizman's case on an anti-drug platform.

The mayoral purge is not exdusively -centred on the opposition, however. Even loyal candidates have been targeted. In

2012, the Putin loyalist mayor of Astak:han Mikhail Stolyarov stood accused of election fraud. His rival, Just Russia
candidat e Oleg Shein. claimed he won the election and went on hunger strike. The fight fo r re-election lasted for a few
months, even luring opposition leader Aleksey Navalny from Moscow to Astrakhan. Eventually, the o~osition lost and
Shein ended his hunger strike and Stolyarov became mayor of one

ci Russia's biggest cities. The following year,

however, Stolyarovwas arrested and c harged with accepting a bribe of 10 million rulles.

W~h

September's parliamentary elections around the ,corner. the purge of regional mayors is. if anything. likely to

intensify. For Russian officials, the message is clear: one step out

ci line, and corru!}ion charges could be j,ust around

the corner.

Nikandrov discovers the meaning of life
https:llthemoscowtimes.comlarticl!slarrested-russian-investigator-.finds-meaning-of-life-thank.s-to-yogi-ce1Jmate-

5481:!
One of Russia's most-publicized arrests in recent years is making headlines again, as the Moskovsky Komsomolets
newspaper reported Sunday that Denis Nikandrov- the detained deputy head of Moscow's Investigative Committee is going through a "miraculous transformation· in his ceiL
A rising star in Russian law enforcement. Nikandrov was jaile.d on bribery charges on July 19. He is suspected of
receiving a bribe of up to $ 1 million for helping notorious thief-in-law Zakhary Kalashov, known as Shakro Molodoi, to

gat

out of orison. The case is considered bv manv to be a remarkable eoisode in the internal war raoino inside Russia's
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security forces.
The Moskovsky Komsomolets newspaper reported that the investigator's life changed after meeting his new cellmate
who was purposely put into the same cell.
Nikandrov. who rep:!11edly fell into a deep depression during his first days in the infamous Lefortovcr p-ison. is currently
in a state of euphoria and claims that he has found the meaning of life.
The man

responsi~e

for these changes is 30-year old Yevgeny, the cellmate who claims to be an experienced yoga

practitioner and says he is in prison on charges of smuggling cannabis to Russia from India.
Nikandrov is practicing various breathing techniques and yoga positions, his prison cell is full of yoga literature and he
has switched In a healthy diet, the newspaper said.
~I

have learned how to live. I have started to understand my true nature." Nikandrov said. He also wrote about the

changes in a letter to the head of Russia's Investigative Committee, according to the newspaper.
The yoga practitioner was put in Nikandrov's prison cell by the prison administration on purpose. as a result of an
ageement with the Federal Security Service (FSB}, the newspaper reported. citing an unidentified source in law
enforcement.
~Nikandrov

was in such bad condition that he could have committed suicide. And that would cause a scandal: the

source said.
As The Moscow Times previously reported, Nikandrov was unleashed on one high-profile case after another over his
short career and was rapidly promoted. He was involved in highly politicized cases such as gathering evidence against
jailed tycoon Mikhail Khodorkovsky.
Nikandrov's arrest is part of an ongoing &cleansing of the ranks," Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said after his
arrest_

Zdotov is awarded Chechnya's highest honor

See y esterday's notes for my remarks on the Zolot(}I-Kady rov relationship.

https //themoscowtimes com/newslchechnyas-kadyrov-gives-rosgvardiya-head-highest-award-54827The head of
Russia's newly formed National Guard has been presented with Chechnya's highest award by republic chief Ramzan
Kadyrov, the local news agency Chechenskaya Respublika Segodnya reported Tuesday.

Viktor Zolotov was presente"CJ t he Order of Akhmat Kadyrov for "outstanding services to the Chechen Republic.· The
award was established in 2004. in memory of the first Chechen president, Ramzan Kacfyrov's father. Akhmat
Kadyrovwas killed in a suicide attack on May 9, 2004 in the Chechen capital of Grozny.
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Kadyrov also awarded Zolotov with a certificate to mark his completion of a course at Chechnya's International Center
for Special Forces Training.

The creation of the National Guard was announced

l:7f Russian President Vladimir Putin in ApriL The new force will take

on a number of roles previously carried out by Interior Ministry troops, and will have more than 340,000 members in
totaL Viktor Zolotov was the former chief of Interior Ministry's troops, and headed the president's security service
between 2000 and 2013.

The embargo and food prices

https:f/themoscowtimes.com/news/ russian-counter-sanctions.raised.food-prices--31-54829

Russia's embargo on Western food imports has caused prices to soar by 31 percent in the last two years. Russia' s
Ministry for Economc Development announced Tuesday.
Russia boycotted food imports from a number of Western countries in August 2014 in retaliation for sanctions on
Moscow for its annexation of Crimea and ongoing role in the Ukraine conflict
~Food

prices rose W 31 .6 percent in two years . one and a half times above the level of inflation: a mnistry spokesm<11

said. claiming that the negative effects of the embargo had already begun to ease by the second half of 2015.
Food price rises contributed 52 percent to national inflation in February 20 15, but fel l to 31 percent in June 20 16.
~e Russian market has managed to adapt to the new conditions. New suppliers were found in the first six months [of

the embargo) and orders were made at lower price~. he said.
The European Union extended economic sanctions against Russia until the end of 2017 in July, prompting Russian
president Vladimir Putin to sign a decree extending Russia's food embargo for the same period.

Inflati on/risi ng prices seen as b iggest problems

httos.//themoscowtimes.comlnewslrussians-consider-poverty-risinwrices-most-acute-problems-5483 1

The majority of Russians (70 percert) consider inftction and rising prices to be their Frost a.cute problems. the lnterfax
news agency reported Tuesday. citing a poll by the ROMIR research group.

Some 66 percent ci respondents said they are worried about poverty and low wages and 41 percent named
unemployment as a mafor problem. ROMIR revealed.
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More Russians are also concerned about t he problem of corruption (36 percent). compared to 30 percent in 2014.

The Russian economy plunged into a deep crisis in 2014 following W estern sanctions imposed on the country over its
role in t he Ukraine c ri sis and falling global prices for crude oiL

Russians saw their real wages fa ll sharply amid skyrocketing inflation and sev€ral

mil ion people were pushed below the

p01erty line last year.

In the first quarter of 2016. t he poverty rate in Russia reached 15.7 percent, according to official statistics. A recent poll
by Moscow's Higher School of Economics (HSE) revealed that more than 40 percent of Russian households struggle to

buy buy food or clothes.

The ROMIR poll was conducted among 1,500 people in all Russian federal districts, lnterfax reported.

The secret ofthe St. Princess Olga (Sechin and wife)

Rosneft is suing Dozhd TV and Novaya Gazeta for reporting on this story: https://slon.ru/posts/71593
httns://www.occrp.org/enlinvestigations/ 5523-the- secret-of-the-st-princess-olga

In 2013. Oceanco, one of the top yacht builders in the Netherlands. launched a top-of-the-line creation, an 85.6 meter
super-yacht with the designation Y708.

The y acht's lavish Interior w as desi(Jied by the firm Qf Alberto Pinto and its exterior
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It boasts every conceivable amenity: Y708 can accommodate up to 14 guests in seven suites, one VIP cabin and three
double cabins.
The interior of the yacht is equipped with a gym, spa and elevator. A swimming pool on the aft deck transforms. as
needed, into a helicopt er pad. The upper deck has a jacuzzi surrounded by plush white sofas where guests can take a
relaxing sprawl. After Y708 was defivered to its new owner. whose identity was shrouded in mystery the boat's name
was changed to St Princess Olga.
Today. St. Princess Olga ranks 72nd on the list of the world's largest yachts. according to the Superyachts website.
The owner's name remained secret fo r seve raJ years But reporters for Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting
Project (OCCRP) and Novaya Gazeta, by tracing the yacht's travels and matching them to posts on social media sites,
believe they have identified a possitie owner of the vessel.
Igor Sechin 55 is considered one d the most powerful men in Russia, after his l on~time friend and boss. Russian
Federation President Vladimir Putin. Due to his toug, character and close ties to secret services. Sechin is sometimes
referred to as Darth Vader by Russian and international media.
Sechin has been wurking with Putin since the early 1990s. When Putin became the head of the Committee for Foreign
Affairs in the SL Petersburg Mayor's Office in 1991, Sechin was appoint ed his chief of staff. The two became close.
"When I moved to Moscow, [Sechin) asked [me] to take him with me. And I took him,· Putin wrote in his
autobiography, "First Person·.
It was the first of a series of coordinated career moves, with Sechin aJways fo llowing his boss. From 2004 till 2008.
Sechin worked as deputy chief of Putin's administration. When Putjn headed the government in 2008, Sechin was
awointed deputy !)'ime minister.
Since 20 12. Sechin has been the chief executive officer of Rosneft, Russia's state-owned energy giant.

Princess Olga may not be just a random name.
V\lhen Sechin divorced his first INife, Marina, the name of his new wife was kept a closely guarded secret.
But in June 2016, the Russian news agency life.ru-which is considered to be close to the Kremlinpublish~d a video from a private party held after the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum (SPIEF}.
At that party, Sechin was accompanied by a young, attractive blonde woman.
By comparing the woman's face in the video with accounts in social networks, OCCRP found profiles of
Olga RoLhkova on Facebook and lnstagram. Novava Gazeta later obtained documents which prove that in
2011, Rozhkova changed her surname to S~china.
According to th~ photos from the social networks, Olga Sechina spends most of her time abroad.
Since the beginning of 2016 she has visited the Maldives, Italy, Vietnam, India, Germany and France. But
it looks like her favorit~ countries are Italy and France, ~specially the luxurious resorts on Sardinia and
Corsica.
In many of those photos, Sechina is on a yacht For example, on Aug. 27, 2014, Sechina published a photo
on her lnstagram account from a yacht, where she is se~n sitting with her friend on plush white sofas
near a round jacuzzi.
On July 5, 2015, Sechina published another photo on her lnstagram that show her sitting on a deck near a
swimming pool.
On Aug. 1, 2015, she published a photo from the same deck near the same swimming pool.
Details se~n in all three photos- the deck, the swimming pool, the jacuzzi, sofas and sun loungers corrpc;nond to thoc;p c;ppn on thP vacht St. PrincPss OIPa.
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Posts from Olga Sechina's lnstagram attOUnt that display rearum of a yacht that share strtiUng similarities to the "St Princes~ Otga•.
Other photos posted on Sechina's social networks indicate that the yacht she uses is registered in the Cayman
Islands, based on the flag.

The yacht St. Princess Olga also belongs to a colllJany from the Cayman Islands: Serlio Shipping Ltd.
Sinilarity in stmcbral details and fittings are not the only evidence that the St. Princess Olga is used ah:nost
excrusively by Sechin' s wife. By matching the routes of the yacht with photos from the accounts afSecbina and
othet: users, OCCRP and Novaya Gazeta (Here's the link to the Novaya article oo this:
http://www.novayagazeta.ru/inquests/74021.htm1} found many correlations.
For instance, on Jliy 13, 2016, Secbi:napublished a photo of herself aboard a vessel in Ibiza, Spain.
Three days earlier, on July 10, the company Superior Design publ±sbed on its F acebook page a photo of the St
Princess Olga in Port Adriano, in the Balearic Islands near Ibiza
On July 14, Instagram user @ ca.roJfeith published a video of the same yacht near the Balearic Islands.
Just about a year earlier, on July 19, 2015, Sec.bina published a photo on her Instagram accountfrom Venice,
Italy. The vessel tracking systems show that on ~ same date. the St. Princess Olga was in Venice.

The examples stretch back several years. On May4, 2015, Sedina published a photo on her Instagram from
Capri, Italy. And ooce again, the St_ Princess Olga w as tracked near the island r:£ Capri on that same day. The
same was true in Corsica on June 14, 2014.
Reporters for OCCRP and Novaya Gazeta found six exact mat ches between 2014 and 2016 when the routes of the
yacht corresponded w ith Sechina's documented tr21els. The sheer number of y acht photos visible on Sechina's social
networks during the time period indicates she was using St. Princess Olga constantly.
The exact price of the St. P-rincess Olg.a could not be determined_The price of a truly luxurious y acht depends on

manv thinns such ;~ s how the vessel's exterior is crafted or how its interior is desimed and furnished But vessels of
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sirrilar length and design are being sold at US$ 190 million.
Operating a superyacht is expensiw making it a luxury for only the mrld's wealthiest people . According to Tower Gate
Insurance. some ofthe average costs for a yacht include crew salaries. maintenance. insurance and dockage fees.
Fuel costs run about 500 liters per hour or almost US$ 2000/hr. Tower Gate's survey said owners can expect to pay up
to 10 percent of the initial cost of the yacht in operational costs for a year_ By that estimate.the Princess Olga would
cost as much as US$ 19 million per year to operate_
Sechina's husband Igor is one of the best-paid managers of the state-owned companies in Russia. Last year BBC
reoorted that the board of directors of Rosneft appr011ed a salary for Se-chin that could be worth up to US$ 11.8 million
(including bonuses). He has not reported his income and his net worth is not known
It is impossible to fully determine whether Sechin muld have the earnings to buy and operate the St. Princess Olga b..Jt
it IMluld be unlikely based solely on his BBC reported salary_
It's theoretically possible to regularly rent such a yacht, although rents for similar-sized super-yachts equipped like the
St. Princess Olga start at US$

1 million per week.

In a letter to Novaya Gazeta. a Rosnefl representative said the

comp:~ ny

"doesn't believe it is possible to answer

questions related to the private life and property of its employees"_
The representative also warned that those who were involved in the '1 11egal gathering and usage of unwrified information
might be held legally responsible."
OCCRP and Novaya Gazeta collected the information from publicly available social roodia profiles which were deleted
after reporters asked about their content.
The representative also said, in their opinion, that Novaya Gazeta and OGCRP were part of a smear campaign against
the company but did not elaborate~ whom or why.
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Sunday, July 31, 2016 4~3 5 PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {OOAG}

Subject:

Scroll down to his posting from about 3:30pm Sunday 7/31

The graphic from Hromadske
https://twitter.com/cjcmichel/statusn59750993206804480
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Nellie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, July 26, 2016 9:07 AM

To :

Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana

Subject:

Shakro, the Presidential Administration, and the Donbass separatists

This whole issue of Wayne Allensworth's notes {24 Jufy 206) ts interesting, but especially the
following rtem, which mentions Shakro's ties to the Presidential Administration and financrng the
separatists in the Oonbass.
Also, if you haven't seen a blow-by-b~ow of the cafe shootout in English, there is one in this issue
(summary of Moskovskiy komsomolets article)
-NeHie
"This Novaya Gazeta piece, among other interesting things, says that Bastrykin found out about the
searches/arrests only minutes before the operation began: http://wvvw.novayagazeta.ru/inquestsf73918.html
''The case related to the Elements cafe incident mentioned above was at first processed by FSB Counterintelligence, then passed on to Directorate M. The investigation turned up ties between the gangsters and SK
personn.e l--but not only them: "Shak:ro~ carried out direct negotiations with members of the MVD GUUR (in
charge of criminal investigations) and people in the Presidential Administration. Shakro had even discussed
helping finance the Donbass .. . SK Investigator Andrey Bochkov was the chieffigure who allowed the digging
up of evidence against the SK officials Nikandrov, Mak:simenko, andlamonov-and Bochkov' s boss is
Aleksey Kramarenko, who is, according to an SK source, the FSB U SB 6th Service' s man (Comment:
Interesting- see the Orlov a piece above). The 6th Service has helped FSB investigators and Directorate
Min the case against Nikandrov and company (as wen as others).

- Original Mess
From: Nellie Ohr

To:

Internet 1\otes 24 July 2016
The silodk•· shakenps and related material (Strelkov on a radical refonn of the s ilori~· block: A ~and failure in me
works? ; Kash.in 1>onders whether a militarY c.oup is pnssible in Russia [Nn. but mavbe a Caked cnup that strene:thens Putin•s
control is possible); Zolotor and the sh.akenp :tt FSB; FSB vs SK fArri\sts at SK; Is it reallv Zolntov vs. B:tstrykin or WOls
Bastrvkinhimselfbehind the arrests?)). 1
FSB arrests deputy head o{Mosco~ Investigative Committeg (The Kalashov case}. 4
Belkovskiv on the SK arrests fBastTVkin won't ~o: Bastnk in authorized the l117ests- but did he initiate them?: Novava
Gazeta savs Bastrvkv1 found out aboul the opgration a~ainst his subordinates onll: minutes bf![ore it took olace· The 6ft!_
Serviceo(FSB USB and the SK- Is itBortnikov. not Bastrvkin, who is in<kmr er?) 8

The silo vile)· shakeups and related material (Strelkov on a radical reform of the siloviky block: A
grand failure in the works?; Kashin wonders whether a military coup is possible in Russia [No, but
maybe a faked coup that strengthens Putin's control is possible]; Zolotov and the shakeup at FSB;
FSB vs SK [Arrests at SK; Is it reaDy Zoloto,- vs. Bastrykin or was Bastrykin himseH behind tbe
arrests?])
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Strelkov: hit p://novoros s ia. pro/25ya nvarya/2188-ig or-strelkov-reformy-kak-maraz m-si ste my.html
The details remain unclear, but a full scale, radical reform of the power block is being planned It \\..ul follow the
American model, with a division between the federal level and the regiona[/municipallevel At the federal level,
a new power agency will be formed with part of the FSB and the Investigative Committee (SIC) subunits. The
criminal police will be at the regional and municipal levels and will be financed at that level. The Natsguard will
be above all this., with all of the "power :resource" at its disposal-naturally, it will remain strictly under federal
level controL The FSB will remain as a strictly counter-intelligence agency, \-\1thout any anti-terrorist functions
or that of protecting the constitutional order_
This will be the most radical reform since the 1920' s. And no good will come of it. This radical reform will
come at the peak of a systemic crisis, including an economic and financial crisis, when the country is involved in
two endless and unpredictable military conflicts. The r eform process will be underway at a time of inadequate
financing. general uncertainty about the future, and the demorali:zation of the bureaucracy at all levels. The
system is concerned only with its internal affairs. There won' t be time for the bureaucracy and police to carry
out their basic obligations.
One hundred years ago, the Tsar was constantly changing the government, which had a negative impact on the
domestic political situation while the country was at war-and the present plans will r·e peat that course. Ifs like
trying to re-roof a house during a deluge.
Even Medvedev understands that Russia is not the US. And that it's not desirable to carry out radical reforms
in departments that are sorely needed at this. time--even an idiot understands that. Nevertheless, the reforms
are being worked out and coordinated. __Mutk:o heads Russian sport-the analogy is dear: we can expect not
only defeat, but a grand failure. __
Comment: We have read aU kinds of rumors about changes undenvay io the "power structures,"
including one daimi:ng tbat a " new MGB" would be formed (6 JuJy).

Kashin on the poSStbility of a military coup in Russia: https://slon.ru/posts/70908
Comment: Kashin is saying some things here we bave re ad before-maioJy, that the army in Russia
is not an independent political force.
The main political event of this year (thus far) was the failed military coup in Turkey-an authoritarian regime is
always interested in such efforts, successful and unsuc<essful, to overturn another authoritarian regime. During
Putin' s time in power, revolutions and coups have influenced the Kremlin' s behavior domestically. The ..Rose
Revolution" in Georgia and the first ~Maiden" in Ukraine shaped the Surkov-inspired moves of the mid-2000s,
including the creation of pro- Kremlin youth organizations, reforming media, and making corrections to the
electoral system. Vle can't say whether there was actually a threat of a «color r.evohrtion" in Russia at the time,
but the struggle against such a potential threat was serious-if not for Saakashvili and Yushchenko, maybe
things would have been different in Russia.
The "Arab spring" in 2011 may have forced Putin to re-think a possible second term for .Medvedev.
The "Bolot:naya case.,., and ..spiritual bonds" were the result of a bunt on Arab squares far from Moscow. And
the Moscow protests were seen by the Kremlin as evidence that not "tightening the screws." could lead to a
repeat of events in Cairo and Tripoli .. .As far as Maidan II-no second Maidan, no annexation of Crimea, no
war in the Donbass _. _
So--is there a chance of an anti-Putin conp by the army, with a -repeat ofErdogan' s (in this case, Putin' s) using
FaceTime to gather popular support? That's an obvious question-and it has an obvious answer: No. The
risk of a military mutiny io Ru.ssia is minimal In Latin Ameri~ in Turkey, in the ~.£d-East, the army is an
independent force, a state institution, the significance of which goes beyond the limits of the political system and
in many ways determines political stability. Think Chile in 1973.
But Russia' s army. in spite of what the pr opaganda says, does not have a centwies-old tradition. The army· s
one hundred year anniversary will take place in 2018. Lenin and Trotsky created the army for one purpose-to
strengthen the results of the Bolshevik takeover. The army was created as the armed wing of the Party, and the
very notion of its taking an independent s.tep was ruled out-as it is today. For all its history, the chances of a
coup led by the army were zero. Any potential leader- and you can count them on the fingers of one hand
(Tukhachevslciy, Zhukov, Rokhlin)-had no real chance of making even a first half step in that direction. The
Party and State Security were always. stronger.
In 1918, as the Reds mobilized the first army, the families of the troops were taken hostage--and that sense of
the army as a group of armed hostages remains to this day. The popular hero Shoygu is most of aU a
nnlrtir~1

rnmmio;:o;:ar liln:> th"' R~Pil c-nmmio;:o;:aro;: who nv~P ro;:aw th"' fird Snvi~Pt ~rmv H"' i<: not t he> I~Pall~Pr
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of au officer corps that has its O\Yn interests and values. If Shoygu suddenly gets it in his head to make

any moves against Pu~ he·nhave to have a very tough conversation with Viktor Zolotov at least_ The system
of defenses from unexpected political moves the Kremlin bas is itself an example of the art of defense.
The main irony of the Turkish coup attempt is that in projecting it onto the Russian experience, the thinking was
not about anti-Putin tank divisions. In the aftermath of the coup attempt, the mainstream version of what
happened there that was making the rmmds in Russian media w as that Erdogan had helped stage the event
himself in order to strengthen his own grip on power and change the state system under the guise of going after
the coup plotters. Whether that's true or not doesn' t matter-what matters is that we believe that this was not a
plot against Erdogan, but a plot by Erdogan. Whafs most interesting to consider is whether Putin believes that.
It would be very effective~ stage a coup that is meant to fail and then see through aU the plans for political
control that have been floated but not seen throu~like blocking foreign travel and the Internet
No, the Russian army won•t try something like the Tnrkish army did. But there is notltutg stoppiltg the

Kremlin from stagiltg the faked coup like the one our conspiracy theorists have said took place.. .
Comment: I'-ve been wondering in these notes whether a Putin in bis " wan of destiny" mode might
consider doing something no expected, dropping his usual caution. That would depend, I think, on
whether Potin believes he' s being pushed into a corner and is being chaUenged personally. He's
already made some steps that seem oo:t ofthe ordinary-eleYating Zolotov, creating the National
Guard, ousting Yaknnin. His tendency has been to revert back to caution after some big move.
One very impo.r tant question is whether, as Katrina Orlova bas claimed, Zoloto'\r is the power behind
FSB Internal Security (FSB USB), a directorate that has played such a prominent role in recent highprofile cases and is apparently moving to take over the FSB Economic Security Service (FSB SEB).
That would mean Putin is allowing some serious further moves to weaken Bortnikov (the Kremlin is
sa.id to be unhappy with him), and not focusing on re-establishing balance among the silovik·y after
the creation of the Natsguard.
This slon.ru
piece by Pavel Chikov also claims that Zolotov is behind the shakeups at FSB SEB: http-s://slon.rufposts/

70908https://slon.ru/postsn 11 06
Many experts say that the N atsguard headed by Zolotov was created to provide for a balance and equilibrium
among the pow er departments-the purge going on in the FSB, especially in its economic block, is connected
by observers (Comment: 'Which other obsen·ers apart from Orlova?) \vith Zolotov's taking over at the
N atsguard.

Comment: The piece goes on to say that the FSB bas struck at the FSO-that' s in regard to the
story on the Mikhalcbenko arrest and his connections to ex-FSO chief M:urov (See the 15 July
notes; FSB SEB "K " reportedly arrested 1\'llkhalcben.ko). ~fy own view has been that tbe arrest
demonstrated that 1\fnroY bad been weakened. We have also seen claims that Zolotov wasn't
terribly unhappy that his old boss was retiring-and tbe replacement for l\lurov, Kochnev, came
from the unit ZolotoY had beaded for many years, the FSO's Presidential Security Service (See the 2
June notes. It gets ev en more complicated, since one source claimed that Zolotov and Kochnev
weren.' t all tbat dose). As far as the shakeup at FSB SEB, Fve offered a possible alternative
explanation for that-the two cooperated against 1\fVD Economic Security (GUEBiPK) in a battle for
controlling money lannderiug channels, then feU oo:t as they both wanted to seize the channels for
themselves. See, for instance, the U July notes.
More on the FSB making arrests at the Investigative Committee ___ First, from the 19 July notes:
{FSB arrests deputy head ofMoscow Investigali1.•e Com.m:itUe (The KaLasltov case)
b tt,p:/lwmv.tJlemosoowtimes.comlnews/ £sb-ddain-deputv-head-of-russia.n-imesti;:;atire-comm.ittee-.S4644
Russia's Fe<:leral Security Service (FSB) have detaine<:l several employees of the Moscow department of the Russian
Investigative Committee, including deputy head Denis Nikandrov, news agency lnterfax reported, citing a message
from the agency.
The FSB began a search of the committee's Moscow offices in connection with the case against notorious crime
boss Zhakary Kalashov. or Shakro Molodoi.
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"The FSB have carried out invest igative actions against a number of staff members on the basis of exceeding their
official powers. as well as receiving bribes from the criminal community," an FSB statement said, the Slon news
w ebsite reported.
Shakro Molodoi was arrested on June 11 on charges of extorting money from the owner of the Elements restaurant
in Moscow. after a violent shootout in December 2015 left two dead. See the 15 July notes.

A lead investigat or on t he second case against the Yukos gas giant Nikandrov was reportedly detained on Tuesday
while receiving a bribe worth $ 1 million for Shakro's release. RBC reported.
It was reported in 2013 that the Prosecutor General's Office begun a preliminary investigation into Nikandrov for
abuse of power and coercion of witnesses to testify.
In addition to the arrests, the FSB is searching the Investigative Committee's office in Moscow's center.

Here's more:
http://www.mk. rul soci al/20 16/ 07/ 19/ pric hinoy-zad erzh an iya-t re kh-ru kovoditel ey-s kr -stal a-vers iya-o-pokrovite Istvebanditam. html

~.fo skovslciy

Korns omelets say s that no other corruption scandal causes the kind of shock that this one does. Apart from
Nikandrov, FSB officers arrested the SK' s head of Internal Security, Mikhail Maksitnenko, and another top officer in Internal
S~urity, Aleksandr Lamonov ... The entire case says a lot about contemporary Russia-it' s all about money and people
disregard the law ...

At tbis point, the MK. pie.ce goes into a replay of the shoot out at the Elements cafe---from the IS July notes:
(\Vhen it opened in July 2015, the Elements K.orew restaurant in central Moscow got good reviews - both for food and
design. But tbafs not what the restaurant is famous for.
Two women -

the restaurant o~"fler and a designer she hired to renovate and furnish it -

disagreed over payment after the

designer failed to meet the agreed deadline. As was reported at that time, the restaurant o\\<ner Zhanna Kim refused to pay the
designer the 2 million rubles (S30,000) she was owed for designing the restaurant.
'What started as a usual financial disagreement led to one of the most notorious armed fights in central Moscow since the
1990s and to the arre.st of one of Russia'" most notorious criminals - thief-in-law Zakharv K.alashov - better kno't\'ll by the
pseudonym Shakro MolodoL
On Dec. 15, 2015, around 20 armed men oc.cupied the beautiful: rooms in the Eleme.nts restaurant. "Everyone shut up, no one
leaves the. building until we make a deal," Zhanna Kim, a trendsetter, a socialite and the restaurant O\\<"fler, later recalled in
various interviews.
"It was a s.hakedo\\<n," she said. As was reported Later, Fatima Misikova, the designer, had reassigned the debt that Kim still

owed her to mobster Andrei KocbuikoY, kno\~"fl as The Italian and a high-ranking member of Shakro · s gang.
What happened later received extensive press cove-rage. The Italian showed up with a simple message: if the debt is not paid,
he would take over the restaurant. Zhanna Kim refused to pay him.
She called the police and her la"'Jfer-
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Always armed with a Beretta that was personally awarded to him by the interior minister, he arrived quic-kly with his
supporters. and demanded that the "unwanted guests"' le.av e at once_
According to the Kom.mersant newspaper, The Italian told Budantsev , that he was sanctioned to " milk this cow" by Shakro_
He then asked ifBudantsev had any respect for the law of thieves and, after hearing an emotional"No," The Italian ordered
his subordinates "to pack the bald one [Budantsev} into the c ar."
In the fight that followed outside the restaurant two men were shot dead and s!!v eral were wounded. According to some
reports, Shakro also was at the scene, but his name later disappeared from interior ministry do cuments _
Half a year later. a Federal Security Service (fSB) s quad raided Sbakro' s mansion in an upmarket area near Moscow. A \ideo
released bv the Interior J\.finistrv shows his wards on the eround with their arms on their he.ads_The vtdeo shows Shakro on
a chair in what looks like the kitchen_
"I will not talk in front of the camera, are y ou kidding me? Don' t make a show out of it_Tum off the c.amera and we' ll talk," he

says_
" It's not a show, we need it," the officer's voice is heard answ ering.
The criminal mastennind was later brought to the Moscow Central Investigation Department where he was qu.e stioned, the
ministry reported.
Shakro will be ac--cused of organizing extortion from the Elements restaurant 0\vner, who had already filed a complaint,
according to thelnterfax news agency_
Shakro, a well-kno\vn Russian mob boss. re-emerged on Russia's crimin.al scene in 2014 after serv'ing.an 8-year prison tetm in
Spain where he was convicted of money-laundering and masterminding criminal organizations_
He was also sentenced in absentia to 18 years in prison for murder in Georgia, and Georgia has repeatedly requested that
Shakro be exl!adited, Gazetaru reported_ •.lJ'ter another famous mobster Aslan Usoyan was killed by a sniper in the center of
M oscow in 2013, Shakro has been regarded as anew leaderofRussia' s crime w odci
"It is personal for Shakro," his accomplice was quoted as saying by an unnamed source within law enforcement "He
intervened in the c onflict between two ladies at his friend' s request Nobody knew there would be problems, but in such cases
something can always go \'\-Ton g," the source told the Moskovsl.:y Komsomolets newspaper.
"Do you consider y ourself a thief-in-law?" Shakro is asked in the video. He. refuses to answer in front of the camera. But he
once answered the same question during a conversation with law enforcement w hen he came back to Russia in 2014. «They
c all me that," he answered, smiling_
ARosbalt report has the FSB SEB's Directorate M making the arrest http://www_rosbaiLru/moscow/

20 16/ 07/1211531031 _htrnl

l

MK reports that when the period of detention was up for The Italian, the SK surprisingly didn' t 1I)• to extend it. and the
gangster 'vas released_ The FSB learned of a plan to get him out ofjail for S'l million. On 19 July, there were searches at the
offices of the SK' s inv estigative staff in Moscow, as well as the office of its deputy head, Nikandro,·, and the offices of two
SK officials_lamonov and Maksimenko _ rvlK adds an interestinl!' tidbit- Maksimenko' s wife officiallv earned Rl 4.6 million
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last year, a new SK record... Nikandrov began bis career in Volgograd, then in Moscow conducted a case .1gainst his former
boss, ex-head of SK Investigations, Dmitriy Dovgiy. He was part of the Yukos case and an investigator in the-case against
the Moscow Oblast Prosecutors office (which was acting as a krysba for illegal gambling in the region) ....The arrests are
likely related to the Kalashov case-the blow against the SK signals a new and serious split among the silovil-y.
Commen t: I wrote quite a bit otbout Dol"giy md the Moscow Oblast casino scmdal. The first was part of the "silolik-y wu" of
the time, while the secand pitted FSB people md the SK against the Prosecutor's office md l'l'IVD officers in a. struggle onr

controlling illegtl gambling.]

Comment: So, is Bastrykin the target in a ne"' front of the latest "siloviky war"?
Orlova on the FSB's "attack" on the SK- Directorate '').IL" 'vbich made the arrest, is part ofFSB SEB:
http://www.the-ameri can-interest. com/2016/07/20/wh o~is-behind-the-fsbs-att ac k-on -russias -investigative~ommittee/

The FSB struck a massive blow at another powerful branch or the siloviki in Russia: the Investigative
Committee. On Tuesday, the Russian Federal Security Service. armed with search warrants, busted into
the Moscow offices of the Investigative Committee. The offices of the departments head , Aleksandr
Drymanov. his first deputy, Denis NiKandrov, the Interior Security ·d irectorate head, MiKhail Mal<simenKo,
and his deputy, Aleksandr Lamonov, were all searched. The last three were arrested and are being held
until triaL Drymanov has allegedly resigned according to several unconfirmed media reports.
The FSB claimed that the high-profile Investigative Committee officers were engaging in various illegal
activities with a professional criminal (in Russian , a vor v zakone, or thief in law) known as Young Shakro
• who had been arrested the week before. Young Shakro is the successor of the notorious Russian mafia
boss Grandpa Hassan, who was shot to death in Moscow in 2013.
While the lurid details of cooperation between Russian mafia bosses and law enforcement agencies are
captivating, what is really worth paying attention to is which FSB department busted into the Investigative
Committee's Moscow offices: as RBC reports. it was Directorate M of the Economic Security Service (SEB}
of the FSB. Regular readers will know that the SEB has re{:ently been the focus of attacks by another FSB
department: the 6th Service or the the Interior Security Department (USB). the most secretive service or
the entire FSB <cursed as '1he Gestapo" by some within the agency).
As we have previously written
. for the past several months. the 6th Service has been attacking the SEB in a bid to get control ov.er the most
profitable slice of business in Russia: the banking· and financial sector. The 6th Service registered a
victory when the head the SEB, as well as the head of the SEB's Directorate K (which directly oversees the
sector in question) both resigned. Vladimir Putin issued. an executtve order less then two weeks ago,
reassigning the head of the USB, Sergey Korolev, to head up the freshly decapitated SEB (See the 14 June
and 15 July n.otes}. Apart from the resignations, the FSB's internal fight has resulted in much collateral
damage: at least three governors have oeen arrested. and many businessmen have lost their enterprises.
with Russian tycoon Mikhail Prokhorov being the most visible recent victim.
The 6th Service's recent successes can be attributed to the department reportedly being under the
protection and unofficial supervision of General Vil<tor Zolotov. Zolotov, who is Putin's long-time head or
securtty and who was recently appointed to lead the newly-formed, powerful National Guard. has become
the Russian President's most trusted military man. It's fair to interpret what happened yesterday as an
attack by Zolotov on the Investigative Committee's head. Aleksandr Bastrykin, with whom he has been
tussling for influence for some time already

:....(Comment: The article linked to has Bastrykin concern~d that the Natsguard will w~aken his SK,
and Zolotov and Bastrykin a.re competing to demonstrate loy alty to Potin) Zolotov's message is clear:
the new centers or power are the SEB. the 6th Service ofthe USB . and the National Guard.
This attack very much resembles an episode in 2014. when the 6th Service brought down General Denis
Sugrobov. the head or the Economical Security and Anticorruption Department of the Interior Ministry, as
well as his deputy General Boris Kolesnikov. in 2014. Sugrobov is still in jail awaiting trial , While Kolesnikov
fell out of a window of the Investigative Committee headquarters in Moscow while under interrogation. The
head of the 6th Service. Ivan Tkachev, who reportedly was behind the fight with Sugobrov and l<olesnikov.
may soon head up Directorate K of the SEB, according to RBC (Comment: She is referring back to the

GUEBiPK scandal; We have read that Tkacbev's taking over at "K" is not a done deal-and that be
may "rind np only as a deputy bead. See the 15 July .n otes).
The current fight against Aleksandr Bastrykin looks like it might end as decisively as the fight witn
Sugobrov. The Investigative Commrttee's spokesman. Vladimir Markin. commenting on the arrests.
sounded like a defeated man. "What happened with our scrcalled colleagues is a bitter shame And this
affair. of course. throws a shadow over the entire Investigative Committee. But the self-purification work will
go on."
Aooarentlv the lnvestiaative Commi1tee received Zolotov's messaoe-about who is the boss-loud and
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clear.
But-this next item has Bastrylcin himself behind the arrests, claiming that he had been plarming a purge:
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3043255

Kommersant says Bastry.lcin opened the case--the case went to the Prosecutor's office and Chayka deputy
Viktor Grin decided that the SK should not be investigating itself, so he sent the cas.e to the FSB ___SK
spokesman Vladimir Markin confirmed that the SK initiated the case and that the self-cleansing of the SK
would move forward_ __

B elkovskiy OJt the SK arrests (Bastryki.Jt wo11't go; B astrykin authorized th.e arrests-but did he
initiate them?; Novaya Gazda says B astrykiufound out about tlze operatum agailr.st his

sub.!J!diJtates md1.: m.iNnes bPfor,e it t~ok_p_lace; TJte (/Jt S ervice of FSB USB and tJte SK; Is it

D OruUIW'V1

not lYa.srryKm, wli'o

lS

uz Qaltger?)

http:/lecho .msk.ru/pmgramsl beseda/1805 126.-echol

Belkovskiy backs up to the arrests ofNikandrov and the others and says that though Nikandrov is young (3 7)
he is already a very trusted Bastrykin subordinate. Belkovskiy thinks there is a "'systemic conflict" ooderway
behveen the FSB and the SK There is no unity among the siloviky- this war among them will continue and
grow as the base for "feeding" in the regime declines under Western sanctions. But the present FSB vs SK
struggle 'Will not necessarily end with Bastrykin•s departure, as Putin likes to maintain a system of"'checks and
balances" -Bastryl:in' s departure would mean the collapse of the SKin its cwrent form. If s one thing to put
some highly placed official on the spot by arresting his subordinates, quite another to allow that official' s
complete apparatus destruction. Putin doesn't like to let those kinds of things happen-and Bastrykin has never
demonstrated any disloyalty to Putin_
RBC comments: http://www.rbc.ru/newspaper/2016/07 /20/578e349e9a79471881b0ed76
FSB sources say that the arrests were coordinated with Bastrykln--only he, as head of the SK, or one of his
deputies, can authorize the arrest of heads of regional SKs or people holding equivalent ranks in the
organization. An FSB press release says that Putin knew about the arrests-without his authorization, the
arrest of the head of SK Internal Security could not have been made.
Politilog Y evgeniy Minchenko says that the arrests have to viewed within the framework of the restructuring
going on at the power departments_ A special services source says that there is an FSB-SK dash underway,
while a source descnbed as close to the Kremlin says that a battle among factions in both organizations is taking
place. The constellations offorces within the silovik.-y departments is changing- thus, the high profile criminal
cases.
The upcoming Duma elections come into play as well says an FSB source_ The special services have carte
blanche to act decisively to dean up the siloviky and the bureaucracy. One source says that the arrest of
Nikandrov and Maksimenko weaken Bastrykin-they have been part ofBastrykin' s closest circle.
The Center for Political Technologies has. rated Bortnikov ahead ofBastrykin on its list ofinflnential political

fi_gures-B~trykin' sin 13~ place, Bort;nikov in 9th place. Meanwhil~, J>eskov told reporters last Friday that
iliey shouldn't be speculating about the unpact of the arrest on Bastryk.ID s. career.

Comment: Bastrykin may have authorized the a.rrests because be felt be had no choice--authorizing
them. is not the same as initiating them. RBC has Nikandrov (and Maksimenko) as dose to
Bastrykin, while Belkovskiy has the former as one of those trusted by Bastrykin. If Bastrykin was
pressured into going along with the arrests, maybe !\larkin' s comments about a self~cleansing going
on were meant to counter the ine,ritable rumors t hat Bastrykin was being weakened.
This Novaya Gazeta piece, among other interesting things, says that Bastrykin found out about the
searches/arrests only minutes before the operation began: http://www.novayagazeta.ru/inguests/73918.html
The case related to the Elements cafe inddent mentioned above was at first processed by FSB Counterintelligence, then passed on to Directorate M . The investigation turned up ties between the gangsters and SK
personn~but not only them: "Shakro" carried out direct negotiations \vith members of the MVD GUUR (in
charge of criminal investigations) and people in the Presidential Administration. Shakro had even discussed
helping finance the Donbass_. _SK Investigator Andrey Bochkov was the chief figure who allowed the digging
up of e\-idence against the SK officials Nikandrov, Mak simenko, and Lamonov- and Bochkov' s boss is
- •"k-
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Aleksey Kramarenko, who is, according to an SK source, the FSB 'CSB 6w Service· s man (Comment:
Interes ting-see tbe Orlova piece above). The 6th Service has helped FSB investigators and Directorate
Min the case against Nikandrov and company (as well as others).

What Peskovhas descnbed as the cleanup of the law enforcement organs is not over-other bigblyplaced
siloviky will also be targeted. (Here' s a link to the newsrn report on Pesk:ov' s comments on the situation:
http://www.newsru.com/russia/20jul20 16/pusk.html

)
Bastrylcin knew about the high level searches/arrests only minutes before the operation took place-and
Mikhail Mak:simenko, formerly of the FSB, is a one ofBastrykin' s most trusted subordinates. There is no selfcleansing tmderway, as Markin would have us believe. One more thing--1n contrast to the arrest ofBelykh,
Putin knew what was coming.. .

A Meduza story looks at some "versions"' of what's up: https:l/meduzaio/featnre/2016/07 /20/arestovanyvysokopostavlennye-chinovniki-sk-chto-dalshe
. 4nd
.
one of them is that Bastrykin is in no danger-but Bortnikov might be. There' s a struggle going on for his
p ost and that explains the activities ofhis subordinates.
The piece is drawing from a makru
article that Me-duza linked to: https:/lwww.znak.com/2016...07 -19/pochemu ne udivlyayut
podozreniya v svyazi yysokopostavlennyh oficerov sk s vorom v zakone

The article by Y ekatecina Vinoknrova says that the activity of the FSB recently and its "obvious strengthening"
could indicate that the service might change leaders. Bastryk:in is in no danger.
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Wednesday, July 06, 2016 1:46 PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}

Subject:

JRL item

Hi Honey!
If you ever get a moment, y ou might find the penultimate article interesting-especially the summary in the final
paragraph.
Hope u r OK.

-N

- Original MessageFrom: David Johnson <davidjohnson@starpower.net>
To:
Sent: Wed, Jul 6. 2016 12:15 pm
Subject: 20 16.#125.Johnson's Russia list
Having trouble viewin g this email? Click here

Johnson's Russia list
2016-#125
6 July 2016
davidiohnson@starpower.net
A project sponsored t hrough the Institute for European. Russian. and Eurasian Studies (IERES) at
The George Washington University's Elliott School of International Affairs"
www.ieres .org
JRL homepag.e: www.russialist.org
Constant Contact JRL archive:
http://archive constantcontact.cornlfs053111 02820649387/ arc hive/ 11 029 11 694293.html
JRL on Facebook: www.facebook .com/russialist
JRL on Twitter: www_twitter_com/JohnsonRussiaLi
Support JRL: http://russialisLorg/fun dinq.php

~ nO
Your source for news and analysis since 1996
•support for JRL is provided in part by a grant from Carnegie Corporation of New York to the George
Washington University and by voluntary contributions from readers. The contents do not necessarily
repre sent the views of JERES or the George Washington University.

"We don't see things as they are, but as we are"
"Don't believe everything you think"
You see what you expect to see
"The biggest communication problem is w e do not listen to understand. We
listen to reply."
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aruruae m a D.t r or an oversraremenr. Moaern xusstan sruates
may be better characterized as anri-Putin studies. The vision is circumscribed.
For some that is enough. And morally required. But its just NOT enough. Most
oftMs issue is devoted to the latest Rather than repetitwely directing fire at
the usual suspects and the usual themes perhaps more attention should be
devoted to the views ofsubstantive people of a different frame of mind. I'm
thinking of Lukyanov, Simes, Sakwa, Trenin , Petro, Graham, Saradzhyan,
Robinson, Matlock, Braithwaite, Saunders, Dejevsky, Karchanovski,
Mokrushyna, Arbatov, Adomanis, Aris, etc. (Sorry if /left you out. Or included
you.) Take a look at the Valdai Discussion Club and Russia Direct web sites, a
world of dwersity and imponant ideas. Not your delicious comic world of RT,
eccentric Russian politicians, and weaponized information. Or the beloved
Russian Trolls. There are many solid dissidents although you won't find them
easily at the Washington Post, New York Times or The New Yorker. You can
find many balanced expens from Russia who are not easily pigeonholed or
have regular appearances in Western media. These are the targets that matter,
the analysis that matters, and if you don't deal with their points you're really
wasting time from a substantive point of view. Of course, JRL gwes you
constant exposure to these experts and others. It's ALL there. Ignored but at
our peril .
UJ:

~ome

Jt<L

In this issue
TODAY
1. The Nation: James Carden, The Media's Incessant Barrage of Evidence-Free
Accusations Against Russia. In one month, its government has been accused of hacking
the DNC, orchestrating the Brexit, tacitly supporting Trump, and more.

2. Russia Direct: Russian experts discuss Brexit and Putin's visit to China. Monthly review
of Russian think tanks: In June, top analysts focused on the Brexft referendum in Great
Britain, the future prospects for Russian-Chinese relations and the changing nature of
Russia-West relations.
3. Russia Beyond the Headlines: A gaffe too far: Russia's controversial children's rights
ombudsman resigns. Pavel Astakhov, whose tactless and cynical comments made him
deeply unpopular with many Russians and who came to international prominence for
supporting the law banning foreigners from adopting Russian children, is to leave his post.
4. lntellinews.com; Sergei Kuznetsov, Poroshenko cultivates 'crony democracy' in postrevolution Ukraine.
5. Wall Street Journat Karen Dawisha, Putin's Press Propagandists. The point of Russian
lV coverage of the Ukraine war, Arkady Ostrovsky points out, is not to report fighting but to
ignite it
6. Moscow Times: Mark Galeotti, Russia's Slow and Hesitant 'Purges' Mask Po lie y Void.
7. German Marshall Fund of the United States: Marie Mendras, Russian Elites are Worried:
The Unpredictability of Putinism.
8. Financial Times: Kathrin Hille, Still mourning their own empire, Russians delight at
Brexit. UK's vote seen as a rejection of Europe's political establishment that vindicates
Moscow.
9. Russia Without BS: Jfm Kovpak, How Kremlin propaganda (doesn't) work.
10. Atlantic Council: Ariel Cohen. NATO Should Stand Uo Black Sea Command Before It's
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Too late.
11. The American Interest Karina Orlova, Old Guard Billionaire to leave Sinking Russian
Ship.
12. Ira Straus: Re: 2016-#123-Johnson's Russia UsL (re Breedlove)
13. Kennan Institute: Maxim Trudolyubov, We Are Right, You Are Wrong: Russia's
Response to Brexit.
14. The Washjngton Post J. PauJ Goode, Russia's leaders are happy about Brextt, but it
won't herp the regime much at home.
15. Foreign Policy: Mark Kennedy, Brexit Is a Russian Victory.
16. CNN.com: Nina Khrushcheva, Putin's Pick: Clinton or Trump?
17. Slate.com: Franklin Foer, Putin's Puppet If the Russian president could design a
candidate to undermine American interests- and advance his own-he'd look a lot like
Donald Trump.
18. Paul Goble: Putin's Apparent Cancellation of Three Domestic Trips This Week Sparks
Speculation.

#1
The Nation
July 5, 2016
The Media's Incessant Barrage of Evidence-Free Accusations Against Russia
In one month, its government has been accused of hacking the DNC, orchestrating the
Brexit, tacitly support[ng Trump, and more.
By James Carden
James W . Carden is a contributing writer at The Nation and the executive editor for the
American Committee for East-West Accord's EastWestAccord.com.
If there is one country in the world that garners media coverage bereft of even the most
basic journalistic standards, it is Russia. Over the past month, the Russian government
has been accused of hacking the DNC, orchestrating the Brexit, tacitly supporting the
candidacy of Donald J. Trump, and much else.
On June 14, The Washington Post's Ellen Nakashima published what, at first sight, looked
to be a blockbuster scoop, a Watergate scandal for the cyber age. The report alleged that
the Democratic Natrona! Committee's computer network was compromised by Russian
hackers who stole caches of DNC opposrtion research on Trump. According to
Nakashima, the Russian hackers were so thorough that they were able to access the
DNC's e-mail and chat traffic. Yet the firm that supposedly spotted the hack, Crowdstrike,
admitted it was "not sure how the hackers got in." They were definitely sure, however, that
it was the Russians.
The American media, needless to say, jumped all over the story. The New York Times
swiftly followed up with a story which proclaimed: "D.N.C. Says Russian Hackers
Penetrated Its Files, Including Dossier on Donald Trump." The dogged media critic Adam
Johnson of FAIR (Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting} compiled a list of headlines that
appeared in major media outlets within 24 hours of Nakashima's scoop,
.- Russian Government Hackers Broke Into DNC Servers, Stole Trump Oppo (Politico,
6/ 14/ 16}
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Hacked DNC Network, Accessed Trump Research (MSNBC, 6/14/16}

~Russians Steal Research on Trump in Hack of US Democratic Party {Reuters, 6/14/ 16)
~Russian

Government-Affiliated Hackers Breach DNC, Take Research on Donald Trump

(Fox, 6/ 14/ 16)
~ Russfa Hacks Democratic National Committee, Trump Info Compromised (USA Today,
6/14/ 16)
~Russian government hackers steal DNC files on Donald Trump (The Guardian, 6/14/ 16)
~Russians Hacked DNC Computers to Steal Opposition Research on Trump (Talking
Points Memo, 6/14/16)
~Russian Spies Hacked Into the DNC's Donald T rump Files (Slate, 6/ 14/16)
• What Russia's DNC Hack Tells Us About Hillary Clinton's Private Email Server (Forbes,
6/ 15/ 16)

And there was more to come. A self-described ''former spook'' took to the pages of The
New York Observer on June 18 to declare that not only do "Kremlin hacking efforts extend
far beyond the DNC" but that the Islamic State's hacking operation, the so-called Cyber
Caliphate, is actually, you guessed it, the work of the Russians: "[T]he Cyber Calrphate"
said the Observer, "is a Russian false-flag operation_"
Nor is that all. MSNBC's Rachel Maddow got in on that act and went on what can only be
described as a rant in which she accused the Russian president himsetf of being behind
the DNC hack. "These hackers," Maddow proclaimed, ''were dispatched by the Russian
government, by Vladimir Putin," even though Nakashima's report said no such thing. The
report merely said that one of the hacking operations is "befieved to work for the GRU, or
Russia's military intelligence service while Crowd Strike is less sure of whom" the other
hacking operation ''works for but thinks it might be the Federal Security Service, or FSB"
[emphasis added].
The problem, of course, is that there is no hard evidence linking the Russian government,
much less Vladimir Putin personally, to the DNC hack.
Indeed, Nakashima followed up her original report on June 15 by noting that a hacker who
goes by the moniker Guccifer 2.0 had claimed credit for the DNC hack. In an interview with
Vice Motherboard, Guccifer 2.0 ctarmed to be Romanian, not Russian:
And where are you from?
From Romania.
Do you work with Russia or the Russian government?
No because I don't like Russians and their foreign poficy. I hate being attributed to Russia.
Why?
I've already totd! Also I made a big deal, why you glorify them?
Yet on June 20 the Post published another report by Nakashima headfined "Cyber
researchers confirm Russian government hack of Democratic National Committee" in
which Nakashima dismissed Guccifer's claim of Romanian nationafity, writing
that "Analysts suspect but don't have hard evidence that Guccifer 2.0 is, in fact, part of one
of the Russian groups who hacked the DNC" [emphasis added].

By the very end of Nakashima's June 20th dispatch, readers were informed that it is also
possible "that someone else besides the Russians were inside the DNC's network and
had access to the same documents."
None of the foregoing can come as a surprise, given that unproven allegations against both
the Russian government and the Russian president have been a flourishing American
media industry for several years. And if there can be said to be an industry leader, it is The
Washington Post In addition to its coverage, such as it was, of the DNC hack, the Post
h~r""" ru. •hli,....ho.r4
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ties to, the Russian Federation.
On June 17, the Post published a piece that purported to explore ''Trump's financial ties to
Russia and his unusual flattery of Vladimir Putin." The report alleged that
Trump's "relationship with Putin and his warm views toward Russia" are "one of the more
curious aspects of his presidential campaign," because "the overwhelming consensus
among American political and national security leaders has held that Putin is a pariah."
How the reporters square this with Secretary of State Kerry's regular meetings with
Russia's foreign minister or President Obama's periodic phone conversations with
the "pariah" himself was left to the reader's imagination.
Nevertheless, the report in guilt-by-association style warned readers that "Since the 1980s,
Trump and his family members have made numerous trips to Moscow in search of
business opportunities," thereby implying that Trump may be, after all, the Manchurian
Candidate of the Post's fevered imagination. For all his many faults as a businessman, is
Trump so different from other major American and Western business leaders in trying to
pursue business opportunities in Russia? Who could imagine the Post holding, say
William Browder's past business experiences in Russia against him?
Still more alarming, according to the Post, is that ''The Russian ambassador to the United
States, breaking from a tradition in which diplomats steer clear of domestic potitics,
attended Trump's April foreign policy speech" in Washington. The tradition they are
referring to remains unclear, but if it exists, it is one that American ambassadors frequently
break. For example, the US Ambassador to Ukraine, Geoffrey Pyatt, attended antigovernment protests in Kiev alongside US Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland in
December 2013, while there are numerous reports of then-US Ambassador to Syria
Robert S. Ford making appearances at anti-government rallies throughout Syria in 2011 .
A day later, June 18, the Post published a piece by lshaan Tharoor, who cited the previous
day's Post report on the alleged affinity between Trump and Putin and noted that
the "former reality TV star would perhaps also tacitly approve of some of Putin's other
comments." Perhaps. Also. Tacitly. In the words of George W. Bush's CIA director,
George Tenet, that's a "slam dunk."
Yet the Post is hardly alone in publishing undocumented and sensationalist pieces on
Russia. The silliest example comes courtesy of the British newspaper The Telegraph,
which, on June 21 , wondered: "Is Vladimir Putin orchestrating Russian football hooligans to
push Britain out of the EU?" The report, which was widely echoed in the United States,
claimed that "Kremlin-orchestrated hooliganism isolates England and could lead to the
national team's expulsion from the championship, adding symbolic fuel to the Brexit
campaign." The authors provided zero evidence that the Kremlin "orchestrated" the football
hooltganism (which was, at any rate, overwhelmingly of the English variety) that occurred
in Lille during the European Football Championship.
Even before the results of the Brexit vote were known, journalists were making much of
Russia's supposed involvement in the matter. Neocon scholar Max Boot took to the pages
of-where else?-The Washington Post on June 19 to warn readers that "Nigel Farage,
leader of the UK Independence Party and a leading pro-Brexit voice, has harsh words for
Brussels but nothing but kind words for Moscow."
And following the Brexit vote, the media went into overdrive in trying to tie the result to the
actions of the "operative in the Kremlin." A representative piece comes courtesy of the
ever-jejune BuzzFeed, which declared "The Big Winner Of Brexit Is Vladimir Putin."
Former US ambassador to Russia turned Washington Post columnist and Hillary Clinton
foreign-policy adviser Michael McFaul told BuzzFeed that "Brexit's greatest winner is
Putin." According to McFaul, "For years now, he has sought ways to divide Europe,
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including both the EU and NATO, hoping for a collapse of unity in Europe just as the USSR
and the Warsaw Pact did a quarter century ago."
Meanwhile, the UK's Guardian claimed Russia and, for good measure, Iran,
were "delighted" by the Brexit result. But far from being "delighted," the Russian president
repeatedly stated Russia's neutrality during the week preceding the vote and is quoted in
the Guardian report as merely saying that the Brexit may have "positive and negative
consequences" for Russia.
Meanwhile, in addition to its coverage of Kremlin-inspired football hooligans, The Telegraph
published an article that enters into the realm of science fiction, claiming that "Russia aims
to develop 'teleportation' in 20 years." Well, beam me up, Scotty. Yet the text of the
Telegraph report says no such thing, only that a "strategic development program" has
been "drawn up for Vladimir Putin" that "Would seek to develop teleportation by 2035."
Nowhere is it said that the Russian government is actuany pursuing such a thing.
All of this would, of course, be amusing, if the geopolitical ramifications weren't so dire.
The incessant barrage of factually challenged, evidence-free accusations that paint Russia
and its president in the worst possible light have helped give rise to the perilous state of
affairs in which we find ourselves.
And while Russia continues to support the separatist fighters in eastern Ukraine, NATO
and American troops have been massing in western Ukraine on yet another ''training
exercise." Meanwhile, the forthcoming NATO summit in Warsaw is less than a week away.
And though responsible voices like German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier have
decried NATO's penchant for "warmongering" it seems the closer we get to the upcoming
summit, the further divorced from reality the media's coverage of Russia becomes.
Misinformation from our media has eroded the possibility of any detente between the
United States and Russia and has put the two nuclear superpowers on a collision course
on the ground in eastern Europe, in the skies over Syria, and on the Baltic and Black Seas.
tn times like these the publi.c would be better served by less sensationalist, more factbased coverage of Russia and its government
[return to Contents!

#2
Russia Direct
W\'11\N.russia-direct.org
July 5, 2016
Russian experts discuss Brexit and Putin's visit to China
Monthly review of Russian think tanks: In June, top analysts focused on the Brexit
referendum in Great Britain, the future prospects for Russian-Chinese relations and the
changing nature of Russia-West relations.
By Anastasia Borik
Anastasia Bonl< is a Ph.D. student at the Moscow State Institute of International Relations
(MGfMO-University). She has both journalist and diplomatic experience having worked as a
Xinhua News Agency reporter (Moscow Bureau) and as a personaJ assistant of the
Ambassador of the Russian Federation to the Republic of Colombia.
For Russian experts1 the most discussed topic of June was the Brexit referendum in Great
Britain. Almost no one predicted this result, with many Russian analysts experiencing great
surprise that the British voted to leave the EU.
Experts also turned their attention to China and the high-profile meeting between Russian
President Vladimir Putrn and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping in Beijing, viewing this
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official visrt as a barometer of the current state of Russian-Chinese relations.
The shifting status of Russia's relations with the West also preoccupied the attention of
Russia's top experts, who attempted to analyze whether Russia and the West were any
closer to a compromise on key geopolitical issues.

The implications of Brexit for Russia
In connection with Brexit, Russian think tanks discussed the following questions: What will
happen with the EU now? What are the implications for Great Britain ttself? How does
Moscow view the events occurring in London?
The EU and the UK have fallen victim to uncontrolled and thoughtless expansion, as well
as an unprecedented migration crisis, according to professor Natalia Kapitonova of the
Moscow State Institute for International Relations (MGIMO University). The British are tired
of the endless stream of migrants coming from poorer EU countries and the influx of
refugees from the Middle East, both of which they perceive as a threat.
The role of the British leadership, which went too far in its attempts to blackmail Brussels,
also played an important role. The British did not anticipate such serious consequences of
their actions. Kapitonova believes that Britajn's exit from the EU could have a domino effect
on Europe- even if rt does not directly encourage other countries to the leave, then, at the
very least, it will have an impact on the development plans of the Union, and wffl
substantially slow down the integration processes_
Nikolay Kaveshnikov, an expert at the Russian International Affairs Council (RIAC} and
associate professor at MGIMO University, on the contrary, believes that the exit of the UK
is unlikely to cause a domino effect, because in the EU, there are almost no other
Eurosceptic countries that have the resources and political weight, outside of the
integrated group, that can be compared with the UK
The expert considered several possible Brexit consequences for the EU. Among themthe collapse of the ideology of integration, strengthening of intergovernmental relations to
the detriment of supranational institutional relations, creation in the EU of a kind of "core" of
the most important countries, and the formation of peripheral provinciaJ parts of the EU, in
which the least successful member states will find themselves.
Alexander Baunov of the Carnegie Moscow Center tried to explain why Brexit was so
positively perceived in Russia. Russian officials were very careful when it came to talking
about Britain's leaving the European Union, but no one doubts that the British vote was
perceived positively in Russia.
For Moscow- which has never been able to engage in a productive dialogue with the
Brussels bureaucracy that simultaneously tries to express the opinion of all and none- the
idea of building bilateral relations with a sovereign state is much more preferable. This
does not mean that Russia is hostile to the European integration project Yet a fragmented
Europe is conceptually clearer, because it corresponds to the Kremlin's goal of pursuing
multi-polarity in modern international relations_
Fyodor Lukyanov, head of the Council on Foreign and Defense Policy (CFOP), believes
that the exit of Great Britain from the EU threatens the existence of a "greater Europe." The
expert also noted that, obviously in the EU, no one expected such an outcome, because
the reactions coming from the major capitals were languid and ambiguous.
This only adds to the feeling that a turbulent period is coming to the European space, says
Lukyanov. Likely awaiting Europe and the whole world is a new phase of a quest of national
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stronger and more important than ideologicaJ projects, even when they promise benefits
for all.
Russian-Chinese relations and Russia's piv ot to the East

ln light of Russian President Vladimir Putin's visit to China on June 2S-26, Russian experts
actively discussed current relations between Moscow and Beijing, in particular the problem
of equality in the partnership, as well as prospects for the fom1ation of an alliance between
the two countries.
Vasily Kashin, an expert on Asian affairs at RIAC, emphasized that Putin's recent visit was
the most intense, in terms of both the practical content of the signed agreements and in
terms of formation of the ideological content of the Russian-Chinese partnership. This
ideological component is no less important than the numerous agreements signed in the
economic and energy spheres.
China and Russia are increasingfy on the same page when it comes to a vision of the
modem world order, especially in matters of security and strategic stability, which both
Moscow and BeiJ1ng regard as a broader concept than does Washington. A common
position on issues of nuclear and information security is a big step forward, not only in
bifateral relations, but also in the formation of a more harmonious system of international
relations.
Afexander Gabuev, an expert with the CFDP and the Carnegie Moscow Center, analyzed
the results of the first two years of Russia's "tum to the East." Gabuev stresses that many
in Russia have become disiflusioned with Moscow's new friend. As it turns out, to deal with
the East is no easier, and sometimes even harder, than with the West. This
disappointment, says the expert, is the result of initiaLly too high expectations. ln real tty, a
turn is being made to the East, but it is just going very slowly.
The main obstacle on this path is the coincidence of a number of adverse factors
occurring simultaneously, including the slowdown in the Chinese economy, the worsening
economic situation in Russia, and Western sanctions that restrict the opportunities of
foreign capital coming into Russia . Gabuev also noted that Russia's endless attempts to
define itself as a ''younger brother" or an "older sister" of China must finally end, because
these do not have any practical value, but only waste time and the intellectual resources
needed for the development of cooperation.
Alexander Lukin, director of the Research Genter for East Asian and SCO at MGIMO
University, positively evaluated the results of Putin's visit to China, explaining that the trip
has once again proven the viability of Russian foreign policy in the East Lukin says that,
despite the great skepticism that exists among Russian analysts when it comes to
prospects of a Moscow-Beijing aiHance, it is too early to judge the outcome of this "turn to
the Easl'' Serious efforts are still needed to further strengthen relations.
"Russia needs to work consistently in the Chinese direction, because in our partners in
Beijing, we see a great desire for bilateral cooperation," said Lukin.
Russia-West relations and the new world order

Russian experts also discussed reJations between the West and Russia within the context
of problems of the new world order and international security. These experts firmly believe
that further escalation of tensions is possible, and now is the time when countries need to
take a breather and find new channels for dialogue.
lukyanov believes that the main reason for the current amplification of tensions in relations
between Russia and the West has a historicaJ basis. The Cold War was not a real war.
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and it did not end with a real peace settlement, in which the positions of the winners and
losers would have been defined. The West considered Russia as a defeated and weak
country and refused to consider its interests when rt came to the construction of the new
world order.
Russia, after failing in an attempt to obtain equal status, began to act aggressively ''to the
verge of brinkmanship," which determined the confrontational nature of the current
relationship.
Lukyanov calls this a "fatal chain," which may weH lead to a real escalation, despite the fact
that the real systemic reasons for this do not exist. In such circumstances, the most
important thing is to develop a procedure for enhanc·ed dialogue, and Washington should
seriously think about this, and no longer act according to the zero-sum logic of ''winner vs
loser."
Leonid Gusev, an expert at MGIMO University, said that recently there has been a serious
increase in the aggressiveness of the rhetoric coming from the U.S. towards Russia. Part
of this rhetoric, in its spirrt, even resembles the worst times of the Cold War. The analyst
believes that this is directly related to the current presidential election campaign in the
Unrted States. Often, individual candidates use increasingly aggressive rhetoric to gain
extra points in opinion porls, and Russia fits the bill perfectly here, says Gusev.
However, rationality and awareness of the need for cooperation are always more important
than campaign speeches, when it comes to real politics.
"The rhetoric will likely soften, and the cooperation wm continue. Still, no one really wants to
return to the situation as it existed during the Cold War after 1946," sums up the analyst
Alexey Arbatov of the Carnegie Moscow Center, in an extensive interview about the
purpose and spirit of modern Russian foreign policy, noted that relations with the West,
and in particular, with the United States, continue to be confrontational
Officially, Russia has declared that the main enemy is international terrorism, but in
Moscow, they do not forget about using anti-American rhetoric, accusing Washington of
not only being responsible for the world's problems, but in making efforts to undermine the
internal structure of Russia.
In this context, the expansion of confrontation is quite possible, and very dangerous, as it
could lead to a large-scale armed conflict between Russia and NATO. Arbatov believes
that the most important task for Moscow and Washington now is to avoid such a scenario
at all costs, and this is what the political leadership of both countries should be working on.
The program director of RIAC, Ivan Timofeev, talked about the emerging new world order,
which has already given birth to numerous conflicts and dilemmas- one of the main being
the confrontation between Russia and the West. In Russia, this confrontation is seen as
being systemic; as such, it requires an appropriate response.
However, there is a possibility that such an assessment is wrong, and in fact, the struggle
in the spirit of "Realpolitik" will not determine the future of the new world order. Rather, a
new image of the world will emerge from the solutions developed for individual
regional "dilemmas," among which are included China's dllemma, India's dilemma, and the
European Union's dilemma. Each of these problems will determine the vectors of
development of the world, and Russia must be involved [n this process, otherwise it is
destined to play a marginal role in the new world order.
[return to Contents]
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#3
Russia Beyond the Headlines
www.rbth.ru
July 6, 2016
A gaffe too far: Russia's controversial children's rights ombudsman resigns
Pavel Astakhov, whose tactless and cynical comments made him deeply unpopular with
many Russians and who came to international prominence for supporting the law banning
foreigners from adopting Russian children, is to leave his post
OLEG YEGOROV, RBTH
Pavel Astakhov, who has gained notoriety abroad for his active support of the law banning
foreigners from adopting Russian children, is to step down. As ch~dren's rights
ombudsman, Astakhov will be remembered for his frequent gaffes, the latest of which
outraged hundreds of thousands of Russians.
The faux pas, which became the last straw and caused widespread outrage, occurred
during Astakhov's meeting with survivors of a deadly boating accident on Lake Syamozero
in Karelia, north of Sl Petersburg, in which 14 children were killed.
Having come to visit the survivors in hospltal, he greeted the children, who had been
through a terrible ordeal, with a smile and a question: 'Well then, how was your swim?"
This mixture of callousness and cynicism coming from a person whose job it is not onty to
understand children's problems but also to be able to find a common language with them
and protect their interests disqualifies Astakhov from the post, his critics insist.
Was he pushed?
A petition asking Russian President Vladimir Putin to dismiss Astakhov appeared on the
Change.org website on June 24 and collected over 150,000 signatures in a week_A source
close to the Krem~n told the Vedomosti newspaper that it was strongly suggested to
Astakhov that he should resign and this is what he did.
The news of the children's rights ombudsman's imminent departure has been confirmed
by presidential press secretary Dmitry Peskov, who said that the president will sign a
decree relieving Astakhov of his post when the latter returns from leave.
According to Valery Solovei, a pofitical analyst and professor at Moscow State Institute of
International Relations, Astakhov's embarrassing statements have made him "a major
irrltant for public opinion in Russia."
"In the run-up to the elections, when the [ruling] United Russia party has a very low rating, it
is not in the authorities' interest, so they will be getting rid of everyone who is dragging
them down, and Astakhov is an ideal candidate," said Solovei.
There is no-one, he continues, who would speak up for Astakhov: "He does not have
extensive connections in the Kremlin. His is a figure that does not, in fact, have much
influence, though he does receive a lot of publicity."
Shriveled women and Darwin Awards
In his time as children's rights ombudsman, Astakhov has more than once scandalized the
public with his cynical remarks, widely at odds with the nature of his job. Below are some
of the more striking examples.
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police chief in Chechnya, Astakhov said that it was normal because women in the
Caucasus age faster: ''There are places where women are already shriveled by the age of
27, and look about 50 to us," he said.
In April2016, he made a callous comment in response to the news that a 13--year-old girl in
Bamaur had been mauled by a tiger (according to Astakhov, the girl had been teasing the
tiger): "Stupidity and hooliganism[ The Darwin Awards [a tongue-in~cheek
honor "presented" every year to those who contribute to the improvement of the human
gene pool by being killed in the most stupid and reckless fashion] are weeping!"
In 2014, speaking about the prospects offntroducing sex education classes for
schoolchildren, Astakhov, known for his conservative views, said: "I am asked when we [in
Russia] will introduce sex education. I reply: never_"
In Astakhov's opinion, children should learn all they need to know about sex from Russian
literature.
Astakhov has not been particularly receptive to criticism. In 2013, he explained that it was
pedophiles who were seeking his resignation. Having learnt about the petition for his
dismissal on Change.org, he said that it had been signed exclusively by bats and
Ukrainians (the administration of the website denied this).
Advocate of the 'scoundrels' law'
Astakhov was one of the staunchest supporters of the so-called "Dima Yakovlev Law"
passed by the State Duma in December 2012, banning U.S. citizens from adopting
Russian children. The law was named after a Russian toddler who died in the U.S. through
the negligence of his adoptive father.
The Russian opposition was extremely critical of the Ofma Yakovlev Law, dubbing it
the "scoundrels' law." Its critics pointed out that the bill affected children from orphanages
who were deprived of an opportunity to find a famity, albeit abroad.
Astakhov, however, supported the law, saying that he was opposed to foreign adoptions in
principle: "It is humiliating for our country and puts it on a par with third-world countries,"
the ombudsman said, adding that the law shourd have been adopted earlier.
[return to Contents]

#4
lntellinews.com
July 6, 2016
Poroshenko cultivates 'crony democracy' in post-revolution Ukraine
By Sergei Kuznetsov in Kyiv
''The fact that some lawmakers and parliamentary groups voted in favour does not provide
them with any exemption from criminal investigations," Ukrainian President Petro
Poroshenko told journafists in exasperation on June 3, a day after the parliament had
adopted constitutional amendments on judicial reform_
Poroshenko had reason to be irritated. Immediately after the motfon had been adopted,
some lawmakers and experts voiced suspicions that the president had been forced to
make backroom deals with oligarchs and former allies of ousted ex-president Viktor
Yanukovych in order to secure the result
Indeed, the motion was backed by 335 lawmakers, above the minimum 300 votes needed,
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and the amendments were approved thanks to the pro-Russian Opposition Bloc
controlled by top-tier oligarchs Dmitry Firtash and Rinat Akhmetov, as well as former
associates of Yanukovych from smaller parliamentary groups.
The Opposition Bloc faction, headed by Yuri Boyko, a controversial Yanukovych~era deputy
prime minister, provided 38 votes in favour of the amendments. "Now it is clear why
[Ukrainian prosecutor general Yuriy] Lutsenko is avoiding filing [to the parliament] an appeal
to arrest Boyko," Serhiy Leshchenko, a lawmaker from Poroshenko's faction, noted in
reaction to the motion.
Leshchenko stated that investigators from the Prosecutor General's Office had prepared
such an appeal about a year ago, suspecting Boyko of participating in a criminal
organisation that ran fraudulent schemes involving the liquefied natural gas projects of
notorious Ukrainian gas oligarch Serhiy Kurchenko. However, the controversial former
head of the prosecutor's office, Viktor Shokrn, allegedly refused to sign the appeal and file it
with parliament, Leshchenko claimed.
"Quid pro quo is the nature of Ukrainian politics: a favour for a favour," Andrei Marusov,
chairman of Transparency International in Ukraine, tells bne lntelliNews. 'This is confirmed
by the fate of former members of [Yanukovych's] Party of Regions, against which there are
criminal proceedings, and who are under reasonable suspicion over therr involvement in
corruption. But, for instance, Boyko has no worries."
Marusov believes that the administration of Poroshenko secured an unofficial agreement
with the Opposition Bloc over its support for the important judicial reforms. Similar deals
were apparently agreed with two other parliamentary groups: Vidrodzhennia (Revival),
which includes former associates of Yanukovych, and Valia Narodu (The People's Will),
which was created mainly by representatives of local elites and businessmen tied to the
gas industry.
'What will these lawmakers obtain in exchange? The law enforcement agencies are
apparently turning a blind eye to investigations against them," Marusov accuses.
The Opposition Bloc is controlled by two very influential Ukrainian oligarchs - Akhmetov
and Firtash -and any such agreements with Poroshenko and his team could only
contribute to the improvement of their positions, which have been badly hit by the financial
crisis, Russia's annexation of Crimea and a separatist uprising in the eastern regions of
the country.
Firtash has two key figures in the Opposition Bloc: Boyko and Serhiy Lyovochkin, a
businessman and former chief of staff under Yanukovych. Akhmetov relies on another
senior figure in the party, businessman Borys Kolesnikov, who heads the party's shadow
government, as well as Vadim Novinskiy, a co-owner of Akhmetov's mining and
metallurgical holding Metinvest
However, Leshchenko believes that the situation with Boyko's 'immunity' is more
complicated. "Boyko is a part of the Viennese package [agreed] by Firtash, Poroshenko
and [Kyiv mayor Vitally] Klitschko," the lawmaker said in parliament on June 13, pointing to
one of the most controversial and secret aspects of Ukrainian politics in the past two years.
In April 2015, a court in Vienna refused to extradite Firtash to the US, where he was wanted
for allegedly bribing Indian officials to gain mining licences_The Austrian court accepted the
argument of Firtash and his lawyers that the US case was politically motivated, and aimed
at removing the businessman from active participation ln Ukrainian politics.
During the hearing, the businessman revealed that he had had a meeting with Poroshenko
- - - J 1/I":A...--LI- -
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presidential election. The resutt of the meeting was that Klitschko, who was riding high in
the polls, would withdraw his candidacy and instead support Poroshenko's bid to be
president.
'We secured what we wanted: Poroshenko became president, KHtschko the Kyiv mayor,"
Firtash said in court, refusing to provide any details and citing a confidentiality agreement
between the parties. The billionaire added that his main goal had been to prevent Yulia
Tymoshenko, a former Ukrainian prime minister and bitter rival, from winning the election.
To this day it is unclear what actually transpired during the meeting in Vienna, in which
Firtash's associate Lyovochkin also took part. However, both billionaires- Poroshenko and
Firtash- apparently shared a rival in the form of Tymoshenko and this could be one of the
reasons for their collaboration.
Poroshenko's antipathy toward Tymoshenko goes way back. According to a classified
cable sent by the US ambassador in Ukraine, John Herbst, to Washington in 2006,
Poroshenko "is clearly sparing no effort to pay her back for publicly tarring him as corrupt
during the September 2005 struggle that led to Tymoshenko's ouster as prime minister
and Poroshenko's resignation as NSDC [National Security and Defence council]
secretary".
According to the same document, published by Wikileaks, Ukraine's interior minister at
the time told Herbst that he had been ordered by the prosecutor general, then a close ally
of Poroshenko, to arrest Oleksandr Turchynov and Andriy Kozhemyakin, senior politicians
in the Tymoshenko Bloc, for "illegafly destroying the SBU security service files on the
January [2006] gas deal with Russia and on organised crime figure Semi on Mogilevich",
who is on the list of the FBI's 10 most wanted.
F1rtash and Boyko are not the only ones who have found a "common language" with
Poroshenko and his administration. Akhmetov, the country's richest businessman, has
recently secured badly needed preferences for his power and coal mining conglomerate
DTEK
Two months ago, Ukraine's utility sector regulator started to use a new methodology for
calculating the tariffs for electricity supplied by Ukrainian coal-fired thermal power plants
(TPPs). According to the methodology, the price of electricity sold by TPPs \!Viii cover in full
the coal costs, calculated according to the API2 coal index (the CIF price of coal in
Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp), plus the costs of coal delivery from Rotterdam to
Ukrainian TPPs. This is extremely positive for DTEK, as the price has increased from
UAH1 , 100-1,200 ($44-48) per tonne to UAH1 ,400-1 ,500.
Perhaps not coincidentally, the National Utilities Regulatory Commission (NERC) is
headed by Poroshenko's close associate Dmytro Vovk, the former manager of the
president's Roshen confectionery corporation. "In contrast to his public statements,
Poroshenko knows the Ukrainian political system perfectly well, and his actions are
oriented at unofficial, non-pubUc agreements under a quid pro quo principle," Marusov
explains.
David Sakvarelidze, a former Ukrainian deputy prosecutor general, believes that the
country's parities are ruled by "clan interests". "It's not a secret that the parliament and
politics in Ukraine were always a business, or a status that provides an opportunity to
reach business success," Sakvarelidze tells bne lntelliNews.
He adds that thanks to the Orange Revolution in 2004-05 and Euromaidan protests in 201314, people in Ukraine might have been able to change the authorities, but ''were not able to
chanqe the bureaucracy- the names rof officials and politiciansl are almost the same".
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"And that is the main tragedy of the country," Sakvarefidze says.
How to pay for votes
The support of the controversial parliamentary groups Vidrodzhennia and Valia Narodu has
also been crucially important to the authorities at other times this year. Thanks to the four
dozen votes provided by these groups, the parliament was able to approve Volodymyr
Groysman as the new prime minister in April and Yuriy lutsenko as the new prosecutor
genera[ in May.
Volodymyr Fesenko, head of the Kyiv-based think tank Penta Political Centre, describes
Vidrodzennia as "some sort of political federation" that includes local elites and former
politicians from ousted president Yanukovych's notorious Party of Regions.
According to the expert, the group's members are "allies" of Ukrainian oligarch lhor
Kolomisky. However, Fesenko underlines that they are quite independent from Kolomoisky,
pointing out that the group's head, businessman Vitatiy Khomutynnik, is a business partner
of the oligarch, but not his "puppet".
In early May, Hennadiy Moskal, the governor of Transcarpathia region, accused Kyiv
of "political bargaining'; with Khomutynnik, as a result of which the authorities allegedly
provided "control over [the region's] customs" to the lawmaker
"This was a kind of payment for supporting Groysman's candidature for the post of prime
minister, as well as further votes in favour of government-backed bills," Fesenko suggests.
Moreover, according to Moskal, Khomutynnik allegedly secured an agreement with the
authorities for Roman Nasirov, head of the State Fiscal Service and a close associate of
the lawmaker, to keep his current post
"Indeed, there are rumours Vidrodzhennia agreed that after the change of the Ukrainian
government, Nasirov would not be dismissed," Fesenko says.
Moskal announced his resignation from the post of governor at the same time as making
his explosive claim about Kyiv's dealmaking. However, a week later, after a series of highlevel meetings in the capital, including with Poroshenko, the governor changed his mind
and withdrew his previous accusations against Khomutynnik, citing a flawed source of
information. The lawmaker's spokesperson refused to comment to bne lntelliNews.
"It is possible that agreements were reached [during rec-ent parliamentary rounds] with
some people over appointments, and with others over business issues," Fesenko
says. ''These agreements apparently differ in each particular case."
According to the expert, "strong business interests" are part and parcel of Ukrainian
politics. "That is the nature of our young democracy- a significant proportion of political
forces are connected to business," Fesenko underlines, adding that he doesn't expect this
to change any time soon.
Trench warfare
The situation over the parliamentary group Valia Narodu, which has also contributed votes
for recent high-profile appointments, looks more complicated.
Until recently, Leshchenko of the Poroshenko Bloc was convinced that some lawmakers
from the group had strong ties to business schemes linked to the state-owned gas
J
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would be some kind of reward for their votes.
In June, however, the country's law enforcement agencies accused the group's lawmaker
Oleksandr Onyshchenko of creating a criminal organisation that was allegedly involved in
the embezzlement of state-owned naturat gas, produced with the participation of
Ukrgazvydobuvannia.
The authorities suspect that the lawmaker siphoned off UAH1.6bn ($64mn) from the staterun gas producer, and that he failed to pay UAH 1.3bn {$52mn) in royalties to the state
budget Onyshchenko denies any wrongdoing, but now faces 7-12 years in prison after
parliament on July 5 sanctioned criminal proceedings against him.
Fesenko describes Onyshchenko as "a second-tier oligarch" and quite a remarkable figure
in Ukrainian politics. "He was loyal to the president .. However, Onyshchenko acted on the
gas market using not very clear methods, quite rudely," the expert tells bne lntelliNews.
On June 29, the National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU) announced that they
had detained an 11th suspected associate of the lawmaker allegedly involved in the
embezzlement of state-owned natural gas. 'What is the maJn issue that Onyshchenko
failed to consider? NABU needs to demonstrate some results [of its work]. Everybody is
awaiting high-profile arrests from the instiMion," Fesenko comments.
But for much of the old set-up of big business, it's business almost as usual. As an
example, Marusov cites suspicions surrounding Akhmetov's continued monopoly of the
Ukrainian energy market "There are strong statements being made, but there are no real
actions aimed at breaking this monopoly,'' he says.
Overall, current relations between Ukraine's authorities and the oligarchs are like "trench
warfare", Marusov says. ''This looks like the First World War.. they are shelling each other,
but the frontline remains unaltered."
[return to Contents]

#5
Wall Street Journal
July 6, 2016
Putin's Press Propagandists
The point of Russian TV coverage of the Ukraine war, Arkady Ostrovsky points out, is not
to report fighting but to ignite it.
By KAREN DAWISHA
Ms. Dawisha, the director of the Havighurst Center at Miami University in Ohio, is the
author of "Putin's Kleptocracy: Who Owns Russia?"
THE INVENTION OF RUSSIA
By Arkady Ostrovsky
Viking, 374 pages, $30
Russia today is ruled by the worst and least talented group of villains Russia has seen
since before World War IL How did these men come to power? And how did the
phenomenon of Putinisma come to pervade the psyche of the nation? In his bold new
book, ''The Invention of Russia," Arkady Ostrovsky blames not just systemic pressures
from above, but also the cumulative effects of generations of genetic depletion-the survival
of the least fit
Homo soveticus, Mr. Ostrovsky observes, was "a negative selection process that first
nhv<;:ir ::~lht
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isolationism, and dependence and discouraged independence of thought and action."
These days anyone who indulges in independent thinking leaves the country (like
economist Sergei Guriev and hundreds of thousands of other professionals), ends up in
prison {like Mikha~ Khodorkovsky and countless other business owners whose firms are
raided) or winds up dead (like opposition leader Boris Nemtsov or journafist Anna
Politkovskaya). Those who remain in Russia are increasingly obliged to support the regime
publicly, particularly in the film and TV industries where they now shoot (footage) to order.
The perspective of Mr. Ostrovsky is unique. A former Moscow correspondent for the
Financial Times and currently of the Economist, he is no foreign correspondent but
Russian by birth, the son of Soviet intelligentsia. His sparkling prose and deep analysis
provide not only a sweeping tour d'horizon of Russia's malaise, but also a description of
the process by which anti-modern ideas combine with postmodern actions to buttress the
country's authoritarian and kleptocratic system.
Mr. Ostrovsky's main culprit in ''The Invention of Russia" is the country's obedient media.
Greatness, which the average Russian yearns for and is wiiJing to sacrifice for, is
fashioned out of whole cloth by television executives. The Sochi Opening Ceremony, for
example, was not about the Olympics, but an opportunity for creator Konstantin Ernst to
construct fairy-tale appeals to tradition, orthodoxy and strength
Perhaps the most egregious example of TV's hallucinogenic effect on the Russian
population was the entirely fabricated 2014 story of a 3-year old boy being crucified by
Ukrainian forces in Slavyansk-an event Mr. Ostrovsky likens to ''the same time-tested
mechanism of arousing hatred .. . used in Jewish pogroms in prerevolutionary Russia."
The point of Russian TV coverage of the Ukraine war, Mr. Ostrovsky rightly points out, is
not to report fighting but to ignite it
For Kremlin PR managers who control the media 1 writes Mr. Ostrovsky, ''words and
images no longer signaled reality; rather, reality was constructed to validate what had been
seen" on television. In the process, in order to create the trope of the mighty Russian
fortress, Russia's enemies needed to be endowed with unimaginable capability and
perfidy. So after the Russian annexation of Crimea in 2014, Ukraine ceased being the
broken country it was and became a nee-fascist bastion of NATO aspirations. The
Euromaidan toppling of the Yanukovych regime could not be portrayed as actions by the
Ukrainian population itself, but had to be constructed as an evil plot conducted by that
angel of darkness, State Department Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland. Above
all, it was necessary to deny that the Ukrainian uprising had arisen organically, given that
the same process was being so rigorously suppressed in Russia.
The smallest missteps reveal the fragility of the house of cards the Putin machine has
constructed_In late May of this year, Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev apologized on Hve TV
to a pensioner badgering him about reduced pensions, explaining that "the government has
no money." This created a media sensation, not least because this pathetic display took
place at the same time that the Panama Papers revealed that a Vladimir Putin crony,
cellist Sergei Roldugin, had set up offshore accounts that received $.2 billion in unsecured
loans from a state bank. When the financial newspaper RBC devoted coverage to these
revelations, the editors were forced to resign, even as Mr_ Putin covered for Roldugin by
claiming his friend was ·~nte rested only in musical instruments." No one beneved it, but
everyone united in their cynicism to await, in a derivation of the Soviet practice, what the
official li(n)e would be.
It is clear that Mr. Ostrovsky's bfistering indictment of this phony reality can have several
outcomes. Putinisma can morph into one long parody, in which jokes about Kremlin
bureaucrats and corrupt boyars ultimately affect Mr. Putin's standing. In early June, Twitter
shamefully took down all the Kremlin parody accounts, some say after pressure from
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Kremlin trolls, including one directed at Mr. Putin himself· @DarthPutinKGB. Social media
exploded, protesting Twitter censorship. By the time the accounts were reinstated,
thousands more had started following them, showing that on the battlefield of falsehood,
the Kremlin might lose against the mighty foe of memes.
But the simulacrum that Mr. Ostrovsky so brilliantly punctures can also morph into its own
hyperreality. The more the West treats Russia as threatening, the more the Kremlin can
use the West's own actions to bolster its fraudulent version of reality. When TV show host
Dmitry Kisilev devotes week after week to programs full of bluster about how many hours
and days it would take for Russian forces to reach the Baltic states, Kiev, Warsaw and
Berlin, his rants would be regarded as ridiculous, were it not for the smaH problems of
nuclear weapons and Russian actions in Georgia, Ukraine and Syria.
Had Russia not launched a war in Ukraine, all this might be dismissed as mere magical
realism. But Mr. Ostrovsky was in Crimea when Russia took over the peninsula and
recounts how many locals attested that they had seen the Ukrainian nee-fascists on TV
and so they must exist The West would do well to remember Churchill's warning that
tomorrow's empires are today's ideas-or at l.east their TV programs.

[retum to Contents]
#6
Moscow Times
July 5, 2016
Russia's Slow and Hesitant 'Purges' Mask Policy Void
By Mark Galeotti
Mark Galeotti is professor of global affairs at New York University and expert in Russian
security services.
There have been arrests and releases, petty prosecutions and sensible legal revisions.
The overall trend in Russia may be toward a tougher line on potential dissent, but the path
is a faltering, unclear one. Rather than Machiaveman subtlety this reflects the very absence
of specific policy, generating a competition to fill the gap and opportunities for personal and
institutional gain.
On the debit side of the balance sheet, Kirov region governor Nikita Belykh and Sergei
Fedotov of the music industry's collecting agency RAO have been arrested on corruption
charges. The 'Yarovaya Laws,' named after hardline lawmaker Irina Yarovaya, proposing
new powers of surveillance and repression, is currently passing through the legislature.
Meanwhile,rn the latest skirmish in Moscow's war against disrespectful social medta, one
Vladimir Luzgin from Perm has been fined 200,000 rubles ($3, 100) for reposting an article
on Vkontakte questioning the official line on the Nazi-Soviet partition of Poland in 1939. And,
in what is either a piece of Orwellian over-suNeillance or a willful bid to kill off the country's
tourism industry, the Culture Ministry is proposing that hotels should search their guests'
luggage and fit cameras into every hallway.
No wonder people are raising the specter of Soviet leader Josef Stalin,but if this is the start
of a new round of purges, tt is a strangely incoherent and even hesitant one.
Dmitry Kamenshchik, embattled owner of Domodedovo Airport, has been released from
what looked like a political-piratical house arrest. Yarovaya's laws, far from being rubberstamped - as tends to happen with those considered "Kremlin bills" - has instead been
diluted and still faces resistance from usually-compliant telecommunications
companies.Meanwhile, there is still no clear sense of the red lines people need to avoid
crossing.
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This is no way to run a proper purge_
There has been no new directive from the Kremlin_Instead, there are ambiguous signals of
a concern about the risks of mass protest and elite disloyalty, to which individuals and
agencies have scrambled to respond as they think- hope- President Vladimir Putin would
want
To an extent, this is an end in itself, the latest mise-en-scene in the Kremlin's theater of
terror, a drama intended to cow those Russians thinkrng of making trouble, without all the
blood and hassle of actual terror_
However,in the usual way, this has also encouraged a mottey and often unpl.easant array
of individuals, institutions and factions to leap forward in a flurry of activity.
For some, it is an opportunity to put forward policies in the hope the Kremlin will adopt
them_ This is how much of Russian policy-making works these days: not produced by a
secretive cabal so much as shopped around in a marketplace of ideas- in the media, in
the Duma, in action - in the hope to find a buyer in the Kremlin_
For others, and sometimes at the same time, it is an opportunity for more direct
advancement, institutional or purely personaL
Irina Yarovaya, proponent of the current piece of repressive legislation,is a long-term ally of
the Federal Security Service (FSB), for example_Her laws not only serve to expand its
powers, they also consolidate its role as Russia's foremost eavesdroppers_
This comes, after all, at a time when the FSB's political security role ls being encroached
on by the National Guard (how long before it starts lobbying for its own intelligence arm?)
and the FSO, the Federal Guard Service (which also has a communications intercept
capabfllty)_Meanwhile, its infamous Economic Security Service has just suffered a
bloodletting that has opened up lucrative new opportunities for some of its rivals _
Alexander Bastrykin of the Investigative Committee has issued a manifesto for the creation
of an "ideological policy of the state," looking to make himself the high priest of Putinism_
The FSO is quietly colonizing more and more senior positions with its veterans_Everyone
is using the Kremlin's new alarmism for their own advantage.
This is not confined to Moscow or the big players_Many of the more petty actions - such as
Luzgin's prosecution for a report only seen by 20 people across the country, or the spate
of visa-related harassments of foreigners in Nizhny Novgorod - smack of local initiative, not
central decree.
On the surface, this mood of competitive coercion serves Putin every bit as well as a more
coordinated campaign _It keeps spooks and prosecutors busy, and potential targets fearful
and divided.Meanwhile, any individual case can be closed or reversed as and when the
government wants_
However,there are deeper risks for the Kremlin _It is a good way to instill fear, a poor one to
win loyalty_The structures of the state become covertly privatized. As "raiding" returns to
the fore, no one wants to set up businesses or leave money in the country.
More to the point, it suggests a moral cowardice and a paucity of ideas at the heart of
government With the Kremlin as unwilling wholeheartedly to repress as to reform, the
slow, debilitating slide into irrelevance continues_
[return to Contents]
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#7
German Marshall Fund of the United States
www.qmfus.org
June 30, 2016
Russian Elites are Worried: The Unpredictability of Putinism
By Marie Mendras
Marie Mendras is a senior fellow at the Transatlantic Academy and professor at the Paris
School of International Affairs,
Sciences Po, in Paris. She ls also a researcher with the Centre NationaJ de Ia Recherche
Scientifique (CNRS} and an associate
fellow of the Russia and Eurasia Programme at Chatham House in London.
[Full text here http://www. gmfus. org/publi cations/russi an ~el ites-are-worried -unpredic tability
putinism]
Russian elites are worried. The economic recession. Western sanctions, and semiisolation are endangering the personal and professional interests of most of the upper
middle classes, scientific and cultural elites, top-ranking administrators, and small and
medium entrepreneurs. The new confrontational course in relations with Western
countries undermines the Putin leadership's "contract" with elites and the middle class:
enrich yourselves and leave the rest to us. The good years are over. Even a rise in oil
prices will not ensure return to steady growth and higher salaries anytime soon.
Do new uncertainties have an impact on elites' submission to the regime? Most of them
remain loyal so far, but nonetheless do not trust Putin's confrontational strategy. They have
much to lose from more domestic agitation and estrangement from Western economies.
Temporary exile is another response; the number of the eiTtes settled in Western countries
and in Ukraine should preoccupy the regime. Political protest and economic resistance
may gain momentum inside Russia.
The hyper-nationalist propaganda creates fear, xenophobia, and populist retrenchment in a
large section of the public, but this hysteria may be short-lived. People's emotions are
volatile and Russia is a diverse and uneven country, struggling with social inequalities
nationwide and insecurity in the North Caucasus. High ratings for Putin in opinion polls are
abundantly publicized to veil rising anxiety in upper echelons of society.
Elites beyond Putin's inner circle are excluded from the decision-making. They cannot
express their opinions publicly about armed engagement in Ukraine and Syria, nor are they
consulted about political legislation or economic choices. Power rests in the inner circle
and the silovikL

In struggling against the new odds, the Russian leadership is using three major
instruments: foreign policy adventurism and nationalist propaganda; economic emergency
plans that prioritize of investment and spending in the immediately lucrative sectors of
hydrocarbons, the arms industry, and agro-business; and semi-autarchy, served by
repression, corruption, and intense media and Internet control.
Foreign policy as a distraction from domestic stagnation is a dangerous tactic; so is
domestic retrenchment that alienates the most dynamic, innovative, and productive
elements of elites and society. Western governments wifl continue to negotiate with the
current leadership, but should also engage with alternative elites.
[return to Contents]
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Still mournina their own emoire. Russians deliaht at Brexit
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UK's vote seen as a rejection of Europe's political establishment that vindicates Moscow
Kathrin Hille in Moscow
When Sergei Lavrov attended a lunch with EU ambassadors last week, the Russian
foreign min~ster could not resist making a joke at his hosts' expense. Once Brexit was
completed, Mr Lavrov quipped, "the EU will have only one vote left in the UN Security
Council".
His lunch mates might have struggled to appreciate his humour,but Mr Lavrov's remark
hinted at the giddy mood among Moscow's political elite following Britain's shock vote and
the hard times befalling the EU, a geopolitical rival whose growth, many Russians believe,
has long come at their expense.
"Of course, there are more than a few people here that feel schadenfreude right now,"
says Fyodor Lukyanov, chairman of the Council on Foreign and Defense Policy in Moscow_
Above all, many Russians view the British vote as a popular rejection of Europe's political
establishment that vindicates Moscow.
For most of President Vladimir Putfn's 16 years in power, European politicfans have
criticised his crackdown on civil liberties and accused him of undermining democracy.
Their disagreements spiralled into an open stand-off when European governments threw
their support behind Ukraine's Maidan revolution, an uprising Mr Putin denounced as a
western-backed coup. For more than two years, the west has punished Russia with
economic sanctions.
"It is important for the leadership ln Russia to see their view of the world, therr view of
Europe- European values, an ideal Europe - vindicated," says Andrei Kortunov, directorgeneral of the Russian International Affairs CounciL
Citing German chancellor Angela Merkel's famous remark at the height of the Ukraine
crisis that Mr Putin was "living in another world", Mr Kortunov says: "Merkel could still say
that about him, but he could reply: 'Yes, I do live in a different world, but my world is more
real than yours.' His view of the world can't be simply dismissed any more."
Even before Ukraine, Mr Putin and many others in Russia recoiled from modern Europe in
puzzlement - even disgust. In their view, the continent had abandoned such traditional
values as national pride, respect for law and order, Christianity and the fam~y for the sake
of excessive tolerance and diversity.
Some in Moscow now hope the Brexit vote is a harbinger of political shifts in Europe that
will empower populist forces more sympathetic to Mr Putin's world view. One example is
Marine Le Pen, the leader of France's far-right National Front and a Putin admirer.
"It's obvious that all changes now, be it in France or Germany or elsewhere, will be much
more in favour of Russia," Mr Lukyanov says.
Beyond the strategic benefits, there may also be an emotional dimension to Brexit For
those Russians who lived through the collapse of the Soviet Union - an event that Mr Putin
has called the greatest catastrophe of the 20th century - the first sign of the EU's
fragmentation resonates deeply.
''That's the real context in which Putinists see Brexit the break-up of the Soviet Union
robbed them of their empire and exposed them [to] a constant loss of global power, and
now they think the same might happen to Britain or even the entire EU," said a European
diplomat in Moscow.
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Perhaps with that in mind, Mr Lukyanov and other foreign policy experts worry about the
consequences for Russia of an EU in turmoil.
"Decision mechanisms could become so dysfunctional that they can't even get their act
together to lift sanctions against Russia," he warns.
For now, Moscow is trying to exploit Europe's sense of crisis, ff ever so subtly. While EU
governments scramble to deal with the Brexit aftermath, Mr Putin has started a push for
rapprochement between Russia and Europe. On Friday, Vladimir Yakunin, one of his
longest-running associates, launched a think-tank in Berlin that he says will focus on
fostering a dialogue of civitisations. Mr Yakunin suggests that the Soviet experience of
running a multi-ethnic country is one topic that could provide valuable lessons for an EU
struggling with m igration.
"Right here in central Europe we see the appearance of phenomena that create colossal
tension all over the world: terrorism, xenophobia, extremism," Mr Yakunin says. "From that
perspective, the experience of Russia might be in demand."
Moscow also dreams of one day linking the EU to Mr Putin's own customs union pet
project, the Eurasian Economic Union. Last month at the St Petersburg International
Economic Forum, European Commission president Jean-Claude Juncker found himself
sharing a panel with Tigran Sargsyan, chairman of the board of the Eurasian Economic
Commission, for the first time.
Diplomats said ff Mr Sargsyan's presence had been announced beforehand, Mr Juncker
might have been forced to pull out because the EU does not want to enter into talks with
the EEU until the Minsk agreement on the regulation of the Ukraine crisis is fully
implemented. ''It was a victory for Putin, although a typical Russian victory in that it leads
nowhere," said an EU diplomat
But in the short term, Moscow's most palpable hope is that Britain's waning influence will
strengthen those in the EU who want to gradually lfft sanctions. With staunch UK support,
Angela Merkel, the German chancel[or, rallied support last month to extend the blockade
for another six months.
''The coalition of concerned nations, which always pushed hard for sanctions, is now
decapitated," says Alexander Rahr, a prominent Russia expert at the German-Russian
Forum, a Russia-friendly dialogue platform in Berlin. "Maybe after Brexit, Merkel might feel
more at ease to pursue a softer line."
[return to Contents)

#9
Russia Without BS
https://nobsrussia.com
July 5, 2016
How Kremlin propaganda (doesn't) work
By Jim Kovpak
[Video here https://nobsrussia.com/2016/07/05/how-kremlin- propaganda-doesnt-work/]
Many readers no doubt remember the massive volcano of buttrage that erupted in Russia
after Turkish F-16s shot down a Russian Su24 that had allegedly violated Turkey's
airspace (this turned out to be highly specious). Almost immediately thereafter, Russia's
consumer watchdogs suddenly "discovered" contamination in Turkish chicken imports.
Russia's media made even more shocking "discoveries." For example, they suddenly
found out that the Turkish government had been collaborating with ISIS, something that
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Putin visited Turkey and announced the construction of a new gas pipeline (which promptly
fell flat). Barely a month after the shoot..<Jown Sputnik News "discovered" that there were at
least 100 Turkish mercenaries fighting on the Ukrainian side in the Donbas. Their source?
The ever trustworthy "Donetsk People's Republic" press secretary Basurin, whose word is
apparently good enough for Sputnik.
Among the many passive-aggressive means used to get revenge on Turkey was a ban on
package tours to the country. For those who don't know, along with Egypt's Sinai
peninsula, Turkey has long been one of the most popular tourist destinations for Russians,
so much so that one resort in Antalya actually as a mock-up of St Basil's Cathedral next to
its swimming pooL In better times, such package tours were widely accessibfe. After a
recent reconciliation of sorts between Russian fun-size dictator Putin and Turkish litigious
dictator Recep Tayyip Erdogan, the ban on package tours to Turkey was lifted.
Of course the Russian public wasn't going to buy into this. They would not soon forget
Turkey's "stab in the back," the latest in a series of slights and crimes dating back
centuries. No, Russia's public doesn't trade national pride and patriotism for a cheap
package tour. That's why the bulk of Russfa's tourists chose to visit the Crimea instead ...
Just kidding! Three days after the ban on Turkish package tours was been lifted, Russians
made Turkey the number one Russian tourist destination. Sales are reported to have
started immediately after Putin approved the lifting of the ban. I'm sure the Turkish tourism
industry is happy to take Russian money, but on the flip side it means they'll once again
have to deal with more of this·
tf you don't speak Russian, well, let's just say the general tone of the conversation was not
good.

Back to the topic at hand, I noticed some fellow writers on Twitter seemed a btl: perplexed
by the 180 on Turkey. One of them considered it a tribute to the Russian state media that it
can apparently make people who previously loved Turkey hate it, then forgive it and fork
over their money to the Turks by the wheelbarrow. While acknowledging that there is
indeed a lesson about Russian media efficacy here, I must respectfully disagree. It's not
that the media manipulated Russians into thinking one way and then another, but rather
Russians never fully bought into the anti-Turkish hate to begin with, or at feast not enough
to actually modify their behavior accordingly. That is to say that had there been no ban on
Turkish package tours this whole time, Russian tourists would probably have continued to
visit the country without any noticeable changes. This, in spite of what many of them might
say about Turkey when asked about politics.
Supposedly a holdover from the Soviet era, many Russians have mastered the art of
saying one thing and doing another. For example, you say you are a patriot and then use
your state position to skim off wealth for yourself which you then tum around and hand
over to Western corporations or real estate agents. Or if you're an ordinary person, it might
mean cursing Turkey in public wh~e taking your entire famlly there on a package tour.
Personally I don't buy into this being an exclusively Russian trait, but it's just that some
folks here seem to have refined it into an art form .
Another thing to consider is that when you see public outpourings of rage against a certain
country or group, the participants are often paid and the event is organized by someone
with ties to the state. If you're reading Russian-language commentary on social media,
there's a chance you could be reading the words of a trofl farm worker. You can certainly
hear many of the media's talking points regurgitated by people on the street, but it's
typically not as widespread as you might think it is if you were looking at the internet The
fact is that most Russians actually don't care about politics at aiL I doubt any were totally
unfazed by the destruction of a Russian jet and the killing of one of its pilots, but few get
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upset enough to deny themselves one of the few pleasures left to many Russians today_
So when considering the role of the media in Russian society, while it certainly is true that
propaganda shapes politics and public opinion, if the regime wants action from anybody it
needs to pay_More importantly, one shouldn't assume that Russians actually believe the
kind of nonsense their TV puts out If anything it's the opposite- they don't belreve any
media at aiL Sometimes you'll hear Russian media figures tacitly admit to making
propaganda, but then they'll say the 'Western media" does it too_Only those Russians
who can access that foreign media are able to dispute that Overall, "you can't really know
what's true" isn't a great slogan to mobillze people to action, but it certainly works when
you want to keep people confused, cynical, and generally non-trusting towards each other_
[return to Contents]
#10
Atlantic Council
July 5, 2016
NATO Should Stand Up Black Sea Command Before It's Too Late
BY ARIEL COHEN
Ariel Cohen is a nonresident senior fellow at the Dinu Patriciu Eurasia Center and the
Global Energy Genter at the Atlantic CounciL
At its summit in Warsaw on July 8 and 9, NATO should take urgent steps to protect its
allies and partners on its southeastern flank_Bulgaria, Romania, and Turkey, as well as
Ukraine and Georgia, are all under severe pressure from Russia and require NATO
assistance_
Stephen Blank has urged NATO to pay more attention to the Black Sea at the Warsaw
Summit, and he is correct But, he doesn't go far enough_The Alliance must focus on a
range of actions to address Russia's rapidly escalating offensive posture in the Black Sea
and protect its allies-including reinforcing air, naval, and ground assets; improving space
capabilities; cyber security; reconnaissance; intelligence; and creating credible deterrence
strategies_
Russian forces first destroyed naval units of a Black Sea neighbor-Georgia-during the war
in August of 2008_However, Russia's annexation of the Crimean Peninsula and capture of
a majority of the Ukrainian navy in the spring of 2014 altered the balance of power in the
region_Moscow then embarked on its traditional policy in the Black Sea~ build up milftary
power to intimidate neighbors, threaten NATO's southeastern flank, and project power into
the Mediterranean_
In 2015, Russia's formerly decrepit Black Sea Fleet was reinforced by thirty ships,
including three Varshavianka-class diesel electric submarines, and vessels capable of
launching Kaliber-class long-range cruise missiles-the same missiles fired into Syria from
the Caspian and the Mediterranean seas_
Today, Russia's Bastion and Kaliber missile deployments, thirty multipurpose naval
aviation jets, and long-range bombers capable of carrying nuclear-armed cruise missiles,
represent a clear and present danger to NATO members_That arsenal is complemented
by naval infantry, air assault, and Special Operations umts_
Russia's missile attacks and air deployment and operations in Syria have demonstrated
how exposed Turkey-the principal NATO any in the Black Sea region-has become_After
the recent Istanbul airport attack, Turkey appears even more exposed. Bulgaria and
Romania, as well as NATO aspirants Georgia and Ukraine, have called for boosting the
Alljance's presence and posture there for a long time_Turkey has reached out to Ukraine
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Time to act
NATO possesses economic and technological superiority over Russia_ That does not
translate into a regional military superiority that is sufficient to deter Russia_NATO lacks an
adequate policy, force structure, coordination, and command and control system in the
Black Sea region.
The Montreux Convention, signed in 1936, outnnes the tonnage of non-Black Sea warships
allowed in the sea, limiting their presence in the area to twenty-one days_To date, only
small contingents of US and allied NATO ships have visited the Black Sea for even limited
exercises and deployments, such as those that occurred in April th[s year_Russian aircraft
buzzed these ships.
While the obsolete navies of Bulgaria and Romania have undertaken some modernization
efforts, their naval, missile, and air force systems ultimately remain unprepared. A
coherent NATO policy is needed to stand up a joint deterrent force to prevent future
Russian aggression. Turkey has to play a pivotal role in this defensive realignment, which
aims to protect NATO members and partners from Moscow's adventurism_
The NATO Black Sea command
To achieve the goal of securing the Black Sea arena, NATO needs to accomplish a
number of tasks. These include:
Establish a regional command capable of coordinating all defensive activities in the
theater. This joint command should include the three NATO members in the area-Bulgaria,
Romania, and Turkey-and eventually NATO aspirants Georgia and Ukraine. This command
should be reinforced by principal NATO powers, including France, Germany, Italy, the
United States, and the United Kingdom·
Protect and defend the proposed command to ensure survivability in wartime, and develop
adequate electronic means of reconnaissance and communication, including access to
space assets;
Deploy missile defense capabilities to protect alfied military bases and high-value assets;
Provide surface-to-surface, surface-to-ship, ship-to-ship, and air defense missile
deployments that are able to neutraflze the recent Russian buildup; also, boost antisubmarine capabilities and tracking;
Encourage Turkey's redeployment of its naval assets from the Mediterranean to the Black
Sea, while increasing NATO allied deployment to the Eastern Mediterranean;
Provide Turkey with Patriot or other anti-air missile deployments to protect it from Russian
air incursions;
Reflag some NATO naval assets under the three Black Sea members' flags to boost
permanent naval capabilities in the theater;
Speed up training of NATO allies and partners to increase their capacity and
interoperabillty;
Increase intelligence collection in the region, targeting Russian military deployments,
intentions, and capabilities;
Increase cyber defense and intelligence deployments_
Action at the Warsaw NATO Summit
In Warsaw, NATO needs to reestablish the Alliance's credibility, capabilities, coordination,
and deterrence efforts in the Black Sea_This should all occur prior to the security dialogue
that, one hopes, will eventually take place with Moscow-after it comes down from the tree
of truculence it climbed in 2014.
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The Black Sea is a sensitive, vital, and somewhat neglected region that Russia has
attempted to dominate since the last quarter of the eighteenth century, when Catherine the
Great and Grigory Potemkln controlled its northern shores and occupied Crimea.
Today, NATO can prevent Russia from dominating the Black Sea, but it must take the
necessary steps of building a joint command structure and deploying critical deterrence
assets and capabilities. It also has to develop a clear strategy to contain and deter Russia
Only then can NATO protect its allies and keep the Black Sea a sea of tranquility.
[return to Contents]
#11
The American Interest
www.the-american-interest.com
July 5, 2016
Old Guard Billionaire to leave Sinking Russian Ship
By KARiNA ORLOVA
Mikhail Prokhorov, 51 , one of Russia's wealthiest tycoons (number 14 on Forbes' list of the
richest Russians), is selling his business assets in Russia. Prokhorov's Oneksim Group is
looking for buyers directly and is not using middlemen, Vedomosti reports, citing several
sources inside the group.
Onesksim owns a 17.2 percent stake of the aluminum giant UC Rusal, 27 percent of the
Russian fertilizer producer Uralkali, 83.3 percent of the OPIN real estate development
company, 75 percent of the Quadra joint-stock company focusing on power generation, 50
percent of Optogan, an LED manufacturer, and 100 percent of Renaissance Capital Bank,
Renaissance Credit Bank, Soglasie insurance company, and the Snob and RBC media
holding companies. In addition, Oneksim has a 19.7 percent stake in the International
Financial Club joint-stock bank (MFK), in which Prokhorov also personally has a 27.7
percent stake.
Prokhorov has been trying to sell parts of his holdings for a while now. Oneksim was going
to sell Uralkali a year ago, and Quadra, Soglasie and Renaissance Credit have being
looking for buyers for a couple of years. This is different.
On April 14th, while Vladimir Putin was hosting his annual nationwide call-in show, the FSB
searched Onesksim's headquarters in Moscow, as well as the offices of all three of the
banks the group owns. 200 officers of the FSB and the Federal Tax Service were deployed
in the raid. Russian media linked the raids to Putin's displeasure with the reporting that
Prokhorov's independent RBC was doing on Putin's daughter's vast wealth and
stratospheric rise in academia, as well as to the company's ongoing investigations into the
Panama Papers.
The FSB, however, explained that the searches were due to criminal investigations into the
troubled T avrichesky Bank, which had had its operating license revoked by the Russian
Central Bank due to capitalization problems. Prokhorov's MFK was chosen as the chief
investor in Tavrichesky's resolution proceedings in March of last year. A few months later,
in September, two former executives of Tavrichesky were detained under suspicion of
illegalfy withdrawing $6 million abroad.
It's true that RBC's editorial board was purged less than a month after the searches, and
Prokhorov is in fact said to be looking for a buyer for his medla companies. But as it turns
out, all that was due to a parallel line of pressure coming from the Kremlin. In the case of
the raids against Oneksim, the FSB was telling the truth. those raids really had nothing to
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do with RBC.
The Tavrichesky criminal investigation was not the only attack on Prokhorov's business
interests. In April of this year, MFK's depositors suddenly withdrew 10 billion rubles ($151
million) from the bank. As Vedomosu reported, both corporate and private clients emptied
their accounts according to the bank's records. Renaissance Credit Bank also lost
deposits totaling 3 billion rubles ($46 million) in ApriL MFK declined to officially comment,
and Russian media proceeded to connect the mass deposit outflow from Prokhorov's
bank with Apri['s FSB searches. This, however, could not be the real reason for the capital
flight, because in April, Renaissance Credit was positioned much higher than MFK in
Russia's official bank rankings (Renaissance Credit was ranked 60, compared to MFK's
71 , meaning it is significantly larger measured by net assets). Yet it suffered much smaller
losses. This suggests MFK's losses were in fact not due to a public panic triggered by the
news of the raids (which would have affected both banks proportionately), but rather by
something else.
This is not the first time that a large Russian bank has suffered a sudden mass outflow of
deposits in recent history In October of 2015, depositors withdrew 15.6 billion rubles
(around 3 percent of all deposits) from Alfa Bank, the 7th largest bank in Russia. The
capital flight occurred right after the bank had been compromised by mysterious hackers,
who proceeded to send the following text message to its clients: "From pretty reliable
sources: Alta Bank shareholders have withdrawn their assets from the bank-and out of the
country." The aftermath of the attack was also odd· The bank's representatives denied that
there was any connection between the capital outflows and the hacks, and instead tried to
explain away the deposit outflow as being due to currency fluctuations. Reports were filed
with law enforcement agencies, but no further action was taken. Alfa Bank's founder and
part-owner, Mikha~ Fridman, is known to be a ruthless businessman. Had it been a
competitor, Fridman would not have hesitated to retaliate.
To understand what is going on, it's important to remember that the FSB's Directorate Kofficially known as the "Counterintelligence Department for Securing the Financial-Credit
Sector of the Economic Security Service of the FSB"-is responsible for overseeing
Russia's financial sector. As such, it has been able to shake down that part of the
economy for hundreds of millions of dollars each year. The FSB frequently arrests bankers
and businessmen on trumped-up charges and demands its unfair share of their
businesses. But it does not necessarily need to go that far tt's quite possible that
unanticipated, mysterious bank runs are being used to send a signal to owners: "Come
and make a deal with us, and everything will be fine."
Apparently, Fridman managed to come to some sort of working arrangement Prokhorov,
who has always had a reputation as someone with clear exit strategies. appears to have
realized that it is time to go.
As we noted last week, there is a huge ongoing fight inside the FSB, between the
organization's Directorate K and its 6th Service. The former has made substantial inroads
into the latter's bank "regulation" racket, and as Novaya Gazeta describes it, is now
signaling that all previous arrangements will need to be renegotiated. The faiJout in the
business community is already substantial, and will probably get worse. In a kleptocratic,
militarized state such as modern Russia, running a business is increasingly becoming
impossible. Money doesn't give one power in today's Russia. Rather, as Bill Browder, the
vigilante investor behind the Magnitsky Act, explajned to us a few weeks ago, "Power goes
to the people who have the power to arrest other people."
Putin's regime has started to eat even those who have always been its loyal courtesans.
Prokhorov, who came up in Yettsin's time, dutifully headed the spoiler Just Cause party in
the 2011 Duma elections, and even played the role of the officially sanctioned "opposition"
h v n tnninn <>nooinct Dottin in the ?n1? nrc.,.irlcntiool cl.._.tinnc 1\lnnc nf thic- h"'c- rn"'tiJO him
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untouchable. Prokhorov is now abandoning his Russian businesses, and probably Russia
too.
Outside the country Prokhorov owns 1 00% of the Brooklyn Nets, which he acquired in
2010.
[return to Contents]
# 12
Subject: Re: 2016-#123-Johnson's Russia List (re Breedlove)
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 201615:00: 17 -0400
From: (b) ( 6)
Re: 2016-#123-Johnson's Russia List, 4. The Intercept: Hacked Emails Reveal NATO
General Plotting Against Obama on Russia Policy. (Breedlove) 5. \11/WW.rtcom:
Br-eedlove's war: Emails show ex-NATO general plotting US conflict with Russia.
Here we go again, into the fantasyland of anti-Russian conspiracies. No "plotting" against
Russia is shown in these articles, nothing to justify therr breathless headlines and tone.
Just a perfectly normal practice of General Breedlove asking people - the people he could
be expected to ask in DC - how in the world he could get his relatively hardline view on
Ukraine through to the Obama Administration.
Breedlove's sincere despair about the Adm inistration's views and attitudes shines through
plainly, even in these conspiracy-style accounts. The people he is shown consulting with,
w ritten up in a manner that is supposed to strike fear in us r-eaders, are mainstream, and,
last I knew of most of them, rather moderate.
There's Harlan Ullman, who is with the old antiwar and pro-disarmament business group
BENS as well as being with the Atlantic Council and an adviser to the SACEUR Are we
supposed to believe there is something wrong about the SACEUR consulting one of his
advisers on how better to get his views through the White House's viewpoint barriers? (and
he didn't get much help or encouragement, from what the article says).
Then there's the Potomac Foundation, which will come as a mystery to most people. I
knew it in the 1990-93 period as a small non-profit drawing on defense and defense
industry people. Back then, its most active person on Russian affairs seemed to be Phil
Petersen. Phil was in DOD for some time and took a warmfy welcoming line to Gorbachev,
and subsequently Yeltsin_ He had been critical of his superiors at the Pentagon, and more
broadly of the Bush Administration and of figures in it such as Gates, for thinking solely
about playing out the cold war endgame against the Soviet Union and not thinking enough
about building a new security order that would include Russia. When he and a colleague
went public with their views about how the Pentagon ought to be planning and preparing for
budget cuts, he lost his job, was understandably considered a loose cannon. He joined
Potomac and went to the Soviet area to conduct fantastic interviews among a wide range
of officials and public figures about evoJving Russian security perceptions at the end of
Gorbachev's time and the beginning of Yeltsin's time. His highly informative write-ups of his
interviews showed just how fundamentally Russian security anxieties had shifted from the
Western threat to new threats, particularly threats from the Islamic south, in the period of
the collapse of the Soviet system and the rise of new actors fn the former Soviet space.
And how surprisingly much other ex-Soviet Republics shared this concern, rather than
overwhelmingly focusing on a threat from Russia as we might expect them quite
reasonably to do today.
This reinforced Phil's view that a more active approach should have been pursued to
inteorate Russia in a new securitv order. His superior at Potomac was also reasonably pro-
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Russia though not as much as Phil; and in turn viewed the Atlantic Council at the time as
even more pro-Russia
That was the reality of these people and institutions that are named in with that kind of tone
that suggests we should all become suspicious about eternal hardline plotters against
Russia Nothing of the kind in reality. Normal good people doing their best to respond well
to very real changing conditions in the world.
Looking back at that period, a period when so much was possible and so much historic
opportunity was lost, it seems to me that it was in no small part thanks to Phil's
encouragement (and separately, that of an official in the Russian Embassy) that I and a
few colleagues in the Atl.anticist NGO sphere felt ourselves justified in setting up a
committee to promote planning and discussion for getting Russia into NATO alongside its
neighbors.
Today, a quarter century later, that seems like another world. The West did not make
anywhere near sufficient effort to think through how Russia could be included in NATO or
foster such an integration. Russia on its side made plenty of mistakes and left plenty of
gaps in its radical but spasmodic reforms, something for which the West was
unreasonably blamed as the supposed cause of it (the honest criticism of the West in the
Bush years was that it did far too little and didn't put nearly enough skin in the game; skin
meaning obvious money but also, maybe more importantly, initiative and change from the
international structures it controlled, first NATO, then EU and OECD; then G7, which did go
halfway but used itself mainly for status for Russia, not as a venue for serious diplomatic
engagement with Russia). Divisions between Russia and the West reemerged on foreign
policy; given the vast legacy of opposing positions and military structures from the Cold
War era, and the new opportunities for competing for influence in the "near abroad", this
was all too natural, probably inevitable- inevitable in the absence, that is, of a much more
serious effort at working out joint policies and integrating the security and foreign policy
efforts of the two sides. That absence was inevitably the fault of both sides, but in that
period the Western side seemed especially inadequate in vision and effort. A decisive
historical conjuncture was lost
The consequence was a re-alienation between Russia and the West. Which in turn sent
the Western proponents of Russian integration with the West- including the cautious
ones at the Atlantic CounciJ as well as the more enthusiastic ones in the Committee on
Eastern Europe and Russia in NATO- in all directions as to the question of how hard or
soft a policy to apply to the evolving Russia, in the course of this detour from the hoped-for
integration goaL As the prospect of returning from the detour became more distant, views
diverged further. However, few gave up the goal altogether, and here I think I should specify
the Atlantic Council as an important institution that has tried hard to keep the goal and
vision alive even while dealing with current situations.
There is no conspiracy of eternal hardliners in the circles Breedlove consulted with. Only
people of various views, people whom it made sense for him to consult, and many of
whom had been viewed as softliners for being Russia-integrators in the early '90s, when it
was urgently right to be Russia-integrators. And who now are trying in their various ways to
figure out how best to cope with a situation that has flowed in no small part out of the
failure to pursue that approach very far.
But, sigh_ I get an impression that this utterly insignificant "revelation'' from hackers will get
churned into another of those widely believed conspiracy theories that we have become
accustomed to.
Readers may recall the leaked Paet and Nuland phone calls, and the conspiracy theories
spun around them by the means of simple miscategorization of what was said and what
•
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was gOLng on. Nu1ana mscusses wno snoUia oe me new t-'M unaer ranuKov1cn, unaer me
agreement with him; it gets turned by miscategorization into an American plot to throw out
the agreement and carry out a coup against Yanukovich. By dint of angry repetition, this
obvious falsehood becomes an important part of the fixed structure of reality in the minds
of large numbers of people, not just in Russia. Similarly with the Paet call, although not
worth reviewing here; it would take too long, the conspiracy theory is more of a play on
multiple ambiguities in the taped conversation, playing to the many circles that like to
believe in anti-Russian majfeasanc-e, and the will to believe that a conspiratorial
interpretation of the meaning of what Paet and Ashton were saying, no matter how
implausible as an interpretation of the tape, is the real meaning.
These myths can all count on being propagated massively by RT on its side- run partly by
Westerners resentful of the West, who love to feel like they are courageous dissidents
from the Western power structure and media structure -and picked up on uncritically by
many Western journalists who carry the same basket of sentiments in their heads.
There is a paradox in the criticisms from these circles of the Western media for not paying
even more attention to their views and conspiracy theories. A more accurate criticism
would be of the number of Western journalists who give an uncritical pass to these
conspiracy theories.
There is sume overlap here with the mentality shown in today's more frequent brand
of "media criticism"; the one in which the Western media are constantly accused - and
accusing themselves - of propagating a narrative that demonizes Islam and blames Islam
for terrorism. Meanwhile the ordinary Western public sees its main JOUrnalists and public
figures in fact doing the opposite: denying that there is any connection between Islam and
terrorism, denouncing the society at large as lslamophobic and as declaring war on all
Muslims - and falsely accusing themselves too of propounding an lslamophobic narrative,
even when it's plainly the opposite of what they are in fact doing. It seems they have to
make this false accusation against themselves, and so does the government, in order to
make their accusation against society seem plausible: How could American society be
lslamophobic and unfairly hard on Muslims, when the most powerful structures in it, the
government and media, are almost nonstop arguing against any criticisms of Islam and
any normally discriminatory and profiling policing practices, reasonable or unreasonable,
and branding them lslamophobic, hate, etc_? The only way out is by the paradox of falsely
accusing themselves of the same.
I say the overlap is only partial, however, because there is a very big difference: an overall
anti- anti-Russia line is very much in a minority in the Western media, while an anti-antilsfam line is overwhelmingly predominant there. This creates another paradox: in the case
of Islam, the routinization of the "lslamophobia" accusation has become a matter of plain
denial and obfuscation of facts and logic on urgent security matters; in the case of Russia
there would be betterreasons for differences in view_How to explain this paradox? Maybe
it's that the focus of feeling dissident and antiwar has shifted, from running interference for
(Soviet} Russia to running interference for Islam_O r maybe not
What is widespread in both cases, irrespective of whether dealing with Russia or with
Islam is the attitude of seeking blame to put on Western society and governments, and to
attribute extreme hard line attitudes and conspiracy-type behaviors to the security sectors
of Western governments. When it comes to discussing poHcy on Russia, this attitude is
usually outweighed by other concerns; when it comes to uncritical propagation of antiWestern conspiracy theories, it often prevails_
Will the Breedlove hackings be another case in point? It seems obvious that RT and
related outlets do their best to make it one_ less obvious is how many others in the West
wlll follow, out of the qufte separate motivations of liking to feel dissident and present a
balance between two sides.
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One of the foundations of international diplomatic society is the basing of conversations on
fact and honesty, within bounds of not spiiJing state secrets; coupled with recognizing
legitimate dffferences of interest and of consequent power perspectives that have to be
negotiated between. This recognition of legitimacy of different interests is fundamentaJiy
dffferent from the relativism .and nihilism that were spread by the Nazis and Communists,
destroying many people's capacity for perceiving fact and truth, and that have been
revived, sadly, by Russia in recent years, most famously by RT but also throughout a
much wider space than RT Since 1991 . both sides of the equation for international
diplomatic society has been violated: the West, by too frequently failing to recognizing the
legitimacy of divergent interests and bargain with them fairly, as one of very foundations for
hopefulty reconciling interests a commonality of interest down the road; Russia, by
reverting to nihilistic falsification of fact and undermining of all common foundations in truth.
The seeing of two legitimate sides in most matters of interest and perspective is often
confused with a legitimacy of unreasonable contestation of every fact, or a readiness to
attribute two equally valid sides to every matter of fact They are in fact opposites, not the
same thing. Successful diplomacy depends- as the great theorist of international society,
Hedley Bull, explained -on both sides accepting this distinction and basing mutual
dialogue on a fundament of truthfulness. Otherwise there is no real dialogue, just a jousting
dance with words.

It is something that it seems to me Gorbachev understood; he retired most of the old
jousting dance and the old demand that peace be made on Its basis, which apparently
would have meant by everyone agreeing to split the difference between truth and falsehood
and tell half-truths in unison; he opted to address real problems and have real dialogues,
and he achieved a real end to the Cold War. It is a norm that I have long wished the peace
movement would understand, since without it, it cannot in reality work for peace.
Ira Straus
U.S. Coordinator
Committee on Eastern Europe and Russia in NATO
[return to Contents]
#13
Kennan Institute
June 29, 2016
We Are Right, You Are Wrong: Russia's Response to Brexit
By Maxim Trudolyubov
Maxim Trudolyubov is a Senior Fellow at the Kennan Institute and the Editor-at-Large of
Vedomosti, an independent Russian daily. Mr_ Trudolyubov was the editorial page editor of
Vedomosti between 2003 and 2015. He has been a contributing opinion writer for The
International New York Times since the fall of 2013.
Brexit will have some good consequences and some bad consequences, Russian
president Vladimir Putin said in the immediate aftermath of the British vote The president
sounded restrained and impartial, leaving to lesser players the chance to cheer in public.
''The European Union was like a beacon of light if you were not in the EU it meant
something was wrong with you," Konstantin Kosachev, head ofthe International Relations
Commlttee of the Federation Council said during a Channel One talk-show on
Tuesday. ''But what can possibly be wrong with Great Britain?" Kosachev posed the
rhetorical question to imply that the U.K., integrated in every institution of the West, was an
unlikely candidate to undermine the European Union.
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"Nothing is wrong with us, something is wrong with you rn the West" -this has been the
main tune sung by Russia in reaction to Brexit The single most important consequence of
the vote, from Russia's perspective, is the effective ban on any future expansion of the
European Union. It would be politically impossible for the EU to expand further East when it
is crumbfing in the West
Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdogan's decision to apologize to Russia for the downing
of a Russian fighter-bomber is seen as the first fruit of a larger harvest to come_The
British decision to leave the EU is seen as a major blow to the West as a cohesive political
player; the beginning of the end of a unified Europe. Many have said that the EU, the
West's largest trade bloc and a political entity in itself, has been. fatally wounded and U.S.
influence in Europe will now diminish_All of these developments would be highly welcome
from Moscow's vantage point
The single most important consequence of the vote, from Russia's perspective, is the
effective ban on any future expansion of the European Union. It would be politically
impossible for the EU to expand further East when it is crumbling in the West
While the official Russian reaction to the British decision to leave the European Union was
subdued, anchors and guests of state-run media let loose a barrage of gleeful comments.
Many joked that Britain was leaving the European Union to join the Eurasian Union, a loose
economic bloc lead by Russia. Some said it with complete sincerity: "The most important
long-term consequence of Brexit is that it will take Europe away from the anglo-saxons,
mainly from the U.S., and as soon as that happens a united Eurasia will appear on the
horizon, in about 10 years," Boris Titov, Russia's business ombudsman, wrote on
Facebook soon after the news of the British popular decision.
Dmitry Kiselyov, arguably the most venomous pro-Kremlin journalist. led his weekly
program on the Russia One channel with the Brexit theme and a sign reading, 'The
Breakup of the European Union" alight behind him. 'This time the Britons voted for a
divorce with the EU but we clearly see their desire to be generally independent," said
Kiselyov, who also serves as director of the state-Owned international news agency
Rossiya Segodnya. Transatlantic forces have lost the fight The British people "resisted a
direct order from Barack Obama to stay in the EU," Kiselyov said. "It is a major failure of
governability."
Almost every analyst in Russia, regardless of political conviction, noted that with Britain out
of the decision makfng process, European politicians would have harder time keeping the
sanctions regime in place. "I would expect some gains for Russia from the sanctions war
standpoint, but these won't materialize until next year," said Alexei Gromyko, director of
the Institute of Europe of the Russian Academy of Sciences and head of European
programs of the Russian World foundation.
Brexit's immediate economic effect on Russia is unclear. It may affect the exchange rate
because of increased volatility in commodities markets but only to a limited extent. "Russia
has suffered a chain of economic shocks in 2014 to 2016 that gave our a country an
immunity shot of sorts." the Russian Rnance Minister Anton Siluanov said in an interview,
referring to the combined shock of the oil plunge and the post-Crimea Western sanctions.
The crisis caused by the British vote may be analyzed as a case of national politics
interfering with supranational designs_tt was not an "order" from Obama that the British
resisted. They seemed to resist their own and other European politicians' habit of
emphasizing European structures and European values over national ones_Brexit also
seems to have sent European elites a message about depressed small towns and the
troubles of national healthcare systems on the one hand, and multi-million dollar City
bonuses and endless Davos-style chatter on the other. That said, it is hard to believe that
l=lrit-::ain r-nttiA cnlu.c itc nrnhJcno1c h\1 lo<>uinro tho t=l I
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Brexit, being a welcome surprise for Russia's political leadership, also reminds the
Kremlin of a hidden challenge. If national politics trump supranational agendas everywhere,
Russia is in trouble.
During the first two decades after the end of the Cold War, everyone was happy to
embrace the newly acquired openness and mobility. Those who won because of the
intensified exchange of capital, resources and ideas attracted everyone's attention. Highly
mobile, cosmopolitan eHtes and foreign-language speaking professionals were the heroes
of the time. But the general populations of each individual country are neither particularly
mobile, nor particularly multi-lingual, and are preoccupied by local rather than global
agendas. The disconnect between the globalized elites and the local, regular folk exists
everywhere. It is only now attracting significant notice due to the massive amount of
attention the British referendum generated.
Brexit, being a welcome surprise for Russia's political leadership, also reminds the
Kremlin of a hidden challenge. If national politics trump supranational agendas everywhere,
Russia is in trouble. For the past decade, the Kremlin has been making sure the Russian
population subsists on news about Russia's engagement with its international enemies,
the likes of Britain and the U.S. Just like Britain, Russia has a national healthcare system
and numerous depressed small towns. In fact, there are more of them in Russia than in
Great Britain. If the Russian public wakes up and decides to prioritize the national agenda
over the international one, the consequences for the Kremlin would be much tougher than
the consequences of Brexit are for Whitehall. But as of today, this prospect looks as
distant as the prospect of Britain joining the Eurasian union. Most Russians identify with
the Kremlin and are convinced that they are right and the West is wrong.
[return to Contents]
#14
The Washington Post
June 30, 2016
Russia's readers are happy about Brexit, but it won't help the regime much at home
By J. Paul Goode
J. Paul Goode is senior lecturer in Russian politics at the University of Bath, U.K.
Before last week's "Brexit" vote, British Prime Minister David Cameron claimed that
Vladimir Putin (and the Islamic State) "might be happy" if the United Kingdom left the
European Union. Putin responded that Russia had no interest in the U.K.'s internal affairs.
But he added that Brrtons clearly were dissatisfied with the government's military policy,
which was encouraging migration -apparently referring to the U.K.'s airstrikes and other
efforts in Syria.
Nevertheless, Russia's political establishment clearly relished the Brexit victory. Among
them, Russia's small business ombudsman Boris Tltov exclaimed on Facebook, "rt seems
it has happened: UK out!!!" He continued that the vote meant "the independence of Europe
from the USA."
But was it really a triumph for the Kremlin? Does it help Putin's regime?
Russia sees the E.U. as a political threat
The E.U. has been a thom in Russia's side- particularly since by reaching out to former
Soviet nations, it appeared to challenge Russia's role as the leading regional power. In
2013, Ukraine's Euromaidan protests were perceived by the Kremlin as the direct result of
U.S. meddlino. After Russia annexed Crimea in March 2014. it perceived the resultino U.S.
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and European sanctions as logical extensions of the West's anti-Russian policies.
And so, over the past couple of years, the Kremlin has been making the case
diplomatically and in the media that Europe is broken without Russia, and that the EU.
works against its members' interests. Russian politicians and news outlets seized upon
the Brexrt vote as proof of that narrative that EU_policies are wrong- headed, punitive and
ultimately driven by U.S interests. Immediately after the Brexit referendum results were
released, former U.S. ambassador to Russia Michael McFaul tweeted: "losers: EU, UK,
US, those that befieve in a strong, united, democratic Europe. Winners: Putin."
Afeksei Pushkov, chairman of the Duma's Committee for International Affairs, retorted that
the West should think about why British voters chose to leave the EU. after President
Obama urged them to remain.
Russia has spent the past few years cultivating support among populist parties in Europe.

As those parties try to capitalize on the Brex:it vote, Russia can now claim to have its finger
on Europe's pulse.
And yet Russia relies on the E.U. as a trading partner
Russia really isn't interested in breaking up the European economic bloc_The EU. is
Russia's single largest trading partner and market for its energy Russia's embargo on
European agricultural imports 0mposed in response to Western sanctions} wasn't
intended to boost domestic industry; rather, it was trying to remind the E.U. that it needs
the Russian market
Undoubtedly Russia's short-term hope is that Brexit will undermine the already shaky
European unity on sanctions against Russia, which the E.U. only recently extended for
another six months. The U.K. has backed those sanctions strongly, but Brexit opens a
significant wedge for Russian diplomacy. As Moscow's Mayor Sergei Sobyanin
tweeted, 'Without the U.K., there will be nobody in the EU. to defend sanctions against
Russia so zealously."
Ordinary Russians are less interested
ln contrast to "official" Russia, the average Russian is largely ambivalent about or
uninterested in Brexit Foreign policy is a distant priority, far behind the economy,
standards of living, unemployment, health care, inflation, social policy, education and
pensions. For most Russians, life under sanctions has become the new normal. Many
Russians assume that restrictions on European imports are part of the West's sanctions
and don't realize that, say, cheese is less available because of the Kremlin's countersanctions. Others talk about economic crisis as a global concern rather than as a political
consequence of the state's foreign policies.
ln interviews and focus groups conducted in two Russian provinces over the past three
years, I found Russrans have a clear tendency to compare themselves to the West to
stress how normal and unexceptional Russian history and politics are. They may interpret
Brexit as confirmation that Russia's foreign policy is headed in the right direction1 since the
U.K is now -like the Kremlin - also rejecting the European project They might conclude
similarly that E.U. sanctions do not represent its members' interests.
According to AJeksei Gitev, director of the Center for Comparative Historical and Political
Studies, Russia's media presents Europe as chaotic, falling apart and rife with problems.
For ordinary Russians, a general social approval for "showing up" or disrupting someone's
plans dovetails with media narratives about Europe.
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t-ew t<uss1ans pay mucn anenuon to rore1gn poucy
As crisis conditions become normal, diplomatic victories do not automatically translate into
domestic support for Putin's government In fact, different groups in Russian society
respond in different ways.
State employees (or biudzhetniki) tend to believe in foreign policy directions based on
personalities like Putin, Foreign Minister Sergei lavrov or Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu and not by how well those policies succeed.
Pensioners tend to blame the West for interfering with Russia's foreign polky, but that's
separate from how they blame Russia's government for failing to deliver benefits.
Students evaluate foreign policy according to constitutional and internationaJ law and by
idealistic standards, but they hold the government to similar standards in domestic politics.
Entrepreneurs and small- to medium-business owners do believe that foreign policy
affects domestic policy - after all, it influences thetr markets, competition, and suppliesbut they pay little attention to politics.
In other words, Russia's politicians and media may welcome Brexit- most significantly, the
expectation that Western sanctions wiiJ be relaxed or eliminated. Indirectly, it may facilitate
the Kremlin's networking with populist parties in Europe.
But in domestic politics, it is unlikely to pay political dividends in advance of upcoming
parliamentary elections. Russians have become accustomed to life under sanctions. The
Kremlin has successfully gotten its citizens to ignore how Russia's foreign policy affects
economics at home. But as a result, it won't be able to capitalize on an actual crisis in
Europe.
[return to Contents]
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Foreign Policy
www.foreignpolicy.com
June 30, 2016
Brexit Is a Russian Victory
BY MARK R. KENNEDY
Mark R. Kennedy, a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, leads George
Washington University's Graduate School of Political Management and is Chairman of the
Economic Club of Minnesota. He previously served three terms in the U.S. House of
Representatives and was Senior Vice President and Treasurer of Federated Department
Stores (now Macy's).
Russia is playing chess with the United States. The United States is playing checkers
back. Many in America see Britain's recent vote to leave the European Union as a rightful
release from the yoke of the Brussels regulatory machine. This single-country, onedimensional view is the equivalent of checkers. Brexit advances Russia's aim of a divided
Europe and is the most recent Russian success in a line that started with its chess moves
in Syria. Unless America starts playing chess soon, we may find ourselves in check.
Putin's goals on the European chess board are to retain popular support at home and to
avoid outside interference, so that he and his cronies can line their pockets with Russia's
wealth. His strategies to that end include convincing his own people that the West is out to
get them, fragmenting and distracting Europe, dividing the United States and Europe, and
causing enough Middle East turmoil to keep the price of oil high~
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Bashar ai-Assad's Syria has been a useful pawn, with which Russia has skillfully
maneuvered its engagement to achieve aiJ ofTts aims It acts knowing that a war-weary
America is highly reluctant to aggressively engage in the region again.
At home, Putin sells his support for Assad as an effort to defend against Western
domination.. Bv oreservina A.ssad without lessenina the tbreat that the Islamic State ooses
Europe, heightening the perceived cost of European integration. Russia's support for antiimmigrant parties may have contributed to the Brexit passing by a narrow margin. While
independence may benefit Britain, the EU without an anglophone voice is less likely to be
aligned with America, reducing the likeiThood that a unified West would enforce sanctions
against Russia. The EU will be preoccupied with negotiating Britain's departure and
addressing other separatist demands within both Britain and the EU, as the continent's
economic future darkens and the migration crisis festers. The resulting turmo~ has helped
bring the price of oil higher.
Russia also benefrts from Turkey's drift away from the United States under President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan. During a 2004 congressional visit to Syria, Assad asked about our
vision for U.S.-Syrian relations. I told Assad, "Syria is a country surrounded by countries
America considers friends. Someday I hope Syria is a friend." America's failure to
assemble a robust enough coalition to address the Syrian challenge has reversed my
logic, giving America's friends that surround Syria less reason to remain friends. The
migration crisis has also reduced the EU's leverage to challenge Turkey's tilt towards
authoritarianism, as Europe has become dependent on Turkey as a shield to keep back
refugees.
The surge of Syrian refugees, on top of ongoing concerns about immigration, has cleaved
populist bases away from the more pro-market elements of both the Tory and Labor
parties, reducing their effectiveness. German Chancellor Angela Merkel, one of the few
leaders strong enough to stand up to Putin, faces reduced support because of her
acceptance of refugees.
Three moves are required to reverse Russian gains: the use of the Brexit vote to prod EU
reform, the recruitment of ground troop commitments from Surmi-majority nations willing to
fight the Islamic State, and a commitment to rid Syria of both Assad and the Islamic State.
Ideally, Brexit could facilitate closer fiscal alignment between those nations sharing the
Euro (to avoid future crises like Greece), and another membership tier for countries
allowing open trade with lessened regulatory burdens. That approach could solve both the
EU's British and Turkish membership dilemmas. Not seeking to duplicate NATO within the
EU would also be beneficial. Negotiating trade deals between the United States and both
Britain and the EU could aid all parties.
Using Kurdish troops to secure Sunni populations is unrealistic. The existence of friendly
Sunni rebels is illusory. Sunni-majority countries like Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and the
United Arab Emirates must be convinced to commit troops. It is vital for success to avoid
alienating these allies.
President Barack Obama has framed U.S. engagement in Syria as a fight against the
Islamic State, but as 51 diplomats recently wrote in a letter intended for an internal dissent
channel, Assad is the "root cause of the instability." Assad's brutalities created the Islamic
State. Russia and Iran are keen to keep their puppet from the small Shia slice of Syria as
dictator of its largefy Sunni population. The U.S., NATO, and Sunni coalition must be strong
enough to overcome this determined resistance. All coalition partners must agree to a
sustafnable govemance framework for a unified Syria before stepping up mnitary action.
The true consequences of Brexit wfll remain unknown for some time, but it is clear that the
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failed U.S. Syria strategy has left us with weaker allies, caused bitter divides both between
and within countries, emboldened rivals, created a new terrorist threat in the Islamic State,
and dug us into a much deeper hole out of which to climb. The shock to the status quo that
voters in Brttain delivered last week should be an opportunity for the United States and the
rest of rts European allies to embrace a more robust strategic approach - to play chess,
not checkers.
[return to Contents]
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CNN.com
July4, 2016
Putin's Piclc Clinton or Trump?
By Nina Khrushcheva
Nina Khrushcheva is professor of international affairs at The New School and the greatgranddaughter of the Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev. Her latest book is The Lost
Khrushchev: A Journey into the Gulag of the Russian Mind. The opinions expressed in this
commentary are hers.
(CNN)Russia's Vladimir Putin has been enjoying power for several decades now. From Bill
Clinton in t999 through to Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump in 2016, the Russian president
has seen the relationship between two former superpowers transform from post Cold War
jamboree to new Cold War acrimony.
In light of recent terror attacks, it is crucial to examine the political alliance the next
American president will have to manage with Russfa. Notably, one of the Istanbul attackers
came from Russia and two others from former Soviet Union satelfites, Uzbekistan and
Kyrgyzstan. Since Putin plans to stay in power until 2024, the future White House leader
will have to engage with him - particularty now in the global war on terrorism. Though Putin
has repeatedly promised to "Work with any U.S. president," he insists that Russia should
be treated like an equal partner, and that the United States shou1d not act from a position of
strength and exclusivity - a message the next American president should take to heart
Clinton vs. Trump
Of the two candidates, Hillary Clinton is most likely to heed this message. Though Trump
and Putin share an exhibitionist personality and brash leadership style, neither is one to
take orders from anyone but themselves. In stark contrast, Hillary Clinton is measured,
pragmatic and much more accustomed to Russian-style diplomacy.
This style of diplomacy was deployed at a mid-June economic summit in St. Petersburg.
After a two-year hiatus following Russia's Crimea annexation from Ukraine, the summit
regained importance with Putin hosting, among others, Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi
and European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker. They both advocated better
relations with Russia in fighting extremism and improving economic ties. In turn, Putfn
warned that as long as the United States "teach all how to live,1' there would be no
progress in the relationship despite some cooperation on "issues of non-proliferation
weapons of mass destruction, the fight against terrorism, [and] solutions for Iran's nuclear
problem of chemical weapons in Syria."
The Trump Card
Though no American politician attended the summit, it appears that Trump was listening
from afar. He already sees the Russian president as a kindred spirit. Trump announced
that he "would get along with Putin," and Putrn, in return, praised Trump as "a very ___
talented man," who wants deeper relations with Russia.
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At first glance, they share a "tough guy" persona - manipulating public opinion, violating the
laws of decency and boasting strength - akin to Putin's relationship with similar political
leaders, most famously the Italian former prime minister, Silvio BerlusconL With his big
mouth and brash deal-making_the U.S. billionaire is considered ''frank" and "pragmatic_"
Yet, others anticipate that Trump's promises to erect a wall against Mexico or to force
China to stop its financial "manipulations," and his assurance that his presidency will make
the United States both unpredictable and consistent would only turn the remaining
superpower into a global laughing stock_Either way, Trump's presidential victory ~s seen
as victory for the Russians_
But I would challenge readers to look beyond the rhetoric. Given the similarities in their
personalities, Trump will quickly show the Russian president his place_Putin's
nationalist "Russia First" message may not bother candidate Trump as he touts his
own "America First" ideology. But Putin's refusal to recognize American superiority would
quickly interfere with Trump's essential characteristic - perceiving himself the leader of the
free world. If Trump attains control of America's vast resources, both in terms of milrtary
and technology, Putin will begin to pose a challenge_And since nerther Putin nor Trump are
known to back down. a slight dispute may turn their flourishing "bromance" into a global
threat on par with the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis.
The Clinton Advantages
Even though Just 10% of Russians say they want HiiJary Clinton, the former senator and
secretary of .state may be their better bet. She proposed the pragmatic "not
confrontational" approach to Putin's bullying tactics in Ukraine, even though she viewed the
annexation of Crimea a.s deeply problematic. An architect of the 2009 Reset Policy with
Russia, Hillary Clinton understands the need to cooperate more on the Syria crisis and
other security threats, including the kind of attacks that shook Turkey last week. Even
though she would insist on Putin's honoring the Minsk peace agreement for eastern
Ukraine in exchange for lifting sanctions, she may be willing to reward Putin incrementally for observing a cease-fire, for a timely prisoner exchange or for withdrawing military
equipment.
After all, despite the absence of diplomatic relations between North Korea and the United
States, in the 1990s her husband's administration partially lifted the embargo in response
to North Korea's folding its missile program_ And the Kremlin, with its patriarchal view of
women, believes that Hillary Clinton would ultimately take cues from Bill Clinton's foreign
policy_ln fact, on a recent trip to St Petersburg, Putin almost entirely ignored questions
about Hillary Clinton, yet took time to say that he and Bill Clinton had "a very good
relationship ___ I am grateful to him for some moments during my entry into politics_A few
times he showed me signs of respect, to me personaJly, and to Russia."
Respect between men of power is of paramount importance to Putin. Much of his
displeasure wtth world affairs stems from a feeling that the United States acts a "dictat,''
directing every other country in how to make decisions. Bill Clinton, however, is an
exception. Putin addresses him with an informal "ty" (you), a familiarity enjoyed by
Berlusconi, rather than a more formal ''Vy," reserved for other world leaders. To a certain
extent, Putin aspires to be like Bill Clinton -globally successfulty and universally respected.
Even if Hillary Clinton is not amenable to immediately bring Putin back into the circle of
Western friends (although with Brexit a reality, Putin hopes that the European Union will be
less inclined to continue to punish Russia for Ukraine), Bill Clinton can provide unofficial
support. In Moscow, many talk of Bill Clinton's capacity for informal negotiations, including
his role in North Korea, where he helped to free two American journalists during the fate
Kim Jong II rule_Muscovites also remember how in 2010 Putin prophetically invited Bill
Clinton to the Arctic expedition to save the polar bears. He didn't oo. but his response was
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cordiaL
Leveraging Power over Putin
Realistically, the former president may not be able to help his wife to mend relations with
Russia. But future American leaders cannot simply wait Putin out - they need a nuanced
policy of incremental rewards that goes hand-in-hand with principled punfshment, an
approach that existed even in the Cold War chill.
Since Putin will not stand to be ignored the United States may have some leverage over
the Kremlin. Whfle the West should not be quick to lift its sanctions, harnessing Russia's
desire to be recognized as a global power is a sound strategy. If Putin can create some
goodwill by cooperating in Ukraine, the United States should consider making a few
concessioi1S. Russia's participation in the battle against the Islamic State, and its return to
the rule-abiding ranks of the international community, is certainly worth the price.
[return to Contents]
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Slate.com
July 5, 2016
Putin's Puppet
lf the Russian president could design a candidate to undermine American interests-and
advance his own-he'd look a lot like Donald Trump.
By Franklin Foer
Franklin Foer is a Slate contributing editor.
Vladimir Putin has a plan for destroying the West-and that plan looks a lot like Donald
Trump. Over the past decade, Russia has boosted right-wing populists across Europe It
loaned money to Marine Le Pen in France, well-documented transfusions of cash to keep
her presidential campaign alive. Such largesse also wended its way to the former Italian
premier Silvio Bertusconi, who profited "personally and handsomely" from Russian energy
deals, as an American ambassador to Rome once put it. (Berlusconi also shared a 240year-old bottle of Crimean wine with Putin and apparently makes ample use of a bed gifted
to him by the Russian president )
There's a clear pattern ~ Putin runs stealth efforts on behalf of politicians who rail against
the European Union and want to push away from NATO. He's been a patron of Golden
Dawn in Greece, Ataka in Bulgaria, and Jobbik in Hungary. Joe Biden warned about this
effort last year in a speech at the Brookings Institution: "President Putin sees such political
forces as useful tools to be manipulated, to create cracks in the European body politic
which he can then exploit" Ruptures that will likely multiply after Brexit-a campaign
Russia's many propaganda organs bombastically promoted.
The destruction of Europe is a grandiose objective; so fs the weakening of the United
States. Until recently, Putin has only focused glancing attention on American elections.
Then along came the presumpttve Republican nominee.
Donald Trump is lfke the Kremlin's favored candidates, only more so. He cerebrated the
United Kingdom's exit from the EU. He denounces NATO with teenng. He is also a great
admfrer of Vtadimir Putin. Trump's devotion to the Russian president has been portrayed
as buffoonish enthusiasm for a fellow macho strongman. But Trump's statements of
praise amount to something closer to slavish devotion. In 2007, he praised Putin
for "rebuilding Russia." A year later he added, "He does his work well. Much better than our
Bush." When Putin ripped American exceptionalism in a New York Times op-ed in 2013,
Trump calleo it "a masterpiece.'' Despite ample evidence, Trump denies that Putin has
.
- -·· ~
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assassinated his opponents: "In all fairness to Puun, you're saying he killed people. I
haven't seen that" In the event that such killings have transpired, they can be forgiven: "At
least he's a leader." And not just any old head of state: "I will tell you that, in terms of
leadership, he's getting an A."
That's a highly abridged sampling of T rump's odes to Putin. Why wouldn't the Russians
offer him the same furtive assistance they've lavished on le Pen, Berluscon~ and the rest?
Indeed, according to Politico's Michael Crowley, Russian propaganda has gone full throttle
for Trump, using its Russia Today apparatus to thrash Hillary Clinton and hail the courage
of Trump's foreign policy. (Sample headline: 'Trump Sparks NATO Debate: 'Obsolete'
or 'Trip wire That Could Lead to World War Ill.' ") Russian intelligence services hacked the
Democratic National Committee's servers, purloining its opposition research files on
Trump and just about everything else it could find. They also wormed their way into the
computers of the Clinton Foundation, a breach reported by Bloomberg. And though it may
be a mere coincidence, Trump's inner circle is populated with advisers and operatives w ho
have long careers advancing the interests of the Kremlin.
We shouldn't overstate Putin's efforts, which will hardly determine the outcome of the
election. Stftl, we should think of the Trump campaign as the moral ·equivalent of Henry
Wanace's communist-infiltrated campaign for president in 1948, albeit less sincere and
idealistic than that. A foreign power that wishes ill upon the United States has attached
itself to a major presidentiaf campaign.
Donald Trump's interest in Russia dates back to Soviet times. In fact, there's extraordinary
footage of him shaking hands with Mikhail Gorbachev. lt comes from 1988, the peak of
perestroika and Gorbachev's efforts to charm the American public. On his legendary trip to
Washington and New York, the Soviet in chief left the confines of his limousine and
security cordon to glad-hand with the American people. Donald Trump suggested to
reporters that the Soviet leader would be making his way to Trump Tower, a crucial station
on his journey to capitalism. This was, in fact, a self-aggrandizing fabrication that Trump
himself planted in the tabloids, but it was a convincing lie. A year earlier, Trump had
traveled to Russia at the invitation of the Soviets. They wanted Trump to develop luxury
hotels in Moscow and Leningrad to feed the regime's new appetite for Western
business. "The idea of building two monuments in the U.S.S.R. has captured hjs
imagination," Newsweek reported.
Trump likely reveled in the newspaper stories that reported Gorbachev's forthcoming visit
to his HQ as fact. But surely even he never expected his fake story to become reality. He
must have been gobsmacked when he received word that Gorbachev wanted to pay a
spontaneous visit to Trump Tower. The skyscraper's namesake rushed down from his
penthouse office to pay obeisance. From the video, we can see the blotched head of
Gorbachev emerge from his car_ Trump and his retinue pusn through the crowd. "Great,
great honor," the mogul says as he pumps the hand of the Soviet supremo.
One of Trump's vulnerabilities is that he doesn't always vet his people, whether it's
business partners, the dubious characters he retweets, or the foreign leaders who show
up at his door. As it turns out, this Gorbachev w asn't really the Soviet leader but an
impersonator called Ronald Knapp. Trump was lavishing praise on the winner of a lookalike contest.
It was merely the first instance of T rump carelessly sucking up to Russian power in the
hopes of securing business. Those Soviet hotel projects never went anywhere. But over
the years, Trump has returned to the idea of building in Russia again and again. Effective
real estate developers are genuine seers; they can conjure mental images of glorious
structures and vibrant neighborhoods where other mortals see mere blight. Trump had the
brashness to imagine developing hotels in Moscow when that was a fatal enterprise. In
19!:1R ;,. K;,.L;,.c::hnlknv c:::nr;,.vprl thP Am11rir ::m hnt.P irPr P;,.111 T ;,.f 11m whn h::ul thP fPrnPritv tn
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complain about the Chechen mafia and the less-than-scrupulous business culture he
endured_Yet it wasn't hard to see the appeal of Russia, to both the bottom line and the
ego. An article in the Moscow Times described Trump as the city's first grand builder since
Stalin_ Indeed, he fater planned a development on the site where Stalin once hoped to
construct the Palace of Soviet Congresses.
Five separate times Trump attempted Russian projects, hotels, apartments, and retail on
the grandest scale. In one iteration, he promised an ice rink, a ,'members club," and a spa,
for "the finest residences in Moscow." Another project he described as "the largest hotel in
the world." His gaudy style appealed to Russian nouveau ric he, and he knew rt. ''The
Russian market is attracted to me," he once boasted_He registered his name as a
trademark in Moscow and even licensed it to a liquor company, which sold Trump Super
Premium Vodka. Government offidaJs clalmed that they wanted to do business with Trump
because they also considered him super premium In the mid-'90s, the general-turnedpolitician Alexander Lebed told him, "If Trump goes to Moscow, I think America will follow."
Trump never could qurte simultaneously align alf the elements-investment, approval-to
actually break ground. Yet his foray into Russia should be considered a smashjng
success; Trump set himself up for triumph even as he failed_With each doomed real
estate project, he lavished praise on the key constituency that blesses deals. namely
Russian politicians. (In front of a pack of reporters he told Lebed, 'We've been reading a lot
of great things about this gentleman and his country.") The praise encouraged Russian
officials to keep inviting Trump back for big potential deals. Each time he traveled to
Moscow for a high profile visit, he attracted press attention and his stature increased. (After
one trip, he bragged about a meeting where "almost all of the oligarchs were in the room.'')
This elevated proftle ultimately attracted investors. Russians helped finance his projects in
Toronto and SoHo; they snapped up units in his buildings around the world-so much so
that he came to target them, hosting cocktail parties in Moscow to recru[t buyers_(His
tenants included a Russian mobster, who ran an iUegal poker ring in the Trump Tower and
accompanied Trump to the staging of the Miss Universe contest in Moscow.) Even when
he built a tower in Panama, he narrowcast his sales efforts to draw Russians. as the
Washington Post has reported_"Russians make up a pretty disproportionate cross-section
of a lot of our assets," Trump's son, Donald Jr., bragged. 'We see a lot of money pouring
in from Russia."
The nature of the Donald Trump campaign is its fundamental blurring of his political and
business interests-on display just recently in Scotland, when he praised the Brexit vote as
a boon for his golf courses. As one campaign finance expert told the New York
Times, "Historically, candidates would separate themselves from their business interests
when running for office. Trump has done the opposite by promoting his businesses while
running for office.'' Such mercantilist motives likely undergird Trump's ornate praise of
Putin, too. Having a friend in the Kremlin would help Trump fulfill his longtime dream of
planting his name in the Moscow skyline-a dream that he pursued even as he organized
his presidential campaign. "Russia is one of the hottest places in the world for investment,"
he once said. 'We will be in Moscow at some point."
One of the important facts about Trump is his lack of creditworthiness. After his 2004
bankruptcy and his long streak of lawsuits, the big banks decided he wasn't worth the
effort. They'd rather not touch the self-proclaimed "king of debt." This sent him chasing
less conventional sources of cash. BuzzFeed has shown, for instance, his efforts to woo
Muammar Qaddafi as an investor. Libyan money never did materialize. It was Russian
capital that fueled many of his signature projects-that helped him preserve his image as a
great builder as he recovered from bankruptcy.
The money didn't come directly. Hunting for partners with cash, he turned to a small
upstart called the Bayrock Group, which would pull together massive real estate deals
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using the Trump name. Its chairman was a former Soviet official named Tevfik Arif, who
made a small fortune running luxe hotels in Turkey. To run Bayrock's operation, Arif hired
Felix Satter, a Soviet-born, Brighton Beach-bred college dropout Satter changed his name
to Sater, likely to distance himself from the criminal activity that a name-check would easily
turn up. As a young man, Sater served time for slashing a man's face with a broken
margarita glass in a barroom brawl. The Feds also busted him for a working in a stock
brokerage tied to four different Mafia families, which made $40 million off fraudulent trades.
One lawsuit would later describe "Satter's proven history of using mob-like tactics to
achieve his goals." Another would note that he threatened a Trump investor with the
prospect of the electrocution of his testicles, the amputation of his leg, and his corpse
residing in the trunk of Sater's car.
What was Trump thinking entering into business with partners like these? It's a question he
has tried to banish by downplaying his ties to Bayrock and minimizing Sater's sins. ("He
got into trouble because he got into a barroom fight which a lot of people do," Trump once
said in a deposition.) But he didn't just partner with Bayrock; the company embedded with
him. Sater worked in Trump Tower; his business card described him as a "Senior Advisor
to Donald Trump." Bayrock put together deats for mammoth Trump-named, Trumpmanaged projects-two in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, a resort in Phoenix, the Trump SoHo in
New York. Several of those projects broke ground, but they were a mere prelude. "Mr
Trump was particularly taken with Mr. Arifs overseas connections," the Times reported
(after buyers of units in the Trump SoHo sued him for fraud). "In a deposition, Mr. Trump
said that the two had discussed 'numerous deals all over the world' and that Mr. Arif had
brought potential Russian investors to Mr. Trump's office to meet him." Trump described
the scope of their ambitions: "[T]his was going to be Trump International Hotel and Tower
Moscow, Kiev, Istanbul, etc., Poland, Warsaw."
Based on its cast of characters, Bayrock itself was an enterprise bound to end in a torrent
of litigation. The company's finance chief Jody Kriss has sued it for fraud. In the course of
the litigation, which is ongoing, Kriss alleged a primary source of funding for Trump's big
projects: "Month after month for two years, in fact whenever Bayrock ran out of cash,
Bayrock Holdings would magicaJiy show up with a wire from 'somewhere' just large
enough to keep the company going." According to Kriss, these large payments would
come from sources in Russia and Kazakhstan that hoped to hide their cash. Another
source of Bayrock funding was a now-defunct Icelandic investment fund called the FL
Group, a magnet for Russian investors "in favor with" Putin, as a lawsuit puts it. (The DaHy
Telegraph has reported that Bayrock mislabeled FL's investment as a loan , in order to
avoid at least $20 million in taxes.)
These projects are simply too ambitious, too central to his prospects, for Trump to have
ignored the underlying source of financing. And it was at justthe moment he came to
depend heavily on shadowy investment from Russia that his praise for Putin kicked into
high gear. In 2007, he told Larry King, "Look at Putin-what he's doing with Russia-! mean,
you know. what's going on over there. I mean this guy has done-whether you like him or
don't ITke him-he's doing a great job."
While Putin hasn't dirtied his hands in American elections, the Russians have cuttivated
Washington-hiring fancy firms to craft strategy, donating money to think tanks, building a
small coterie of wonks sympathetic to their leader's view of the world. The Trump
campaign is the unlikely culmination of this effort. tt has been a magnet for like-minded
fans of Putin. Fans might not be quite the right term, since so many of these advisers have
profited from proxies of the Russian state.
Let's begin at the top. Trump's campaign manager is a wizened operative named Paul
Manafort. It's true that Manafort is a mercenary by trade. His old Washington consulting
firm pioneered the practice of representing the dictators of the world, no matter their grim
rornr~
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Manafort dedicated himself to working on behalf of clients close to the Kremlin. His grand
achievement was reviving the doomed career of the anti-charismatic politician Viktor
Yanukovych. Manafort's image-crafting and shrewd strategy culminated in Yanukovych's
election to Ukraine's presidency in 201 0. Thanks to Manafort's handiwork, Ukraine pulled
into Putin's sphere of influence. Unlike other American consultants who flitted in and out of
Kiev, Manafort set up camp there. He became an essential adviser to the president-his
tennis partner even.
lf Manafort were the only Kremlin connection in the Trump campaign, his presence might
signify nothing. But he's hardly isolated. Many pundits have scoffed at the idea that Trump
has a circle of foreign policy advisers given that his inrt:iallist of gurus emerged abruptfy in
March and included names unknown to most experts. Yet the list suggests certain
tendencies. One of the supposed Trump whisperers was an investment banker named
Carter Page. During a stint in Moscow in the 2000s, he advised the state-controlled natural
gas giant, Gazprom and helped it attract Western investors. (In March, Page told
Bloomberg that he continues to own shares in the company.) Page has defended Russia
with relish. He wrote a column explicitly comparing the Obama administration's Russia
policy to chattel slavery in tile American South. His reasoning: "Numerous quotes from the
February 2015 National Security Strategy closely parallel an 1850 publication that offered
guidance to slaveholders on how to produce the 'ideal slave.'"
Also on the list of advisers is Lt Gen. Michael Flynn, the former head of the Defense
lnteiiTgence Agency. Eighteen months after he departed government, he journeyed to
Moscow and sat two chairs away from Putin at the 1Oth anniversary gala celebrating
Russia Today. In Politico, an anonymous Obama official harshly criticized Flynn: "It's not
usually to America's benefrt: when our intelligence officers-current or former-seek refuge in
Moscow."
More recently, Richard Burt, a Reagan administration official, has begun advising Trump
on foreign policy. His criticisms of NATO and pleas for greater cooperation with Putin grow
from a deeply felt realism. Yet his ideological positions jibe with his financial interests. Burt
is on the boards of Alfa-Bank, the largest commercial bank in Russia, and an investment
fund with a large position in Gazprom.
Trump's advisers have stakes in businesses where the health of the Russian state is the
health of the firm-where, in fact, the state and the firm are deepty entangled. The campaign
isn't just one man with an aesthetic affinity for Putin and commercial interests in Russia;
his sentiments are reinforced and amplified by an organization rife with financial ties to the
Kremlin.
Is Putin already meddling in this campaign? In his chilly way, he has signaled his rooting
interest He praised Trump as "very talented." His mouthpieces are more effusive. Vladimir
Yakunin, the former chairman of Russian Railways, has said of Trump, "He is addressing
some internal failings of the American people" The Kremlin doesn't seem much bothered
to disguise its help. Soon after the discovery of Russian intelligence hacking into Clinton
servers, documents suddenly materialized on the web: a PDF of the DNC's opposition
research file and a trove of spreadsheets, including a list of donors to the Clinton
Foundation.
Foreign intelligence agencies often go fishing for information on American political
campaigns. Chinese hackers tapped Mrt:t Romney's servers in search of useful nuggets.
But the Russians have made an art of publicizing the material they have filched to injure
their adversaries. The locus classicus of this method was a recording of a blunt call
between State Department official Toria Nuland and the American ambassador to Kiev,
Geoffrey Pyatt The Russians allegedly planted the recording on You Tube and then
tweeted a link to it-and from there it became international news. Though they never
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claimed credit for the leak, few doubted the White House's contention that Russia was the
source.
We can only speculate about the documents the Russians have in their possession and
how they might use them. The material they have released thus far is relatively innocuous,
but it may just be a hint of leaks to come-as they experiment with unfurling their material
and gauging the reactions to leaks. The Clinton Foundation is, after all, a pretty juicy target
to have hit-a place with an ethically borderline approach to fundraising and already a
primary object of Trump campaign fusillades. One of the sites that has posted purloined
material is called Guccifer 2.0, which strenuously protests that it is the work of a lone
hacker. The site features a warning that it has released only a small smattering of
documents from the "many thousands I extracted." He is not the only one sitting on a pile
of damaging material. Julian Assange, who hosted a show on Russia Today, warned, 'We
have ema~s relating to Hillary Clinton which are pending publication."
Donald Trump's ego compounds his naivete. He's vulnerable to flattery; his confidence in
himself exceeds his intellectual capacities. All of this makes him particularly susceptible to
exploitation, an easy mark. For this reason, dubious figures have always gravitated to him.
(Please read David Cay Johnston's persuasive account of Trump's long ties to organized
crime.) It seems the Russian president has noticed this, too. T o quote T rump on Putin, "A
guy calls me a genius and they want me to renounce him? I'm not going to renounce him."

In the end, we only have circumstantial ev idence about the Russian efforts to
shape this election-a series of disparate data points and a history of past
interference in similar contests. But the pattern is troubling, and so is the premise.
If Putin wanted to concoct the ideal candidate to serve his purposes, his laboratory
creation would look like Donald Trump. The Republican nominee wants to shatter
our military alliances in Europe; he cheers the destruction of the European Union;
he favors ratcheting down tensions with Russia over Ukraine and Syria, both as a
matter of foreign policy and in service of his own pecuniary interests. A Trump
presidency would weaken Putin's greatest geo-strategic competitor. By stoking
racial hatred, Trump will shred the fabric of American society. He advertises his
willingness to dismantle constitutional limits on executive power. In his desire to
renegot.iate debt payments, he would ruin the full faith and credit of the United
States. One pro-Kremlin blogger summed up his government's interest in this
election with clarifying bluntness: "Trump will smash America as we know it, we'v e
got nothing to lose."
[return to Contents]
# 18
Putin's Apparent Cancellation of Three Domestic Trips This Week Sparks Speculation
Paul Goble
Staunton, July 7 - Vladimir Putin reportedly has cancelled three domestic trips that he had
been scheduled to make this week- to the Altay, Sakha and Nizhny Novgorod - and has
not appeared in public since returning frorn Finland, a pattern that fs already leading to
speculation about his health physicaJ or political
Three sources "close to the Kremlin" told RBC that the Kremlin leader had cancelled the
three trips, but Putin's press secretary, Dmitry Peshkov, said there were no cancellations
and that these ''trips" were simply among "the dozens" people have proposed but that had
not been agreed to by the president
(rbc.rufpolitics/06/07/2016/577ced289a79472141 02dae3).
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fact had been planned and then cancelled_According to them, Putin was supposed to take
part in a session of the State Council on tourism on July 5. Then on July 6, he was to go to
Sakha to take part in a regionaJ conference of the Popular Front and the opening of a
sports competition.

And on July 7, Putin reportedly was expected in Nizhny Novgorod to open a new factory;
but according to the news agency's sources, this event was not only organized at the last
m inute but cancelled shortly thereafter. It reported that the factory owners hope to have it
rescheduled later this month or in August
RBC reports today that "the last time Putin took part in public activities to w hich the press
was invited was at the end of last week" when he flew to Finland. The presidential Internet
page lists subsequent meetings with regional heads, but at least one of them took place
earlier than the Kremlin reported.
The last time Putin was out of public view this long was in March 2015 when he did not
appear in public for eleven days. At that time, Western news agencies like Reuters
reported that the Kremlin leader was ill, something his press spokesman denied.
[return to Contents]
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Wednesday1 June 291 2016 9:56AM

To:

Ohr1 Bruce {ODAG}; Holtyn1 Usa (OCDETF}; Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana

Subject:

Spain arrests Russians with ties to United Russia and Colombian cartels

Russian report: https://slon.ru/posts/70066 summarizing
Spanish report: http://www.elmundo.es/espana/20 16/06/28/57721759e5fdeac9268b4677.html
In Tarragon
At least 6 Russians plus 1 Ukrainian and his Spanish lawyer
money laundering
Operation "Usury" (Usura)
Suspects are tied with Tambov and Taganka crime groups
They had "excellent relations with well-known Moscow politicians" including members of United Russia, who used to
visit the region.
Also had contacts with Colombian drug cartels
(My attempt at reading the Spanish: Their money laundering seems to involve creating credit accounts to launder
the money through the supposed sale of real estate. The two Russian ringleaders often visit Tarragon.)

AI menos 7 detenidos en un nuevo golpe a
Ia mafia rusa en Tarragona
Se ha ordenado el embargo de 192 inmuebles en Reus, Salou y Gambrils
Se les atribuye blanqueo para las mafias Tambovskaya y Taganskaya

• ANGELES ESCRNA
• Madrid
28/06/2016 08:46
Mafia rusa, blanqueo de dinero. excelentes relaciones con destacados politicos moscovitas y testaferros de
experiencia internacional empleados en sus menesteres por los carteles de droga colombianos.
En Ia operacion Usura desarrollada por Ia Guardia Civil en las primeras horas de este martes se mezclan todos
estos ingredientes en dosis suficientes como para que se hayan producido al menos siete detenidos y 19 registros que se estan llevando a cabo en este momenta-, y se haya ordenado el embargo de 192 inmuebles en Reus,
Salou y Cambrils.
El dispositive de Ia Guardia Civil se ha iniciado a las seis de Ia manana, dirigido por Ia Fiscalia Anticorrupci6n. y
participan en el180 agentes.
Segun las fuentes consultadas, a los detenidos -seis rusos, un ucraniano y su abogado espanol- se les atribuye un
delito de blanqueo de dinero para, entre otros beneficiaries, las mafias Tambovskaya y Taganskaya. dos de las
organizaciones criminales mas potentes del panorama delincuencial.
Se dedicaban. presuntamente, a crear empresas crediticia.s para blanquear dinero con Ia compra de inmuebles. Los
responsables de Ia red son dos ciuda.danos rusos que habian establecido Ia infraestructura para Ia comisi6n de los
delitos y que se desplazaban frecuentemente a Tarr.agona para controlar el funcionamiento de sus subordinados.
En sus estancias en Espana demostraban sus excelentes contactos con los politicos de su pais de origen. Hay
constancia de que, en varias ocasiones, importantes cargos representatives moscovitas del partido gobernante,
Rusia Unida, han sido sus huespedes durante los fines de semana. Cargos cuy os nombres se han vista
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vmcu1aoos puouca y JUOICialmeme, a uamauvos casos oe corrupc1on. LOS testarerros emp1eaaos par esta reo
tambien tenfan vocaci6n intemacional.
Los investigadores han detectado los contactos con testaferros profesionales vinculados a los carteles colombianos
de droga Cali y Medellin. La operaci6n continua abierta.
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Friday, June 03, 2016 4:38 PM

To:

(b) (6) Nelhe Email ; Holtyn, Lisa {OCD ETF); Ohr, Bruce {ODAG)

Subject:

Re: The Criminal Front In The Hybrid War

Sorry, one more thing: the main argument he gives for Russian involvement is that vory who were crowned in Russia
are increas in g!~· active in Ukraine and that ergo they must be under the influence of Russian special services. who
must be using them to "collect information and destabilize the crime situation in Ukraine."

· bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj .gov>
Sent:
un
pm
Subject: The Criminal Front In The Hy brid War

·The Criminal Front In The Hybrid War
In a piece published on zn .ua, Vadim Tro yan, the first deputy head of Ukraine's National Police, accuses Moscow
of opening " a criminal front"in Ukraine by deploying gangsters to destabilize the country. Troyan's warning came
after the Ukrainian parliament failed to pass a law making it easier to prosecute top organized-crime figures"
(http://www.interpretermag.com/the-morning-vertical-may-31-20 16/)
My notes: most of this article is about the problem of OC in general and the failure of the legislative changes . The
changes he favors would 1) restore the criminal status of the concept "thief-in-law" (which he defines- see balded
and italicized bit below), 2) introduce criminal punishment for illegally crossing the Ukrainian border, and 3) makes
penalties harsher and bail pay ments higher.
In terms of Russia encouraging criminals: he states it but does not give concrete examples or prove it. The most
concrete thing he say s is that after Ukraine deported 4 vary and 1 avtoritet in the past 2 months, they have obtained
new false passports and are trying to get back in, which he sees as evidence that "the criminal Intent of their
sponsors (those overseeing them - KYparoposJ - to give them leverage to monitor and influence the c riminal
situation in our country- is systemic and sustained."
http:J/gazeta.zn.ua/internal/ugolovnyy-front-gibridnoy-voyny-protiv-ukrainy- .html
YronoBHbt ~

cppoHT r tt6pHAHOi1 soi1Hbl nponts YKpaHHbt

Ba.AL1M TpOfiH 27 MaJ'I,
C<tltTatO Heo6 xo,D,l'Mb1M no,o,po6Ho paccKa3aTb o6 OAHOM l'3 onpe,o,enHtOutMX 3neMeHTOB nt6plt,D,Holi
BOMHbl, KOTOpbiM np~tMeHReT npontB HaC crpaHa-arpeccop - POCCltMCKaJI <l>enepaUltR. 3neMeHT 3TOT
MMeeT cyry6o yronOBHYIO OCHOBy.
Vlcnonb3Yfl aoeHHbte ,o,eikrs ~lfl Ha BocroKe Hawero rocy,o,apcrsa, am1Hfl LI13BHe ~ ~13HYTPL1 Ha 3KO H OML1 4 eCKL1~ L1
COL\11.anbH bl ~ KpL13MC a HaweM o6ll\ecrae, yc~mwaaH MHcpopMal..\WOHHYKl arpeccMKJ 4epe3 CMVI, spar. KpoMe 3Toro,
3Ha4wr enbHOycwnwaaer csoe sm1RHwe Ha yronosHbtiii Mwp, a 4epe3 Hem- .., Ha yxy,o,w eHL1e KpL1ML1HoreHHoiii
cwryal..\L1L1 Ha reppL1TOpL1L1 Haw ero rocy,o,apcrsa. Cne,o,yer orMeTit!Tb. 4TOa YKpaL1He npocne}KwaaeTCfl HaCbiUJ;eHL1e ..,
aKTHBL13al..\L1H ,o,eHrenbHOCTL1 opzaHu3amopoa u pyKoaoaumeneu npecmynHbiX apynnupoeo~<, nonywawux
apaJKcJaHcmao u cmamyc "eopa a 3aKoHe" Ha meppumopuu PoccuticKOli CDeoepal.lUU. 8 CBR3U c 3muM oHu
HaxooRmC1J nod anuRHUeM cneucnVJK(j PtP u ucnonb3YJOmCR nocneoHuMu om; o6opa uHcf>opMaquu u
aecma6unU3a4UU KpUMUHOaeHHOU o6cmaHOBKU B pe2.UOHf1X YKpaUHbl.
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H9papX1149CK09 00b9,ll,I1H9Hiit9 fllit4, KOTOpoe <:O,ll,9p>K11T nplit3H3KI1 npecrynHO~ opraHI!t3341itl1, C03,D,aHO ,ll,flil
coaepweHL1il Til:lKKI!tX lit oco6o Til:lKKI1X y ronoBHbiX npaaoHapyw9HHJ)i, a ynpaanilercR ~~ Koop,D,HHI1PY9TCil fli1,D,epaMI!t
opra H I1~oaa H Hbi X rpy nn (crpy KrypHbiX 4acre~ npecrynHoi1 opraH~~taau.~~tL1 ). PyKOBO,ll,ilT npecrynHoiil opraHinau.~>~eiil
0114a, H3,ll,9fl9HHbl9 B yronOBHOM Mlitpe C3MbiM BbiCOKHM CTaryCOM "eopoe e 3BKOHe~ KOTOpb19 ,ll,Jlil YCL1fl9H~Ul
npecrynHOH ,ll,9RT9J1bHOCTI!t CflJ1341183fOT 6aH,D,L1TCKL1H 3fl9M9HT, Henocpe,D,CTBSHHO nnaH11pyfOT, opraHL130BbiBafOT 11
pyKoBOART coa9pweHL-~eM y ronoaHbiX npaaoHapyweH11W ero y4acrH~tKaMI1 .
Bo apeMR paccne,D,oaaH L-~R Mbl apecroabtBaeM 6onbWe MSfliQIIX aopos l!tflL1 or,D,enbHble rpynnbl npecrynHL>IKOB.

HepeOKO, UMefl eew.ecmBeHHbfe OOKa3amenbcmea, auoeo, orjJuquanbHO npeoocmasneHHbfe ceuaemeJZbcmea,
rjJopMupyiOCJ.lUe ooKa3amenbHJIO 6a3y npomue .:Jmux nutt, Harq1onuqUR nuweHa eo3MO)f(Hocmu 3aKpenumb
OOKa3amenbcmea npecmynHbTX oeiicmeuri OCHOBHbiX 38K83l/UKOB mfi)IOOJX yaonOBHbiX npaeOHapyweHUU. OHI!t
BC9r,D,a HaXO,ll,fiTCil B T9HL1, a A9Hbfl1, ,D,06b1Tbl9 ~e3aKOHHbiM nyreM, nona,D,aiOT K HJ.lM B 811,!1,9 "4epHoro Hana".
ll13aeecrHo, 4TO cpe,D,cTBa f.13 o6ll\ero aopoacKoro $11HaHcoaoro u.eHTpa, T.H. "o6CJ.laKa" , "eopbT e 3aKOHe" 11cnonb3y f0r
,D,l1R coaepweHI1il npecrynneHI.-1~ , peweHI1il 6btTOBbiX "' nL14HblX aonpocoa py KoBOAHTenel1 L1 y4aCTHI1KOB npecrynHoi1
opraHL1:3a4f.1L1, noAKYna KoppyMn11poaaHHbiX npe,D,craaHTeneiil anacTI1, neranf.13a4J.1L1 Ha reppHTopL-~11 YKpaL-~Hbl ,
y4pe)K,ll,eHI1R 1>1 ae,D,eHI1R 6113Heca, a T.4. He3aKOHHoro . A ell\e - c u.enbfO no66upoeaHUFi caof.lx npe,D,craa11rene~ K

caMbiM BbiCOKI1M opraHaM anacn1 ,ll,Jlil o6ecne4eHI1il Kpblwu npecrynHO~ opra H L-~3aU.HL1, 3all\L'1Tbl ee L1HTepecoa "'
Y'/<9 coJ,D,aHHoro 6113Heca nyreM 0030aHuf1 co6cmeeHHOeo nono)I(UmenbHoeo UMudJKa 11 no,D,,D,ep>KaHI1R
KYflbTa "eopoecKori poMaHmuKU", a 4aCTHOCTI1 c Hcnonb3oaaHL-~eM 11HTepHer-pecypco8 11 cou.~>~anbHbJX cere1~ ; ,D,flil
Y4P9>K,D,9HL1R pa3Horo po,D,a nceeoonpaeo3aw.umHbiX opaaHU3aquri u 6naaomeopumenbHbiX rjJOHOOB, KOTOpble 4epe3
Me,D,f.lapecypcbl Moryr, npf.l Heo6xo,D,HMocrn, coJ,D,aaarb Herarn8Hble HacrpoeH~Ul 8 o6lJ..IecTBe, Hacrpa~~taarb ero
npor~~ta n paaooxpa~~~trenbHbiX, cy,D,e6HbiX opraHoa, a r aK>Ke opraHoa anacr w; ,D,JUl o6e-c:ne4eHI!tR a-cera
H900XO,ll,WMOrO (B T.4- npL100pereHI1R T9XHI1KW, Opy>KJ1il, ,D,pyroro 11MYll\9CTBa, C03,ll,3Hiitil cy 6b9KTOB X03RWCTBOB8HI.-I$1,
6aHKOB) 11 L n_

B cocraa npecrynHot:i opraH11aa41111 BXO,ll,RT 11 ,D,pyrne y 4a<:THI!tKI1 opraHI130B8HHbiX rpynn "' npe,D,craatnen"'
Kp~tML-~Hanl'lrera. Koropbte aKTI1BHO no,D,,D,ep>K1<1Bal0r "eopoecKoe oeu)f(el:fue" "' ycraHoaneHHble npaa~~tna noae,D,eHI1~ .
nnarilr cpe,D,craa a "eopoecxori o6U(aK", o6ecne411Baf0r no,D,,D,ep.)I(KY, LH. nodozpee, cBOL1M npl~cnewHHKaM ,
or6bt8af0ll\~1M cpoKI<l a y 4pe>K,D,eHI1RX HcnonHeHHR HaKaaaHI1iil. a raK>Ke npHHHMafOT Henocpe,D,crseHHoe y 4acme a
coaepweHI!tl1 TR>KKHX "' oco6o TR>KKI1X n pecrynne H L-~H Ha repp11rop~1H YKpal!tHbl.
Bee npecrynHble lj}opM~1pOBaHI1$1 nbiT8fOTCfl paCWI!tpi'ITb CBOI!t 3KOHOMI149CKI!t9 OCHOBbl, CTpeMRCb y aenl!t411Tb ,ll,OflfO
neranbHOH 3KOHOMI!t4ecKoi1 ,D,eRrenbHocm. 3ro MO>Ker npe,D,craanRTb oco6y 10 o6lJ..IecraeHHYfO onacHOCTb. Ha no4ae
C110>KHOL.1 C0411allbHQ-OOfllitTI149CKOM L1 3KOHOMI!t49CKOiii C11rya411t11 y Ka3aHHaR T9 H,ll,9H~1fl MO>K9T CO BpeMeHeM
330CTp11TbCR.
Bee 4alJ..Ie nocrynaer HH$opMa411R o coa,D,aHI!tlit nH,D,9paMI1 yronoaHm~ cpe,D,bl co6cTBeHHoi1 KoHmppa3aedKu, a
cocraa Koropoiil BXOAilT HacTORlJ..II!te n po¢ecc~~toHa.nbl - 6biBWHe pa6orHHKI1 npaaooxpaHHTenbHbiX opraHoB,
JaonaroapeMeHHO Hei1rpanl!t3Yf0ll\f.19 aKTI1BHOCTb cneu.t~an bH biX Cny>K6 1-1 no,D,paa,D,eneH~~tiii_ KpoMe roro, no4TI1 y
Ka)f{Aoro 6onee 111111 MeHee an~~tmenbHOro "sopa e 3aKoHe" ecrb BbiCOKonocraaneHHbiH r70J<poeumenb, a litHOr,D,a - 11
CBR311 C npe,D,CT3BI1TeilRMI!t M9,ll,Ha, KOTOpb19 no 38Ka3y opraHI1308biB3fOT p83M9lJ..I9Hiit9 HY>KHbiX ny6m1K841>1L.1, 8 TOM
411cne raKI-1X, Koropbte oucxpeoumup}'10m mo unu uHoe aon)f(HocmHoe nuqo.

nbiTaRCb 8Cfl49CK~1 lit369.)1(8Tb yronOBHOH OTB9TCT89HHOCH1, BbiWeynoM~HYfble fll148 ~ICOOflb3YfOT ycny rn
BbiCOK00011841!tBaeMblX a,D,BOKaTOB. 8 XO,ll, 11AYT 10pll,l\lit49CKI!te yxl1lJ.\p9Hiitfl, $anbCI1$L1K34L111. II1389CTHbl T8K>Ke
cny4aH aany rf.laaHHR npaaooxpaHI1Tenei/1 , np11ane4eHHe 4aCTHbJX oxpaHHrenbHbiX crpyKryp 1.-1 Marep~~tanbHbli1
11HTepec (B3RTKH) npe,D,CT3BHT9fl9H cy,D,eOHOH B9TBI1 Bfl8CTI1 .
Hepe,D,KO· cpe,D,I1 y 4aCTHI1KOB npecrynHbiX opraH113a411i1 Ha no4ae nepepacnpe,D,eneHHR cJP9p yronoaHoro anHRHI1R
B03HI1K310T KOH$fli1KTbl, KOTOpb19 np11BO,ll,ilT K COBepweHHIO 3a.Ka:lHbiX yfiL1HCTB, H3H9C9HJ.110 TR:lKKI'IX T9fl9CHbiX
noape>K,D,9HI1~. H938KOHHOMY fli1W9HJ.1f0 CBOOO,ll,bl litfll1 nOXI1ll\9HI1fO 49flOBeKa, HaMepeHHOMY noape>K,D,eHI!tfO
~1MYlJ..I9CTBa ~1 L n. 3TH KOH$fllitKTbl MOryr H OC~1Tb npO,ll,Ofl>K1<1T9flbHbiH xapaKTep, 4TO, B CBOIO 04ep9,ll,b, np1180,ll,11T K
o6ocrpeHI1fO KPIIIMHHoreHHoi1 o6craHOBKI-1.
Oco6eHHOCTbfO ,D,e~renbHOCTH y 4aCTHI1KOB npecrynHoi1 opraHH3aU.L>tf.1 8 YKpaL1He, KoropaR n pL-~o6pena Knf04e8oe
aHa4eHJ;te a r e4eHI!te no.c ne,D,Hero ro,D,a, crana ee nonumu3aquR, 11Hr erpa4HR c reppopHCTI14ecKol~ ASRrenbHOCTbfO,
op~~teHTa411fl Ha ,D,O<:TH>KeHI1e 3KOHOM1149CKI1X u.enel1 nyreM ycraHoaneH~tR repp~~tropHanbHo ro KOHTponR. YKaaaHHaR
r eH,D,9H411fl o6ycnoaneHa arpecc11ei1 P<D nporna YKpaHHbl L1 aKT.IitBHbiM ucnonb3oeaHueM PoccuucKoii ct>eoepaqueu

uMeHHOKpUMUHanumema onR oocmwKeHUR nonumuqecKux qeneii e YxpauHe.
Or,D,enbHble npecrynHble rpynnL-~poBKI1 coooaHbl dnR o6ecr7elleHUf1 :JKOHOMUl/ecKUx uHmepecoe onuzapxul.lHOMOHononucmul/ecKoeo Kanumana [which oligarchs does he have in mind? Akhmetov?) 11 rjJuHaHcup}'10mCR c
HenooKoHmponbHOii eocydapcm e.e.HHoii enacmu llacmu YKpaUHbl. npontsonpaBHaR ,D,eRrenbHOCTb y4aCTHf.1KOB
nf"'\0.-"'T'\ fMUf"'LI~ t"''oftr'OI..J IA.,~111.AIA U~I I O n O U O
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neranbHOH 3KOHOMI1KI1 11 .KOppy nLJ,I10HHbiX CXeM, T. e. 11Meer U,eflbl<l CI1CTeMHOe pa380p08 bi88HI1e H8LJ,I10HanbH OfO
6orarcraa.
0,D,I1H 113 c n eU,11Qnl4eCKI1X np113HaK08 He3aKOHHOH ,D,el'nenbHocm y 4aCTHI1KOB npecrynH oi1 opraHI1381..\1111 11COOIIb3088HL!1e Me}f(,ll,y HapO,D,HbiX Qli1H8HC08biX CI1CTeM ,ll,fll'l 8biBO,ll,8 Cpe,D,CTB, nony 4eHHbiX npOTI1BOnpaBHbiM
nyreM, a APYrl1e crpa HbL Pe411n11eHTOM 3TI1X cpe,D,CTB 4Sll.le scero RBIIRfOTCR 3 KOHOMI1KI1 crpaH

EC 111

aQ>Q>unL!1po 8 aHHbte c HI1MI1 oQ>wopHbte JOHbl .
npecrynneHHR, coaepweH Hbte Y48CTHI1KaM~1 npecrynH O~ opraHL!1381.\Li111 3KOHOMI14eCK~1 -KOppyn 4110 H HOH
H8npasn eHHOCTLi1, 1/fMel<lT 8biCOKI1i1 ypoBeHb nareHTHOCTI1 ~~ . ,ll,8)Ke KO f,D,a 06Hapy>t<11Bal<lTC.fl, KSK n pa811110, He
KBamuf>s.tl\I<IPYI<lTCR KaK CO,D,eRHHble 8 COCTa8e opr8HI130B8HHOi1 n pecrynH oi1 r pynns.tp0 8 KI1 . npe11MYLl.lecTBeHHO OHI1
Y411Tbl 8 81<lTCR B cQ>epe 06Ll.l eyron0 8H Oi1 npecrynHOCTI>I OTH OCIHeflbHO III!IU, Hl1 30 8 0 f 0 ypOBHJI.
Y KaJaHHSR c t,tryal.\11R Bbl3bt8aer Kp11TI14SCKI1e nocn e,D,CT8 HR 8 6opb6e c opraH~tao8aH H oi1 n pecrynHocr bl<l,
co,D,ei1cr a y er He,D,o 8 ep111<l Hacene H ~>~R K 8nacr111 8 u,e n oM H HeraT!<I 8H OMY HMHA>KY crpaHbl Ha Me}l(,ll,yHapo,D,Hoi1 apeHe.
T.H.

sopoecKOe oeuJKeHue

8 YKpaHHe HOCI1T rpa Hc HaU,HOHanbHbiH H Me}f(,ll,y Hapo,D,HbtCt X8paKTep. Ha cero,D,HRWHI!IH

,D,eHb ycr8Hoane Hbl CBR3~1 11 a ,D,pyr~o~x crpa Hax, a 4acrHocn1 PoccHi1cKoi1 <De,D,ep841111, crpa Hax C H r . Eapon eikKoro
Col<lJa "' 06be,D,Li1HeHHbiX Apa6cKHX 3M11p8rax.
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[highlights ties with UAE criminals]
"0 eHeceHuu UJMeHeHuu e Hexomopble

Bepxo8HYI<l Pa,D,y Y KpaH Hbl 6bJn n pe,D,craaneH JaKoHo n poeKT N~1 1 88

3aKoHoOamel1bHble aKITibl YKpaUHbl (omHocumeflbHO omeemcmeeHHocmu om1 "eopoe e JaKoHew u npecmyn11eHuu,
coeepweHHbiX npecmynHbiMU epynnupOeKaMU). npi!IHl'lT\19 3T0 f 0 JaKOHa MOffiO 11MeTb 11CTOp1114eCKOe 3H849HI1e KSK
BHyrpH Hawer o rocy,llapcr aa, raK 11 Ha Me}f(,ll,yHapo,liHOM y po8He. H o

17.052016

r . 38KOH or KnOHI4IIH . He

ron ocoa anw (8 03MOJiKHO, 1>13 fii14HbtX I!IIIM non Hm4eCKIAX y6e:>K,D,eHIAi1) ,D,enyraTbt, Koropbte He n oHRnM wn111 He xoremt
noHBTb 8 8)KHOCTIA r aKoro pe w e HI1R. 3ro "OnnoJIA4110HHbti1 6n oK", " B i,D,pO,D,}f{eHHJI" (oduH aonoc- "3a ) , " B on.fl
H8po,D,a" , ljlp8KLJ,11R Pnn .
V1MeHHO TO r,D,a 8 npare (4eXHR) npoXO,ll,l1fl8 Me:>K,D,yHapO,ll,Hal'l KO H !jlepeHL\1>1 1~

IIIHmepnona.

Oficy)l(,ll,anCl'l Ha Hei:i O,ll,I1H

113 CaM biX OCTpbiX 800pOC08 ,ll,IIJ'I Me:>K,D,y HapO,ll,HOfO C006 Ll.I 9CT8a: 6opb6 a C opraH IA:lOB8HHO~ npecrynHOCTbfO.
H81..\IAOH81lbHOM LJ,9HTpanbHOM 61<lp0 V1Hrepnona CO:l,D,aH npoeKT

fvliJ/enium,

8

onpe,D,efll'll<lll.IIAM O,ll, H O~ 111:1 C8m1X 33,ll,84

11MeHHO 6opb6y c opr8H~t3oaaHHoi:i npecrynHocrbl<l a M11pe. H al\I'IOHanbH afl noni4411R YKpa11Hbl n owner ry,D,a ,D,Byx
onbtTHbtX corpy,D, HI1KOB ,D,en8praMeHT8 y rono 8H oro p03biCKa. Haw8 4enb -

o6be,D,I1H~tTb c M11pOBbiM coo6U\e.craoM

ycHni4R 8 6-opb6e c opraHH30B8HHoi1 n pecrynHocrbl<l.
Mbt pacc41~Tbt 8 ae M , 4TO 38.KOHOfi8Tenl!l o6Jta8r en bHO CHOB8 npef1CT8BRT HOBbti1 JaKoHon poeKT 8 n apn aMeHr . Mbt He
OTCryn iAM OT CBOI1X y6 e:>K,D,eHMH, KOTOpble COCTOJ'IT 8 TOM , 4TO 38 opr aHI138LJ,IAI<l lA pyKOBO,liCT80 KpHMIAHanOM Hecyr
or 8ercr aeHHOCTb T. H.

aopbl e JaKOHe 11 yaonoeHble aemopumembl. A aHa4MT,

HaKaJaHIAe 11x ,D, Ofi}I(HO ObiTb cypo8btM

11 Hewa6e}f{HbiM. 0cHoaoi1 3TI1X ~t 3Me H eH~u1 8H08b era Her HopM8, corn8c Ho Koropo~

"eop e JaKOHe" n p11o6perer csoi1

COOT8 eTCTBYI<lll.\11H y ronOBHbiM craryc 1>1 8 npaBOBOM CMbiCne, C 4 eTKI1M l<lp11,ll,I'I49CKI1M o n pe,lleneHI'IeM: (the main
c hange is to restore the c r i minal s tatus o f the con c ept of th i ef-i n -l aw, defined a s } " a o p a 3BKOHe· - nu~o,
RanRJOU{eeCR opeaHU3amopof.f u pyKoeodumen eM npecmynHoao coo6u(ecmea, Komopoe 6.a:wpyemcR Ha
docm.am o'IHOM aGmopumeme 6 yaonoeHoti u mwpeMHoii cpede, RenRemcR aKmueHbiM cmopoHHUKOM
yeon oeHo.ao o6pa3a >KU3HU u Mopanu, ceR3aHO o6R3aHHOCmbtO npecmynHoeo KoiJeKca noeedeHUR u
mpadu~URMU yaon oeHo.ao Mupa, omHocumenbHO Komopoeo cjJopllfaRbHO e~:.monHeHa npo~edypa m.H.
KopoHoeaHUR, u KOTopoe pyxoaodum dpyeuMu pyKoBoiJRU(UMU nu~aAw npecmy nH&IX .apynnupoeoK
coanacHo y cmaHoeneHHoti a npecmyn HoM coo611{ecmee uepapxuu·.
Cpe,D,I1 "aopoe

e 3aKoHe"

11

"yeonoeHbiX aamopumemoe~ ecTb

Aaep6ai1,D,>KaH8, ApMeHIAI'I. 11 6onbw e scero aaKOHbl 8 Ha n pa8neHI!1~1

rpa>K,D,aHe He r on bKO YKpaiAHbl , HO raK}f{e rpy3111!1 ,

P occl!1i:icKoi1 <De,D,epa LJ,111A. H eo6XOAHMO coaepw eHcr ao s arb HawiA

nuweHlJR 3mux nur.: apa.xdJaHcmsa,

ecn 11 re 11Mel<lr raKs.te npecrynHbte crarycbt 11 HerarMBHO

Bfii>IRfOT Ha KpLi1MIAHOreH HYfO CI>!Ty8l.\1Af0. Cne,D,y er OTMeTIATb, 4TO (,D,8)Ke 6e3 cne LJ,L!1aflbHOf0 38KOHO,ll,8T9IlbCT88}
Ha4110HaflbHafl nomtl..\11.11 8e,D,eT coKpyw~>~ren bHYI<l 6opb 6y n por1118 npe,D,80,ll,~1renei1 opraHI1308aHHbiX npecrynHbiX
rpynnHpOBOK: 38 nocne,D,HIAe ,D,Ba M9CRU,8 COOTBeTCTBYI<lll.II1MIA 38KOHHbi MI1 peWSHIAl'lMIA rocy,D,8pcTBe HHOi1
M14rpa u,L!1oH HOI~ cn~bt Mbt y>t<e ,D,en opmposamt c repp1-nop11H Hawer o rocy,D,apcr a8 4er8epbiX "eopoe a 3aJ<OHew 11
OOH020 "yeonOBHOeO aamopumemaw, ~tMeBWLi1X IAHOCTpaHHOe rpa}f(,ll,aHCT80 Hapy wa8 WI1 X MLi1fP84110HHOe
aaKOHOfi8TeiJbCT80. Ho OHI>I, U3MeHRR nacnopmHble oai-!Hble, SHoe& nblmatomcR no11acm b Ha meppumopwo Haweeo
eocyoapcmea. 3ro ell.\e OfiHO CBIA,lleren bcTBo roro, 4TO npecrynHbt e HauepeHHJI H X «ypamopoe - dama UM
pbl'laeu OflR KOHmpollJI U 6flURHUR Ha KpUMUHOeeHHYIO cumya~UIO e Haweu cmpaHe - JIBHSIIOTC.R
CHCTe UHbtMH " noc neAOBaTenbHbt Mlt. )J.nB ,D,anbHe~we ro He,D,o ny llleHI1l'l r aK11x cny4ae 8 Mbt C4tnaeM
Heo6xo,D,IAMbtM sHecrH la.KOHO,D,arenbHbte ~t3MeHeH ~1R o e03epa~eHuu

e Yao11oBHb1U KOOeKc YxpauHbl
cmambu "He3aKOHHoe nepeoec,reHue eocyoapcmeeHHoiJ epaHUI..{J::J YKpauHbi". A ell.\e C411TaeM Heo6x o,D,I1MbiM
npo9ecr11 raKHe JaKOHO,D,arenbHble H3MeHeHI·tR: y c11m1Tb or8ercrseH H OCT~ Ja cosepw eH~te TR>KKIAX 11 oco6o Tl'l}f{K11X
nr'\o.t"--.lnnOLIUI~
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no,ll, crpa}KeM, 11m1 nonHOCTbto n11warb 1~x raKo~ B03MO}KHOCTI1. Mbl 11HI11..\1111pyeM C03,ll,aHI1e pa6o4ei1 rpynnbl 113
npe,ll,CT8811Tenei:t MBA. Hn . BPY, r n Y 11 Me}K,ll,yHapO,ll,HbiX opraHI1381..\11H ,ll,J1R ,ll,Opa60TKI1 HOBoro 3aKOHonpoeKTa
nepe,ll, pen.tcrpal..\t1ei1 ero a napnaMeHre. Y6e.>K,D,eHbl, 4TO 6onbWI1Hcreo Haw 11x rp8}1(,ll,aH xorRT JKI1Tb fie3 r oi1 3apa3b:l,
Koropyto Hecyr s ofiw,ecrso opraHI130BaHHble npecrynHble rpynnbl 11 1.1x npe,ll,BO,ll,1.1Tenl.1.
,lJ,nR MeHR BCR :na pafiora - BHyrpeHHI1H ~pO HT. M01148Tb 06 3TOM Mbl He 1.1M9eM npaea Y HaC TRJKenble BpeMeHa 8
rocy,ll,apcrse·. Mbl no6e,ll,l1111.1, Ho noKa 4TO He HaKa3anl.1 "sopa s 3aJ<OHe" BJlHyKOBM4a. Ho HaM Ha,li,O ew.e no6e,ll,I1Tb
ecex r ex, KTO TO}Ke cei:\4ac ,ll,eikreyer, KaK 6biBWaR enacrb, 1.1 nbiTaercl'l 113BHe 11 1.13Hyrp11 YHI14TO)f<I.1Tb Hawe
rocy,ll,apcrso.
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Monday, May 30, 2016 9:56 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}; Holtyn Usa (OCDETF}; (b) ( 6) - Inna Nmch - per Cnm ·; Wheatley,
Joe
Reported Trove of documents on Ukrainian Party of Regions' "Black Cashbox"
1

Subject:

http://www.odessatalk.com/2016/05/party-regions-chyornaya-kassai

The Party of Regions "Chyornaya Kassa"
May 29, 2016 by Nikolai Holmov Leave a Comment
One of the enduring intrigues for Soviet, post-Soviet and KGB/Security Services watchers with regard to Russia
remains that of the · chyomaya Kassa· (Black Cashbox) run by ex-KGB/secret service officers that has its origins in
the late Soviet period.
The purpose of this considerable fund. which has long been reported to have been in existence, is to bribe officials.
launder cash and sponsor proj ects of interest. For example, Zhirinovs kii's LDPR, like Barkashov's RNYe and
Sterligov's Russkoye Narodnoye Sobor (Russian National Assembly) were all reported to have been recipients
of funding via the so-called 'chyornaya kassa' when the KGB were creating the facade of a ·-democratic" Russia prior
to, and immediately following, the collapse of the USSR.
It should therefore come as little surprise that the Party of Regions apparently also had a "Chy ornaya Kassa" with
the same purpose of bribing officials. laundering cash and sponsoring proj ects of interest, etc.
Documentation regarding that Party of Regions •chyornaya kasse· has now seemingJy found its way to NABU, the
Ukrainian National Anti-Corruption Bureau.
https:I/L<:o/KhDHk97zmG #Uk raine - W ell this would be an interesting read - though not as
interesting as the (ln)famous KGB ·4epHo~ Kaccbl"
-Ni kolai Holmov (@OdessaBiogger) May 28 201 6
Of course there will be much speculation as to the contents of what appears to be records of thousands of
transactions, signatures, stamps and seals relating to hundreds of officials past and present.
Former Chief of the · K" Department of the Ukrainian SBU General Victor Trepakov, (quietly relieved from his post by
Presidential Decree on t.he same day the new Cabinet was anointed) who handed these do~u ments to the Director
of NABU Mem Sitnic, stated "Much of thi s material - a"Jedge(' of corrupt payments that are systematically carried
out at the expen se of a "common fund", "black cash" by the Party of Regions.
For the first time in the field of l aw en forcement there is an ar ray of material s on not one or more cnmes, but longterm systemic corruption activities of an organized structure which operated on the b asis of a certain political party
and was aimed at the unlawful sei zure of pov.--er and its misuse. And most importantly - has reached this goal!
We are t al king about corruption activities of the most dangerous kind- political coTTUption 1vith hundreds, I
emphasize hundreds of subjects, including dozens of officials of the highest level. In most cases the materials
contain substantive information about who, when and how the crim e was committed. Besi des that all are unique
incidents, they a/low a holistic view of the big pic ture of criminal activity - with its organizer s, executors,
intermediaries, m eans of implementation, the results. a
Undoubtedly those names will not simply be limited ex-Party of Regions names, nor their implanted functionaries in
State institutions. They will also include the members of the judiciary, prosecutors, political '"grey cardinals",
leaders of State institutions (like election commissions), a sprinkling of foreign officials, and many "Old Guard'"
personalities across political party lines - regardless of their party.
Apparently the fund was about $2 billion - in cash - notwithstanding any business property 1lipping· documentation,
share transfers etc_
All potentially dangerous and inflammatory stuff.
Thus whilst the contents of these documents will be subiect to much speculation - notwithstandino months and
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probably years of NABU investigation (depending upon the ease of investigating any particular incident)- there are
equally interesting questions about the collection, collation and delivery of this chyornaya kasse to the Director of
the NABU .
Leaving aside the authenticity of the documents which cover thousands of transacti ons over a period of years
(requiring some dedication to fake- but doable nonetheless), there can be only a very few sele.ct number of people
that were trusted to keep the books of the Party of Regions illicit Chyornaya Kassa .
Who then collectecf and collated this information and acted as the PoR Chyornaya Kassa ·accountant"
or · accountants•?
Are they still in Ukraine, have they fled, have they since died and if so under what circumstances? (There have been
a number of · suicides• of Yanukovych functionaries in the immediate aftermath of his fleeing - particularly among
those ever connected with the State Property Fund.)
If the possessor of this Chyornaya Kassa is ·one of the perhaps only a few · accountants•, there is enormous
personal risk in passing on this original documentation- as there is for Mr Trepakov having seen it and passed it t o
NABU.
If not an · accountant• for the Chyornaya Kassa, how were these documents obtained? Were they left behind in
panic by a fleeing Yanukovych regime functionary, subsequently seized .and deliberately kept from an evidence
chain in a search and seizure register? If so by who - and why?
Did this individual copy these documents prior to handing them to Victor Trepakov? Has Victor Trepakov copied
them prior to handing them to the Director of NABU? Are there other copies circulating among the former PoR
members? Who else may have a copy?
What was the purpose of making copies? As a guarantee/ pers onal insurance policy that should anything happen to
these relevant individuals the document s would make their way to the media? If so where are the copies
lodged? Who to trust, and equally burden (for it is a burden), with such a role?
Have copies of these documents made their way to other, perhaps foreign security services? To what end? To
create a back-up of sealed indictments in case of inaction or ineffective investigation by NABU against certain
individuals to prevent certain future actions on their part?
If there are foreign personalities involved, are those relevant documents to be shared with those nations - and when?
Why was Mr Trepakov chosen as the intermediary between possessor/owner/keeper of the PoR Chyornaya Kassa
and NABU? Is there a personal relationship between informer and intermediary? Let us be frank, a former Chief of
the ·~ Department with the Ukrainian SBU is not without significant connections and previous informant handler and
informant controller history/experience.
Why did Mr Trepakov agree to become the intermediary having been so recently removed from the SBU institutional
structure - quietly?
Is he really the intermediary or the original finder/keeper of these documents from searches past?
In short, what are the motivations of both the individual that passed the information and that of the intermediary? It
is a question that any and every investigator would ask- for they are questions asked when registering and dealing
with any informant and the information they subsequently provide. Not all informants are informants for cash
reward -there are other (and perhaps more dangerous) motivators.
It may very well be that both parties are acting out of a sense of patriotism and a dedication to force change in the
system via the prevalence of the rule of law. It may very well be that no aspersions should be cast upon their
characters. Nevertheless, such very basic questions should be asked by investigators - and those who have taken
part in supplying this information to the authorities undoubtedly expect those questions to be asked.
There are questions to be asked over timing. Clearly the PaR Chyomay a Kassa (if genuine) has not j ust appeared
from nowhere. Somebody has kept it, knowing it to be what it is, for quite some time. Thus why now has it come
to light and been given to the authoritie·s?
Is it that previously there was doubt as to the ability of NABU to stay clear of political interference?
Is it that previously there simply was no NABU?
Is it that Yuri Lutsenko is seen as the first Prosecutor General who is not able to strong~arm the NABU or radically
change its structure? Were previous PGs deemed too strong vis a vis NABU? Is it that the previous PGs are all
named in the PaR Chyornaya Kassa and that the current PG isn't? Perhaps it is felt that Mr Lutsenko is far
more · controllable· or "influenced· by the West than previous incumbents and therefore that NABU will be able to
work unhindered? That all seems rather doubtful considering that political names across party lines and within
State institutions are certain to be sullied by illicit deals within any genuine PoR Chyornaya Kassa.
If that be so, the reason for such tjming now is what?
Is it to effect a challenge to the existing system that has far more potential to up end it than that of the Panama
Papers or media chatter. The feeling of those involved in producjng such documentation therefore being that this
has to be done now before the · bad old ways• become solidly set once again?
Had the document "'keeper" has suddenly become · under pressure· or be slighted in some way, and this is a
method of repulsion or revenge?
Wiselv no names nor specifics have been placed within the public domain with reaard to contents -for now. To do
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so would firstly invalidate the "'insurance· any copies would have for those promoting the existence of this chyornaya
kassa. and secondly could very well impede subsequent investigations by NABU. However, on the presumption that
such «insurance· exists by way of copies taken by those that have had possession of the PoR Chyornaya Kassa
documentation, it is perhaps also only a matter of time before things (almost inevitably) leak.
W hatever is to come, on the presumption that the PoR Chyornaya Kassa is genuine and is investigated thoroughly,
then it will make the Panama Papers and almost all previous sca.ndals (perhaps less Lazarenko) seem like a nonevent (which generally it has proven to be in Ukraine).
How to investigate such a large and incriminating document both holistically and by way of individual illicit acts will
be a matter for NABU - but there must surely be some cases that can be properly and responsibly investigated and
brought to trial before the year end - whilst others will quite literally take years to complete.
It will be interesting to watch this story develop!
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, May 10, 2016 3:29 PM

To:

(b) ( 6) Nelhe Ema1l I; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe;

Nizich, Ivana

Subject:

Galeotti sums it up

Putinism won 't end with a bang, but a warrant
Mark Galeotti 10 May 2016
https://opendemocracy. neUo d~russ i a/mark-galeotti/putinism-won-t-end-with-bang-but-criminal-wa rrant

New charges concerning several leading Russian officiaJs reveal the greatest threat to the Kremlin's hold on powerelite corruption.
Will Putinism end not with a bang but a warrant? Hot on the heels of the Panama Papers' revelations about multibillion dollar slush funds, a Spanish court's decision to issue arrest orders for 12 Russian citizens, including senior
law enforcement officials and a Duma deputy. demonstrates the new pressures faced by Russia's elite. otherwise
used to juggling the freedom to steal at home with the freedom to spend and save abroad.
In the process, the elite's social contract with the Putin regime is increasingly impossible for both sides to sustain.

An antisocial contract
The Spanish case has illustrated the way that the interconnection of crime, politics and business in Russia means
that- at some remove- aJmost everyone of substance within the system is linked with out-and~out mobsters.
Even figures generally regarded as "clean· by Russian standards, such as Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak,
feature in the phone-tapped conversations and extensively mappe<l business connections painstakingly collected by
the investigators.
The sistema is one in which everyone <loes and requires favours. tribute is demanded and offered as much as
anything else as a symbolic representation of relative power. and no one is expected to live off their salary alone.
The sistema, not Islamic radicals or freethinking liberals. is the greatest security challenge to today's Russia
The tsarist model of konnlenie ('lee.ding"), whereby officials were paid a relative pittance on the expectation that they
would use their positions to enrich themselves, was eventually abandoned as backward and corrupL Depressingly
enough, the "trough• emerged as a survival mechanism under Yeltsin. It has become a central feature of Putin's
mechanisms to manage the elite.
A stjll from a 20 12 fake video showing Vladimir Putin facing charges of financial machinations and abuse of power.
Source: You Tube. Everyone is corrupt to some ext.ent or another, and the question becomes that difficult and
subjective one of distinguishing degrees of dirtiness. This is morally corrosive and, as has become increasingly
evident, buys political control at the expense of managerial effectiveness.
Mercifully, there are still efficient technocrats still doing their jobs well, whether because they benefit personally or
simply out of patriotism or professionalism. In general, though. the result is systemic corruption and inefficiency.
With money getting tight, inefficiency begins to look like luxury
With money getting tight, that inefficiency begins to look like luxury. However. the Spanish case has also
highlighted another problem for the Kremlin.
The Soviet elite were corrupt, even to the extent of enjoying western luxuries denied the masses. However, in Soviet
times almost all ·connections with the outside world, licit or not. were managed by the state. External economic
relations were the province of Vneshtorg, Vneshekonombank, and similar bureaucratic monoliths. Party members
bought western goods at state-owned Party commissaries or hard-currency stores. Even smuggling exclusive
goodies for the upper elite was largely handled by the KGB. In other words, Soviet citizens. even members of the
elite, had few connections wi th the outside world.
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In today's Russia, things are very different. Those who· live by global1sation are finding that they can die by it, too.
The modern Russian elite delight in their cosmopolitanism. They travel widel y, send their children to study in the
west, and are enthusiastic consumers of global products and experiences.
Understanding that, to be rich in Russia is merely to hold assets in trust until the state or someone with better
connections or sharper fangs decides otherwise, the elite uses the west as their savings account, their place to
stash their often-ill-gotten gains protected by the rule of law.
Those who live by globalisation are finding that they can die by it, too
Until very recentl y, Russia's elite have been able to enjoy this privilege because western governments, by no means
to their credi t. were largely willing to turn a blind eye to Russian kleptocracy so long as the money rolled into and
through their financial systems, profited their bankers and lawyers and generally meant business. There is still a
resistance to any measures which would impede this flow of easy money, but the Spanish case may help tip the
balance.
The other reason the elite could get away with this duality, kleptocrat at home, high-rolling investor in the west , is
that the Kremlin allowed it. In recent years the government has become concerned about the outflow of money and
campaigned for a repatriation of assets to the welcoming bosom of the Motherland.
However, at the same time nothing has been done to curb the continuing interbreeding of crime, politics, and
business. Indeed, many of what Putin would presumably count as his triumphs actually depended on toxic mixture.
The Olympic facilities at Soc hi were to a degree built by trafficked labour. The seizure of Crimea was facilitated by a
strategic alliance with local gangsters that saw their representative elevated as the peninsula's premier. The war in
the Don bas was partly fought by co-opted crime gangs.
The Kremlin depends on the elite to manage the country. The social contract that emerged is that in return for
loy alty, they are allowed, within elastic limits, to steal and enj oy the fruits of that corruption and embezzlement.
They operate in a world of backhanders, sweetheart deals, favours and tribute that inevitably connects them
to "proper· gangsters. whose services the Kremlin itself sometimes also finds useful.
Everything, to quote Lenin, connects to everything else.

What is to be done?
But this sistema is under serious, growing, perhaps even lethal pressure. Domestically, there is less money to
subsidise a system based on graft and clientelism. Keeping some allies happy and plump is leaving others
disgruntled and hungry.
In response, the government has to consider increasingly short-term measures. The next round of privatisations, for
example, are not to maximise state income or bring better management to structures such as Bashneft and Alrosa.
Rather, they will become vehicles to transfer assets into the hands of favoured cronies.
This may help maintain support (or at least the appearance of support) for the moment, but each time the Kremlin
hands out more of the family silver, there is that much less left in the drawer.
Each time the Kremlin hands out more family silver, there is that much less left in the drawer
Likewise. how far can the Kremlin continue to turn a blind eye to the corruption and inefficiencies of the sy stem?
The recent decision to subordinate the anti-narcotics service (FSKN) to the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) was
done for many reasons, but in part its notorious corruption.
To many, the FSKN was more interested in faci litating and "laxing• the drug trade than fighting it, and the MVD- no
beacon of purity- now has the unenviable task of trying to cleanse it. Likewise, there appear to be new attempts to
clean up embezzlement and corruption within defence procurement. If Putin wants an army able to bully NATO and
cow his neighbours, he needs to get the most bang out of his shrinking bucks.
But Putin has built his whole sistema around this pervasive, sometimes almost invisible webwork of relationships
that seamlessly connect the mainly-honest, the wholl y-dirty, and everyone in between. That webbing, not fear or
propaganda, is what he used to ·gather the Russian lands~ after the centrifugal Yeltsin years.
Unpicking this sy stem would be a Herculean task, and there is no evidence that Put in has the will or the capacity.
Instead, Putin confines himself to specific institutional examples, even if- whether he is willing to admit it or not this is more to give the impression of action than a realistic attempt at change.
Yet the sistema, not Islamic radicals or freethinking liberals, is the greatest security challenge to today's Russia.
The sistema drains the economy, shackles the technocrats. enervates the masses, angers the marginalised, and
subverts the message of a resurgent nation. It also creates vulnerabilities with which the Soviets never had to
contend. This cosmopolitan elite can be affected by west ern laws and law enforcement -we have already had the
Magnitsky Law and the post-Crimea personal sanctions .

..... ! -- ~ -.--
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u1gg1ng 1n
The Panama Papers and now the Spanish warrants open up a potential new form of political pressure. After all, the
Spanish evidence ·demonstrates how far Tambovskaya Egodfather" Gennady Petrov was connected first-, second- or
third-hand to a cast of Russian luminaries who now can be considered potential witnesses at best, accessories at
worst.
More and more Russians are finding their opportunities for foreign travel constrained, their overseas assets frozen,
their companies flagged as potential investment risks. And why are western governments more willing to provide
their magistrates and investigators U1e resources for such major operations and back them with political muscle?
Because of the new geopolitical confrontation, the responsibility for which can be laid squarely at Putin's feet.
Having established himself as the architect and builder of the new Russia, Putin can hardly escape responsibility for
the outcomes of his policies
An elite that was co-opted and contented by the freedom to steal and the scope to use that wealth abroad is,
thanks to Putin, finding itself less able to steal and increasingly barred from the west. Putin wants the
elite •repatriated" in loyalties and well as lucre, but his capacity to offer them comparable opportunities at home is
ever more limited.
And, when it comes down to it, having established himself as the architect and builder of the new Russia. Putin can
hardly escape responsibility for the outcomes of his policies .
To be sure, he is not at imminent risk. Putin is digging in behind his Kremlin walls and the newly-created National
Guard . But it would be an irony if the west's most powerful instrument of regime change in Russia was not
sanctions or propaganda, but simple arrest warrants.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF)
Wednesday, May 4, 2016 1:44 PM
Nellie Ohr
RE: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials

This message has been archived.
Thanks, Nellie. If you come across any references to an arrest warrant on him, could you please let me
know? Thanks again for keeping me posted!

From: Nellie Ohr [mailto(b) (6)
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 12:21 PM
To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF)
Subject: Re: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials

Yeah, I may have jumped to conclusions after seeing his name in the RFERL article.
The El Mundo report mentions Zubkov at the very end but doesn't specifically seem to say there was an
arrest warrant
"Entre las personas más importantes con las que se relacionaba Petrov estaba Anatoli Serdiukov, ministro
de Defensa entre 2007 y 2012 y yerno del ex primer ministro Viktor Zubkov. El propio Zubkov habría
favorecido a la organización de Petrov con algunas decisiones políticas, según apunta la investigación. "
http://www.elmundo.es/espana/2016/05/03/57279e9e468aeb2a568b4589.html
<http://www.elmundo.es/espana/2016/05/03/57279e9e468aeb2a568b4589.html>
The term "reclamados" seems to be used for the ones for whom they issued arrest warrants, and the term
doesn't seem to be specifically applied to him.

-----Original Message----From: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) (OCDETF) <(b) (6)
To: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
>
Sent: Wed, May 4, 2016 12:00 pm
Subject: RE: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials

>

Hi Nellie,

Did you actually see something indicating that an arrest warrant was issued for Zubkov? When I read the
below article, I only saw reference to him being connected to the gang, not actually the subject of an
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arrest warrant. I’ve been looking on line but can’t find anything to corroborate it.

Thanks!
Lisa

From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 8:46 AM
To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials

Spain Issues Warrants For Top Russian Officials, Putin Insiders
Last Updated:May 03, 2016http://www.rferl.mobi/a/russia-spain-warrant-top-officials-putininsiders/27713179.html
*

RFE/RL

________________________________

Those named include Vladislav Reznik (pictured), a lawmaker from the ruling United Russia party and first
deputy chairman of the Finance Committee in the lower house of parliament, and Nikolai Aulov, the head
of the Interior Ministry's directorate-general.

A Spanish judge has issued international arrest warrants for several current and former Russian
government officials and other political figures closely linked to President Vladimir Putin.
The named Russians include a former prime minister and an ex-defense minister, as well as a current
deputy prime minister and the current head of the lower house of parliament's finance committee.
The Spanish documents target alleged members of two of Russia's largest and best-known criminal
organizations -- the Tambov and Malyshev gangs -- in connection with crimes committed in Spain,
including murder, weapons and drug trafficking, extortion, and money laundering.
Russians with alleged ties to the crime groups include a former prime minister and an ex-defense minister,
as well as a current deputy prime minister and the current head of the lower house of parliament's finance
committee.
Spanish police also conclude that one of the gangs was able to penetrate Russian ministries, security
forces, and other key government institutions and businesses with the help of an influential senior
legislator.
Judge Jose de la Mata issued 12 arrest warrants in January but the action was not announced to the press
until May 2.
Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) listens to Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak
Spanish authorities are seeking the arrest of Vladislav Reznik, a lawmaker from the ruling United Russia
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party and first deputy chairman of the Finance Committee in the lower house of parliament, the State
Duma.
Those alleged to be tied to the gangs include Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak, a former public
prosecutor in Putin's native St. Petersburg who joined Putin's Kremlin administration as chief of staff at its
inception in 1999-2000.
Another is Viktor Zubkov, who served as Russian prime minister from September 2007 until May 2008. He
then served as Putin's first deputy prime minister from May 2008 until May 2012, during Dmitry
Medvedev's presidency.
Also named as alleged members are Nikolai Nikolaevich Aulov, the head of the Interior Ministry's
directorate-general; former Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov; former Deputy Prime Minister Igor
Sobolevsky; and former Information Technology Minister Leonid Reiman.
The arrest warrants follow an investigation by Spanish police into the Russian gangs' activities in Spain
from 2008 to 2011. A copy of the Spanish prosecutor's resulting 400-page report that reached the media
in June indicated that ties between the Tambov gang's activities in Spain and the Kremlin insiders was
established largely through recordings of phone calls.
The investigation particularly highlights the role of Gennady Petrov, who is believed to be the head of the
Tambov group. He was arrested during a raid on his Majorca villa in 2008 in a sweep that also netted 20
other suspected members of the Spanish branch of the Tambov gang. However, Petrov was later allowed
to travel to Russia and has been living in St. Petersburg ever since.
"The criminal organization headed by Petrov managed to achieve a clear penetration of the state
structures of his country, not only with the lawmaker [Vladislav] Reznik but with several ministers," the
prosecutor's report said.
Spanish police allege that Petrov managed to penetrate Russian institutions including municipalities,
ministries, security forces, ports authorities, and private organizations such as banks and corporations
through Reznik's influence.
Petrov became co-owner of the Bank Rossia in 1998 to 1999, together with three of Putin's close friends:
Nikolai Shamalov, Viktor Myachin, and Yury Kovalchuk. The three Putin friends were founding members of
the Ozero Collective.
The Ozero ("Lake") Collective is a residential housing cooperative that Putin and close acquaintances
formed in 1996 to purchase lakeside property and build vacation homes for themselves near St.
Petersburg. The homes form a gated community and the members of the cooperative have since gone on
to prominent positions in Russian government and business and become very wealthy.
The Tambov and Malyshev gangs both originated as protection rackets in St. Petersburg in the late 1980s.
Rivals in the past, the two fought a bloody battle for supremacy in 1989 and are believed to control scores
of industrial enterprises and engage in drug trafficking, prostitution, protection rackets, and money
laundering.
A criminal investigation into a 1 billion-euro money-laundering operation in Bulgaria in 2008 by the
Tambov gang provided one recent measure of its scale of operations.
The question now is whether Moscow will react to Spain's issuance of arrest warrants and whether it would
extradite any of those named. Almost all are believed to be currently residing in Russia.
"Today the main figures in the Spanish [prosecutor's] report are living in Russia without any problems,
and they are doing fine," Andrei Zykov, a retired senior investigator who specialized in corruption and
serious economic crimes in areas including St. Petersburg, told RFE/RL in December.
With reporting by El Mundo and Republica
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*This article has been amended to clarify that Vladislav Reznik was named in a Spanish arrest warrant.
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Wednesday, May 04, 2016 12:53 PM

To:

Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Subject:

Maybe I misspoke on Zubkov and the arrest warrants

Correction: Lisa aske{j whether Zubkov really has an arrest warrant out for him. I doublechecked El Mundo. and it is

not so clear.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF)
Wednesday, May 4, 2016 11:15 AM
Nellie Ohr;Wheatley, Joe;Nizich, Ivana;Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
RE: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials

This message has been archived.
OMG!

Just noted my old pal Zubkov is listed!!!

From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 8:46 AM
To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials

Duplicative Records
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wheatley, Joe
Wednesday, May 4, 2016 9:02 AM
'Nellie Ohr';Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF);Nizich, Ivana (CRM);Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
RE: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials

This message has been archived.
Thanks so much, Nellie. I’m back in the country and will touch base soon on the email you sent us
yesterday.

All the best,
Joe

------------------------Joseph Wheatley
Trial Attorney, Organized Crime and Gang Section
U.S. Department of Justice
(b) (6)

From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 8:46 AM
To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials

Duplicative Material
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF)
Wednesday, May 4, 2016 11:06 AM
Nellie Ohr
RE: More on the Spanish arrests and VVP's Tambov group history--27 high officials said
to be involved

This message has been archived.
Thanks, Nellie! I have been following this story with quite a bit of interest, so I appreciate the latest,
more detailed info!

From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 10:26 AM
To: (b) (6) Nellie Ohr ; Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: More on the Spanish arrests and VVP's Tambov group history--27 high officials said to be
involved

[This report seems to go even further than earlier reports on Putin's ties with his judo instructor.
It also identifies Aulov as a Drug Control Service (FSKN) deputy chief, which I think is correct--the RFERL
report said Aulov was in the MVD (which may eventually absorb the FSKN but hasn't yet).
It is unclear whether there are arrest warrants against all of the 27 people named as being involved in the
case -- NHO]
Spanish Judge Issues Warrants for Russian Mafia Close to Putin; Was Judo Instructor Involved?
17:28 (GMT) <http://www.interpretermag.com/russia-update-may-3-2016/#13681>
<https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.interpretermag.com%2Frussiaupdate-may-3-2016%2F%3FpressId%3D13681> The Spanish newspaper El Mundo reported today, May
3, that a Spanish judge has issued an order for the arrest of high-ranking Russian officials said to be
<https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.interpretermag.com%2Frussiaupdate-may-3-2016%2F%3FpressId%3D13681> close to Russian President Vladimir Putin and involved in
organized crime <http://www.elmundo.es/espana/2016/05/03/57279e9e468aeb2a568b4589.html> .

While the full list has not yet been published, Nikolai Aulov, deputy director of the Federal Narcotics
Control Agency (FSKN), and Vladislav Reznik, a United Russia deputy in the State Duma, are among them.

Prosecutors Juan Carrau and Jose Grinda had delivered a petition to the Central Court on May 29, 2015
and it seems it has taken a year to respond with international arrest warrants.

The warrants do not necessarily mean a trial can be expected soon because Spain does not try people in
absentia and it will be hard to arrest the defendants. To be sure, at one point Reznik, who has denied the
charges said he would be happy to clear his name by coming to Spain to take part in the trial.
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This indictment follows past arrests from two Spanish police operations, code-named Avispa (2005-07)
and Troika (2008-09), in which four Russian mafia lords said to be related to the Tambov
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tambov_Gang> organized crime gang were arrested: Gennady Petrov,
Alexander Malyshev (Petrov's deputy), Vitaly Izguilov (a key lieutenant of the mafia group) and Zakhar
Kalashov, said to be the most senior mafia figure to be jailed outside of Russia, the Guardian said in 2010.
Petrov was released and able to flee Spain, and now lives again in Russia
<http://www.businessinsider.com/prosecutors-putins-cronies-helped-the-russian-mafia-work-in-spain-formore-than-a-decade-2015-6> where he continues his business activities. Petrov was co-owner of Bank
Rossiya from 1998-199 along with Nikolai Shamalov, Viktor Myachin and Yury Kovalchuk, who is currently
on Western sanctions list as "Putin's banker" in connection with the annexation of Crimea. All three of
Petrov's business partners along with Putin were founding members of the Ozero Collective, a dacha
ownership company.
In June 2015, based on a copy of the prosecutors' May 29 petition to the court, Bloomberg reported
<http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-29/putin-allies-aided-russian-mafia-in-spainprosecutors-say> on the connections alleged between the Tambov crime syndicate in St. Petersburg and
Reznik, who is also deputy head of the parliament's finance committee. They said the Tambov members
moved to Spain in 1996, when Putin was deputy mayor of St. Petersburg, to continue criminal activities:

The 488-page complaint, the product of a decade of investigations into the spread of Russian organized
crime during the Putin era, portrays links between the criminal enterprise and top law-enforcement
officials and policy makers in Moscow. The petition, based on thousands of wiretaps, bank transfers and
property transactions, is a formal request to charge 27 people with money laundering, fraud and other
crimes. Approval by a judge would clear the way for a trial, but Spain doesn’t try people in absentia.
The only Russian official facing possible charges is Vladislav Reznik, a member of Putin’s ruling United
Russia party and the deputy head of the finance committee in the lower house of parliament. The
complaint, earlier reported by Spain’s El Mundo and ABC newspapers, says Reznik helped the alleged
leader of the enterprise, Gennady Petrov, get his associates appointed to key posts in Russia in exchange
for assets in Spain. Prosecutors are seeking to confiscate a property they say Reznik owns on the resort
island of Majorca.

Assistance to Spanish prosecutors in such mafia prosecutions was a possible motive for the murder of
former intelligence officer Alexander Litvinenko
<http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/12/alexander-litvinenko-russia-murder> , which was
"probably" ordered by Putin himself, according to the British High Court.
The mafia ring's activities from the time Putin was deputy mayor of St. Petersburg under Mayor Anatoly
Sobchak seemed to be beyond the reach of the Spanish prosecutors.
But today's announcement shows the prosecutors have gathered enough evidence to issue other arrest
warrants, following their "Operation Troika" in which 20 were arrested in 2008. Judge Jose de la Mata,
who investigates organized crime groups, says there are "very serious facts" against them.
According to El Mundo, Reznik was said to perform "all necessary activities, legal or illegal (trafficking in
influence, privileged information, etc.) involving the highest levels of the Russian government in favor of
Petrov."
"The relationship between Petrov and Reznik is also economic in nature, both in Spain and Russia," said
the judge. A warrant has also been issued for Reznik's wife, Diana Gindin.
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The prosecutors said Aulov, the Russian narcotics agency official, "uses his power" to "carry out acts of
intimidation or threats to certain people who try to harm Petrov." From wiretaps, the prosecutors learned
that Aulov obtained "secret information relation to the investigation" itself which he informed his boss.
Another warrant was issued for Leonid Khristoforov, who acted as a liaison for Aulov.

Yet another is Igor Sobolevsky, deputy prime minister for "maintaining communication and exchange of
favors with Petrov."

The prosecutors said they had obtained 78 telephone conversations between Aulov, a former KGB
colleague of Putin's in St. Petersburg, with the gang leader Petrov.

The Spanish prosecutors have made the claim that Petrov has helped put people into high-ranking
positions
The prosecutors say their case, which has been under investigation for 8 years, will be completed soon
and will ultimately involve 27 high-ranking Russian officials, and "all ties lead directly to Putin," although it
is not known if Putin himself will be named.
Could Putin know more than he lets on from the gangsters' leaks from the investigation or his own
espionage?
Last weekend, Putin undertook a massive reorganization of law-enforcement
<http://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-putin-reshuffle-lawenforcement-idUSKCN0XR0P2> which
included among other changes, subordinating the Federal Narcotics Control Service, which had been a
separate agency, under the National Guard. Over the weekend, Putin fired a number of high-ranking
officials including Sergei Dmitriyev, public prosecutor, Igor Klimenov, head of the Federal Penitentiary
Service in Moscow, and Dmitry Neklyudov, deputy interior ministry for occupied Crimea. He also dismissed
Yury Nyrkov and Vasily Piskarev, two deputies of the Investigative Committee, and promoted Lev Gura, a
special cases investigator to senior investigator.

Maj.Gen. Igor Krasnov, who has prosecuted violent Russian ultranationalists, was the first prosecutor put
on the case of the murder of opposition leader Boris Nemtsov, has now been appointed deputy to
Aleksandr Bastrykin, head of the Investigative Committee. Spanish prosecutors have referenced
Bastrykin's name in the past but it is not clear whether he will be indicted.
No reason was given for these dismissals or appointments and those directly related to the Spanish
prosecution don't appear to be involved, but could Putin be taking precautions? The Kremlin position on
the Spanish claims, however, has always been that the allegations are "utter nonsense."
The issue of the Tambov Gang fixing official seats for various people becomes relevant when Putin's own
early biography is probed -- and an implication made that Putin himself owed his own university
placement and hence his subsequent career to this mafia.
Alexei Sobchenko, writing recently for Eurasianet.org <http://www.eurasianet.org/node/76726> ,
describes an unsigned piece at the popular blog putinism.wordpress.com (see under "Soratniki po bor'be
<http://bit.ly/22orZcT> ") that makes the connection between the Tambov gang and Putin via his old
judo instructor Leonid Usvyatsov, who twice served 10-year stretches in labor camp, the first on charges
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of group rape and the second on charges of illegal foreign currency dealings. The blogger says Usvyatsov
was "a prominent member of the so-called Tambov Gang." In between his terms in labor camp (19681982), in the 1960s, Usvyatsov became Putin's trainer in the art of sambo <javascript:void(0)> , a
martial art developed by the Soviet Army.
Putin mentions Leonid Ionovich, but only by his first name and uncommon patronymic, in his book First
Person
<https://putinism.wordpress.com/2015/12/21/%25u0441%25u043E%25u0440%25u0430%25u0442%25
u043D%25u0438%25u043A%25u0438-%25u043F%25u043E%25u0431%25u043E%25u0440%25u044C%25u0431%25u0435-2/> . The blogger describes this as a
"fond" memory. Here is the passage, in which Putin explains why he was in the Trud [Labor] judo club,
but not in the karate class, because those lessons cost money and he was too poor.

Once we went to the gym with Leonid Ionovich, the senior coach from Trud. The karate students were
working out on the mat, though it was our turn. Leonid went up to their trainer and told them it was time
for our class. The karate trainer didn't even look his way - as if to say, get lost. Then Leonid, without
saying a word, flipped him, squeezed him lightly and dragged him off the mat. He had lost consciousness.
Then Leonid turned to us and said, "Go in and take your places." This was our attitude toward karate.

The young Putin then emulates this behavior as he describes later, judo-flipping a guy at a bus stop who
asked him for a cigarette. As an athlete, he didn't smoke.

This blogger claims it was Usvyatsov who got Putin into law school in 1970 under the athletic quota,
although we note that in his book, Putin himself claims it was due to his diligent studies, even though he
was not a member of the Komsomol (Young Communist League).

If anything, Putin takes pains in his book to claim that another coach wanted to get him into the Academy
of Civil Aviation as an athlete, but Putin didn't want to go into aviation. By that time, he had already
decided in the 9th grade that he wanted to be a spy, and a recruiter had told him he would need a higher
degree for this purpose, and suggested law school. This set Putin on the path to a legal degree.

Later in his book, Putin portrays Leonid Ionovich as angry at that career choice -- given the role that
lawyers played in Soviet society, which was essentially as accomplices to prosecutors, not defenders
(Ionovich was an ex-con). In fact, most people with "law degrees" served not in the bar, but in the police
or prosecutors' offices.

Putin writes:

Then another coach of mine from the Trud Club, Leonid Ionovich, came to visit. He was a clever guy.
"Well," he said to me. "Where are you going?" Of course he already knew. He was just acting sly. I said,
"To university." "Oh, that's great, good for you," he said, "in what department"? "The law school," I
answered. Then he roared: "What?! To catch people? What are you doing? You'll be a cop. Do you
understand?!" I was insulted. "I'm not going to be a copy!" I yelled back.
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"For a year, they put pressure on me every day. That only increased my desire to go to law school," says
Putin, adding that both his coaches and parents threatened that he would end up in the army if he didn't
chose the aviation school -- but he said that he in fact the army "suited me just fine."
Interestingly, contrary to what the blogger claims, Putin then goes even further to tell a story that would
supposedly prove that he wasn't placed by Ionovich or anyone else at all. It is so elaborate, that the
reader -- once familiar with the context of the Tambov Gang provided by the blogger and the Spanish
prosecutors -- begins to wonder if it was deliberately fabricated to cover up the truth.
In a book otherwise fairly sparse on biographical detail, Putin takes great pains to explain that when he
came to the law faculty of Leningrad State University, he ostensibly discovered that another athletic club,
Burevestnik [Storm Petrel], was demanding that he join them because they had supposedly helped him to
get a place in the law school.
Putin says that he was indignant at such supposed "fixing," and went to the dean and told him he was
being "forced" to transfer into Burevestnik and that he didn't think he should. The kindly dean asked why,
and Putin replied, "Because they supposedly helped me, as an athlete, to get into the university, and now
I must pay them back by joining Burevestnik."
The dean checks his list of those who were to be placed in the university on the strength of their athletic
ability and tells Putin that he isn't on the list. "So you can safely tell everybody to get lost," he concluded.
"Which I did," Putin recounted.

Putin illustrates his loyalty to this sports club later explaining why he wouldn't accept the proposals of
other clubs:

I told them a hundred times I would not leave Trud--all my friends were there, and my first coach. I
said I would never join another club. I would play for the one I wanted.
Interestingly, the same unknown blogger digs up a section in the biography of another figure from those
years Nikolai Vashchilin, a prominent Soviet stuntman and wrestler who know Putin, Usvyatsov, and
Rotenberg in the 1960s as he was in the same athletic organizations. He writes that Rotenberg worked as
an assistant to Usvyatsov at Trud for a time and later was almost blown away himself during a gunfight at
a mafia funeral. The bloggers summarizes what Vashchilin writes:
Vova [Vladimir] Putin was placed by L.I. Usvyatsov himself at LGU [Leningrad State University]
through the athletic selection and personally through V.E. Solovyov (a sambo trainer) and M.M. Bobrov
(deputy director of the physical education department)... By the way, L.I. Usvyatsov landed himself a
second round [of imprisonment] in 1982, but now under Art. 88 [of the criminal code] and languished
until 1992. When he got out, Leonid Ionovich Usvyatsov organized athletes into a unit of bodyguards (with
the permission of Smolny [the St. Petersburg government]) and was murdered by competitors in 1994,
and his place in the organization was taken by Vladimir Kumarin.
But if we go back to the source of Vashchilin himself, <http://www.proza.ru/2011/12/31/637> we find
some intriguing detail where the [...] indicated text that was cut (see emphasis in quoted text):
Vashchilin first says "I know Vova Putin not by hearsay and for rather a long time" as they were in sambo
together at Trud on No. 21 Decembrists' street. He describes other trainers that Putin also had, but notes
in particular Usvyatsov, under whom Putin and the Rotenberg brothers trained, "who greatly helped place
them in jobs and institutes." Then he writes:
Yes, Vova Putin, too was placed at LGU through the sports selection and personally V.E. Solovyov (sambo
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trainer) and M.M. Bobrov (deputy of the physical education department), and then refused to transfer him
into Burevestnik, blackmailing the dean with the fact that he would expose their machinations with the
athletic selection of students at LGU.
Thus according to this other memoirist, there is an alternative narrative than the one Putin tells in his
book: it wasn't that Putin was mysteriously being pressured to join Burevestnik although he "wasn't on
the list"; in fact, the officials at the university with whom his trainer Usvyatsov was able to place him
insisted on putting Putin in Burevestnik (perhaps because it was not associated with an ex-con) -- and
then Usvyatsov, furious, threatened blackmail to keep his prized pupil out of Burevestnik. Putin remained
loyal to Trud.
Usvyatsov was jailed again in 1982 when Putin was still a junior KGB officer in charge of monitoring
foreigners and consular officials and likely could not at his level have found a way to intervene to save his
coach from jail.
But ultimately, his fellow judo students in the Trud club were to become part of Putin's inner circle -Arkady and Boris Rotenberg, oligarchs who have a vast business empire now who received contracts in
the Sochi Olympics, and Vasily Shestakov, a State Duma legislator. An old picture shows them together -and from that time, it seems Putin never did join another "club" and "played for the one he wanted."
<http://d26xdkmgy4hem4.cloudfront.net/interpreter_mag/the_three_1462298833800_1462298860.jpg
>
(L-R) Arkady Rotenberg, Vladimir Putin and Vasily Shestakov in a judo match together in an undated
photo.
As the blogger relates,
<https://putinism.wordpress.com/2015/12/21/%25u0441%25u043E%25u0440%25u0430%25u0442%25
u043D%25u0438%25u043A%25u0438-%25u043F%25u043E%25u0431%25u043E%25u0440%25u044C%25u0431%25u0435-2/> and another source
<https://leprosorium.dirty.ru/leonid-ionovich-usviatsov-787720/> also mentions, Rotenberg had also
worked with Usvyatsov as a stuntman in Lenfilm movies, as judo wrestlers were in demand; Usvyatsov
was said to use his connections to get himself and his students into the films. Some photos of them
together have survived.
<http://d26xdkmgy4hem4.cloudfront.net/interpreter_mag/stuntmen_1462310574979_1462310601.jpg>
Stuntmen in a Soviet WWII movie: Leonid Usvyatov (3rd from L) and Arkady Rotenberg (3rd from R)
By the time Usvyatsov was released after his second labor camp term in 1992, Putin was now in the St.
Petersburg mayor's office. The blogger says Usvyatsov was "a prominent member of the so-called Tambov
Gang" but it is not known if there is evidence of contact between Usvyatsov and Putin in any capacity after
he got out of prison. Ultimately, Usvyatsov was killed in gang warfare in 1994.
In 2008, Spanish authorities also arrested Aleksandr Malyshev <http://rumafia.com/en/dosje/62> , said
to be another mafia leader who competed with Tambov but then joined them who had moved to Spain to
flee gangland assassination attempts and continue his money-laundering activities. Both Petrov and
Malyshev had "a great level of influence and control," say the prosecutors with "contacts among ministers,
judges and high-ranking military, and many of them relations of intense friendship." The prosecutors claim
that this network was involved in commissioned threats and beatings, murder, arms traffiking, extortion,
fraud, forgery, influence-peddling, bribery, smuggling, drug-trafficking, crimes against the state treasury,
fraudulent capitalization of companies.
The prosecutors say the most important names that surfaced was that of Anatoly Serdyukov, minister of
defense from 2007-2012, who was also a graduate of the St. Petersburg University Law School, and Viktor
Zubkov, a financial crimes investigator and former prime minister from 2007-2009, who then served as
Putin's first deputy prime minister when Putin himself was prime minister during Dmitry Medvedev's
presidency.
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Serdyukov was prosecuted in Russia for "negligence" for using the army to build a road to his private
country residence, and served some time in prison but was then amnestied in 2014; his mistress, who
was implicated in various corrupt housing schemes at the Defense Ministry was also prosecuted and
served a light sentence and was released "for good behavior." Serdyukov now serves as a director of the
state Rostec company which builds helicopters and airplane engines.
Some of the information bout Tambov came out via WikiLeaks' publication of State Department cables.
<http://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/dec/01/wikileaks-cable-spain-russian-mafia>
Other names indicated by El Mundo are Dmitry Kozak, head of the ministry of regional development,
who joined Putin's administration in 1999-2000, RFE/RL reports <http://www.rferl.mobi/a/russia-spainwarrant-top-officials-putin-insiders/27713179.html> , and Leonid Reiman, former minister of information
technology and communications, who is a partner of Petrov's in a company.
Where will all this go? Likely the Spanish prosecutors will never get to the people they've indicted who are
all safe in Russia and won't travel abroad to risk arrest. As RFE/RL reported:
"Today the main figures in the Spanish [prosecutor's] report are living in Russia without any problems,
and they are doing fine," Andrei Zykov, a retired senior investigator who specialized in corruption and
serious economic crimes in areas including St. Petersburg.
Will Putin himself remove or even prosecute some of the obvious corrupt individuals to avoid any further
risk to himself? That remains to be seen, and the Serdyukov case indicates that whatever punishment
may be in store could be light.
-- Catherine A. Fitzpatrick

Published in Press-Stream Russia Update: May 3, 2016
<https://pressimus.com/Interpreter_Mag/stream/2712> in Publication Russia Update
<https://pressimus.com/Interpreter_Mag/publication/324> http://www.interpretermag.com/russiaupdate-may-3-2016/

-----Original Message----From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
To: (b) (6) Lisa Holtyn

; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) - Joe Wheatley
; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
- Ivana Nizich
; bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed, May 4, 2016 8:45 am
Subject: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials
Spain Issues Warrants For Top Russian Officials, Putin Insiders
Last Updated:May 03, 2016http://www.rferl.mobi/a/russia-spain-warrant-top-officials-putininsiders/27713179.html
*

RFE/RL

________________________________
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Those named include Vladislav Reznik (pictured), a lawmaker from the ruling United Russia party and first
deputy chairman of the Finance Committee in the lower house of parliament, and Nikolai Aulov, the head
of the Interior Ministry's directorate-general.

A Spanish judge has issued international arrest warrants for several current and former Russian
government officials and other political figures closely linked to President Vladimir Putin.
The named Russians include a former prime minister and an ex-defense minister, as well as a current
deputy prime minister and the current head of the lower house of parliament's finance committee.
The Spanish documents target <http://en.news-4-u.ru/spain-announced-the-deputy-of-the-country-onthe-international-wanted-list-on-the-case-of-the-russian-mafia.html> alleged members of two of Russia's
largest and best-known criminal organizations -- the Tambov and Malyshev gangs -- in connection with
crimes committed in Spain, including murder, weapons and drug trafficking, extortion, and money
laundering.
Russians with alleged ties to the crime groups include a former prime minister and an ex-defense minister,
as well as a current deputy prime minister and the current head of the lower house of parliament's finance
committee.
Spanish police also conclude that one of the gangs was able to penetrate Russian ministries, security
forces, and other key government institutions and businesses with the help of an influential senior
legislator.
Judge Jose de la Mata issued 12 arrest warrants in January but the action was not announced to the press
until May 2.
Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) listens to Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak
<http://gdb.rferl.org/F7C1AC70-315B-410A-AE51-5477F4F55907_w250_r0_s.jpg>
Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) listens to Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak
Spanish authorities are seeking the arrest of Vladislav Reznik, a lawmaker from the ruling United Russia
party and first deputy chairman of the Finance Committee in the lower house of parliament, the State
Duma.
Those alleged to be tied to the gangs include Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak, a former public
prosecutor in Putin's native St. Petersburg who joined Putin's Kremlin administration as chief of staff at its
inception in 1999-2000.
Another is Viktor Zubkov, who served as Russian prime minister from September 2007 until May 2008. He
then served as Putin's first deputy prime minister from May 2008 until May 2012, during Dmitry
Medvedev's presidency.
Also named as alleged members are Nikolai Nikolaevich Aulov, the head of the Interior Ministry's
directorate-general; former Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov; former Deputy Prime Minister Igor
Sobolevsky; and former Information Technology Minister Leonid Reiman.
The arrest warrants follow an investigation by Spanish police into the Russian gangs' activities in Spain
from 2008 to 2011. A copy of the Spanish prosecutor's resulting 400-page report that reached the media
in June indicated that ties <http://www.rferl.mobi/a/27433558.html> between the Tambov gang's
activities in Spain and the Kremlin insiders was established largely through recordings of phone calls.
The investigation particularly highlights the role of Gennady Petrov, who is believed to be the head of the
Tambov group. He was arrested during a raid on his Majorca villa in 2008 in a sweep that also netted 20
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other suspected members of the Spanish branch of the Tambov gang. However, Petrov was later allowed
to travel to Russia and has been living in St. Petersburg ever since.
"The criminal organization headed by Petrov managed to achieve a clear penetration of the state
structures of his country, not only with the lawmaker [Vladislav] Reznik but with several ministers," the
prosecutor's report said.
Spanish police allege that Petrov managed to penetrate Russian institutions including municipalities,
ministries, security forces, ports authorities, and private organizations such as banks and corporations
through Reznik's influence.
Petrov became co-owner of the Bank Rossia in 1998 to 1999, together with three of Putin's close friends:
Nikolai Shamalov, Viktor Myachin, and Yury Kovalchuk. The three Putin friends were founding members of
the Ozero Collective.
The Ozero ("Lake") Collective is a residential housing cooperative that Putin and close acquaintances
formed in 1996 to purchase lakeside property and build vacation homes for themselves near St.
Petersburg. The homes form a gated community and the members of the cooperative have since gone on
<http://navalny-en.livejournal.com/116947.html> to prominent positions in Russian government and
business and become very wealthy.
The Tambov and Malyshev gangs both originated as protection rackets in St. Petersburg in the late 1980s.
Rivals in the past, the two fought a bloody battle for supremacy in 1989 and are believed to control scores
of industrial enterprises and engage in drug trafficking, prostitution, protection rackets, and money
laundering.
A criminal investigation into a 1 billion-euro money-laundering operation
<http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201207/20120730ATT49511/20120730ATT495
11EN.pdf> in Bulgaria in 2008 by the Tambov gang provided one recent measure of its scale of
operations.
The question now is whether Moscow will react to Spain's issuance of arrest warrants and whether it would
extradite any of those named. Almost all are believed to be currently residing in Russia.
"Today the main figures in the Spanish [prosecutor's] report are living in Russia without any problems,
and they are doing fine," Andrei Zykov, a retired senior investigator who specialized in corruption and
serious economic crimes in areas including St. Petersburg, told RFE/RL in December.
With reporting by El Mundo and Republica
*This article has been amended to clarify that Vladislav Reznik was named in a Spanish arrest warrant.
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Wednesday, May 04, 2016 9:57 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {OOAG}

Subject:

Night Wolves met with bread and satt in Bmo/ judge says Bout sentence is too
harsh?

Saw these on Kommersant, which I usually think is a reliable publication
As for the bread and salt-the Night Wolves got around the Poland ban by going through Slovakia and Moravia. They
visited a WWII monument in Bmo, supposedly, and got the bread and salt. The report comes from a Prague based
periodical-don't know where that periodical is coming from, but here's a picture.

~ Nocnf vlky privrrali v Brne chlebem a solf

Nocnf vlky privftali v Brne chlebem a soiL
FOTO: Miroslav Homola, Pravo
http://www.novinky.cz/ domaci/402386-nocni-vlky-privitali-v-brne-chlebem-a-soli.html
As for Bout--the Kommersant headline was misleading. It wasn't an acting judge but a retire<l judge- Shira
Scheindlen. in fact -who retire<l on 27 April and is now speaking out. She's saying she gave the minimum sentence
she could within the guidelines.
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/2979054.
It links to this NYT item-which I didn't see in the paper version.
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/02/nyregion/departing-judge-offers-blunt-defense-of-ruling,·that-ended-stop-andfrisk.html? r=O
p.s. DOJ will probably soon be hearing from Russian diplomats about the case of a Russian fellow. Igor Zyazin.
detained by Immigration when trying to cross into the US from Mexico. (He'd tried to do it in 2009 too). He die<l of
unknown causes while in custody. US medics said they tried to revive him but faile<l.
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/2979049
Another thing I didn't see in our paper newspapers: The FT supposedly published an item entitled "Magnitsky fraud
cash laundered through Britain, MPs hear,"
Browder was speaking to the House of Commons Home Affa.irs Committee, saying documents received from "a
certain Russian source" helped prove that Magnitsky money came into the UK via Lithuanian and Cyprus accounts
of offshore firms. https://nexULcom/contenUfd1 1b9e4-1127-11e6-91da-096d89bd2173#axzz47fLQxC4c
The Russian-language summary based on the FT article doesn't name the companies
http://www.rbc.ru/ politics/04105/20 16/57299e499a 794 71f668be599?from=newsfeed
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Nellie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, May 3, 2016 1 0:19 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana

Subject:

Magisterial roundup of obshchak-like money laundering "pool" held by Russia's
elite, compromat war etc.

Attachments:

IN2May16.docx

W ayne Allensworth has outdone himself in these latest notes. (His analysis is the balded text).
This touches on all kinds of scandals-Lesin's death, Shumkov's, Magnitsky etc. etc. A bit overwhelming, actuaJiy.
- Nellie

-Original Message-From: W ayne Allensworth
To: Wayne and Stacy Allenswo
Sent: Man, May 2, 2016 6:32pm
Subject: Internet Notes 2 May 2016

Internet N otes 21\lay 2016
::\ote on notes (Zolotov a.nd the Security CounciD
Latvnina circles back to the Independent Oil CompanY. \TB. Secbin. Khudai:rnatoY
(Another •"\i olinist'..l; Sbomkol·/Lesin and ''tbe pool': l
So/owN on the inrended audience [or the "information arracks "

Stanown:a on kompromat about Putin {Purin is more vublerable than h€ seems ...but Western mass media iS
not the threat: Open Russia has more on Puttn 's ties to organiZed crime. Spain puts Depurv FSKN
Director Aulov on a wanted lis1)
Strelkov: :'oio murder

cbar~es ?

Land to be ~yen away in the Far East

'l'iote on notes (ZolotoY a nd the Secu rity C ouncil)
First we read that \vith the creation of the National Guard, Zolotov was to be elevated to the status of
p ermanent Security Council member. Gryzlovwas to be taken oifthe council. Then we read that Putin had
issued an order reversing the earlier decision, '"ith Zolotov designated an ordinary SovBez member (See the 12
April notes). But he' s still listed as a permanent member:
http://www .kremlin .ru/ structure/security -cou nci 1/membe rs

Latynina circles back to ihe Independent Oil Company, VTB, Sechio, Khudaiynatov
(Another ""iolinist''?; Sbomkov/Lesi:n and ''the pool")
From the 22 February notes:

[On S.echin, Khudaiynatov, and a ~ billion credit, Latynina refers to a post by Maksim Blant:

trtm: •mblant.livejoumal.com 669.html

Eduard Khudaiynatov was general director ofRosneft when Secbin was vice premier. Khudai;.'t'latov was Secbi:n' s shadow.
'iVbeo Sechio came back to Rosneft, Khudaiyoatov created the Independent Oil and Gas Company (NNK} and NNK began to
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...
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.-

-

accumulate assets and licenses, many of them rather small assets. The main asset acquisition was MusaBazhayev' s Alliance
group. The transaction wa.s made in 2014, when Russia was already Wlder sanctions, and the assUJued value of the deal was
$4 billion. But where did Khudaiyna.tov, who had always been a hired manager, not a business o"vner, get the money? .A.nd
Sechin had been consolidating oil assets in Rosneft-then his O\\-n fonner right hand m.akes such an acquisition.
Blant tells the story: Rosneft deposited S4 billion in VTB, while simultaneously :N"NK was given a S4 billion credit. .Making a
bank deposit that instantly becomes a credit is a common money-laWldering method in Russia. Where did Rosneftget the S~
billion? latynina thinks it was sales to China. Lat)-nina also believes the sale price was jacked up- and part of the transaction
was Khudaiynato v getting a kickback for making the deal on Rosneft's behalf Comment: I'm not sure I foUow all this-is the
deposit to credit transaction illegal? How is it money .laundering? An)"way, Latynina says that with all R()sneft's financial
trouhles, Sechin wanted VTB to give its money back and VTB is not pla~in.g along. I don't understand that bit of the story at
aU-hadn't 1'1~1( acquired the company on Rosneft's behalf? That's what Latynina is claiming here. Blant referred to
protocols from aRosneft board meeting sho"'ing that the transaction was at a loss for Rosneft (Comment: OK, so the price
was too high-to account for the kickback- Latynina also says that the terms or the deposit-t"""loan deal were a loser for
Rosneft. So when she said Rosneft wanted its money back. tna)'ile it wanted back the loss on the deposi.t-t"""loan transaction).
Latynina goes on to imply that she thinks Sec bin has b een using NNK to go after oil assets for a while:-like Bashneft. NNK
made Sistema an offer, not Rosneft, on the asset. And Sistema' s Yevtus henko v woWld up under hous e arrest (See, for
instance, the 30 October 2014 notes) ... So, regarding the N!>lX purchase of Alliance group, Rosneft was financing the
purchase (at a loss) while demanding money from the National Welfare fund... ]

Comment: So it appeared that a Rosneft that was under sanctions was using ~'NK, not under
sanctions, as a vehicle for making acquisitions- but there was that money laundering part that I
wondered about. In her program last week, Latynina asked whether :1\11\i"K was tbe equivalent of
R oldngin's offshore-another "violinist" be ing nsed to launder money acquired by dubious means.
The acquisition, claimed Latynina, whose terms were not good for Rosneft, was really a put up deal
designe d to funnel and legalize shady money. The transaction fee-a kickback-was paid to
Khudaiynatov as part of the launde ring deaJ:
http://echo.msk.ru/programs/code/1752.70o-echo/ Latynina says the deposit-to-credit transaction is a
common cover for money laundering_.. She adds that she thinks the approval for the deal (NNK purchasing
Bazhay-ev's Alliance group) went an the way up to Putin-at the time, everyone :figured oil prices w ould go up,
but they didn't ... But there' s something else-there's a connection between the deal and the late Dmitriy
Shumkov (See the notes from 8 and 10 December 2015 and 5 and 11 January). Latynina says that's why she
came back to the story, though there was also Khudaiynatov's purchase ofa villa in Porotfino (for 25 Million
Euro) in 2015, after Putin told everybody not to buy any property abroad. The Roldugin offshore was shut
down in 20 14-after Crimea By 2012, it became dear that the Americans w ere taking a negative attitude to
such offshores-so they were no longer safe and Putin gave the order on no foreign property. But
Khudai:ynatov bought his villa in 2015.
She gets back to Shmnkov- he was close to Bazhayev, and was a sometime business partner of his. He was
making big investments, w as involved in big deals in Moscow when he reportedly committed suicide. Where
did he get the money for those deals? Latynina thinks he got the money from the '·strange" NNK/Bazhayev
deal. Later, he supposedly committed suicide-was he desperate because he had been caught siphoning
money off from the deal? Was he killed because he w as stealing? (Comment: She doesn't tell us why she
believes Shnmko,· stole money fr-om the NNS/Bazbaye't" deal)_ Latyn1na says the Shumkov story
reminds her of Lesin-ako found dead, but in Washington, a death she says w as most likely an unforttmate
incident related to Lesin•s extravagant habits. But Lesin lost his post after a deal that was similar to the deal
Khudaiynatov made. In the Lesin case, there was Kovalchuk' s Gazprom ~edia ProfMedia was purchased
for Gazprom Media at a price of $600 million. The word was that the sale price w as above market value. Lesin
had been loudly bragging about that. And the '\-iolinist" affair let us know that 20% ofVideo International
belonged to that violinist \vith a Stradivarius. So maybe the Lesin story wasn' t about the Kovalchuks

(Comment: One versiya explaining Lesin' s death was that he "'as killed partly because he owed
Kovalchok money. One of the Panama Papers offsbores was connected to Lesin).
Latynina again circles back to Shumkov-she goes on about "the poor ( 'basseiyn). The pool is a second,
infonnal budget, a personal part of the treasUI)•. It existed semi-unofficially and they say that it provides the
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salaries for highly-placed officials. But it was mainly for emergency expenditures, like Crimea. Latynina says she
thinks that it became apparent that the pool did not have has much money in it as was thought, and those that
had their hands on the taps that fed the pool had their O\ vn streams. If the pool was leaking like a sieve, well,
that could lead to some interesting re-distnbutions of authority in the elite. We already have the well-known
story of Yak-unin' s resignation, after it came to light that his son had acquired citizenship in the UK. There was
the interesting story ofVEB, s bankruptcy-how much did VEB hand over for the purchase of Sibuglement i:n
2014? S1.8 billion? Wasn't that a lot for that company? Uralvagonzavod bought the Zarechniy mine, the
Russian Coal Holding- together, that was 45 billion. Did that reflect their real value? Latynina ends by saying
she thinks there will be more stories of the ''leak")' poor and that Shmnkov will not be the only victim_..
Comment: "The pool," as Latynina casts this story, may also be something like an " obshak," a
mafia organization' s slosh fund. She' s impl)'i ng here tbat both Lesio and Shomkov abused the pool
and that others have as weD, leading to some shakeups and maybe some murders. She i.s also saying
that the Nl'iX transaction and some others were money laundering operations held, apparently, on
behalf of the pool and some who had access to i4 such as Roldugi:o.
Let's backup and see what dots we can connect...In the 8 December .2 015 notes, we read that there
was a kompromat war uodenvay and that Sbumkov's death might be associated with it. One of
ShomkoY's patrons was an assistant of Cbayka' s , A.leksaodr Z.vyagintse·v, who was dismissed
following the scandal over kompromat on Chayka's. son (See the 11 January notes). Recently, there
have been numerous kompromat dumps on elites, a number of them involvio.g foreign property. In
December, around the same time as the kompromat attacks on Chayka, there were stories in the
notes on Patio's links to organized crime (See the 29 and 31 December 2015 notes). In November
and December, we saw stories on "Tikhooova'' and her alleged husband, SbamaloY (See, for
instance, the 10 and 11 November 2015 notes and the notes from 21 December). There was an item
in the 8 February notes linking Chayka' s son to Shu.mkov.
Rec-all that Naval:niy was behind a call for a check up on Yakunin and his operations at Russian
Raihvays and that l\iillennium Bank was linked to RR. RR and Artyom Chayka owned shares in the
bank, which had its license revoked (See the 8 February notes). Chayka claimed Browder and
Navaln.iy were behind the dumps against him (See the 14 December 2015 notes; back in the 21
December 2015 notes, Yabloko's Sergey M:itrokhin said that Navaln.iy's attacks on Chayka
were " ordered"; This spring, Browder and N avalniy were attacked by Rossiya TV as foreign agents.
See the 11 April ootes}-so we circled back to the 1\lagnitsk:iy affair. Then Roldugi:o and the
Panama Papers came along (4 April}-and Roldogi:o's offshore was subsequently tied to the
1\'lagnitskiy affair as a money laundering platform for the cash stolen in that case (27 and 28 April).
The Nekrasov film appeared to be another repty to the kompromat dumps that related back to the
1\fagn:itskiy affair (27 April).
In the 4 April notes, I suggested that the attacks on Kasyanov were connected to the previous
kompromat on Russian elites, especiaUy the Panama Papers. l\{y comments:
[Lcoks like the Kremlin anticipated the media reaction to the Panama papers and sought to soften tlte impact by showing
that the 'oppo,s ition "n"as dirty, too. An~ as I wrote last week, ] think .Khodorkovskiy, s.ome elites in Russiot, and people
associated with them ue probotbly a m.a.jor source--or atleast a major distributor-of dirt like the BaeTSkir material we
saw la.stweek(See the 31 April and I Ma.rch notes), so there's a bit of retaliation going on. The Kremlin is ~homng tlut it
em play tha.t game as -welL I doubt the illicit lia.iso.n in the Ka.syanor video will shock mybody, .nor '!rill the corruption
mentioned by Kuyanov, but that's not the point.]

Baevskiy was an. associate of the Rotenbergs who bad handled apartment purchases for "Patio' s
women," including Tikbooova and .Kabayeva (See the notes from 311\{arch and 1 April).
Solovey commented on. these "information attacks" on Russian dast and thei:r Like~- intended
---·· - __ !_ ......_ _ , a_ _
- 4- --.
_!-1
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aumeo.c e m me .1 Apm notes:
(Solovey on the intended audience for the 'information attacks··
http://vk.com/id2114477574~·1=1.vall244477 574

16316%2Fal1

...The talk about "information artac.ks" follO\vs classic theory-"vaccinate" the public,. that is, warn them that enemies intend
slander. The question is, just who is being vaccinated? The Russian public? They'll brush off foreign exposes . They won' t
surprise anyone, or open .anyone· s eyes., or, and this is the main thing, change anyone' s attitude to vlast. These exposes are
aimed primarily at the Western elite. They are indifferent to the warnings of Russian officials .. .
Comment: I think he's right a_hout the target audience for the kompromat dumps, w.hich don't really tell us anything new.. I
think KhodorkoTSkiy and some Russian elites wh o would like it if there was n ot another Puti.n term are intending to help
prerent a.ny talk or lifting s anctions at this time~ h oping for increased pressure on .Putin. Ma)·be some of the elite are
willing t o endure m·ore pain now for the prospect o£Puti.n's tearing the Kremlin in 1018. Belkovsldy, who I think has been
working for Khodorkonkiy, has been seeming to (sometimes) s ay that a.n exit that would not put him in danger is still
possible for Putin. ParloTSk:iy said that earlier this week (See the 30 March n otes). Khodorkorskiy has been a little
different, sa~ing that those n ot implicated in crimes hue .n o reason to fear a change in regime. \Vhen komprom.at wars a.re
going on, though, it can get a tittle blurry-maybe other s might toss out some dirt on rirals. too. There may be m or e than
one source for the material and m ore than one motintion.)

But Stanovaya thought that the cumulative impact of the kompromat might be relevant in the long
run- and could turn Putin's base aga.inst him. From the 31 J\la.rch notes:

l

Stanovaya Otl kompromtl.t D.bour Putin (Putht is mort! ~·ul.Jr erable dr tut he sums . •.but J1'e.stern mass Juedi.a is 11ot the
drreaf; Open Russia ltas more on Putin 'sties to orgtwi:.ed crime; Spai.Jt puts Deputy FSJCilDirector Auto.., on a wmtted list)
See yesterday' s notes ...

https://slon.ru/posts/66002
Stanovaya wo nders whether Putin should be worried about the " information attacks" Peskov has mentioned... Right now, all
the criticisms aimed at Putin are coming from channels that have an axe to grind-the non-systemic opposrtion and the \Vest.
But when the criticism comes from, say, the protesting long-haul truckers, then that changes the picture quite a bit. \Vhen
the " fffih column" in the eyes of.-last be-comes the narod, then a revolution is underway ...Putin less and less seems to
believe that his rating could fall as a consequence of his own mistakes. It' s. not hard to see that Putin isn' t just satisfied \vith
the results of his rule, he is proud of them. _.!\ nd it \vill be hard forhim to believe in the reality of popular disappointment when
it manifests ifself...Vlast also does not understand that "Krym nash" in the eyes of the gene:r:al. public means what it saysNASH- not IC!ym Putina or Krym Rotenberga., but Kt}-m nash, that is, Putin is seen only as the instrument of re-establishing
historical justice. Crimea should have been Russian with or without Putin.
Putin is. more vulnerable than it seems. But the main sources of a threat are not Nav.alniy or Western mass media. The threat
to Putin will appear when the accusations are coming from his own electorate. .. Anti-Putin info.r mation will be replenished,
ex-pecting consumers and it is they who "'ill raise the question ofjustice, unle·ss GKChP-2 intervenes ... ]

To recap and formulate a picture of what's going on ..." 'ith elections approachio.g and an economic
crisis undenvay, Putio' s enemies (Kbodorkovskiy, and perhaps people in the Russian elite
discontented with the way things have gone) are stepping up the kompromat attacks. The
M~a.gnitskiy affair and the Pa.nama papers point to massive money laundering and asset transfer
operations done on the behalf of high Jenl players, with trusted figures like Roldugin acting as
operators of tbe mechanisms involv ed. The money launderers may both try and create " clean"
moo.ey for "the pool" and legitimize funds that have wound up there from operations like the tax
rebate schemes connected to the Magnitskiy affair. Putio is not involved io this directly or in any
hands-on way. The launderers/acquisition operatives may try and clean up money for lower level
players like the 1\oiVD and Tax Sen.;ce people involv ed mthe J\bgnitskiy affair. They are rewarded
for their efforts with kickbacks or shares in companies like Video International or Rosoeft. «The
pool" could operate, at least partly, like a mafia obsbak- key players. kick in funds that are
available for major asset acquisitions and use "the pool" as a deposit Cor money that needs to be
laundered.
Some of the players have abused their access to " the pool" -maybe Lesin, maybe Yakunio. Perhaps
Shumkov was mixed up in operations that cost t he pool too much and angered key pool members. At
the time ofYalmnin's ouster- and especially after his warning to other elites-1 thought that we
were seeing signs of friction in the inner elite at a time of diminishing resources, a smaller corruption
pie. and tensions over the results of sanctions (See the l3 Januanr notes. for instance) . So I repeat
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that there may be more than one ultimate source of kompromat on Putin and other players-I could
see an angry YaJ..'U.Din maybe retaliating with dirt he surely knows about.
NaYalniy and Browder are players in their own right, as well as channels for transmitting
kompromat. I think NavaJniy is still with us and not in prison because he gets at least " situational"
co:n~r from whicheYer Kremlin ''tower" might be using him at a given moment. He is associated 'vith
anti-Putin forces , but he probably gets some help from people in the elite-maybe Alfa Group
people-who a.re also thinking that it' s time for a change (See the notes from 11 January; l7 M~ay
2015; 29 December 2014; and 6 November 2014).
Another way to think of the pool is a place where play ers lower down the corruption food c.bain may
kick in a piece of the action for their s uperiors. Questions: How does all this operate in practice?
Who all is a part of '''hat must be an intricate network of interlocking channels for money laundering
and asset transactions in a system that bas access to the pool? Who accounts for the money in the
pool and where it may end up? I doubt that every pool-connec.ted. transaction is coordinated ·with
other players -there is probably a high degree of independent operation within the network, with not
all of those invol-ved aware of aU the others. The network that bas access to the pool and includes
elaborate money laundering channels and aYenues for asset transactions probably arose
spontaneously out of a few deals and grew from there , working out its own mode of activity and
ground rules. The people who pulled off the scam in the Magnitskiy case were operating on their
own, though they were connected to people higher up the food chain in various ways, and then they
tapped into the channels that were linked to Roldugin a.nd the pool But how are the details worked
out and who does the planning and organ.ization? We are only hearing about a very small part of what
goes on in the guts of what must be an elaborate informal machine that no one player probably
knows inside and out.
Russia' s overlapping money laundering channels are vast and inYotve lots of games- apart from the
Magnitskiy affair, recall the lengthy GUEBiPK scandal, which pointed to a clash between the l\11VD
economic secnrity department (probably allied 'vitb elements in. t he Prosecutor's office) and the FSB
and its allies in the Investigative Committee. The battle was said to be over controlling money
lanndering channels- see the 311\farcb notes.
To wind this up, Putin sees the Khodorkovskiy-Kasy anov-Navalniy-Browder types as a united front
in the 'Vest's war against him. He is a-ware of frictions in the elite and of the possibility of protests
that could play into the hands of his enemies or dissatisfied Russian elites who might be looking for
an alternative. One such alternative could be Sergey Shoygu (See the 8 April notes, for instan.ce).
So VVP creates the National Guard under trusted bodyguard Zolotov as his p ersonal palace guard.
Latynina carried on in th±s p ast weekend' s program: http:ljecho.msk,ru/programs/code/1756772-echo/
W hy couldn' t Rnssian viast uncover the people responsible for the scam in the Magnitskiy affair? It \Vasn' t
because they were so highly placed_ It was. because they were using the same money laundering ..washing
machine" that some completely different people were also using---1ncluding Roldugin_ It wasn ' t that R oldugin
was involved in the :Y.Iagnitskiy affair-it' s that he and the others used the same "washing machine" . . _
Latynina also takes some time to discredit Oleg Lure, who testified in an American court in the case involving
Denis Katsyv and a money laundering case linked to the Magnitskiy affair-she has Lure basically repeating a
lot of the claims made by Nekrasov .in his :fihn about Magnitsky (cited above). Lure claims Browder hired
Navalniy. She points out that Lure was in jail for defrauding Senator Sl:utsker-and she also notes that Lme has
claimed that he saw documents indicating that Navruniy was. a spy (the same doctm1ents shown on NTV' s
attack piece against Navalniy and Browder).

StreJkoy: ~o murder charges?
From the 25 April notes:
[Strelkov' s post on the murder·charges: http://m vk.com/wa ll 3472602~9 2127
Strelkov says that two men who identified themselves as police officers had visited his mother' s residence and told her that
he was being charged for two murders in St. Petersburg- they wanted to know wh ether she had seen her son around the time
n~<f-1-..o
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bother-organizing these kinds of vile actions won 't work \v1th me. They won' t stop me from doing what I have to do-I'm
ready for anything they can throw at me... ]

http://m.vk.com/wall3472.60249 3529
About the criminal charges supposedly made against me---maybe there is a case and maybe noL So far I have
no official word on that. Thei£s supposed to be a public meeting on Suvor ov Square on 2 May, but nobody
will be there--how many people will think a meeting in honor offallen countrymen is more important than
shashlik on a holiday?

Land to be given away in the Far East
http://www. them oscowtimes. com/ news/ article/ russians-given-fre e-1and-in-country s-far-east/ 567729.htm I
President Vladimir Put in has approved a law giving Russian citizens free plots of land in the country's Far East.
the lnterfax news agency reported Monday.
All citizens will be entitled to apply for up to hectare of land in the Kamchatka, Primo rye, Khabarovsk. Amur,
Magadan and Sakhalin regions. the republic of Sakha, or the Jewish and Ghukotka autonomous district s.
The land can be used for any lawful purpose but can only be rented, sold, or given away after an initial five-year
waiting period, according to the bilL
The program is one of a number of initiatives aimed at boosting the economy in Russia's Far East, including
the construction of the new Vostochny cosmodrome. A recent deal also saw a number of Chinese companies set
on relocating to the area_
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Note on notes (Zolotov and the Security Council)
First we read that with the creation of the National Guard, Zolotov was to be elevated to the
status of permanent Security Council member. Gryzlov was to be taken off the council. Then
we read that Putin had issued an order reversing the earlier decision, with Zolotov designated an
ordinary SovBez member (See the 12 April notes). But he’s still listed as a permanent member:

http://www.kremlin.ru/structure/security-council/members
Latynina circles back to the Independent Oil Company, VTB, Sechin, Khudaiynatov

(Another “violinist”?; Shumkov/Lesin and “the pool”)
From the 22 February notes:
[On Sechin, Khudaiynatov, and a $4 billion credit, Latynina refers to a post by Maksim Blant:
http://mblant.livejournal.com/669.html

Eduard Khudaiynatov was general director of Rosneft when Sechin was vice premier. Khudaiynatov was Sechin’s
shadow. When Sechin came back to Rosneft, Khudaiynatov created the Independent Oil and Gas Company (NNK)
and NNK began to accumulate assets and licenses, many of them rather small assets. The main asset acquisition

was Musa Bazhayev’s Alliance group.

The transaction was made in 2014, when Russia was already under

sanctions, and the assumed value of the deal was $4 billion. But where did Khudaiynatov, who had always been a
hired manager, not a business owner, get the money? And Sechin had been consolidating oil assets in Rosneft

then

his own former right hand makes such an acquisition.
Blant tells the story: Rosneft deposited $4 billion in VTB, while simultaneously NNK was given a $4 billion credit.
Making a bank deposit that instantly becomes a credit is a common money laundering method in Russia. Where did
Rosneft get the $4 billion? Latynina thinks it was sales to China. Latynina also believes the sale price was jacked
up

and part of the transaction was Khudaiynatov getting a kickback for making the deal on Rosneft’s behalf.
Comment: I’m not sure I follow all this is the deposit to credit transaction illegal? How is it money
laundering? Anyway, Latynina says that with all Rosneft’s financial troubles, Sechin wanted VTB to give its
money back and VTB is not playing along. I don’t understand that bit of the story at all hadn’t NNK
acquired the company on Rosneft’s behalf? That’s what Latynina is claiming here. Blant referred to protocols
from a Rosneft board meeting showing that the transaction was at a loss for Rosneft ( Comment: OK, so the price

was too high

to account for the kickback
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a loser for Rosneft. So when she said Rosneft wanted its money back, maybe it wanted back the loss on the
deposit-to-loan transaction). Latynina goes on to imply that she thinks Sechin has been using NNK to go after oil
assets for a while

like Bashneft. NNK made Sistema an offer, not Rosneft, on the asset. And Sistema’s
Yevtushenkov wound up under house arrest (See, for instance, the 30 October 2014 notes)…So , regarding the NNK
purchase of Alliance group, Rosneft was financing the purchase (at a loss) while demanding money from the

National Welfare Fund… ]
Comment: So it appeared that a Rosneft that was under sanctions was using NNK, not
under sanctions, as a vehicle for making acquisitions—but there was that money
laundering part that I wondered about. In her program last week, Latynina asked whether
NNK was the equivalent of Roldugin’s offshore—another “violinist” being used to launder
money acquired by dubious means. The acquisition, claimed Latynina, whose terms were
not good for Rosneft, was really a put up deal designed to funnel and legalize shady money.
The transaction fee—a kickback—was paid to Khudaiynatov as part of the laundering
deal:
http://echo.msk.ru/programs/code/1752700-echo/ Latynina says the deposit-to-credit transaction
is a common cover for money laundering…She adds that she thinks the approval for the deal
(NNK purchasing Bazhayev’s Alliance group) went all the way up to Putin at the time,

everyone figured oil prices would go up, but they didn’t…But there’s something else there’s a
connection between the deal and the late Dmitriy Shumkov (See the notes from 8 and 10
December 2015 and 5 and 11 January). Latynina says that ’ s why she came back to the story,
though there was also Khudaiynatov’s purchase of a villa in Porotfino (for 25 Million Euro) in
2015, after Putin told everybody not to buy any property abroad. The Roldugin offshore was shut
down in 2014 after Crimea. By 2012, it became clear that the Americans were taking a
negative attitude to such offshores so they were no longer safe and Putin gave the order on no
foreign property. But Khudaiynatov bought his villa in 2015.
She gets back to Shumkov he was close to Bazhayev, and was a sometime business partner of
his. He was making big investments, was involved in big deals in Moscow when he reportedly
committed suicide. Where did he get the money for those deals? Latynina thinks he got the
money from the “strange” NNK/Bazhayev deal. Later, he supposedly committed suicide was
he desperate because he had been caught siphoning money off from the deal? Was he killed
because he was stealing? (Comment: She doesn’t tell us why she believes Shumkov stole
money from the NNS/Bazhayev deal). Latynina says the Shumkov story reminds her of
Lesin also found dead, but in Washington, a death she says was most likely an unfortunate

incident related to Lesin’s extravagant habits. But Lesin lost his post after a deal that was similar
to the deal Khudaiynatov made. In the Lesin case, there was Kovalchuk’s Gazprom Media. Prof
Media was purchased for Gazprom Media at a price of $600 million. The word was that the sale
price was above market value. Lesin had been loudly bragging about that. And the “violinist”
affair let us know that 20% of Video International belonged to that violinist with a Stradivarius.
So maybe the Lesin story wasn’ t about the Kovalchuks (Comment: One versiya explaining

Lesin’s death was that he was killed partly because he owed Kovalchuk money. One of the
Panama Papers offshores was connected to Lesin).
Latynina again circles back to Shumkov she goes on about “the pool” (“basseiyn”). The pool
is a second, informal budget, a personal part of the treasury. It existed semi-unofficially and they
say that it provides the salaries for highly-placed officials. But it was mainly for emergency
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expenditures, like Crimea. Latynina says she thinks that it became apparent that the pool did not
have has much money in it as was thought, and those that had their hands on the taps that fed the
pool had their own streams. If the pool was leaking like a sieve, well, that could lead to some
interesting re-distributions of authority in the elite. We already have the well-known story of

Yakunin’s resignation, after it came to light that his son had acquired citizenship in the UK.
There was the interesting story of VEB’s bankruptcy how much did VEB hand over for the
purchase of Sibuglement in 2014? $1.8 billion? Wasn’ t that a lot for that company?
Uralvagonzavod bought the Zarechniy mine, the Russian Coal Holding together, that was 45
billion. Did that reflect their real value? Latynina ends by saying she thinks there will be more
stories of the “leaky pool” and that Shumkov will not be the only victim…

Comment: “The pool,” as Latynina casts this story, may also be something like an
“obshak,” a mafia organization’s slush fund. She’s implying here that both Lesin and
Shumkov abused the pool and that others have as well, leading to some shakeups and
maybe some murders. She is also saying that the NNK transaction and some others were
money laundering operations held, apparently, on behalf of the pool and some who had
access to it, such as Roldugin.

Let’s backup and see what dots we can connect… In the 8 December 2015 notes, we read
that there was a kompromat war underway and that Shumkov’s death might be associated
with it. One of Shumkov’s patrons was an assistant of Chayka’s, Aleksandr Zvyagintsev,
who was dismissed following the scandal over kompromat on Chayka’s son (See the 11
January notes). Recently, there have been numerous kompromat dumps on elites, a
number of them involving foreign property. In December, around the same time as the

kompromat attacks on Chayka, there were stories in the notes on Putin’s links to organized
crime (See the 29 and 31 December 2015 notes). In November and December, we saw
stories on “Tikhonova” and her alleged husband, Shamalov (See, for instance, the 10 and
11 November 2015 notes and the notes from 21 December). There was an item in the 8

February notes linking Chayka’s son to Shumkov.
Recall that Navalniy was behind a call for a check up on Yakunin and his operations at
Russian Railways and that Millennium Bank was linked to RR. RR and Artyom Chayka
owned shares in the bank, which had its license revoked (See the 8 February notes).
Chayka claimed Browder and Navalniy were behind the dumps against him (See the 14

December 2015 notes; back in the 21 December 2015 notes, Yabloko’s Sergey Mitrokhin
said that Navalniy’s attacks on Chayka were “ordered”; This spring, Browder and
Navalniy were attacked by Rossiya TV as foreign agents. See the 11 April notes)—so we
circled back to the Magnitskiy affair. Then Roldugin and the Panama Papers came along
(4 April)—and Roldugin’s offshore was subsequently tied to the Magnitskiy affair as a
money laundering platform for the cash stolen in that case (27 and 28 April). The
Nekrasov film appeared to be another reply to the kompromat dumps that related back to
the Magnitskiy affair (27 April).
In the 4 April notes, I suggested that the attacks on Kasyanov were connected to the
previous kompromat on Russian elites, especially the Panama Papers. My comments:
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[Looks like the Kremlin anticipated the media reaction to the Panama papers and sought to soften the impact
by showing that the opposition was dirty, too. And, as I wrote last week, I think Khodorkovskiy, some elites
in Russia, and people associated with them are probably a major source

or at least a major distributor

of

dirt like the Baevskiy material we saw last week (See the 31 April and 1 March notes), so there’s a bit of
retaliation going on. The Kremlin is showing that it can play that game as well. I doubt the illicit liaison in the
Kasyanov video

will shock anybody, nor will the corruption mentioned by Kasyanov, but that’s not the

point.]

Baevskiy was an associate of the Rotenbergs who had handled apartment purchases for

“Putin’s women,” including Tikhonova and Kabayeva (See the notes from 31 March and 1
April).

Solovey commented on these “information attacks” on Russian vlast and their likely
intended audience in the 1 April notes:
[Solovey on the intended audience for the “information attacks”
http://vk.com/id244477574?w=wall244477574 16316%2Fall

…The talk about “information attacks” follows classic theory “vaccinate” the public, that is, warn them that
enemies intend slander. The question is, just who is being vaccinated? The Russian public? They’ll brush off
foreign exposés. They won’t surprise anyone, or open anyone’s eyes, or, and this is the main thing, change anyone’ s
attitude to vlast. These exposés are aimed primarily at the Western elite. They are indifferent to the warnings of
Russian officials…

Comment: I think he’s right about the target audience for the kompromat dumps, which don’t really tell us
anything new. I think Khodorkovskiy and some Russian elites who would like it if there was not another
Putin term are intending to help prevent any talk of lifting sanctions at this time, hoping for increased
pressure on Putin. Maybe some of the elite are willing to

endure more pain now for the prospect of Putin’s

leaving the Kremlin in 2018. Belkovskiy, who I think has been working for Khodorkovskiy, has been seeming
to (sometimes) say that an exit that would not put him in danger is still possible for Putin. Pavlovskiy said
that earlier this week (See the 30 March notes). Khodorkovskiy has been a little different, saying that those
not implicated in crimes have no reason to fear a change in regime . When kompromat wars are going on,
though, it can get a little blurry

maybe others might toss out some dirt on rivals, too. There may be more

than one source for the material and more than one motivation .]

But Stanovaya thought that the cumulative impact of the kompromat might be relevant in
the long run—and could turn Putin’s

base against him. From the 31 March notes:

[Stanovaya on kompromat about Putin (Putin is more vulnerable than he seems…but Western mass media is not
the threat; Open Russia has more on Putin’s ties to organized crime; Spain puts Deputy FSKN Director Aulov on
a wanted list)

See yesterday’s notes…
https://slon.ru/posts/66002
Stanovaya wonders whether Putin should be worried about the “information attacks” Peskov has mentioned…Right
now, all the criticisms aimed at Putin are coming from channels that have an axe to grind

the non systemic

opposition and the West. But when the criticism comes from, say, the protesting long haul truckers, then that
changes the picture quite a bit. When the “fifth column” in the eyes of vlast becomes the narod, then a revolution is
underway…Putin less and less seems to believe that his rating could fall as a consequence of his own mistakes. It’s
not hard to see that Putin isn’t just satisfied with the results of his rule, he is proud of them. And it will be hard for
him to believe in the reality of popular disappointment when it manifests itself…Vlast also does not understand that
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“Krym nash” in the eyes of the general public means what it says

NASH not Krym Putina or Krym Rotenberga,

but Krym nash, that is, Putin is seen only as the instrument of re establishing historical justice. Crimea should have
been Russian with or without Putin.
Putin is more vulnerable than it seems. But the main sources of a threat are not Navalniy or Western mass
media.

The threat to Putin will appear when the accusations are coming from his own electorate…Anti

Putin

information will be replenished, expecting consumers and it is they who will raise the question of justice, unless
GKChP

2 intervenes… ]

To recap and formulate a picture of what’s going on… With elections approaching and an
economic crisis underway, Putin’s enemies (Khodorkovskiy, and perhaps people in the
Russian elite discontented with the way things have gone) are stepping up the kompromat
attacks. The Magnitskiy affair and the Panama papers point to massive money laundering
and asset transfer operations done on the behalf of high level players, with trusted figures
like Roldugin acting as operators of the mechanisms involved. The money launderers may

both try and create “clean” money for “the pool” and legitimize funds that have wound up
there from operations like the tax rebate schemes connected to the Magnitskiy affair.
Putin is not involved in this directly or in any hands-on way. The launderers/acquisition
operatives may try and clean up money for lower level players like the MVD and Tax
Service people involved in the Magnitskiy affair. They are rewarded for their efforts with

kickbacks or shares in companies like Video International or Rosneft. “The pool” could
operate, at least partly, like a mafia obshak—key players kick in funds that are available
for major asset acquisitions and use “the pool” as a deposit for money that needs to be
laundered.

Some of the players have abused their access to “the pool”—maybe Lesin, maybe Yakunin.
Perhaps Shumkov was mixed up in operations that cost the pool too much and angered key
pool members.

At the time of Yakunin’s ouster—and especially after his warning to other

elites—I thought that we were seeing signs of friction in the inner elite at a time of
diminishing resources, a smaller corruption pie, and tensions over the results of sanctions
(See the 13 January notes, for instance). So I repeat that there may be more than one
ultimate source of kompromat on Putin and other players—I could see an angry Yakunin
maybe retaliating with dirt he surely knows about.
Navalniy and Browder are players in their own right, as well as channels for transmitting
kompromat. I think Navalniy is still with us and not in prison because he gets at least

“situational” cover from whichever Kremlin “tower” might be using him at a given
moment. He is associated with anti-Putin forces, but he probably gets some help from
people in the elite—maybe Alfa Group people—who are also thinking that it’s time for a
change (See the notes from 11 January; 17 May 2015; 29 December 2014; and 6 November
2014).
Another way to think of the pool is a place where players lower down the corruption food
chain may kick in a piece of the action for their superiors. Questions: How does all this
operate in practice? Who all is a part of what must be an intricate network of interlocking
channels for money laundering and asset transactions in a system that has access to the
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pool? Who accounts for the money in the pool and where it may end up? I doubt that
every pool-connected transaction is coordinated with other players—there is probably a
high degree of independent operation within the network, with not all of those involved
aware of all the others. The network that has access to the pool and includes elaborate
money laundering channels and avenues for asset transactions probably arose
spontaneously out of a few deals and grew from there, working out its own mode of activity
and ground rules. The people who pulled off the scam in the Magnitskiy case were
operating on their own, though they were connected to people higher up the food chain in
various ways, and then they tapped into the channels that were linked to Roldugin and the
pool. But how are the details worked out and who does the planning and organization? We
are only hearing about a very small part of what goes on in the guts of what must be an
elaborate informal machine that no one player probably knows inside and out.

Russia’s overlapping money laundering channels are vast and involve lots of games—apart
from the Magnitskiy affair, recall the lengthy GUEBiPK scandal, which pointed to a clash
between the MVD economic security department (probably allied with elements in the

Prosecutor’s office) and the FSB and its allies in the Investigative Committee. The battle
was said to be over controlling money laundering channels—see the 31 March notes.
To wind this up, Putin sees the Khodorkovskiy-Kasyanov-Navalniy-Browder types as a
united

front in the West’s war against him. He is aware of frictions in the elite and of the

possibility of protests that could play into the hands of his enemies or dissatisfied Russian
elites who might be looking for an alternative. One such alternative could be Sergey
Shoygu (See the 8 April notes, for instance). So VVP creates the National Guard under
trusted bodyguard Zolotov as his personal palace guard.

Latynina carried on in this past weekend’s program: http://echo.msk.ru/programs/code/1756772echo/

Why couldn’t Russian vlast uncover the people responsible for the scam in the Magnitskiy
affair? It wasn’t because they were so highly placed. It was because they were using the same
money laundering “washing machine” that some completely different people were also using
including Roldugin. It wasn’t that Roldugin was involved in the Magnitskiy affair it’s that he
and the others used the same “washing machine” …
Latynina also takes some time to discredit Oleg Lure, who testified in an American court in the
case involving Denis Katsyv and a money laundering case linked to the Magnitskiy affair

she

has Lure basically repeating a lot of the claims made by Nekrasov in his film about Magnitsky
(cited above). Lure claims Browder hired Navalniy. She points out that Lure was in jail for
defrauding Senator Slutsker

and she also notes that Lure has claimed that he saw documents

indicating that Navalniy was a spy (the same documents shown on NTV’s attack piece against
Navalniy and Browder).

Strelkov: No murder charges?
From the 25 April notes:
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[Strelkov’s post on the murder charges: http://m.vk.com/wall347260249 2127

Strelkov says that two men who identified themselves as police officers had visited his mother’s residence and told
her that he was being charged for two murders in St. Petersburg

they wanted to know whether she had seen her son

around the time of the killings… So what were they up to? What are they trying to show me?, asks Strelkov. Surkov
and company should not bother organizing these kinds of vile actions won’t work with me. They won’t stop me
from doing what I have to do I’m ready for anything they can throw at me… ]

http://m.vk.com/wall347260249 3529
About the criminal charges supposedly made against me

maybe there is a case and maybe not.

So far I have no official word on that. There’s supposed to be a public meeting on Suvorov
Square on 2 May, but nobody will be there

how many people will think a meeting in honor of

fallen countrymen is more important than shashlik on a holiday?

Land to be given away in the Far East

http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/russians-given-free-land-in-countrys-fareast/567729.html
President Vladimir Putin has approved a law giving Russian citizens free plots of land in the country's Far
East, the Interfax news agency reported Monday.
All citizens will be entitled to apply for up to hectare of land in the Kamchatka, Primorye, Khabarovsk,
Amur, Magadan and Sakhalin regions, the republic of Sakha, or the Jewish and Chukotka autonomous
districts.
The land can be used for any lawful purpose but can only be rented, sold, or given away after an initial
five-year waiting period, according to the bill.
The program is one of a number of initiatives aimed at boosting the economy in Russia's Far East,
including the construction of the new Vostochny cosmodrome. A recent deal also saw a number
of Chinese companies set on relocating to the area.
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Onr, Bruce (ODAG}

Sent:

Friday, April 29, 201 6 5:15 PM

To:

Nellie Ohr

Subject:

RE: Jen leaving FinCen for HSBC

I

heard !

From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)

Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 3:18PM
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: Jen leaving FinCen for HSBC
http://www reuters.comfarticle/us-banks-moneylaundering-hsbc-idUSKCNOXN2W7
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Friday, April 29, 2016 1:17PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {OOAG)

Subject:

Fwd: Kleptocracy Initiative Weekly News Highlights

Hi Honey!
As usual. this entire issue is interesting, but I thought you'd be especially interested in this item.

-N
China Quashes G-20 Anticorruption Task Force Will Host Conference Instead- WaJJ Street JoumaJ
The move reflects China's commitment to pursuing its anti-<:orruption campaign on its own terms.

I

-Original MessageFrom: The Kleptocracy Initiative <info@kleptocracyinitiative.org>
To: (b) (6) Kell!e Emml
Sent: Fri. Apr 29, 2016 11:24 am
Subject: Kleptocracy Initiative Weekly News Highlights

Kl Weekly News Hightights Aprll2l-29, 2016
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1!!!1

Tweet

1!!!1

Forward

Weekend: April23-24, 2016
Former Top U.K. Spy Now Works for Team Putin and a Mobbed-Up Russian
Lawyer - Daily Beast
Andrew Fulton's GPW & Co., a private investigation firm, is retained by Andrey
Pavlov, a Kluyuev Gang lawyer who is fighting to keep his name off EU sanctions
fists.
US/Azerbaijan: Lobbyists Continue to Flout Travel Rules - OCCRP
''We haven't seen this brazenness since the Abramoff days ... You've got a
foreign government participating in trying to lie to the US Congress, and
hoodwink the American publi:c . ... [And] the House Ethics Committee tried
violating congressional rules and burying the OCE report. "

Monday, April 25, 2016
China Quashes G-20 Anticorruption Task Force. Will Host Conference Instead-

Wall Street Journal
The move reflects China's commrt:ment to pursuing its anti-corruption campaign
on its own terms.
Kazakhstan Refuses to Investigate Panama Paper Links to President's Family -

Newsweek
President Nursu1tan Nazarbayev's grandson was named as an offshore account
holder in the leaks - but a top prosecutor has ruled out any action.
T&IARrl~v
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Trump's Campaign Chief is Questioned About Ties to Russian Billionaire-

Yahoo
Oleg Deripaska partnered with Manafort and others in a $262 million Cayman
Islands investment Now the oligarch wants to know what happened to his
money.
China Faces Higher Risk of Money Laundering and Financfnq of Terrorist
Groups. Central Bank Offidal Warns - South China Morning Post
New threats emerge as China becomes more integrated into the global financial
system.
lnside Trump Adviser Manafort's World of Politics and Global RnanciaJ
Dealmaking - Washington Post
Further background on a lucrative career in kleptocracy.
Russia: The Cellist and the Lawyer- OCCRP
A new report suggests that Sergei Rodulgin received money from a shell
company while it was being used in the fraud uncovered by Sergei Magnitsky.

VVednesday, Apnl27, 2016
Anti- Graft Body Rnds lrreaularities at China Construction Bank- Reuters
336 people were found to be involved in a disciplinary violations~ - a Party
euphemism for graft.
Under the Umbr.ella: Russia uCovers" Ukraine's Former President and PM -

Ukraine Today
U:fting sanctions against Yanukovich's family members may enable him to shift illgotten gains.
Names Of Russia's Elite Vanish From Public Property Records - RFE/RL
Putin's inner circle - including Kiril Shamalov- appear to be quieUy expunging
evidence of their ill-gotten gains, amid moves by the security services to curtail
public access.

Thursday, April28, 2016
The Quiet American - Slate
QPaul Manafurt made a career out of stealthily reinventing the world's nastiest
tyrants as noble defenders of freedom. Getting Donald Trump elected will be a
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c1ncn_·
The Kremlin's Candidate - Politico
PutTn's propaganda machine is throwing its weight behind Trump.
French lawmakers Adopt Non-Binding Proposal to Uft Russia Sanctions Reuters

The sanctions were imposed in the wake of Russia's annexation of Crimea, and
are due to expire in July.
Kremlin's lnfowar in the Battics - Ukraine Today
Estonia and neighboring countries are on the frontline of Putin's aggressive
propaganda.

Friday, April29, 2016
Two Telenor Executives Resign After VimpelCom Probe - WaJJ Street Journal
A report identified shortcomings - though no illegarity - in the Norwegian firm's
handling of its stake in the telecoms giant
Australia to Block Vast land Sale to China-led Consortium - Financial Times
As China continues to buy up huge tracts of land worldwide, Canberra blocks an
agricultural deal because of its "size and significance.n

For more news and commentary visit Kleptocracylnitiative.org or follow us
on Twitter @Kieptocracvlnt
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Friday, May 06, 2016 4:31 PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {OOAG)

Subject:

Re: June 5 Dinner With OPP Alison Saunders

Cool. thank s!

-Original MessageFrom: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} (ODAG) <Bruce.G.Ohr@usdoj .goV>
To: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Fri, May 6, 2016 2:21 pm
Subject: FW: June 5 Dinner With DPP Alison Saunders

The British are coming!
From: Turcotte, Denise

Sent : Friday, May 06, 2016 1:05PM
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Cc : Miller, Carina ( CRM)

Subject: June S Dinner With DPP Alison Saunders

Bruce.
The DPP and her party would be delighted to have dinner at your home. DPP
Saunders will also be travelling with her Executive Assistant, so there will be four of
them in total, that is, Alison Saunders, Helen Kershaw (EA), Sue Patten and Patrick
Stevens. They have suggested that you pick them up from the Palomar Hotel at
7 pm. Will that work? They should be at the hotel by about 4 :00pm, so if you would
prefer to make that any earlier, please let us know.
They are awaiting visa details for one person in the party, but subject to that, Hilary
Ryan utili send me (or Carina) their information shortly, so that we can arrange for
security on June 6 .
Bruce, I am also copying Carina, and introducing you both via email, as she is now
Bruce's new Executive Assistant.

Denise
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.WASH POL2-3 Bres.s, Stefan
From:

.WASH POL2-3 -

Sent:

Friday, April 22, 2016 7:22 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}

Cc:

Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF); Nellie Ohr

Subject:

AW: Analyst Russian Organized Crime- April 2016

Bruce,
due to amy wrfefood and drink her glass of wine.:-)

will not he able to attend our dinner. But I will be happy to eat her portion of

SEe you

soon,
Have a great weekend,

W)DI
--UrsprOngliche Nac:h richtVon: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) [ma ilto:Bruce.G.Ohr@usdoi.gov]
Gesendet: M ittwoch~ 20. April 2016 12:21
An: .WASH POL2-3W)j~l!!lo'Dr,-~!lll
Cc: Holtyn, lisa (OCDETF); Nellie Ohr
Betreff: RE: Analyst Russian Organized Crime- April 2016

Excellent! So we will plan on Monday a t 7 p.m. at my house. wh ich is located at (b) ( 6)
hope that your wife will be able to attend as we ll. Thank you, and I am looking forward to seeing everyone!

. We

-Bruce
-Origi nal MessageFrom: .WASH POL2-3 (b (6
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 11:28 AM
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: WG: Analyst Russian Organized Crime -April 2016
Hi Bruce,
l will be out of office until Friday, you could try to re.ach me via cell phone:rf:lVJIIIlema•••
We are available for a dinner on Monday, Tue,s.day or Wedne,s.day. Please not too early ... 7.00 would be perfect... Ju,s.t tell
me when and whe re ... perfed would be an emaiL
We would be 4 px in tota l.

Best,

Dlell
-UrsprOngliche Na<:hrichtVon: Holtyn, Li,s..a (OCDETF) (b (6)
Ge,s.endet: Mittwoch, 20. April 2016 10:56
An: .WASH POL2·3~fiDDJ]1md•••
Cc: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Betr.e ff: RE: Analyst Russian Organized Crime- April 2016
HiB(D ,
No problem with the addition!
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By the way, Bruce will be calling you today as he and Nellie would like to host the delegation for di nner sometime duri ng
the week that they are here. if your schedul es permit.
Also, on our end. we have i nvited Joe Wheatley and Ivana Nizi ch, who are two tri al attorneys from DOJ's Organized Cri me
and Gang Section (my and Bruce's ol d section.) Joe has met w ith the analysts before (I guess I an will probably remember
him), but I vana is new to OCGS. Both are Vf~ry experi enced prosecutors and have worked on some Eurasi an OC matters
before.
I will pl an to ml!'et you guys at 1.:45 at the Vi sitors center at Mai n DOJ. My cell i n case you have any troubl e getti ng there
i s (b) (6)
I.
Look forward to seei ng you guys next w~k!
Best.
Usa

-Ori gi nal MessageFrom: .WASH POL2·3 (b) ( 6)
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 10:17 AM
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF)
Cc: Mchi ch, Usa (OCDETF)
Subj ect: WG: Anal yst Russi an Organized Cri me- April 2016
Bruce,
sorry, but there is one more in our delegation:
Last Name/Fi rst Name/PoB/ DoB/ Passport:

5 . (b) (6)
~u so-on,
Thanks,

t\DBI
--UrsprOngliche NachrichtVon: .WASH POL2·.3~MO~I[Cl•l§• •
Gesendet: Dienstag, 12. April 2016 13:22
An: 'Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)'; Ho-ltyn, Usa (OCDETF)
Cc: Mchich, Usa (OCDETF)
Betreff: AW: Analyst Russi an Organized Cri me -April 2016

l

Usa, Bruce,
for the analyti cal e.xchan,ge on April 26th, 2.00 pm the delegation will be:
Last Name/ Fi rst Name/ PoB/ Do-8/Passport:
1. (b) (6)

Pl ea:>e let me know, if you have any further question.
Thanks.

mm~
-UrsprOngliche Nachri chtVon: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) [mailto:Bruce.G.Ohr@usdoi.gov]
Gesendet: Montag, 7. Marz 2016 19:12
An: Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF)
Cc: .WASH POL2-3N@§
;WI§
(OCDETF)
Betreff: Re: Analyst Russi an Organized Cri me· April 2016
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Himtt) ,

That t ime works for me as wen. I'm looking forward to seeing them! Thank you very much!
Bruce
On Mar 7, 2016, at 6:47PM, Holtyn, Lisa (OCOETF) (b) (6)

>wrote:

Himtt) .

I haven't had a chance to confer with Bruce yet, but would certainly love to meet with the •A team"! Tuesday, April 26 at
2:00 works for me, but I've added Bruce's Chief of Staff, Usa Mchich, for scheduli ng purposes.
Thanks so much for re.a ching out_
Best.

Lisa
From: .WASH POL2-3 (b) (6)
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 3:59 PM
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF)
Subject: Analyst Russ ian Organized Crime- April 2016
Hi Lisa, Bruce
our Russ ian Analysts will come into town again. If you or some of your colleagues would like to talk to them- it would be
doable for us on Tuesday, 26th April from 2.0D-3.00.
I just received their agenda proposal:
"Stability of the Putin regime" before the Duma elections
Impact of Russian influence operations in Europe ("PsyOps/l nfoWar")
Situation of Eurasian organized crime (how organized crime is used for politics with in Russ ia and abroad)
Please let me know if you' re interested, Ha ve a great week,IDim]

(b) (6)

Tel: (b) (6)
Cell.

<imageOOl.png>
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Wednesday/ April 20, 2016 12:49 PM

To:

Ohr1 Bruce {ODAG}

Subject:

Re: Analyst Russian Organized Crime - April 2016

Thanks! I'm deleting these emails now
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Holtyn, Li~a (OCDETF)

From:

Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF}

Sent:

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 12:27 PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}; .WASH POL2-3 -

Cc:

Nellie Ohr

Subject:

RE: Analyst Russian Organized Crime -April 2016

I

I look forward to it as well ! Thanks., Bruce and Nellie!!
-Original Message--From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 12:21 PM
To: WASH POl2-3.~@§gt~C§gjll• •

Cc: Ho ltyn, Usa (OCDETF); Nellie Ohr
Subj ect: RE: Analy st Russian Organized Cri me - April 2016
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, April1.9, 2016 12:04 PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {OOAG}

Subject:

Galeotti summarizes Russia's approach to drug problem in leadup to UN Gen
Assembly

http://www.brookings.edu/-/media/Research/Files/Papers/2015/04/global-drug-policy/Galeotti-Russia-final.pdf?la=en
This seems to be part of a Brookings series looking at drug policy

Narcotics and Nationalism:
Russian Drug Policies and Futures
Mark Galeotti
New York University Center for Global Affairs
Center for 21st Century Security and Intelligence
Latin America Initiative

1
narcotics
and
nationalism
russian
drug
policies
and
futures

Improving Global Drug Policy: Comparative Perspectives and UNGASS 2016

Narcotics and Nationalism:
Russian Drug Policies and Futures
Mark Galeotti
New York University Center for Global Affairs

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Key Findings
•

'With 6 percent of the population using drugs~ Russia is suffering from serious and
problematic drug consumption and a growing public health crisis .
•

The Kremlin regards the drug challenge as a nationalist, securitized, and moral problem. Drug addiction is considered a moral deficiency rather than a medical issue:
~~-t..:~t.. ---=--4:~-~ ~~ c~-1.. ~
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•

Extensive availability of heroin from Afghanistan is particularly problematic. Russia is
both a transshipment and a destination country for Mghanistan •s opiates .
•

Framed as a security threat, the influx of Afghan hemin is viewed at best as a Western
failure and at worst as a malign attempt to damage Russia. Domestically, the Russian
government adopts a law enforcement model toward traffickers and users alike, rather
than harm reduction, drug prevention, and treatment models .
•
Even so, efforts to address drug trafficking and consumption in Russia have been undermined or warped by the lack of resourcing, political "viii, and turf wars among Russian security agencies. Russia's growln.g economic problems also necessitate liquidity
on the part of many financial institutions, encouraging them to tum a blind eye to dirty
money.

Policy Recommendations
•
Russia needs to adopt a more inclusive and comprehensive strategy that balances inter
diction and law enforcement with treatment, prevention, and hann reduction methods.
•
Russia needs to engage local governments, communities, and non-governmental organizations~ as well as foreign partners .
•

Law enforcement cooperation must not remain hostage to geopolitical rivalries. Afghanistan's drug policy needs to encourage effective efforts to sustainably reduce production rather than be used as a means for asserting regional hegemony ......
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Friday, April15, 2016 1:31 PM

To:

Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG)

Subject:

Corruption Is The New Communism

Corruption Is The New Communism
Brian Whitmore
12 April 2016
http://www.rferl.mobi/ a/corruption-is-the-new-communism/27669638.html?platform=hootsuite
Soviet tanks roll into Budapest and Prague.
Russian banks set up secretive offshore accounts and shady shell companies that stealthily buy influence and
gobble up strategic assets across Europe .
Quislings in the East and fellow travelers in the W est toe the Leninist line.
Business and industrial lobbies in both East and West parrot Putinist talking points.
A network of Communist parties and front groups advance Moscow's interests.
A web of opaque fr.ant corporations, murky energy deals, and complex money-laundering schemes ensnare foreign
elites and form a ready -made Kremlin lobby .
Past, meet present
In many way s, Russian corruption is the new Soviet Communism. The Kremlin's black cash is the new Re<l Menace.
In the East, an alliance of satellite states with Soviet-sty le socialist command economies and authoritarian political
sy stems has been replaced with a loose grouping of kleptocracies with Russian-style crony -capitalist economies
and dy sfunctional governance.
And the Soviet Union's attempts to subvert the W est with the power of an idea has given way to Vladimir Put in's
Russia seeking to corrupt it with the lure of easy m oney.
The more things change, the more they stay the same.
"The Kremljn does not need to be the outright leader of a bloc of nations a Ia Warsaw Pact; instead, it can
exacerbate existing divides, subvert international institutions and help create a world where its own form of corrupt
authoritarianism flourishes ," Peter Pomerantsev and Michael Weiss wrote in their widel y circulated report, The
Menace of Unreality: How the Kremli n Weaponizes Information. Culture, and Money.
Capturing Elites
The Soviet Union sought to· spread Communism and establish a bloc of nations loy al to Moscow. Vladimir Putin's
Russia seeks to spread its corrupt business model to establish a bloc of nations dependent upon the Kremlin.
The Soviet Union was primarily concerned with its immediate neighborhood, Eastern Europe, but also sought to
spread its socialist model outward.
Putin's Russia is also concentrating on its immediate neighborhood, the ex-USSR, but has also set its sights on
pushing kleptocracy farther afield.
It has used murky energy schemes with opaque ownership structures like RosUkrEnergo. EuraiTransGas. and
Moldovagaz as carrots to capture and control elites in former Soviet states like Ukraine, Belarus, and Moldova.
Farther West, the Kremlin has deploy ed shifty shell c.ompanies like Vemex, an energy trading company with a
mindbogglingly opaque ownership structure ultimately leading to Gazprom, which has captured between 10-12
percent of the Czech energy market
The Kremlin has indeed mastered the art of the corrupt deal to create patron-client relations well bey ond Russia's
borders.
"Gazprom, with the silent support of the Kremlin has set up 50 or so middleman companies. silently linked to
Gazprom and scattered throughout Europe," the late energy analy st Roman Kupchinsky, former director of
RFEIRL's Ukrainian Service, said in testimony before the U.S. Senate's Foreign Relations Com mittee in June
2008.
Kupchinsky cited the Vienna-based Centrex group, owned by a Cy prus-based Holding company and RN
Privatstiftung in Austria, as well as the Gazprom Germania network.
Such fronts. he added, "do not add any value to the price of Russian gas being sold on European markets: yet they
earn enormous sums of money which appears to simply vanish through shell companies in Cyprus and in
Liechtenstein."
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Kupchinsky also told the committee that "in Hungary, shady companies with suspected links to organized crime
and to Gazprom seek to control large segments of the domestic gas distribution and power generation business."

'This Is The Story Of An Invasion'
There is also evidence that Putin has recruited some members of his old intelligence network in the East German
Stasi to set up front companies throughout Europe.
A September 2007 investigative report by German journalist Hans-Martin Tillack uncovered how Gazprom
Germania was "something of a club for former members of the East German security services."
''This is the story of an invasion. A massive campaign, planned well in advance. The General Staff is located far
away in the east, in Moscow, the capital of Russia. The target area is Germany - and the rest of Western Europe,"

Tillack wrote.
"But the story of this invasion is teeming with ex-Stasi officers and shady figures. It is a story of letterbox
companies that do not even have a letterbox, of companies nestled within companies . The overriding impression?
That they are concealing the flow of funds."
But it is an invasion in which many elites in the West are either willing- or unwitting- participants .
"Acquiescence to Russian corruption, with illicit funds regularly laundered throughout the West. works to the
Kremlin's advantage both domestically and internationally," Pomerantsev and Weiss wrote.
'1f the premise of the neoliberal idea of globalization is that money is politically neutral, that interdependence will be
an impulse towards rapprochement, and that international commerce sublimates violence into harmony, the Russian
view remains at best mercantilist, with money and trade used as weapons and interdependence a mechanism for
aggression."
Communism, despite its faults, attempted to appeal to universal human ideals and aspirations. But in practice, it cut
against human nature.
Corruption appeals to the most universal and basest human instinct - gree"Cl. And sadly, it is often in sync with
human nature -which makes the new Red Menace potentially more dangerous and insidious than the old one.
Corruption isn't just a matter of good governance anymore. It's now a national security issue and needs to be treated
as such.
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Onr, Bruce (OOAG}

Sent:

Friday, Aprill5, 2016 9:07 AM

To:

Nellie Ohr

Subject:

Re: Iran uses commerce as a cover for its intelligence operations in latin America

Interesting!
On Apr 15, 2016, at 8:53 AM, Nellie Ohr (b) (6)

·wrote:

See my balding and note at bottom

(b)(6)
(b) ( 6)

(b) (6)

·; NelliEl' Ohr

(b) ( 6)

'

Sent: Fri. Apr 15, 2016 8:34am
Subject: Iran uses commerce as a cover for its intelligence operations in Latin America
Three former Venezuelan .government officials who defected from Hugo Chavez's regime spoke to the
Brazilian magazine Ve}a about an alleged alliance between Argentina, Venezuela, and Iran, which
included a deal in which Argentina would get Interpol to remove from its database the names of
Iranians suspected of bombing a Jewish center in Buenos A ires in 1994_
Alberto Nisman, an Argentine prosecutor, had been investigating the deadly bombing before he was
found dead in his apartment in January with a gunshot wound to the head_ He was about to testify to
Argentina's legislature that the administration of Argentine President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner
had helped cover up Iran's hand in the bombing_
Nisman alleged that the Fernandez regime engaged in the cover-up to secure an oil-for-grain deal with
Iran (Argentina is energy poor), but Veja's sources take it a step further. They say the late Venezuelan
leader Hugo Chavez helped broker a deal between Argentina and Iran that secured cash for Argentina
(including funds for Fernandez's 2007 presidential run) and nuclear intelligence for Iran on top of
derailing t he AMIA probe.
"Not only is [the Veja report] credible, but it underscores the allegations prosecutor Nisman put forth
about Iran's longstanding desire to have Argentina restart nuclear cooperation with Iran," Toby
Dershowitz of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies told Business Insider.
Nisman believed the bombing of the Jewish center. called AMIA, may have been about more than
Iran's attitude toward Israel and the Jewish people. He believed it was a punishment directed at
Argentina. Back in the 1980s. Iranian nuclear scientists receieved training at Argentine nuclear plants
Iranian nuclear scientist Ali Akbar Salehi was mentioned in Nisman's report as being among the backchannel negotiators who reportedl y wanted to clear the names of Iranians from an Interpol database.
He spent six months learning about nuclear technology in the 1980s. In 1987, Argentine scientists
went t o Iran to help upgrade a Tehran research reactor.
'The DOJ and other USG agencies should be concerned about who killed a prosecutor with whom it
had an important relationship and whether it w as aimed at silencing him and his work implicating Iran,"
Dershowitz said. "Nisman's work was akin to a canary in a coal mine, and his suspicious death is a
matter I hope the next attorney general and others will pursue impartially even if it comes at an
inconvenient time as the P5+1 negotiate a nuclear deal with Iran."
To Dershowitz, Nisman's report was about more than just AMIA . It w as about how Iran operates in
Latin America - how it recruits, how it uses resources, how it activates sleeper cells.
According to a member of the military who said he was in the room during negotiations between
Venezuela and Iran, here's how a conversation between Chavez and Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, then
Iran's president. on January 13, 2007, went down (via Veja):
a L - - -1 ! - - • - -•
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AnmamneJaa - 1rs a maner or me or aeam. 1neea you to ne1p me oroKer a aea1 wnn Argennna to
help my country's nuclear program. We nee-d Argentina to share its nuclear technology. Without their
collaboration it would be impossible to advance our nuclear program.
Chavez - Very quickly, I will do that Comrade.
Ahmadinejad - Don't worl)' about what it costs. Iran will have .all the money ne{:essary to convince
Argentines •.. I need y ou to convince Argentina to continue to insisting that Interpol take Iranian
official s off their list.
Chavez - I will personally take charge of this.
The kind of nuclear technology Iran was looking for, specifically, was a heavy-water nuclear reactor.
It's expensive, complicated, and old-fashioned technology, but it allows plutonium to be obtained from
natural uranium. That means the uranium doesn't have to be enriched, which makes the whole
operation more discreet
To sweeten the deal for Argentina. Venezuela allegedly bought $1.8 billion worth of Argentine bonds
2007 and $6 billion worth in 2008. Remember that Argentina has been a pariah of international
markets since it defaulted in 2002. The Kirchners (Cristina and her husband, late-president Nestor)
each thanked Venezuela for these purchases publicly.
Also in January 2007, Ahmadinejad and Chavez allegedly hatched the plan for ''aeroterror,"
as Chavistas came to call it. It was a flight from Caracas to Damascus to Tehran that was
made twice a month. It flew from Caracas carrying cocaine to be distributed to Hezbollah in
Damascus and sold. The plane then went to Tehran carrying Venezuelan passports and other
documents that helped Iranian terrorists travel around the world undetected.
Where this story makes a turn for the bizarre is that the woman who was allegedly handling
the Argentine side of negotiations was former defense minister Nilda Garre, who is now
Argentina's ambassador to the Organ ization of American States.
Vej a's sources say she had a sexual relationship with Chavez.
"It was something along the lines of '50 Shades of Grey."' the former Venezuelan official said, adding
that when the two were together. all of Miraflores (Venezuela's presidential palace) could hear it.
"I cannot say that the A rgentine government gave nuclear secrets, but I know it received much by legal
means (debt securities) and illegal (bags of money) in exchange for some valuable asset to the
Iranians."
Another former Chavista said: "In Argentina, the holder of secrets is t he former ambassador Garre_"

There was also an Iran-Venezuela-Russia triangle involving Bank Rossiya people through MosnarbankYevrofinans.
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, April12, 2016 10:23 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}

Subje ct:

EU drug markets report

Hi Honey! You might find this interesting_It
Mark Galeotti retweeted

fuL
Giacomo Fassina @GiacomoFassina
Very thorough report by @EMCDDA & @Europol on drug flows and use in Europe & worldwide
http://www.emcdda.europa.eu/system/files/publications/2374!TD0416161ENN 1.PDF
I've saved the PDF on my hard drive

7

Executive summary
This report explores the concept of the illicit drug market within the broader context of
changing patterns of drug use, cultural and social factors and links to wider criminalrty_
Drug markets continue to be one of the most profitable areas for organised crime groups
(OCGs) and it is estimated that EU c.lt:izens spend over EUR 24 billion (range EUR 21
to 31 billion) every year on illicit drugs_The impacts that drug markets have on society
are correspondingly large and go beyond the harms caused by drug use. They include
involvement in other types of criminal activities and in terrorism; impacts on legal
businesses and the wider economy; strain on and corruption of government institutions;
and impacts on wider society_
Three overarching themes emerge from our analysis:
n

The increasing organisational and technical complexity, interconnectedness and
specialisation of groups involved in drug markets_
n

Globalisation and technology are accelerating the rate of change in the drug market
n

Drug market-related activities are concentrated in a number of established and emerging
geographical locations_
These developments challenge those trying to respond to the problems created by the illicrt.
drug market and the associated wider problems and suggest that
n

A systemic analysis of drug market business models win be helpful for both operational
and policy purposes_
n

Partnerships between national authorities and with industry are becoming ever more
important, as is engagement with international organisations and third countries.
n

Efficient use of resources can be achieved through the identification and targeting of
geographical locations where drug market-related activities are concentrated_
n

Continuing recognition of the value of a strategic response, informed by sound
information used to identify new opportunit ies as well as challenges, is essentiaL
The report also looks in more detail at the markets for the main drug types and the key
points
are
,....
._
;__ summarised below_

____
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is the most widely used drug in Europe and it is estimated that cannabis
accounts for around 38 % of the retail market for illicit drugs and is worth more t han
EUR 9.3 billion annually (range EUR 8.4 to 12.9 billion). Some .2 2 million adults in the EU
have used it in the last year and around 1 % of European adults use it on an almost daily
basis, increasing t he risk of health and social problems. OCGs are heavily involved, making
full use of technological innovations to produce larger quantities of more potent products
in Europe itself. While the market is dominated by herbal cannabis grown within the EU,
the cannabis resin from Morocco has been increasing in potency and may be trafficked to
the EU alongside other illicit goods and human beings, a trend potentially exacerbated by
instability in North Africa and the Middle East.
The
heroin
market is the second largest illicit drug market in the EU. It is estimated at
EUR 6.8 billion annually (range EUR 6.0 to 7.8 billion} and is responsible for a significant
proportion of drug-related deaths and social costs. Following a period of decline, there are
recent signs of increasing availability that may signal increased harms. Opium production
remains generalty high in Afghanistan. Production techniques, locations, trafficking routes
and modi operandi are increasingly flexible and dynamic, as shown by an increase in
very large heroin seizures, suggesting a shift to maritime container trafficking, and new

8
EU Drug Markets Report

routes involving Africa, the Southern Caucasus, Syria and Iraq are emerging. Nevertheless,
the Balkan route remains a key corridor for heroin entry to the EU. There are also signs
of diversification in the market, with prescription medicines and new synthetic opioids
increasingly being misused.
Cocaine
is Europe's most commonly used illicit stimulant, with a retail market estimated
to be worth at least EUR 5.7 billion annually (range EUR 4.5 to 7.0 billion). Most use occurs
in western and southern Europe and has been fairly stable over recent years, although
there are signs of increasing availability. Coca cultivation appears to be increasing after a
period of decline but there is uncertainty about how much cocaine is produced and where
this occurs. Sea and air transport are used to traffic cocaine to Europe, with Colombia,
Brazil and Venezuela being key departure points. T he Caribbean and West Africa remain
important transit areas, while Central America is emerging. Use of maritime containers
shipped through major European ports is a continuing problem. An ·evolving array of
concealment methods is used, including cocaine being incorporated into 'carrier materials'
(e.g. plastics) before being chemically extracted on arrival in Europe. Colombian and Italian
groups continue to dominate wholesale cocaine supply to Europe, in cooperation with other
groups (e.g. Dutch, British and Spanish). West African, especially Nigerian, groups are also
active in transporting cocaine from Africa to Europe and Balkan OCGs are emerging actors.
The market for the main synthetic stimulants,
amphetamine, methamphetamine and
MDMA
, is estimated to be at least EUR 1.8 billion annually (range EUR 12 to 2.5 billion)
in the case of amphetamines (including methamphetamine} and EUR 0.67 billion (range
EUR 0.61 to 0.72 biflion) for MDMAfecstasy. Amphetamines appeal to both recreationaJ
and marginalised drug users and the market for them interacts with those for cocajne and
some new psychoactive substances. Recent concerns include the availability of high~dose
MDMA products and the [ncreased use of methamphetamine. In the EU, the Netherlands
and Belgium are important for MDMA and amphetamine production, while most
methamphetamine appears to be made in the Czech Republic. Production is becoming
more sophisticated and diverse, and the use of new precursor and pre-precursor chemicals
may increase heatth risks. The dumpin g of toxic waste also poses health risks and causes
environmental damage. Aggressive marketing is becoming more apparent in the ecstasy
market suggesting competition between suppliers and more active targeting of specific
groups of users.
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A large number of
new psychoactive substances
(NPS) are sold openly as 'legal'
replacements for illicit drugs. There are no signs of a slowdown in the development of
these substances; 100 new substances were reported for t he first time in 2015 and the EU
Early Warning System is monitoring over 560. The market supplies both recreational and,
increasingly, marginalised users and producers anticipate legal and regulatory controls
by developing new substances. Globalised supply chains allow bulk quantities of NPS to
be ordered online and transported to Europe where t hey are packaged and marketed on
the open or illicit drug market. It is a low-risk, high-profit business attractive to organised
crime and there are signs of production in Europe. Di.stinct but overlapping markets
have emerged, such as 'legal highs', 'research chemicals' and 'dietary supplements' sold
through 'bricks and mortar' and online shops. With increased availability, harms have
increased, such as acute, sometimes fatal, poisonings and harms associated with injecting
cathinones.
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Friday, April 08, 2016 2:04 PM

To:

Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG)

Subject:

New National Guard will not fight organized crime- and other observations by
Galeotti

You recall that Zolot ol/s Baltik-Escort company was thought t o have served as a liaison between the SPb mayor's
office with the Tambov group back in the 1990s. Dawisha mentions this "alleged" link on p 127.

Putin's new National Guard - what does it
say when you need your own
personal army?
~ Zolotov

Zolotov, Putin's Praetorian
The idea of creating a National Guard (NG) for Russia bringing together public security forces under a single
command has been raised periodically and always abandoned for very good reasons, not least the lack of any
apparent need to have a Praetorian Guard on steroids. In 2012, for example, I didn't think it likely: it would upend the
balance of power within the security agencies, create a monst er, and not really meet any true security need.
So what does it say that Putin t oday anno.unced that such a natsgvardwa was going to be formed? After a meeting
with security luminaries include MVD Interior Troops commander (and new NG head) Viktor Zolotov - a trust ed exbodY9uard- he announced (my translation]:
Decisions have been made: we are creating a new federal executive body on the basis of the Interi or
Troops - creating the National Guard, which will handle the fight against t errorism, the fight against
organised crime, and in close cooperation with the Ministry of Intern al Affairs, will continue t o perform
those functions which are [currently] performed by the OMON (riot police), SOBR (SWAT) and so on.
We will arrange, as we discussed with the Interi or Minister [Vladimir Kolokoltsev], not only in the
decree, but in a future federal law, so that there will be no discord in order to get everything working
smoothly and clearly. I hope very much that the troops of the National Guard will effectively perform
their t asks, as has been the case up now. and that they will strengthen the work on the areas that are
considered priorities.
The NG will thus a/so take over the OMON and SOBR, making it a powerful paramilitary security force, with

elements right across the country.
Meanwhile, the Federal Drugs Control Service (FSKN) and Federal Migration Service (FMS} will be brought under the
MVD (Ministry of Internal Affairs}. albeit remaining separate services_ (Again, an idea which had been mGoted
before.) This may be a consolation prize for Kolokoltsev but appears. unsurprisingly, to have been a bitter pill for
FSKN chief Vikt or Ivanov, moving from independent director to ministerial subordinate .
The creation of a National Guard is a big deal. We await details, but here are a few first observations:
1. No discussion, no lead time. As with so many crucial decisions, this came essentially unheralded , underlining
the extent to which policy comes from a small, tight circle around Putin. It is not j ust that they have good
operational security; they also clearl y see no reason to prepare the public in advance . This is j ust the way politics
goes these day s.
2. Big worries in a little circle. There is no real reason for creating the NG out of the Int erior Troops rN) and
other forces unless you have a serious worry about public unrest Let's be clear, whatever Putin say s the

militarised security forces of the Wand now NG have little real role fighting crime or terrorism; they are
-
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public security forces, riot and insurrection control and det errence assets. The OMON and SOBR do play a certain
role, but detaching them from the investigations elements of the MVD actually reduces their value in fighting crime.
(And the MVD will likely have to recreate some kind of SWAT forces of its own.)
3. Putin's Own. The NG, as a fede ral agency, will be directly subordinated to the government without a minister
in the way. W ith Zolotov at its head, then it is even more clearly a personal, presidential Praetorian force. under a
maxima list loyalist_ This may not only be a force to keep the masses in check, but also the elite.
4. Upsetting the power ministry balance. In the past, there was a key desire to retain a degree of balance
between the various security agencies. The MVD has now been weakened (and having the FMS and FSKN is by no
means enough of a recompense), and the Federal Security Service (FSB) has a more direct rival in the domestic
security st akes.
Postscr ipt, 6 April: I see from the text of the law that FGUP Okhrany, the private security corporation of the
MVD, is being transferred to the NG. This is a major blow to the MVD, as it made quite a bit of revenue for them. It
also raises questions about the future of the Vnevedomstvennaya okhrana. the police's privat e security department,
which was often a good way for cops to do some paid overtime and eke out their salaries. Will they still be able to
do this? If not. then that may well be a further encouragement t o more petty and predatory corruption by cops
seeing their real wag.es shrink (as bonuses have also already been cut) and options legally to make up the shortfall
vanish ...
https ://in mo scows shadows.word press. co m/20 16/ 04/05/ puti ns -n ew-national·iJ uard-what-does-it -say-when-you-needyour-own-personal-army/
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:21PM

To:

Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce {ODAG)

Subject:

Details on Praetorian guard reshuffle: Promotion for Zolotov. Demotion for Viktor
Ivanov?? WP as beleaguered emperor in 1917

From today's Jamestown Eurasia Monitor, 7 April 2016
See balded bits

Putio,s New Praetorian Guard

This week (April 6), without prior warning or any meaningful public debate, President Vladi:mir Putin announced
a massive overh.anl of security, public order and law enforcement in Russia by creating a special new internal
army. Formed immediately by presidential order (ukaz), the new ·National Guarcf' will be based on the existing
Interior Ministry Troops- a 200,000 strong armed force with mechanized motor-rifle brigades and divisions,
special troops and an air force, previously subordinated to the interior ministry, which is in charge of Russia' s
police forces. The National Guard will include not only the Interior Troops that are mostly manned by conscript
soldiers, but also special paramilitary police units kno\"\'0 as OMON and SOBR as well as the interdepartmental
government security guard service (Vnevedomstvenaya Okhrana). These units of contract servicemen number
some 200,000 and will, thus, boost the National Guard to around 400,000 (Interia~ April6)_
The creation of the National Guard requires major changes to existing legislation. The Kremlin has introduced a
package of bills to the Duma to make the National Guard a legal entity with sweeping powers to arrest,
interrogate and use of deadly weapons against Russian civilian suspects or «troublemakers."' Putin e.x:pressed fuil
confidence the Dtnna would approve the National Guard legislative package \vithout any delay "so there could
be no possible misunderstandings"'; but the overhaul is going ahead before the legislators have time to even
consider the changes. By separate ukaz, Putin appointed Anny General Viktor Zolotov (62) as the
commander-in-chief of the National Guard. Zolotov will be subordinated solely and directly to the president
and have the administrative rank of a cabinet member (Imet'fl.'{, April 6).
Zolotov is Putin' s long-time dose associate from St Petersburg and the president's chief bodyguard and
sparring partner in boxing and judo. Born in St. Petersburg, Zolotov served in the KGB bodyguard 9th Main
Dire-ctorate. From 2000, when Putin became president, until2013, Zolotov was the chief of the presidential
security service. In ~lay 2012, Zolotov was appointed a permanent member ofRussia's Security Council. In
2013, Zolotov, who did not have any police or military service background, was appointed deputy commander
of the Interior Troops. In May 2014, Zolotov became commander of the Interior Troops. Plans to create a
National Guard in Russia, based on the Interior Troops, have reportedly circulated in the Kremlin in previous
years. Zolotov-a professional bodyguard, whom Putin apparently considers absolutely loyal-was dearly
being groomed to become the commander of the new joint security force ~onnnersilllt, April5).
In an apparent move to compensate the interior ministry, Putin announced that the antinarcotics service-the
Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN)-and the Federal ~figration Service (FMS), which controls
foreigners on Rnssian territory, will b e merged with the Ministry of Interior. Bnbes from illegal
immigrants and n.ar-cotraders make the FSKN and F~1S prime illegal moneymakers within Russian law
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enforcement Both the FSKN and FMS will. be transformed into directorate s \vitbin the interior ministry;
their present staff will be cut and rotated. Russia's entire police force is being rebooted, and officers will be
reinstated into new structures (Kommcrsant, April 5). In Russia, obtaining a good moneymaking position
traditionally requires paying a substantial bnbe, in advance, to the decision-making superiors.

Putin has declared the National' Guard' s prime task to be fighting terrorists and organized crime, but the force
seems too big and too heavily armed with new tanks and other heavy weapons for such a mission. The Federal
Security Service (FSB), the Investigative Connnittee and the Ministry of Inferior will continue to work
organized crime and terrorist threats, and it is not clear how the National Guard could be the leading
antiterrorist or anticrime force. In Soviet times, the Interior Ministry Troops were a heavily armed internal force
created to deal with domestic enemies-the people of Russia primarily, whom the Communists alw ays
considered an inherent threat. Today, Putin apparently believes the internal threat to his regime is rising rapidly,
although all opinion po!ls continue to put Putin' s approval ratings at record highs. Of course, the Russian
economy is in the doldrums, mass poverty is on the rise, and social unrest is p-osSible in the future. But the
consensus opinion of social scientists and poUsters is that at feast two to three more calm years can be expected
ahead Qfg.ru, Apri16).

"When rigged Duma elections triggered mass antigovernment demonstrations in Moscow at the end of 2011 and
in spring 20 12, the interior ministry did not initially dem-onstrate great efficiency and struggled to muster enough
trained manpower to effectively control the streets of Moscow. In 2012 the number of specialized anti-riot
O:MON police in all of Russia was estimated at some 25,000, the number stationed permanently in Moscowonly some 2,000. The Internal Troops units used as backup in Moscow in spring 2012 were inept conscripts,
with less than a year of service under th.e±r belts. The precinct Moscow police, on the other hand, are corrupt;
their morale is low and their riot training-zero. The :Moscow OMON was boosted to 6,000 by other OMON
units flown in from all over Russia. This left Russian provincial cities exposed if protests spread. The different
ONIONs from various regions are closely connected to local authorities; they have never trained together and
do not know other cities (Xo•a.>a GazetQ. March 2, 2012).
Putin' s sudden decision to create a joint massive praetorian N ational Guard by merging together all the OMON
units .a nd the Interior Troops may have been triggered b y the publication of the so-called "Panama Papers,"
which disclosed corrupt offshore financial schemes that involved, among others, some of Putin' s closest
acquaintances. The Kremlin has accused the US State Department and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
of being instnnnental in their publication-allegedly aimed at Putin (lruetta'\, April 4). According to Putin
himself, the release of the Panama Papers is an. attempt to weaken Russia from the inside, to "split society and
undermine trust in the government.., Putin added: ·They will pit us one against another, like it was done during
the tragic time of World War 1 (Intetfa'", Apri17). Apparently Putin is referring to the Bolshevik revolution led
by Vladimir Lenin, which was partially financ.ed by the German General Staff It seems, Potin conside rs
himself as s ome b esieged empero r in tbe Kremlin, while a US-led and finan ced revolutionary regime
change has been commenced, with tbe Panama Pape rs a s a d eclaration of wa r. A massive praetorian
N at ional Guard, beaded by a n absolutely loyal bodyguard, is s ee n as the only means to s top tbe
o nslaught~

--Pavel Felgenhauer
It is aimed to head oft' a threat :from Russian elites as well as fr-om the masses, says Galeotti.
(can find citation on request)

As for the masses, the usually Kremlin-fiiendly Public Opinion Foundation (FO:M) said 3/4 of respondents
were unhappy with their salaries. Median salary was about 24,000 rubles/month [if it's 75 to the dollar, that's
,.hnnt Cl: ':n,()/n,nnth?l (),.,Jv 1 "0/,.
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A decent living salary to support family of3, in th.e opinion of people polled by reputable commercial survey
fum ROMJR, was about 73,000/month, and that was. about equal to the actual average salary. {How to
explain the discrepancy? Perhaps the ROMIR poll gives family monthly income with 2-3 wage-earners??? Or
maybe RO:MIR was doing the survey for someone who wanted to show higher nmnbers?}
no4rn nonos11Ha pocci1RH , pa6orai011\11X n o Hai4My, n ony4aiOT 3apnnary MeHbwe
1>1

a6COfliOTHOe 60Jlb W I1HCTBO

(75%)

20 TbiCR4

py6n eii1 s MeCRU,

(46%),

OTM8n1fll1 , 4TO 1>1X 3TO He ycrpa11BaeT, CBI>l,D.eTefl bCTBYIQT ,D.aHHbiB

cpoH,D,a " 0611\eCTBeHHOe MHeHI1e" (<DOM).
http:/11 prime.ru/state_regulation/20 160407/824702686.htmJ
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Thursday, March 31, 2016 4:11 PM

To:

Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG)

Subject:

Spain declares Viktor Ivanov's #2 a wanted man AND the OCCRP report on
Rotenberg/Bayevskiy buying apts for Putin's women; AND Moscow gets tough on
OC?

Nikolay Aulov
Interpol has info that he's linked with the Tambov group
lllcnaH~IJl OOb.RB I~na B p03b1CK 3aM,D,11peKTopa rocHapKOKOHTpOml P<D HI1KOna.R Ay.noea
http://crimerussia.ru/gromkie-dela/ispaniya-obyavila-v-rozysk-zamdirektora-gosnarkokontrolya-rf-nikolaya-aulova/

KaK coofiL11111n «Znak.com» co

CCblnKO~

Ha

~Poc6anr»,

lllcnaHI!1.fl e n111u,e cy,D,bl/1 L!eHrpanbHoro cne,D,creeHHoro cy,D,a

N!! 5 lllcnaHI1l1 Xoce ,ll.e na Mara AMal:.i.R, BbiHecna peweHI!1e o6 apecr e 11 o6b.RaneHI111 e Me>K,D,yHapO,D,HbiH po3biCK
pOCCI1.RHii1Ha, 3aMeCTI!1Teml ,D,11peKTopa rocHapKOKOHTpOJU'I P<D H11KOfla.R Aynoea. Mar ep11a.nbl ,D,fl.R era 3KCTpa,D,11U,1111
nepe,D,aHbl s wra6-Keapr11py IIIHr epnona 11 aanyllleHa npot.~e,D,ypa no opraHI13aU,Ii11'1 3a,D,ep)KaHI1.R 3aMJl.11peKTopa
<DCKH a cny~ae nepece4eHI1.R 11M rpaH11U,bl esponel1cKoro l'lm1 11Horo rocy,D,apcrea.
no ,D,aHHblM IIIHrepnona, H11KOJ1ai1 Aynos 11Meer OTHOWeHI1e K,D,e.RTenbHOCTI1 «TaMOOBCKOH» onr. 803rilaBn.ReMOH
Kp11MI1HaJlbHbiM aerop11TeTOM l eHHa,D,MeM nerpOBbiM. npecrynHI1K Obln 3a,D,ep>KaH ellle B 2008 ro,D,y 80 epeMJI
rpoMKOI~ cnet.~o n epau,l111 «Tpoi1Ka», npoeo,D,~otMoi1 corpy,D,HI1KaMI1 nonl1l.ll111 lllcnaHHI1 Ha repp11ropw11 csoei1 crpaHbl.
nerpoey Dblfll1 npeAhHsneHbl ofiBI1HeHH.fl s neran11aall1111 ,D,eHe>KHbiX cpe,D,cTB, nony4eHHbiX HeaaKOHHbiM nyreM. no
MHeHI11-0 cne,D.oearenei1 Koponeecrea, feHHa,D,I1i1 nerpos soarnaenHn He ronbKO «TaM6oscKYJ<l», HO
11 «MaJlbiWeBCKYI-0» Kp11MI1HaJ1bHble rpynn11p08KI1.
npw 3TOM 113BeCTHO, 4TO npaeooxpaHI1TenbHble opraHbl lllcnaHI111 Hl1 pa3y He llbiTaJlHCb ,D,OnpOC11Tb HHKOfla:H Aynosa,
11 HecMoTpfl Ha ,D,nwr enbHOe speMH paccne,D,oeaHI1-H npecrynneH11i1 , cosepweHHbiX e :nol:.i aana,D,Hoesponei1cKo(.i
CTpaHe 4JleHaMI1 p0CCHHCKI1X 0n1. eMy HI1KOr,D,a He 11HKp11MifHHp08aJ111 HI1K8KloiX nO,D,06HbiX ,D.e.RHI1H. <DaMI1Ili1.R
aaM,D.Ii1peKTopa <DCKH paHee He 6bma oasy4eHa a Marep11anax ,D.aHHoro yronosHoro ,D. en a.
HanoMI1HaeM, 4TO HecKonbKO He,D.enb Ha3a,D,, s paMKax paccne,D.osaHI~.R rex )Ke caMbJX npecrynneHI1H, VlcnaHI17!
o6b.RBHna B Me>K,D,yHapO,D,HbiH p03biCK,D.enyrara racy,D.apcraeHHOH Jl.YMbl P<D 8na,D,I1Cnaaa Pe3HHKa. Tor,D.a era
Konnerli1 co4m~ . 4TO raKoe pew eHI1e HOC~IT 11CKnf0411TenbHO noni1TVI4eCKI1Iil xapaKTep. An,eoKaTbl P e3HI~Ka
o6)Kanoea.nl1 pew eH11e HcnaHcKoro cy,D,a.
np11 3TOM ellle B 2009 fO.AY MHOrl1e O.Te4eCTBeHHble 11 aapy6e)KHble CMIII C006l!.lli11111, 4TO no ,D,aHHbiM 11CnaHCKHX
cne,D,OBaTenei1, apeCTOBaHHbte B KOponeBCTBe 411eHbl «PYCCKOiil Ma$~111» CB1'!3aHbl CO MHOri1MI1 pOCCI1HCK~IM11
4HHOBHI1KaMI1 "' noni1TI1KaMI1. TeM He MeHee, «rJla.BHOro Ma4JI10311» - r eHH8,D,I1fl nerposa B 20 10 ro,D,y 11CnaHCKii1e
npaeooxpaH111en11 omycnm11 no,D, 3anor 11 OH o¢1i1U,HaJ1bHO eepHync.R e Pocc111-0 .
5e3ycnoBHO, o6bf!BneHI>Ie B Me>K,D,yHapO,D,Hbll1 po3b1CK 3aM,D.I>IpeKTopa rocHapKOKOHTpOn:.R P<D HHKOna.R Aynoea B
Pocc1>1~1 5yAeT pact.~eHeHo , KaK HeraTI1BHoe noni1TVI4ecKoe peweHI1e.

y>~<e

This is probably the "information attack" that WP's press secretary was warning against. Roman Anin usually
works for Novaya.
Roman Anin. Russia: Businessman Handles Insider Homes, 31 March 2016.
https ://www. occrp.org/en/investi.gations/5106-russia~businessman -handles-insider-homes

... "A murky Russian businessman that formerly ran a state property agency has been buying apartments in
Moscow for a number of young women that include the daughter of Russian Federation President Vladimir Put in;
Putin's alleged girlfriend; and a woman who, in a flirty web posting titled "Pussy for Put in; offers the Russian leader
a kitten and praises his leadership skills.
Grigory Baevskiy. 47. works for Arkadiy Rotenberg, a Kremlin insider and long-time Putin friend and his judo
soarrino oartn er Record s show Baevskiv not onlv heloed Putin handle some of his most delicate oersonal s ituations
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but also made a fortune from questionable deals with the Russian state."
.... "After leaving his post in the DIA [dealing with state property], Baevskiy joined Rotenberg's busi ness , showing up
on a list of people officially affiliated with the SMP Bank, which is owne-d by the Rotenberg brothers. From 2011 until
2014, Baevskiy also worked as the general director ofthe Russian Holding Company (RHC) whose ultimate
beneficiary is Rotenberg.

The RHC holds many of the jewels of the Russian e<::onomy. It is the onty shareholder of the National Chemical
Group, one of the biggest companies in the Russian fertilizer mark et. The RHC is also involve<i in a management
role in a US$ 6 billion highway proj ect as part of the ' Silk Way; a highway from the border of Belarus to Kazakhstan
which will be a fast overland route from Western Europe to China. Baevskiy is not j ust an employee. He has been
developing his own businesses and, as in the case of Arkadiy Rotenberg, Baevskiy's companies earn most of their
money from Russian taxpayers . According to OCCRP calculations, in the past two years Baevskiy's businesses
won more than 6 billion rubles (US $88 million in current value) in state contracts.

The Main Administration of the Moscow police has created special operational groups to fight the
economic aspects of organized crime
*Crimerussia.ru reports that Anatoliy Yakunin, head of the Moscow police Main Administration,
told a 23 March meeting of the Moscow City Council there are 38 thieves-in-law registered in
Moscow, of whom 8 live there permanently (other sources d!ffer on these figures). 10 thieves-inlaw were arrested rn 2015 and four srt-downs were disrupted. This work hefped in a 25%
decrease in number of armed crimes. A[so, new operational groups wiU fight to undercut the
economy of organized crime groups. Experts say, however, that corruption provides a solid basts
for the continued extstence of organized crime_
*Full cite: Anatoliy Yakunin will undercut "thieves-in-law" - AHaroni!IC1 ~KYH~1H no.fllopser «sopos s
3aKOHe», 23 March 2016, http://crimerussia.ru/criminalauthorities/spetsgruppy-zapustmmekhanizm-podrwa-ekonomicheskoy-platformy-vorov-v-zakone/
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Nellie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Thursday, March 31, 2016 12:56 PM

To :

(b) (6) Nellie Email (b) ( 6)

Subject:

Paragon of virtue decries Ukraine corruption and US meddling

; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

{could Firtash be angling for a spot in a new Ukrainian govt?
Note also that this Sputnik piece seems to be sympathetic to Yatsenyuk, calling him a scapegoat and saying
Poroshenko is the corrupt one}
Sputnik [Russian propaganda outlet]
March 30, 2016
Ukraine is a 'Failed US Project, a Battlefield With No Solution'
Dmitry Firtash, a Ukrainian billionaire living in Austria, has called his native country a ''failed project" of the US,
which it has turned into a battlefield for the last two years instead of providing any solution; the US' "handwriting" in
Ukraine, he noted, resembles very much that in Syria.
"As the past two years have shown, Ukraine today is not a successful project In other words, America has failed to
accomplish this task. Instead of providing a solution. it has created a battlefield. It destroys everything, economically
and politically, it has almost destroyed the country, made it poor," the businessman said in his interview with
Bloomberg.
Firtash also commented on the country's current government, calling it politically bankrupt.
"One cannot expect anything from this government. It has showed it self very clearly jn these two years - it has
brought the country to the edge of catastrophe. If they remain in power any longer, this will only make things worse.
They had two years to prove themselves and they showed themselves as lacking talent, helpless, not able to do
anything other than PR"
The businessman acknowledged that the government can by no means be called independent or is able to make
any correct decisions.
The country is being governed from abroad by the Americans, he added.
"They may be very smart, I don't have anything against the US, but there is a problem," he sajd. "One should
understand that Ukraine is still an independent country. And I would like it to be Ukrainians who govern Ukraine and
not to be under externaJ management."
"This is not the only situation of this kind -just look at Syria and then have a look at Ukraine • the handwriting is the
same," the businessman added.
Dmitry Firtash is a Ukranian oligarch who is now in his self~imposed exile in Austria. In March 2014, Firtash. who
was at that time in the offices of his family holding company in central Vienna, was arrested by Austrian police at
the request of the FBI. He was wanted in the US on bribery charges.
His release came nine days later, when he posted bail of €125 million (now $140 million) by wire transfer· an
Austrian j udicial system record.
An Austrian High Court judge refuse.ct to hand him over to the FBI after finding that there had been improper political
interference from the US in the matter_
Judge Christoph Bauer argued in his final decision that the case was "politically motivated" and rested solely on the
testimony of two anonymous witnesses that the FBI refuse.ct to show before the court (the Judge questioned if those
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individuals were even real).
Essentially, the case revolves around supposed bribes given in 2006 by Firtash and his associates to Indian officials
to launch a titanium project - a proj ect that never materialized.
According to media speculations, Firtash was regarded as having "close links with Russia and as a key player in
the Russian-Ukrainian gas trade." His arrest then was seen by some media outlets as an att empt by W ashington to
put pressure on President Putin.
Bloomberg has already called Ukraine a failed project of the US and EU. Back in November its view columnist
Leonid Bershidsky called it "another bankrupt and corrupt post-Soviet regime."
"Rather than the democratic hope it might have become after last year's 'Revolution of Dignity,' Ukraine now looks
like just another incompetent and corrupt post-Soviet regime," he wrote.
"Despite attempts at change by a new generation of bureaucrats, Ukraine's economy remains unreformed. Taxes
are oppressive but widely evaded, the shadow economy is growing and the regulatory climate for business has
barely improved," he said, adding that Ukraine's incredibly corrupt justice system remained equally unreformed."
This year's report compiled by a group of British corruption experts reveled that Ukraine is deeply bogged down in
pervasive corruption and red tape.
The level of corruption in Ukraine has reached never before seen levels and directly includes current President Petro
Poroshenko's administration, it states.
The experts pointed out that the Ukrainian Administration is simply pretending to change and fight corruption. with
Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk taking the brunt of the blame for the country's ills.
W estern powers either lack the instruments to monitor Ukraine's level of corruption or choose to ignore it, the report
concluded.
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Wednesday/ February 17, 2016 4:50PM

To:

Ohr1 Bruce {ODAG}

Subject:

Hezbollah leader threatens Israel with nuclear bomb-like attack

Don't know how reliable this source is
https://www.almasdarnews.com!article/29034/
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, February 16, 2016 6:20PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG); Holtyn, lisa (OCDETF}

Subject:

Coincidenza?

[He was 52]

Russia Anti-Doping Ex-Chief Dies
Feb. t5J 8 BC - The former head of Russia's anti-doping agency Rusada has died, the organisation says. Nikita
Kamaev's death comes two months after he resigned his post following a doping scandal in Russian athletics.
Rusada said the cause of death was "a massive heart attack". Russia was suspended from international athletics
last November after the Worl d Anti-Doping Agency (Wada} accused Russian athletics of state-backed doping,
corruption and extortion. Mr. Kamaev resigned from Rusada in December along with all the organisation's other top
executives as Russia began work on lifting the ban in time for its athletes to compete at the Rio de Janeiro
Olympics in AugusL.. .'those close to him say that he got tired after physical exercise and felt unwell.'....
....His death comes just two weeks after that of Rusada founding chairman, Vyacheslav Sinev.....
Mr Sinev. who left the agency in 2010, died on 3 February.
But Mr Khabriev said there was no link as Mr Sinev had been ill for a long time with heart problems and was
supposed to undergo a transplant.
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-35575n4 ?me_ cid=57b8bbfdfc&mc_ eid=e46842563c

Other intriguing tidbits:
-The Russian delegation to the Munich security conference included experts and oligarchs who can carry on
informal couloir discussions:

Russia Direct Munich Security Conference: Ukraine still top- of-mind for Russia. With the beginning of
the Munich Security Conference, Russia Direct talked to a member of the Russian delegation, Andrey
Kortunov, general director of the Russian International Affairs Council (RIAC), to discuss this year's
conference agenda and the most serious security challenges for Russia and the West.
" ......A.K.: [the Russian delegation] will comprise a range of our leading experts, political analysts and former
diplomats, including Russia's former Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov. It will also include representatives of Russia's
academic community and, probably, Russian oligarchs _For example, I received a call from the a<lministration of
(Ole g) Deripaska, the president of Russian aluminum giant United Co. Rusal. I mean there is a certain circle of
persons who attend the Munich conference on a regular basis. Our group will consist of about 12-15 people. . .... 1
believe that the major events and bilateral meetings take place not at the plenary sessions [of the Munich
conference], but behind the scenes."
-And a diatribe by Congressman Rohrabacher-who turns out to be a subcommittee chair!:
Why Is America Restarting the Cold W ar With Russia? Washington's strategy toward Moscow is outmoded and
misdirected.
By Dana Rohrabacher, The National Interest. February 11. 2016, Rep. Dana Rohrabacher, a California Republican,
chajrs the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Europe, Eurasia, and Emerging Threats .
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Thursday, January 28, 2016 10:10 AM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}

Subject:

EU Court Lifts Asset Freezes On Yanukovych's Prime Ministers A:z.arov And
Arbuzov

EU Court Lifts Asset Freezes On Yanukovych's Prime Ministers A:z.arov And Arbuzov
11 :31 (GMD
The General Court of the European Union has today annulled an EU-wide freezing of assets belonging to two of
Viktor Yanukovych's former prime ministers - Mykola Azaorv and Sergei Arbuzov.
The assets were frozen on March 5, 2014, after they fled Ukraine after Yanukovych abandoned Kiev at the height of
the EuroMaidan protests_
Azarov was prime minister when the government introduced a package of severely restrictive anti-protest laws on
January 16, 2014, aimed at repressing the demonstrations .
The package, dubbed the "dictatorship laws" was denounced internationally and served to only heighten tensions on
the streets.
Azarov resigned on January 28 and was replaced by Arbuzov, who remained in his post until February 27. This
period saw some of the most violent repressions on the Maidan, with snipers opening fire on protesters. Dozens had
already been killed by riot police or abducted and tortured or killed in the weeks before Azarovs resignation.
Three other men were removed from the EU sanctions list by today's ruling: Eduard Stavytskyi - former energy and
coaJ industry minister, Sergry Kluyev- businessman, MP and brother of former Presidential Administration head
Andriy, and Oleksiy Azarov, the former prime minister's son.
All were placed under sanctions by the Council of the European Union after the post-Maidan Prosecutor-General,
Oleh Makhnitsky, sent a letter to the Council stating that investigators had established that the five had
misappr·opriated large amounts of public funds and illegally transferred them outside Ukraine.
The General Court ruled today that, in the absence of further evidence, the order of the Council failed to match the
necessary legal criteria to freeze their assets:
The Court takes the vi ew that that Jetter provides no details concerning the matters specifically
al leged against the five Ukrai nians or the nature of their responsi bility_
The Court concludes that the freezing of the assets of the five Ukraini ans does not satisfy
the designation crite.ria, and therefore annuls that measure for the period from 6 March 2014 fo 5
March 2015.

- Pierre Vaux
Published in Press-Stream Day 710: January 28. 20 16 in Publication Ukraine Liveblogs
http://www.interpretermag.comlday-710/
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Onr, Bruce (OOAG}

Sent:

Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:48 PM

To:

Nellie Ohr

Subject:

RE: "We know that in the United States, FBI agents, as well as police, have
unlimited powers"

Amazing !
From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:46 PM
To: Holtyn, Lisa {OCDErF}; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: "We know that in the United States, FBI agents, as well as police, have unlrmited powers'"
From today's JRL. (Gazeta.ru, by the way, has not usually been a slavish mouthpiece for the Kremlin. And indeed
they ask some pointed questions).
Gazeta.ru
December 29, 2015
Head of Russian watchdog interviewed on tightening control over media. internet
Interview with A leksandr Zharov, head of Roskomnadzor, Russia's Federal Service for the Supervision of
Communications, Information Tednology , and Mass Communications, by Svetlana Babayeva and Yevgeniy Shipilov
..... [Gazeta.ru ] Journalists today are like mine disposal experts. Media outlets feel as if they are in a minefield: So
many restrictions have been introduced on coverage of various subjects. What is the need for such tough regulation
of the media?
[Zharov] The question "why" should probably be addressed. above all, to the authors of the laws. Roskomnadzor
does not initiate legislat.ion. As for tough regulation, I would not agree with you here. Our legislation is fairly
liberal compared with that of other countries and with the powers oftheir supervisory bodies as far as, for
example , the seizure of media material during broadcasts is concerned.
[Gazeta.ru] Can you give at least one example of a civilized country whose laws are tougher than ours?
[Zharov] When one of the cable channels in New York started showing the film 08-08-08, which is about
Georgia's attack on South Ossetia and Abkhazia, an FBI agent turned up at the studio 30 minutes after the
film started, produced his 10, seized the material, and left. At that point, vi ewers' screens went blank. We
know that in the United States, FBI agents, as well as police, have unlimited powers. Can y ou imagine a
Roskomnadzor inspector turning up at the offices of a media outlet and interrupting a broadcast? I can't.. ...
...... [Zharov claims the blacklists against drug-related sites have done good] The number of online stores
specializing in the dist ribution of drugs has fallen drastically. Working together with the Coordination Centre for TopLevel Domains .RU and . RF [in Cyrillic] and experts from the Federal Drug Control Service [FSKNJ who are
responsible for this, we have made sure that several hundred such shops have simply disappeared from the lnternel
[Gazeta.ru] Are there any statistics showing how this has reduced drug use? Accordin g to information from other
agencies, the situation is deteriorating, rather than improving.
[Zharov] l cannot give you statistics for drug use. You have to approad the FSKN for that. For me. it is clear that a
determined addict will always get to the deadly stuff. There are ways of bypassing blocks: Content can be accessed
through VPN [virtual private network] services. anonymizers. and so on. But at the end of the day it is not our job to
work with people suffering from drug addiction. It seems t o me that our job is to create barriers for young people who
fortunately do not yet suffer from this affliction and to limit the chances of them reaching such websites. Together
....: ~ h •L.. ,.. CCI/ b. I ,..__,...,..;.,...1; .... -&. ..,.
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users can access and which still sell drugs online_This is a large number.
[Gazeta.ru] And what stops you blocking them?
fZharov] They are migrating and changing names. IP addresses. and domains. There is one step between a website
being creat ed and blocked. Clearly, our work has to be conducted in parallel with the work of law-enforcement
agencies, which identify and detain such people. We are moving along a difficult path: Drug use is a global problem
and does not just exist in Russia...... .
Johnson's Russia List 13 Jan 2016
Original: http://www.gazeta.ru/tech/2015/ 12129 a 8002037.shtml
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Wednesday/ January 061 2016 4:20 PM

To:

(b) ( 6) Nelhe Ema1l '; Holtyn,

Subject:

Lisa {OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce {ODAG)

Re: Conspiracy theorizing- an ex-KGB agent has claimed the Kremlin may have

brought down the Russian plane over Egypt

Sorry, I have some more arguments to add to this:
Remember the scene on the night of Nov 16-17 when WP supposedly first heard the· official assessment that the
plane had been brought down by a bomb? I was skeptical from the starl
Wayne wrote the following in his Nov 17 notes:

"Bortnikov says a bomb destroyed the Russian airliner over the Sinai:
http://newsru.comlrussia'l7nov20 15/a32l .html Bortnikov made this announcement at a meeting of the Security
Council held last night. Putin said that .,we will search for the terrorists no matter where they might be"' and "we
will punish them." ...
Here' s a transcript and video of the meeting: http://www..kremlin.ruleventslpresident/news/50707
Putin also said that "we are cmmting on people who share our moral values that are the basis of our policy, in
this case foreign and security policy, the policy of combating terrorism. ., Putin added that the Russian air
campaign in Syria would be intensified so that the criminals understand that retnbution is unavoidable. Russia
will act in accordance \vith Article 51 of the UN Charter on the right of self defense.

An English translation of the meeting: http:i/en..kremlin.mleventslpresident/news!5 0 7 0 7
Comment: Putin appeared shaken, at time s a bit emotional, but seemed to try and look determined.
His body language appeared to indicate that he was disturbed, a s we might expect. H e does not look
as shaken up as he did foDowing B eslan, though, but maybe a bit weary. The meeting did take place
last night and Putin just returned from a very busy summit in Turkey. Maybe that's why be seemed
wea ry and maybe less steely than you migbt expe ct- be bad to know this was coming and bas had
time to prepare himself for this moment.
Peskov has commented that the meeting took place at 2300 last night The FSB is reportedly offering a reward
of $50 million for information about those who were involved in the terrorist attack on the airliner. Yesterday,
the British Foreign Ministry announced that Prime Minister Cameron had passed on to Putin information on the
destrnction of A321, the information that convinced the British government that a terrorist attack had taken
place: http:1/www.newsm.coml'russiall7nov20 15/peskov.html"

Here is a response I w rote to Wayne:

I'm sorry to be sounding so cynical about aU this, but if this. announcement were really a surprise that
threw Putin for a loop, why would they be publicizing this .on the Kremlin website? Even i( as a reader
suggested, Bortnik:ov may have planned to throw VVP off balance with the announcement, would
Bortnik:ov have been able to assure that it got posted on the site? And VVP's talk was dearly pre\vritten and probably rehearsed.
The timing, coming just a day after the G-20 snmmit, makes me think they decided to test out the mood
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and make sure Russia had indeed broken out of its isolation with foreign partners, and then portray
the "discovery" of the terrorist attack at a time when 1) the domestic audience could see it in light of an
international anti-ISIS alliance ala WWll, 2) the rest of the world could see the Russian airline
passengers as equally important to the Paris victims (I think there was less sympathy for them initially than
there was for the P aris victims), and 3) as one commentary put it, Putin was engaging in damage control
by allowing enough time to pass after the disaster for the initial passions of grief to cool, so people would
not protest too loudly against the Russian activities in Syria that appeared to have motivated the attack.
I admit that in these remarks I'm simultaneously holding onto two possible versii 1) that the plane crash
really was an ISIS attack and that Russia was undertaking damage control and even turning it to its
advantage, and 2) the more farl'etched versia, that someone in Russia may actually have facilitated the
attack, a hypothesis I tried out in an earlier message.
I admit that versia 2 is farfetched, and that your "rocky and opportunistic" fommlation probably descnbes
better how VVP has been able to make the best of the tragedy.

- Original Mess
From: Nellie

To:

bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.gov>
pm
Subject: Conspiracy theorizing- an ex-KGB agent has claimed the Kremlin may have brought down the Russian
pl.ane over Egypt

From the beginning I wondered whether the 31 October shoot-down of the Russi an plane over Egypt could have been
the work of the Kremlin itself. c omparable to the 1999 apartment bombings .
Other commentators cautiously raised this possibility from the beginning. E.g. this item from W ayne Allensworth's
Nov 16 Internet Notes citing the moderate nationalist commentat or Solovey:

Solovey says that the situation bas improvedfor Putin: http://vk.comlid244477574 ?w=

wall244477574_1164 7%2Fallt
"The situation has begun to improve for the Kremlin. One more terrorist attack and :M oscow will be in the
saddle internationally..... "

[I noted that] Solov ey seemed to be toying \vith the idea that Russia has benefited from both the airliner and the
Paris attacks. The way I read Solovey's comment, by extension, it is not excmded that Russia could have had a
hand in facilitating the attacks.
I have to admit the thought crossed my mind.
--as soon as I heard that a Syrian passport was found near the body of one of the bombers, which sounded too
much like the finding of, w as it Yarosh's passp ort, near the site of some kind of clash in Ukraine?
- -and given the precedent of the 1999 apartment bombings (Kathrin Hille in theFT pointed out a few days ago
that Putin's statements, saying they'll wipe out terrorists wherever they are in the world, sounded eerily like
those of 1999),
--and considering all the ways in which the Paris attack strengthened Russia's position, helped further undermine
EU unity and highlight the voices ofLe Pen types, bolster the Russian narrative about how decadent hberal
Europe bad it coming, and make the West come around tmvard the p osStbility of allowing Assad to stay
longer.

Now someone else has shared my suspicions, which were also expressed by Kommersant back in November (at
the end of this email). This time it is an ex-KGB fellow named Karpichkov. here cited in a 25 Dec 2015 article in the

.,. __ ... _ _. ......_ -n•
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Ua11y Mall. KarplchKov says the bomt>mg plot was allegedly natched by the GKU-lOO

oaa cne

\.71'(U

head just died suddenly and can't explain..... .

Did Putin plant the holiday jet bomb that killed 224 Russians? Ex-KGB agent
claims this dossier proves the Kremlin orchestrated the atrocity to justify
waging war on Syria
By Andrew Malone for the Daily Mail
http://www.dai Iymail.co.uklnewsl artic Ie-33 74231/Did-Putin-plant-halid ay-fet-be mb-kiII ed-224 -Russ ians-s-outrageoustheory-ex-KGB-agent-claims-dossier-proves-Kremlin-orchestrated-atrocity-justify-waging-war-Syria-decideyourself.html

.....is all really as tt seems over the story of Metrojet Flight 9268? Could there be another very
disturbing explanation of how the aircraft was blown out of the sky?
One man certainly believes so: Bor[s Karpichkov, a former spy with the KGB (later renamed the
FSB) who now lives under a new identrty wrth his wife and family at a secret location in Engtand
after fleeing here in fear for his tife.
His sensatronal ciaim at first seems unbehevable. For he maintains it was the Kremlin, not ISIS,
that deliberately blew the plane out of the sky.
And he says Putin cynically authorised the tragedy not onfy to obtain worldwide sympathy at a tfme
when Russia was being treated as a pariah because of its aggression towards Ukraine, but also
to gain support for its ostensible belligerence against ISIS, whfch Putin would use as a cover to
attack rebel groups in Syria who were sworn enemies of his ally President ai-Assad.
Of course, this could simply be the most monstrous slur by a deeply disenchanted man. For it has
to be said that Major KarpichkovfeU out with his KGB paymasters over money he claimed was
owed to him, and ended up in jail before fleeing to Britain.
Yet his case deserves to be aired, particularly in view of the hi·story of black propaganda
emanating from Putin and his Kremlin cronies, and his argument is compelling.
The major claims his information comes from a general lieutenant in GRU (one of Russia's
numerous military intelligence wings).
This man tord him, he says, that around the time of the plane's crash, Putin had been expressing
his concerns to Kremlin alties about 'possible losses of political influence' in Syria and the Middte
East Putin, he went on, was worried about the fate of his traditional ally in the regfon, President aiAssad, given the West's support for rebel groups trying to depose him.
A plan was allegedly hatched by officials within GRU to reverse Russia's declining influence in the
region and- as Major Karpichkov claims he was told by a senior source- to 'kill two rabbits
with one bullet'.
The aim was to get 'at least silent international approvat' for massive military operations against
Assad's enemies under the .guise of a campaign against the IS terrorists blamed for bombing the
Russian passenger jet, and to bolster Russia's multi-billion~pound weapons business with the
Middle East
This was all summarised in a dossier compiled by the former KGB spy: 'In order to accomplish all
these aims and to get Western consent to fighting Islamic State (which was, essentiaHy, official
support for keeping the Assad regime in power), the Kremlin desperately needed the kind of
justi·fication which would generate worldwide attention and fuU international sympathy and approval
for mi.litary actton.'
The major certainly knows all about the dark arts of espionage.
A graduate of a KGB academy in Minsk, he was taught how to kill with his bare hands as well as
how to carry out other sa-cal!ed 'wet-jobs' - the killlng. of a target without teaving any traces of
evidence.
He served in Russian intelliaence for more than a decade reachina the rank of KGB maior and
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as such, was privy to Kremlin secrets at a high level. He spent much of his career in the then
Soviet republi.c of Latvia, where he specialised in counter-intelligence for the KGB.
When the Soviet empire collapsed in 1991 , he stayed in newty independent Latvia, where he
joined the country's intelligence services. But he also remained on the books of the Kremlin,
leaking information to his old bosses.
However, he was jailed for two months on weapons charges after a row over payments he
claimed were owed to him by the KGB. The Russians, in tum, accused him of being involved i.n a
massive fraud- part of the normal modus operandi of the Kremlin bringing crimi.nal charges
against enemies.
After he was placed under house arrest in Lativa, he used four false passports issued to him while
he was a spy and fled the country, ending up in Britain a decade ago.
He says he retains high-level contacts in Russian intelligence circles, and that his dossier is an
accurate representation ofthe truth about the worst terrorist atrocity involving an airliner since the
terror attacks in New York on September 11, 2001.
The file states that Russian intelligence 'genluses' in GRU outlined a plan to Putin and his closest
aides to bomb a RussFan airriner and blame it on lsJamic extremists 'to. initiate enormous
international hate towards ISIS and to create international sympathy to act on its own without any
limits or reservabons (for military action).'
Once agreed, Major Karpichkov says, the operation was straightforward.
A special.ist in 'wet-jobs' and other forms of espionage was despatched to Sharm el-Sheikh,
where hundreds of thousands of Russians holiday each year to escape the cotd. Posing as a
fighter who was recuperating in the Red Sea after serving in Ukraine, the agent befriended a
young Russian woman staying in the resort, and began a ho l~day romance.
When the woman was due to leave forSt Petersburg, the Russian agent gave her a 'present' asking her to deliver it to his parents at home in Russia -and escorted her through the
notoriously lax security at Sharm el-Sheikh airrport before she boarded the doomed Metrojet flight
in the early hours of the morning.
The gift, says Major Karpichkov, was a bomb and the detonator used to ignite the explosives was
known as an EHV-7, which is produced exclusivetyfor special forces soldiers. The device itself
looked like a piece of p~umbing tube, which is primed to explode by an eJectrolyte 'bath' s!owly
corroding a metallic wire, which detonates the bomb once it Is broken.
The explosive materia[ was- sources add - cyclonite, an enormously powerful substitute for
TNT.
It has been suggested that the bomb was most likely placed under the seat 30A or 31A. Plane
records show that seat 30A was occupied by Nadezhda Bashakova, 77, from Volkhov in St
Petersburg regio.n, traveHing with her daughter Margarita Sima nova, 43, who sat in 30B. In seat
31A was Maria lvleva, 15, also from St Petersburg region. Could this young woman have been be
the unwitting carri. er of the bomb? She was with her mother Marina lvleva, 44, who occupied seat
31B. My sources say the bomb carrier was older, and sitting nearby.
However extraordinary, the allegations about the Sinai crash are not as far-fetched as they may
seem_After all, Putin has allegedly used such a murderous method against his own peopfe to
generate support for war before. In 1999, during Putln'sfirst term as president after coming to
power following a career as a KBG spy, he was accused of being behind the infamous bombings
offour apartment blocks fn Moscow as well as the cities of Buynaksk and Volgodonsk...... .
Not surprisingly, the Russians have furiously dismissed the clarms by their former spy. !his theory
about the plane being deliberately blown up on Putin's orders can only come from someone with a
sick mind who is intent on revenge,' snorted one Russian intemgence source.
'Look at Karpichkov's background - he has fatten out with all his old sponsors whether in
Mn~rnw Rin:::~
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nonsense. Linking it to the apartment block explosions- wen, these were also absurd claims for
whrch no proof was ever produced.'
Perhaps this is true. Perhaps the claims by Boris Karpichkov are fantasy or some attempt to
smear the spy's former Kremlin handlers- part of the intelligence world's s0-caUed wilderness of
mirrors, where nothing and no one is quite what they seem.
Or perhaps we do really live in times when people blow their own out of the sky for arms sal.es, oil
and power.
For the sake of us all, let's hope that the Russian major is horribly wrong about what really
happened to Metrojet Flight 9268.

And below are some more examples of people suspecting the plane was bombed by the Russian government

Wednesday, November 18, 2015
Moscow Projects Its Own Myths onto the West and Then Justifies Russian
Actions on the Basis of Those Myths, Solom atin Says
http://wind owen eurasia2. blogspot. com/20 15/ 11/moscow-projects -its-own-myths-onto-west ht ml

Paul Goble
Staunton, November 18 - A curious and e-Xtraordinarily dangerous feedback loop has emerged,
Mikhail Solomatin says. ~oscow projects false myths on the West and then uses those myths to justifY its own
actions at home and abroad - or to put it more succinctly, "Russia seeks to introduce those standards of
Western civilization which it dreamed up on its own."'
This projection of Russian myths on the West is becoming increasingly a p art not only of Russian
ideology but also of Russian practice under Pu~ the Moscow historian argues in a commentary on
Kasparov.ru today and opens the way to ever greater misunderstandings and disasters in the future
(kasparov .ru/material.php?id=564C2C3Fl994E).
Thus. he says, Moscow puts out the myth that the US sends its troops into any country "which it
considers the .zone of its interests"' and then the Kremlin uses that myth to "justify the seizure of Crimea and the
provision of military assistance to Asad.." Its myth that the US organizes "'color revohrtions"' is used to justifY
Moscow' s sponsorship of separatism in Ukraine.
Its myth that the American film, - TI1e Tail Wags the Dog,"' "reflects the principles of the foreign and
domestic policy of the West led to the creation ofiGselyev-TV,"' Solomatin observes. And even Putin's blatant
lying about Russian forces in Crimea reflects "a myth abou the total falseness and cynicism of politicians in
Western countries."
But there is another and even more deeply ..rooted' for Russian consciousness myth"' about the West,
the myth ..that behind the Islamist terrorists stand the CIA. This myth is old, much older for example that the one
that holds that the Maidan w:as ' sponsored by the State Department,,.,
Given those Kremlin assumptions, So1omat:in says, uit is hardly wise to ignorer. the fact that "the Kremlin
cannot but be thinking"' about how it can use weapons it says the CIA has created for Russia' s purposes.
Indeed, it would be very surprising ifPutin and his entourage were not doing that.
To say that, he points out, is not to say that Moscow organized this or that terrorist action but only that
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its myths about the supposed Western organizers of terrorist groups is part of Kremlin thinking and helps to
explain why l\foscow so often succeeds in a -ploiting t errorist acts for its o"rn purposes_ After all, it
assumes that the West is trying to do the same thing.
'~Th e only strnctnre which \Von from the destruction of the jet over Sinai and from tbe
bloodbath in Paris and the only structure whose e arlie r declared goals were advanced as a result of
these terrorist a ctions was the Putin regime,', the Moscow commentator argues_

As a result of Paris, he continues, Pntin received carte blanche to isolate his o'vn citizens from the rest
of the world and a wondetful opportunity to "force the West to-cooperate and forget about Ukraine_" In
fact, «not for any other government of any other cotmtry of the world did the actions of the terrorists open such
perspectives."
That is what Putin was promoting at the G20 s~ and, one could add on the basis of the latest
news, has succeeded in some measure given US President Barack Obama•s declaration today at the AsianPacific Summit that he views Putin as a reliable partner in the struggle against terrorism.
Exactly the same thing happened after the 9/11 attacks, Solomati:n says. "On the basis of ' common
challenges," the West "forgave Russia" for its Chechen campaigns, and '"Putin became the best friend ofBush
Junior."
1 am far from convinced in the justice of the thesis that ·The FSB Blew Up Russia,' [a reference to the
book li:nlcing Putin to the apartment bombings in 1999]. but three things are completdy obvious," Solomatin
says:

}_ ·The Kremlin believes in the effectiveness of suing Islamist terrorist in the geopolitical struggle because
Russian ideologues have already for a long time accused the hated US of this."
2. 'The Kremlin believes that cynicism is the basic contemporary policy."
3 _ '"The Kremlin consistently is the main and at times the only beneficiary from the activities of Islamist
terrorists, something which is not surprising given that among their enemies is not a little in common and
the chief among them is contemporary Western C-ivilization with its hberalism and hmnan rights_"
This is not something new for Moscow, he continues. It helps to explain what made possible "the
alliance of Stalin with Hitler in 1939."
Stolomatin says he is far from "accusing Russia in the organization of terrorist actions, but it is
tmdoubtedly the case that Russia for a long time has become at a minimum, the ideological and political backer
of terrorism,'" as in the case of the shooting down of the Malaysian airliner O'Ver Ukraine_Moscow may not have
pulled the trigger but it supplied the weapons to those who dici
That case "illustrates the connection of Russia with international terrorism, one that is not direct but
neither is it accidental or illogical," Stolomatin continues. "'Russia's Anti-W esternism and intensified antiAmericanism,"' its belief that world leadership rests on displays ofmilitary might and repression nave made
it "dose t<l those who seek to blow up the world order_"
And this, the Moscow historian says, is "only beginning_"'

Thursday, November 19, 2015
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Parallels with 1999 Could Backfire on Putin
Paul: Goble
Staunton, November 19- "Kommersant" reports today that Russian experts say the bomb that
brought do\\'ll the Russian airliner over Sinai resembles those used to blow up apartment blocks in Moscow,
w1th the only differences being the amount of explosive used, the nature of the timing device, and the target
(kommersant.ruldod 2857174).
Vladimir Putin may be counting on using such reports to mobilize Russian society for a new
military action much as he did 16 years ago. (For a discussion, see llls Moscow about to use the Sinai Plane
Disaster as He did the 1999 Bombings?"' November 3, 2015, at \vindowoneurasia2.blogspot.comt2015/ ll/isputin-about-to-use-sinai-plane-crash.html,)
No doubt, given the Kremlin' s control of the media and the willingness of many Russians to
accept as tme anything Putin says, he may have some success in doing so. But there is a significant number of
Russians and others who don't accept his version of 1999 and thl!lS may not accept his explanation of the latest
terrorist act.
Instead, they believe that the FSB and Putin personally were behind the blowing up of the
apartment buildings; and consequently, this comparison may lead some of them to \vonder whether he and his
agents were behind the latest disaster as well, especially given how quickly and well he has exploited it to his

own ends.
(For the most detailed discussion of what happened in 1999 and how various groups have
evaluated it, see John Dunlop' s The Moscow Bombings ofSeptember 1999 (Ibidem, 20 14).)
"Whether or not Russians will draw such parallels, either thos,e the Kremlin would like them to
draw or those it very much fears that they might, depends on the Ievel of popular memory, and an article in the
latest issue or'Kommersant-Dengi" argues that "the main problem ofRnssia [today] is memory..
(kommersant.rufdod 2850128)...... [Goble summarizes this article at length, as if he is regretful that most
Russians likely won't draw the possible parallel between now and 1 999~NHO)

The Kommersant article was also cited by lllarionov-but he highlights different aspects of the 1999 parallel -saying
it hints a Russian plan to attack Saudi Arabia! (fhis is article 2 of two.
(In part 1 he pointed out that WP probably knew it was a terrorist act earlier but waited to announce it and then
focused on financers rather than on ISIS):

the Russian authorities did not announce that they knew until "after the conclusion of the G20 sw:nmit in Antalya in
order to "avoid a practically inevitable discussion in that event of th.e nature of the possible Russian response to
the terrorist action."
...Already at Antalya, Putin had said that it was necessary to strike at those who "finance terrorist activities,.. a
group of countries which include Sandi Arabia and Qatar . . ...in the near futme, Saudi Arabia (and possibly
Qatar) could be declared sponsors of international terrorism....lnvoking Article 51 of the UN Charter, the
Kremlin couldcany out an operation of revenge."
15. The consequences of such attacks on oil prices are obvious, and the refusal of the US and the UK to invoke

Article 5 of the NATO Charter for the defense of France marks the de facto paralysis of this organization and
in essence an open mvitation to the carrying out of new aggression against its other members."
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Friday, November 20, 2015
lllarionov Offers Additional Arguments that Putin Planning to Attack
Saudi Arabia
Paul Goble
htt p://windowoneurasia2.blogspot.com/2015/ 11/illarionov-offers-addit ional-arguments.html

Staunton, November 20 - Yesterday, Andrey Illarionov laid out the logic behind his suggestion
that Vladimir Putin is preparing to attack Sandi Arabia in order to destabilize and p osStbly dismember it
(window oneurasia2.blogspot.comf20 15/ ll/putin- appears-preparing-to- attac.k- saudi.html).
N ot surprisingly, that suggestion precisely because it would involve an action few have thought
possible immediately sparked a vociferous reaction in Moscow and elsewhere. And so today, the Moscow
analyst provides additional arguments on behalf ofbis conclusion (kasparov.ru/material.php?

id=564E431AA4 7E7).
As he did yesterday and has done before, illarionov lays out his argument point b y point. In this
case, he offers 10 additional detailed discussions that be says force the conclusion that Putin•s ne\'-' war "will be
directed not ·only and not so much against ISIS" as "against Saudi Arabia" with the goals being
its "'destabilization and it c.an•t be excluded dismemberment."
1. '1n the course of the historic session of the force Politburo of the Russian Federation November 1617," FSB chief Aleksandr Bortrukov focused on the origins of the explosives that blew up the plane
over Sinai rather than on who carried out the attack, thus at a minimum confusing the isme concerning
who was responsible by .,intensifying suspicions that arose earlier" about that
2. Bortnikov also stressed that the bomb itself was ..self-acting"' rather than the work of a suicide bomber,
a conclusion of course supported by ISIS claims earlier the same day and one that again has the effect
of spre-ading the blame for the bombing beyond Islamic State activists. The FSB chief insisted that
Russian experts had established this independently.
3. "Kommers.ant"' carried a story suggesting parallels. between the 1999 bombings and the downing of the
plane, a potentially dangerous one for the Kremlin .ifpeople conclude that it might have been behind
both but useful to Putin because the Russian security experts the paper citied
mentioned "nameless ' p eople from the North Caucasus'" as being to blame once again. And
these "experts"' recalled othe names of those who 'prepared those who carried out the terrorist acts' 'Khattab and his right-hand Abu al- Walid. ,., And what "a sur:prise!"' lliarionov says . ..B oth of the
individuals named as is well known were from Saudi Arabiar.
4. lhe appearance in Russian anti-terrorist discourse of Saudi Arabia and the absence in Putin' s
commentaries .. . of any refer·e nce to ISIS hardly can be considered accidental," the analyst continues.
The Kremlin leader talked about unnamed a criminals.~ rather than being more specific even in terms of
suspk.ions, a marked contrast to analysts in the West who have pointed to ISIS as behind this attack.
5. Despite not naming anyone, Putin nonetheless promised to take the harshest measures immediately
to "find and plmish the criminals." '1n other words," ffiarionov says, "P utin declared that there will be
conducted exira-judicial reprisals over unknown p ersons without o:ffering any evidence of their guilt or
even their connection with the catastrophe of the Russian jet." And he added that these reprisals will
be carried out uwith the help · of people who share onr moral values."' Given what happened after 1999,
one can only imagine w hat that means.
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6. Putin announced that Moscow would step up its air raids in Syria \"ithout presenting any ..cause and
effect link" behveen those in Syria and the airplane disaster. Russian commentators and many Western
ones have accepted his logic without any questions about his falilure to provide a link or to fonow .,the
basic principles of the Western legal tradition- the presmnption of innocence, the need to present
e·vidence of their guilt to the accused, court hearings ... [and] the right of the accused to a defense."
7. In this way and by attacking people before identifying them as guilty, "Putin in a completely Freudian
way demonstrated not only the lack of evidence of their guilt ... but the absence of any desire to find it."
8. "Despite such a demonstrative violation by the Russian authorities of the basic principles of Western
(and now all-human) legal tradition, the expansion of the Kremlin' s use afforce won the approval from
the s-ide of the current American president 'Barak Obama declared that he has always supported the
struggle of Russia against ... ISIS:"
9. A11 of this, Inarionov points out, fonows what has become "the Putin model of unleashing large (open
and not hybrid) w ars (the second Chechen and the Russian-Georgian)."' First, provocations, then
terrorist acts, then the loss ofinnocent life, then .finding one, s opponents guilty without evidence, loud
promises to destroy them, the physical destruction of the opponents Putin has identifie<L and then "'an
essential change in the domestic or geopolitical situation."
10. ·'Nevertheless, the war of2015 in comparison with the former large w ars of 1999 and 2008 is different
in certain key ways.., It is conducted far beyond Russia' s borders. Unlike the earlier conflicts, '-'t he
beginning of the third w ar is openly supported by the West and the Obama Achninistration is ready to
greet it with ovations." An d the new w ar is directed at a country Moscow has long blamed for
supporting terrorist a ctions against Russia. Saudi Arabia.
"In large measure," lliarionov says, "this is not a new w ar but a continuation directed at the defeat" of
an enemy Putin has long had in his mind. And that enemy is Saudi Arabia. IfPutin does attack and succeeds in
defeating or even dismembering that country, he will achieve ""the radical reordering of the entire contempor.ary
world as we have known it"
Shmulevich considers and rejects the idea that Russia could have caused the Paris attacks, but does say Russia
was responsible in a general way for the rise of ISIS:

Friday, November 20, 2015
Putin 'Played No Less Role' in Creation of ISIS than Stalin did in Rise of
Nazis, Shmulyevich Says
Paul Goble
http://windowoneurasia2.blogspot.com/2015/ 11/putin-played-no-less-role-in-creation.html

Staunton, November 20 - Vladimir P utin should be compar·ed with Stalin rather than with
Hitler, Avr aam Shmulyevich says. not only because he is seeking to use an east-w est alliance to legitimize his
seizure of territory but also becanse Putin has played ..no les.s a role" in the creation ofiSIS than the Soviet
dictator did in "the strengthening of German fascism. "

In an interview with Kseniya Kirillova posted on Krym.ru, the Israeli rabbi and analyst
approaches this issue with great caution, indicating what is known and what is only suspected because the
Russian government has done little or nothing to dispel the suspicions its actions have generated
(ndqymr.com/content/article/273 74996.html).
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says. "An the more radical Islamists including Ben Laden came out of the struggle with the Soviet Union. The
second push to the growth of radic.alism was given by the invasion of Russia into Chechnya " In both cases, the
Islamists saw Moscow as the enemy.
At the same time, "the largest number of ISIS militants mre being recruited from Russia and the
other countries of the post-Soviet space," he says. "In part, this is connected with the fact that over the course
of many years, the Russian special services have ·pushed' their own Islamists toward Syria and Iraq, putting
before them the choice: emigration or jail or murder."'

" Of course,"' Sbmulyevich says, "we do not know the motives of the FSB in this: did they only
want to cleanse their own territory of unsuitable elements or did they intend to strengthen ISIS . But whatever
the case, it remains a fact that precisely the Russian special services sent there the most motivated and educated
contingent of militants."
The Israeli analyst s.ays that he does not now have "any data about how much the Russian
special services are today using their old ties with the Islamic State . . . or even how much ·the Islamic
underground' in Russia is controlled by the special services."'
'"However, ifRussia wants to avoid accusations of cooperating with ISIS, it should at a
minimum clarify this issue."' Instead, ~oscow in the course of several years has crated · a green corridor' for
the militants who want to join the terrorists."' Moreov er, Russian agencies undoubtedly have large dossiers on
these people and "one would like to mderstand how they are using these."
At present, Shmulyevich continues, "we can reliably assert only that Russia extended its hand
toward the creation ofiSIS"' and uoodoubtedly has some levers of influencer. on the group. But that alone does
not mean that Moscow necessan1y is behind any particular action of the Islamic State.
Yet another facto which '"·does not speak in Russia' s favor," Shmulyevich continues, is that it is
precisely the comtry "which stands at the origins of Arab terroris~" and uall those method which Islamist
terrorists use now, including the seizure of planes and suicide bombers were developed by the KGB and its
satellites" in So·viet times.
Despite that~ he says., he is ..not inclined to consider that Putin stands behind the Paris terrorist
attacks and supposes that they \Vere completely organized by ISIS itself However, "the Russian leader used
the tragedy in his own interests. to the max1mum extent possible., and is seeking «to convince the West that
Russia has b ecome a reliable ally in the struggle with terrorism..,
The Kremlin leader is having success in that regard, especially since he appears to have
accepted the idea that bis ally Asad will have to leave office. But that will create problems for him: he will have
to assume the difficult task of prov-iding security in the region. At the same time, if he gets bases there, he ·will
have achieved a longstanding Russian dream.
And "it is possible," Sbmulyevich continues, that the price for all this that Putin will extract from
the West is t Jkraine. Already it appears that "unfortunately"' the West is moving in the direction on Ukraine that
Moscow wants, and that risk '\vill increase with each new ISIS terror attack "
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Subject: Re: Conspiracy theorizing

·Soda Can' Bomb From Sinai Crash Resembles Those of '99 Moscow Attacks
Nov. 19 lllle Mosoowlimes -The "soda can" bomb the Islamic State's official magazine claimed brought down
a Russian airliner over Egypt's Sinai Peninsula on Oct. 31 , killing all 224 people on board, appears similar to the
explosive devices that may have been used by terrorists to blow up residential buildings in Moscow in 1999, the
Kommersant newspaper wrote Thursday. The paper cited unidentified expert s, reporting that the photo of a 0.33 lit er
Schweppes soft drink can appearing in IS' Daqib magazine was strongly suggestive of grenades and booby traps
used in the North Caucasian conflict in the 1990s, especially by militants led by the Saudi-born Chechen
independence fi ghter Ibn ai-Khattab. The report added that cans packed with explosives and detonated by a similar
mechanism may have been used in the Russian apartment bombings on Sep. 9 and Sep. 13, 1999, which led to the
deaths of at least 218 people. Moscow later alleged that ai-Khattab had masterminded the attacks .
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Tuesday, January 5, 2016 5:45 PM
Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF)
Re: How Corrosive Practices from Russia Penetrate and Undermine US and UK

This message has been archived.
I hate to burden you with a 55-page document. I only skimmed it myself. It has a nice summary graphic
on p.3. Much of the material he mentions is familiar stuff; it's just helpful to have it brought together in
one place.

-----Original Message----From: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) (OCDETF) (b) (6)
To: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Tue, Jan 5, 2016 5:35 pm
Subject: RE: How Corrosive Practices from Russia Penetrate and Undermine US and UK
Wow, thank you Nellie – I will have to make time to read this one.
Hope you and the family had a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 5:14 PM
To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: How Corrosive Practices from Russia Penetrate and Undermine US and UK
This article has a section summarizing effects of criminal activities, other non-criminal but questionable
activities (breaching trade rules, manipulating Interpol), and soft power means of undermining rule of law
etc. in the US and UK
http://imrussia.org/media/pdf/Research/Ilya_Zaslavsky__How_Corrosive_Practices_from_Russia_Penetrat
e_and_Undermine_US_and_UK.pdf
It is by Ilya Zaslavsky, --apparently the one by that name who's at Chatham House
https://www.chathamhouse.org/about-us/directory/197781
This appears be the same fellow who worked for TNK-BP and was arrested in Russia on charges of spying
on Gazprom--just to make things interesting (http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/us-brothersfound-guilty-of-espionage/376971.html0
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Nellie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, December 29, 2015 9:35 PM

To:

(b) (6) Nelhe Enml 1; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, lisa {OCDETF)

Subject:

Putin and organized crime - Allensworth internet notes 29 Dec 2015

[I am omitting the photos when forwarding this -NHO]

Wayne Allensworth (b) (6)
Internet Notes 29 December 2015
Viktor Shenderovich on vlast and organized crime Nlast as the "Tambov Criminal Group•. Putin's mentor: l.enya
Sambist': · Lenya,. and Rotenberg: Putin" Rakhlin. Rotenberg. and Shestakov: Kumarin. Tsepov. Utvinenko) 1
The Nemtsov murder investigation: Mukhudinov reportedly named as t he zakazchik. 10
Putin's · Little reu book" offers words of wisdom fo r Russian officials. 10
· o utspoken• Chaplin sacked by ROC (He w anted the Church to condemn official corruption) 13
The Saudis are having problems because of low oil prices. 15
The Russian Defen se Ministry on the US and ISIS. 16
Russia. Taliban. ISIS. 17

Viktor Shenderovich on vlast (=the authorities, the regime--NHO] and organized crime (VIast as
the "Tambo'f' Criminal Group''; Putin' s mentor: "Lenya Sambist,'; "Lenya " and Rotenberg; Putin,
Rakhlin, Rotenberg, and Shestakov; Kumarin, TsepoY, Litvinenko)

http:l/echo.msk.ru/programs/personalno/ 1682298-echo/
The Shenderovich interview has been removed from the Ek:ho :Yfoskvy site. You can still see it here, though:
http:l/med:ialeaks.rulnews/2 512vut shender
Kasbin has noted the disappearance of the Ekho material andre-posted it as well:
http:l/kashin.guru/20 15/ 12/25/shenderovich v ban/

Shendero-vich told Ekho Moskvy that there is no law in Russia, there is a "junta," or a '" Corporation,r. or you
could call vlast the "T ambov Criminal Group,"" but there·s no law. That group is using all posstb1e means to
remain in power--propaganda, the courts, prosecutors, investigators-and has no intention of leaving.
Shenderovich called the current regime "Bandit vlast," a vlast with nuclear weapons .. .
Shenderm~ch says that "fresh information"' on Pntin•s youth has showed up in the Internet-shendero"\~ch says
that Putin's "teacher" was gangster and Sambo (Comment: " Sambo"--derived from the Russian words
for " seH defense") instructor Leonid Usvyatsov (AKA ..Lenya Sambist) (Comment: Gangland in the late
SoYiet and the pos t-Soviet period in Russia drew heavily from sports dubs-gangste rs were often
wresders, boxers, martial arts types. (There' s an interesting bit on sports dubs and crime mthe
s econd article summarized below) I figured that Putin' s links to gangsters were probably at least
partly made in his judo training. As the Soviet system coUapsed, organized crime play ed a role in
filling the Yacuum, as is often the case in such situations, providin·g (or forcing) protection for/on
bus inesses. Local mobsters sometimes became "Robin Hood'' figure s, pay ing for schools, taking
care of the problems of locals- some of you out there remember Anatotiy Bykov, AKA "Tolya
Byk," a gym teacher a.n d boxer who became a mob boss, aluminum plant owner, and was elec.ted to
<'f'2tA nf'firo in ICr~<'nnv<>r<'lr
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similar cono~ctions. The ties betw~en th~ criminal world, Ja'v enforcement, politics, and business
were established then and became a defining characteristic of post-Communist Russia, though the
balance of power in the web of inter-re lationships shifted to "the state,'' the clans that created a hiYelike network in official organs, under Putin). Putin mentioned him in his first book, the Sambo
instructor "Lenya "' Between jail terms, he took part in the education of the future president 'Lenya"' knew
Put.in from age 16, according to Shenderovich, and helped the young Put.in get admitted to LGU on the "sports
qnota." Lenya Usvyatsov was gunned down in a gangland slaying in St. Petersburg in 1994.
Shenderovich says that this is where Putin's .,strike first" mentality comes from, that L enya was the source of
Putin,s gangland speech. Lenya provided life lessons for the young Putin that he would not forget After Lenya
was kiiled, his place in the Tambov mob was taken b y crime boss and boxer Vladimir Km:narin (Comment:
AK..;\ " BarsnkoY," who starred in a number of notes over the years.). As St. Petet"sburg vice mayor,
Putin worked for the Tambov OPG (Comment: I don' t know that be worked/or them~ at least not
exclusively, but be certainly worked with them as one of the strands of the '~arious ''clan" webs Puti:n
intersected with at the time) .. .
Without going into detail, during an exchange with Ekho•s Irina Vorobyeva, Shenderovich links the Tambov
connections to the recent Spanish "Russian Mafia" case (See the 23 Dec embet" notes). He says the information
is there, people are simply afraid to find out or talk about it Salye was writing about it years ago (Comment:
In his St. Petersburg days, Putin was connected to a company that operated out of Germany, SPAG,
which allegedJy laundered money for Columbian drug cartels. The late Marina Salye (she died in
2012) claimed that as St. P e tersburg ";ce mayor, Putin bad authorized export licenses for natural
resources that were supposed to be used in an exchange for food imports, imports that never
materialized- the cost was around $100 million .. . See, for instance, the 16 July 20U notes. There's a
bit on narcotics trafficking tbrougb the port of St. Petersburg in the sec.ond piece s ummarized below).
Shenderovich notes that Kmnarin is doing some serious prison time-and says that the Tambov gangster should
be concerned for his life. Thet"e was probably a deal done--Kumarin would remam silent in exchange for a
relatively comfortable prison stay. But Putin w on' t be in power forever and other people could approach
Kumarin \vith a new deal, people who might be interested in learning more about Putin' s time in St Petersburg.
Shenderovich also brings up the assassination (by poisoning) of Roman Tsepov in 2004 (Comment:
Racketeer and one time all-around fixer and bod)rgnard for ~ifayor Sobchak in St. Petersburg,
Tsepov was the founder of a St. Petersburg security firm, Baltic Eksport, whic.h be co-founded with
Putin bodyguard Viktor Zolotov. Tsepov apparently tried to insinuate himself into the Yukos afiair as
a mediator- I suspected at the ti:me that this was the reason be was assassinated. Zolotov attended
Tsepov's funeral. The killing of Tsepov shook up the elite, creating quite a scandal. I bad Sechin and
Deripaska, who :was also interested in Ynkos, as likely suspects in the murder-TsepoY reportedly
tried to pass himself off as D e ripaska's representative). Shenderovich goes on about Tsepov' s
connections to the mayor· s office and the Tambov mob and about his desire to take part in the "re-division, of
Yukos. Shenderovich implies that Tsepov, like Litvinenko, was killed by polonium poisoning ...

This a.rticle-uW'ho "..·as Putin 's R eal 1 Teacher"'-prompted Shendero11ich 's renrarks to Ekho
Moskvy. Thanks to the readet" who sent it along: bttp://rusiev.net12015/l2/221kto-b}il-nastoyashhimuchitelem-putina-ili-kak-Isb-rabotaet-na-voroY-Y-zakone/
And it begins with a bit on Putin and 'Lenya" ... At the beginning of the 90' s and thereafter, the article notes that
the KGB/FSB merged with the criminal wodd.. .
The article says that in Soviet times, sportsmen were often used as e:xi:ras in films. Putin Judo sparring partnet"
Arkadiy Rotenberg and Leonid Usvyatsov met at Lenfihn ... The photo below has a red arrow showing what it
claims is Arkadiy Rotenberg in a 1976 movie "Blokada"
The "prisoner.. is Duma Deputy-and also Rotenberg judo student-Vasi1y Shestakov.
Rotenberg, Putin, Shestakov are left to right in the picture below

Putin' s and Rotenberg's tramer was Anatoliy Rakhlin (now deceased), a man Putin said had played a "decisive
role, in his life---in 2000, Putin and Rak:b1in published a book on judo and issued a video course in judo as w ell.
In a 2007 Izvestiya interview, Rakhl:in spoke ofPutin' s loyalty to his circle of judo friends, including Arkadiy
and Boris Rotenberg and V asily Shestakov. VVP gave work to the people he trusted. Rakhlin also said that
Putin was c onnected to the KGB- that is, he '"as an informer-when he w as a student. At 16, Putin acquired
a new trainer, Leonid Usvyatsov, though VVP does not like to advertise the connection. Usvyatsov w as
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responsible for Putin, s and Rotenberg's being admitted to LGU.
Usvyatsov was a self defense trainer, appeared in fihns as an extra, served two prison terms (rape and currency
violations; Usvyatsov was said to be involved in the Soviet black market mantiques for which he was paid in
dollars; His Wlderworld connection was a major player in the black market antiques trade, Aleksandr
Khochinskiy) and was widely known to be a ''criminal authority."' "Lenya" was sh.'teen years older than Putin.
His father had been killed at the front in 1944. "Lenya Sportsman" was assassinated.in 1994 at age 58.
A former training partner of both Al-kadiy Rotenberg and Putin, Nikolay V ashchilin, says that there was an
attempt on Rotenberg's life at Usvyatsov' s funeral-he does not elaborate on what Rotenberg was involved in
that might have led to the assassination attempt. Lenya Usvyatsov was replaced in the Tambov organization by
Vladimir Kurnaria Following Usvyatsov ' s death, there was an attempt on Kumarin. He was maimed, losing his
right ann, but survived
Comment: R ecall that Kumarin, AKA '<Barsukov/' bas also been a patroll of church building projects
and was VP of the St. Petersburg Fuel Company, which was awarded major contracts in St.
Peters burg io the 1990s. He was known as the ' 'nighttime may or" of the ~torthem capital
The picture below, from r-1, hkadiy Rotenberg, Vaschilin, unknown (does anybody recogai.ze him? He
seems familiar to me) and former Premier Viktor Zubkov
The article claims that being admitted on the ..sports quota"" to the LGU law school meant that Putin did not
have to do a lot of course work ...
More on the 'Tambov OPG" and its connections to those mentioned above ...The Tambov OPG was formed
in 1988. At the time, Usvyatsov was in prison, Putin was a KGB officer in Dresden, and Rotenberg was head
of the RBC wrestling dub. The club was formed by the authorities as a means of attempting to use the training
to rehabilitate ..difficult"' teenaged boys (or what the article calls "Wlderage bandits"'). Nikolay Vashchilin says
that on the contrary, the dub served as a "training base" for young gangsters, including Kumari!L The wrestlers
and boxers Rotenberg trained became security men for the new businesses that were sprouting up in the 80's
USSR. One ofKumarin' s friends, Konstatin Goloshchapov, became a judo training partner ofPutin' s.
Goloshchapov was also a masseuse and Putin is. said to mwe often accompanied him to the banya for a
massage (Comment: The piece is implying that there was a homosexual relationship: According to the
article, Go[oshchapov '~appropriately" massaged Potin' s " organy," which is a " big plus'' in the
current s ystem [So others have to be " appropriate" with Putin, too?]. There have been rumors about
Putin for years and I' ve pointed out that Lihinellko was assassinated within a few months of claiming
Putin was a pedophile. There ha"-e b een hints dropped about VVP for a s long as I ca.n rememberhints tiJat appeared to be warnings, or could have been. I alway s wondered about those rumors and
whether the undercurrent of insecurity l thought I detected io Putin might b e collOected to them. I
also wondered whether he had such relationships ·while a boy in his judo/self defense training dubs,
maybe with an older trainer). Goloshchapov is today a banking partner of Rotenberg' s, and is in the
construction business.
One ofPutin' s "businessesr. \Yith the Tambov OPG was the shipping of narcotics ("white powder"'), which went
through the St Petersburg port in the 90's. Putin' s connection to the drng trade was Viktor Ivanov, then a
Putin aide, now head of the state~ s anti-narcotics agency.
Litvinenko began investigating these connections. He met with Tambov gangsters living in Spain. He met with
Kumarin. He was poisoned by Lugovoy with polociom 210 for his trouble. Lugovy got a state award from
Putin_ Kumarin got 25 years in prison and was thus neutralized
The release of recent material on the "R.usian Mafia" case includes phone conversations between the gangsters
in Spain and their people in Russia-they discussed getting Bastrykin appointed to head the Investigative
Conu:nittee, what to do 'vith "Putin,s villa," and Kumarin' s 2007 arrest (on orders from «the Tsa£) ... They say
that every nation gets the government it deserves ...
Regarding Rakhlin. _.From the 19 August 2013 notes.~
[Comment: Watching the TV corerage ofRakhlin's funeral. I got the impression that Putin lt"as genuinely rery upset by his
old trainer's de.ath- the "solitary willk'• sequence seemed melodramatic, but it was abuost as ifPutin, who sometimes, as I
noted on 13 Augus t, has shown signs of wuriness and disenchanboent. was ~ing to break his isobtion by com:e)'i ng his
se.nse of loss to then· audience~ There's video at the 9 Augustnewsru report on the funeral and Puti:n's walk (
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http://mrn'.n ewsru.comlsportJOlhug20l3/sensei print.html }-which wu, u serer:tl obseM'ers n oted. filmed from n r ious
angles {And senral security men were .nearby, on e .oddly carrying an umbrella on what looked like a clear day), and n ewsru
r eminds us that Rakhlin in 1964 .s elected Pntin and R otenber g for training and Pntin became St. Petersburg champion and
Master of Sport under his guidance. The walk is on YouTube u well: http://mrn".,·outube~comfmttch?r-IHP CNo-c£4M l're
seen Rakh1in described as 11 "second father" to Putin.
Vedomosti ponders Putin' s isolation after .l divorce and his distancing himself from the elite. He is. alone at the top:
http:!/"'"'"'.vedomosti.rUiop iniorun ews '15108011 razv:ivav.a-p1arona::!ixz.i1lzjOdjA Op

The Nemtso,-murder investigation: 1\fukhud:ino,- reportedly n.amed as the zakazchik
https:/lslon ru/posts/6194 7

The Investigative Committee (SK) is claiming that snspec.t Rnslan Mukhndinov [also spelled Mukhutdinov] has
been named as the person who "ordered~ (the uzakazchik) up the contract bit on Nemtsov. The investigators
also consider Mukhudinov to have been the direct organizer of the murder.

Putin' s "Little red book» offe rs words of wisdom for Russian officials
httpJl\vww.rferl.orglcontent/putin-little-red-book-offers-up-prophetic-words-russian-president/27453861 .htmi
S

trapped for gift ideas this holiday season?

How about a 400-page book of Vladimir Putin's most "world-changing" words?
That's what about 1,000 Russian officials and politicians can expect under their New Year' s trees

this year.
"World-Changing Words. Key Quotes of Vladimir Putin," offers up the Russian president at his best (at
least from the Kremlin's perspective) in 19 speeches and articles that critics say is the latest effort to
build up Putin's image as the country's infallible leader and harkens back to Mao Zedona's "Uttle Red
Book."
The book is being published by Network.

a youth

group which has its fingerprints on other pro-Kremlin

projects, including an alphabet-learning tool with a hearty helping of the new political correctness in
Russia.
Anton Volodin of Network, or "Set"' in Russian, told RBK "Putin's words can be considered prophetic."

'No Personality Cult'
"Listening to the speeches by Vladimir Putin, we were struck with the idea from time to time: a lot of
what he says has turned out to be true in one form or another," Volodin told RFE!RL's Russian Service.
Asked if the book is part of attempts to build a personality cult, Volodin responded, "Absolutely not"
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"If you think this book is the attribute of some kind of totalitarian government, that's absolutely absurd,"
he said. "You need to look at the content of the book, not just the headlines. In our book there are not
only quotes. We took what we felt were the most revealing addresses, including articles by Putin, and
put them together in the book_"
According to the RBK report. Putin's First Deputy Chief of Staff Vyacheslav Volodin - no relation to
Network's Volodin- pushed for the book to be handed out to Russian officials across the country during
a meeting with about 50 top political figures last week including members of the two houses of the
Russian parliament.
Natalya Matienko, the secretary of the Public Chamber of Russia's Jewish Autonomous Region, sajd
she had received a copy of the book in the mail along with a letter signed by Volodin, which, according
to Matienko, stressed the publication lays out the principles and values guidin g Russia on domestic and
international issues.
The compilation begins with Putin's address to the UN General Assembly in 2003, and ends with his
speech to the same world body earl[er this year. It also includes Putin's 2008 interview with CNN, w hich
as the authors note "occurred after Georgia attacked Tskhinvali" - a reference to Moscow's brief war
with Tbilisi over Georgia's breakaway region of South Ossetia, viewed by most of the world as an act of
Russian aggression .
The book also includes the full text of Putin's speech to the Munich Security Conference in 2007, when
Putin accused the United States of establishing, or trying to establish, a "unipolarn world.
Putin's address to the parliament and nation on March 18, 2014, lauding Russia's illegal annexation of
the Ukrainian Peninsula of Crimea also makes the cut.
In fawning tones, the introduction gushes over Putin's alleged power to predict, saying "these are the
same words which predicted and predetermined changes to the global political system."
While eager to praise Putin, Volodin of Network is less w illing to disclose the source of the book's
funding, only saying there were "numerous sources."

Heir To Nashi
Financing may be murky. but Network's ties to the Kremlin are crystal clear.
Network is the spiritual heir to Nashi. the prototypical and now defunct pro~Putin youth outfit that was
founded in 2005 in the aftermath of Ukraine's Orange Revolution as part of a Kremlin effort to inoculate
Russia against a similar uprising.
But unfike Nashi, which was formed to appeal to working- class provincial youth, Network is aiming to
:attr.:aet thA urtun middiA
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-·-·--- -· ·- -· --·. ····--·-- -·
Earlier this year, when Kyiv students released an impassioned video appeal to their Russian
counterparts to question the Kremlin line, Network sprang into action.
Activists ofthe group in the exclave of Kaliningrad on February 1 posted a video much in the style of the
Ukrainian one, spewing the Kremlin line: it attacks Ukraine's pro-European Euromaidan protests as
a "coup," decries the February 2014 ouster of former President Viktor Yanukovych, defends Russia's
subsequent annexation of Crimea, and zeroes in on civilian deaths in the country's east
Network also thought up a new learning device in the Siberian city of Irkutsk in May 2014, highlighting to
what lengths the Kremlin will go to inculcate a pro-Kremlin worldview.
The primer to help chitdren master the 33 letters of the Russian alphabet has ~A" for "Anti-Maidan."
Ukraine's pro-Russfan groups- w ith "P'' predictably for "Putin" and "R" for "Russia."
Network dubbed it the "Polite Alphabet," after the "polite" forces that brought about Russia's annexation
of Crimea.
At the time, Network said it planned to distribute the primers to schoolsthroughout Irkutsk in the
spring of 2014 and bring them to other cities soon.
Network has big plans as well with its latest project, saying the Putin book will be made available to a
wider audience beyond Russia's movers and shakers.
'World-Changing Words," should be on the shelves of Russian book stores sometime in January,
Volodin has said, adding an English-language version for a foreign audience is also in the works.
'They should understand the justice of Russian politics abroad as well," Volodin says.

" Outspoke n" Chaplin sack ed by ROC (He wanted the Cburcb to condemn official corruption)
http:/!new s.yahoo.cornlrussian- orthodox-church-sacks-outspoken-cleric-moscow-202425937 .html

The Russian Orthodox Church has sacked an outspoken official who pushed the church to take a more
aggressive role in public life.
Father Vsevolod Chaplin. who has headed the Moscow Patriarchate's department for cooperation
between church and society since 2009. has been released of his duties and his department has been
disbanded. The church explained its decision Thursday by citing the need to increase efficiency.
Following his ouster. Chaplin issued strong criticism of Russian Orthodox Church Patriarch Kirill.
saying on Dozhd TV that the two men had "seriously disagreed" over the church's role. He added the
church should be more independent and not ingratiate itself with government officials. He also said it
chntll~

ntrhlirlu ,...nnrlo_rnn
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The 47-year-old Chaplin described his dismissal as an attempt to purge the church of independent
voices.
Chaplin long has attracted attention with outspoken statements on topics ranging from spiritual matters
to fashion. He famously said once said women should dress more modestly to avoid provoking rapes.
He recently said that Russia was waging a "holy war" against extremists in Syria, drawing strong
criticism.

The Russian Defense ll:fillistry on the US and ISIS

http:/Jtass.roler.Jpolitics/847380
MOSCOW, December 28. ffAS.S/. The Pentagon, refusing to transfer the data on terrorist targets in Syria to the
Russian military, continues to fight against the Islamic State terrorist group "in word only", Russian Defense
Ministry spokesman Igor Konashenkov told reporters on Monday. He thus commented on a recent statement by the
Pentagon spokesperson Michelle Baldanza who confirmed that the US military did not intend to share with Moscow
the information on IS targets until Russia changes its policy towards Syrian President Bashar Assad . 'We are not
going to cooperate with Russia on Syria until they change their strategy of supporting Assad and instead focus on
ISIL (IS)," Baldanza said. 'The hackneyed thesis has once again confirmed that the Pentagon will fight against IS in
word only. instead of taking real action." Konashenkov said . 'The statement by the US Defense Department
spokesperson Michelle Baldanza about the [US side's! refusal from any cooperation in the fight against Islamic
State is a broken record. and it's high time to change it." he said. The Russian Defense Ministry spokesman said
that at last week's news briefing of the chief of the Main Operations Dire.ctorate of the Russian General Staff,
General Sergey Rudskoy, the military presented data on changes in the routes of illegal transportation of oil by the
Islamic State militants. According to the Russian Defense Ministry. the new routes run through the north-western
regions of Iraq, which "are in the focus of constant attention of the United States." 'We publicly told our American
colleagues that it is necessary not to discuss the IS activities in Iraq, but to take real action to block the terrorists'
sources of income in the region," Konashenkov said.
On December 25, Sergey Rudskoy told journalists that Russian intelligence found almost 12,000 tank/delivery
trucks on the Turkish-Iraqi border near Zakho. where the 'eastern' oil smuggling route used by the Islamic State
terrorist group runs _"As of the time the imagery was shot, there were 11.775 tank and delivery trucks on both sides
of the Turkish-Iraqi border in the vicinity of Zakho, with 4,530 of them in Turkey and 7,250 in Iraq," he added. "It is
worth mentioning that oil extracted both in Iraq and in Syria is smuggled via the checkpoint there," he added. The
Defense Ministry had said previously that the Russia-banned Islamic State's eastern oil smuggling route led from
the oilfields in Syria's northeast and Iraq's northwest to Turkey via the border towns of Kara Chokh, Cham Khanik,
Tavan and Zakho_Since the beginning of the operation in Syria, Russian aircraft have taken out around 2,000 tank
trucks operated by the militants. 'Thirty-seven oil wells and refineries operated by the terrorists and 17 tank truck
convoys hauling oil products have been eliminated over the last week," Rudskoi said. The Russian military launched
an air operation against the militants with the Islamic State and Jabhat ai-Nusra in Syria on September 30 by
request of Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad. The Russian air task force in Syria included over 50 aircraft, including
Su-34 (NATO reporting name: Fullback) and Su-24M (Fencer) tactical bombers, Su-25 (Frogfoot) attack aircraft, Su30SM (Ranker-H) multirole fighters and Mi-8 (Hip} and Mi-24 (Hind) helicopters_ The Russian Defense Ministry
issued a statement in mid-November that it would focus its strikes on the oil production. storage, refining and
transportation facilities controlled by Islamic State militants_

Russia, Taliban, ISIS
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/taliban-says-no--contacts-with-russia-over-islamic-state/554297 .html
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The Taliban denied reports that representatives had met Russian officials to discuss the common
threat from Islamic State in Afghanistan as a British newspaper reported that President Vladimir Putin
had met the Tafiban leader.
last week. a senior Russian official was quoted saying that Russia's interests "objectively coincided"
with the Ta~ban in the fight against Islamic State. which has established a foothold in eastern
Afghanistan. See the 23 Dec ember notes.
He said channels of communication had been established with the Taliban to exchange information.
Moscow, currently conducting a bombing campaign in Syria it says is directed against Islamic State
forces, has been concerned about the possible spread of the radical movement from Afghanistan
into neighbouring states including Tajikistan or Uzbekistan.
In a statement, the Taliban said it was in contact with countries in the region but had not discussed
support against Islamic State, which it calls Daesh.
''The lslamtc Emirate has made and will continue to make contacts with many regional countries
to bring an end to the American invasion of our country and we consider this our legitimate right," it said,
using its formal name.
"But we do not see a need for receiving aid from anyone concerning so-called Daesh and neither have
we contacted nor talked with anyone about this issue."
Britain's Sunday Times newspaper this week quoted an unnamed "senior Taliban commander" as
saying that Putin met Taliban leader Mullah Akhtar Mansour in September to discuss possible Russian
support.
"Putin is said to have met Mansour over dinner at a late-night meeting on a military base in Tafikistan
in SeptembeL" the newspaper said.
It quoted a Kremlin spokesman as saying the reports were "not relevant".
Mansour, longtime deputy to Taliban founder Mullah Mohammad Omar, assumed leadership of the
movement after the announcement in July that Omar had died more than two years previously and hjs
death concealed.
Taliban militants have been engaged in a bloody struggle with groups declaring loyalty to Islamic State,
particularly in the eastern province of Nangarhar, where they are challenging the Taliban for leadership
of the insurgency.
The struggle has atso been linked to an internal power battle within the Taliban, where several factions
have rejected Mansour's leadership claims.
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, December 15, 2015 11:06 AM

To :

(b) (6) Nelhe

Subject:

Re: In case you wondered: Browder is acting on behest of "controllers" in the "US
special services"

1; Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce {ODAG)

p.s. one more on Chayka, from Wayne's 11 Dec notes:
This is from the moderate nationalist Solovey, who often sounds reasonable...•

[Solovey o n stability
http://vk.comfid24-W77574?w=wall244477S7,t U SSS%2Fall
Solovey ''"rites that there' s something we need to know about " stability"-1n the last six-eight months, the Defense M.inisuy
has been bringing nlilitary units to buildings housing state departments in order to familiarize personnel with places they may
hav e to defend in a crisis .. .But among themselves, the rank-and-file say to one another "I'm not defending them.. .let
. ...··]
·
th e ' menty' dott

Comment: A re ader pointed out to m e that tbe VK post bad been taken down.
Solovey, however, does mention tbe .:M oD story in this inte n iew:

http://obzor.press/interyyu/12719
He also touches on some other points ...

On Chayka: Solovey thinks it likely that Chayka wilt be forced out of his. job, but not just now, since Putin
does not like to react to pressure. As far as \vho might be interested in spreading kompromat on Chayka,
Solovey points out that Chayka has powerful enemies in the Investigative Committee (SK) and the FSB. He
also mentions Sechin as a Chayka enemy. The Navalniy firm unloaded a wave of compromising material on one
of the most influential people in Russia What we have to think about, says Solovey, is whether the material is
reliable. As far as its reliability, Solovey points out that Chayka has not bothered to take Navalniy' s AntiCorruption Foundation (FBK) to court. That tells us something.
- Original MessaQeFrom: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
To:
; bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.goV>
Sent: Tue, Dec 15, 2015 10:51 am
Subject In -case you wondered: Browder is acting on behest of "controllers" in the "US special services"
From last night's Allensworth notes (Dec 14)

"....Browder and his controllers in the US special services decided to use the Magnitskiy affair to discredit
Russia and the Prosecutor' s office..... "
[Here's the whole summary:]

Chc{l<!a inrestigat.ion
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FOllm!f l>.!VD Innstig.nor P&v~l K:aqxn·, w1to.~ ll;!fi'.i!! ~~on !l:2 "Ma~dtwy list,"''w: direct~ an zpp;!al to law enilrc~t cLti.millg chat Kzvatruy·~ AntiColreptioo

R~mian MVD

ai!A! Cs'Jlm~ potic~ cmi.->11 out joint s?Mdt~ rilit..->11 to dmg;!S !lm Gazprom slm2> (R5A billion wcrth) W1!2 illegally m<lwd wt ofRus~i.L K.zrpov

Sol}~

BIO\;~·~ H~iug~

Capital l$ d>~~ ill a criminal

a~~

by the Jo.!VD ,.;dl usi.ll.g a ioll.t <ompany., " D•Inyaya Step~(~ in 199&), oo getarour~ a biB

Oll.

Now Chayka is saying the same thing-Browder \Vas behind the FBK investigation:

h~ ~p : // newsru .cgm/ru ~si ~ / 14dec2 015 /5peebr~uaer .h~

Cbayka made the charge in a letter published in Kommersant
http:J/www.kommersant_ru/doc!2876887 Chayka says that Bmwder knows that the investigation into the
machinations with Gazprom shares will eventually end badly for him., thus the attack on the Pr osecutor
General. .. Browder and his controllers in the US special services decided to use the Magnitsk:iy affair to
discredit Russia and the Prosecutor~ s office. As a result of Browder's PR campaign, the US adopted the socalled ...Magintsk:iy law"' ...
Kommers.ant also published Navahliy's reply to Chayka' s cla.ims: Navahliy says thatfono..-..'iog Berezovksiy's
death, vlast needed someone to blame for everything and they now have Browder as the all-purpose bad guy.
An'j\vay, says Navalniy, Browder is not interested in us (Comment: I think he me ans the FBK:rwhy does
Browder come up in a case involving connections to the Tsapkov gang? Navalniy goes on to say that he
believes Chayka acted a k:rysha for his sons and their associates and their criminal activities.. _
There' s been a reply to Chayka' s letter from Browder as well: http:1/lawandorderinmssia.org·i2 0 15/russianpros.ecutor- chaika-makes-uuhinged- allegations-against-bill-brow der- offeriog-no-explanation-on-murder-andabuse-of-office-allegations-involving-his-two-sons/
''I'm very impressed with the investigation which went into making this movie and applaud Al.exel Navalny and his colleagues for their bravery in gx:posing the shocking ailegatiom against Chaika and his family, but I had nothing to do with
the investigation,finmtcing or production ofthis film, " said Bill Browder,. author and Head of the .M agnitsl-y Justice
Campaign.
"Chaika's 7 pages ofunhinged allegatiom that I am a CIA agent who was rwming a speclai operation designed to destroy
Russia looks like the emotional ranting ofsomeone who has bun caught red-handed and is desperately looking/or an
escap.e route," continued Mr. Browder.

Latvnina on the reaction to the FBK Chavka im-'e.sti{!ation
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ht tp: / /e c ho .ros k.ru / pro grams / c o de / 1675290 - e c h o /

Latynina notes that the number of those defending Chayka has been minimat-only four Dmna deputies, for
instance, signed a declaration in support of the Prosecutor general. .. Medvedev (See below) commented that
only law enforcement can make formal accusations- and he said the FBK claims were part of the political
struggle and thatif s not the 1930s. Medvedev did not say a word in defense ofChayka, however. Karpov' s
accusations w ere a ~gift" to the FBK,. claims coming from a corrupt former investigator on the •;vt:agnitsk:iy
list"'.. .Regarding the less than impressive list of deputies and Karpov , these are not the kind of people the
Kremlin wou1d assign to defend Chayka-so Latynina (like Solovey-see the 11 December notes) says that
Chayka \Viii be removed, but not just now, so as not to make it look like a reaction to the FBK investigation.
The reg!me cannot react to what the public says, much less the opposition. 1l1at' s. even though some 3 million
people watched the FBK video, probably including people from Putio' s "nuclear electorate." And she thinks
the main reason for Chayka' s departure w on' t be the connections to Tspak:ov, but Chayka' s son Artyom
receiving Swiss citizenship-this after Crimea became "nash."

R ussian court refuses slander la\AI·suit against Chayka
http:/Jww>v.them oscow times.com/ngws/articlelmoscol?-court-re[uses-to-consider-sla nder-lawsuitagainst-chaika/552775. html
M osco\v'S Presne.nsky distrit:t court bas refused to c onsider a slander law suit against Prosecu tor General Ywy Chaika filed bv
•.lJexei Navalny's Anti-Corruption Fund (fBK). theRL-\. Novosti new s agency reported.
"The lawsuit was giv en back to the applic ant du e to the Presn ensky c ourt's lack of jurisdiction." c ourt sp okeswoman Nina
Yur:kova said. RIA No \'Osti reported.
The defendant Chaika does not reside in the district subordinate to the Presnensk}' c otJrt, Yurl.::ova said, the RBC n ewspaper
reported M onday.
In respons e. N av alnv \'\>TOle on his bloe - citine- Chaika's tax report that s ays h e O\'\on s afi.at in the Presnensl.:v district - t hat
Presnensky c ourt is legallv where the lawsuit has to b e filed.
" IfCbaika liv es elsewhere- he is lying in his tax rep ort If he. does not lie in his tax report -the c.ourt is lying to us."'
Navalny said.
The FBK flled a slande.r lawsuit ag ainst Chaika after the pros~utor general claimed the film detailing his sons' illeg al activities
made by FBK was •commissioned."
On Dec . I , FBK publish ed an investigation incriminating Ywy Chaika, as well as his s ons Arty om and Igor, in a range of
shady business de-als, the illegal seizure of a state-owned enterprise and murder - as well as a listing offoreign assets
allegedly oTWned by the family.
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Onr, Bruce (OOAG}

Sent:

Wednesday, November 25, 2015 8:26AM

To:

Nellie Ohr

Subject:

RE: writeup of Galeotti's talk

I like it!
From: Nellie Ohr (b) ( 6)

Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 201S 10:29 PM
To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)
Subject: writeup of Galeotti's talk
This article sums up a lot of the talk he gave at the Hudson Institute last month (and I think he's given it at several
other places too)

STOLYPIN: Will 2016 see the three Russias
diverging?
htt p·//www _intelli news co m/stolypin-will-20 16-s ee-t he-three-russia s -divergi ng-83 962/?source= russia
Mark Galeotti
There have been many attempts to understand Russia by subdividing iL Is it a feudal Russia of rulers and ruled, or
the 'four Russias' posited by scholar Natalya Zubarevich, divided geographically and socio-economically? My own
sense is that alongside such formulations. we also need to see the country and society divided into three, and the
competition between them- one as much philosophical as practical - is likely to become all the sharper in 2016,
defining Russia's future trajectory. and the eventual post-Putin order_

The three
However little attention it may get in foreign coverage, Russia has a working, rational state. This is not some neefascist imperialism, nor an out-of-control kleptocracy where everything is plundered and funne lled into foreign bank
accounts. There are inefficiencies, there is petty corruption - apparently on t he ri se again as a result of officials'
shrinking real incomes - but in the main. the country works. Roads are paved, refuse is collected, teachers teach
and police officers police. Most people essentially want to do their jobs, live -that perennial Russian dream and
mantra- a · normal* life.
However, above 'Real Russia' squats the smaller, but vastly richer 'Kieptocratic Russia'. This ugly parasite is much
of the time happy to let its host do its thing, but has ult imate authority over the structures of state, routines of life
and workings of justice, when it chooses to exert it This is the realm of the embezzling senior officials, the
pampered sons and daughters of the mighty , the businesspeople who depend as much on sweetheart deals and
covert cartels as any real acumen.
Yet this country cannot simply be dismissed as a kl eptocracy , be<:ause at the very top of the stepped ziggurat of
national power lies the smallest and, perhaps, most dangerous and pernicious incarnation: 'Ideological Russia'. It is
hard to doubt that, whatever his motivations during his earlier presidencies , V ladimir Putin is driven now not by
personal economic interest but an ideological programme - a vision of a nation restored to its due place in history
and the world (and, by extension, a vision of his appropriate legacy). He has surrounded himself w ith a small coterie
of like-minded cohorts - or at least figures willing and able to play that role -and they are ultimately in charge_
The Kleptocrats get to rea<:h in to Real Russia when they choose, to divert a procurement contract here, dictate a
court decision there, but the Ideologists in turn have the fina l say. Ever since Crimea, the primary thrust of national
policy has been towards confrontational geopolitics, which have hit at the heart of the kleptocrats' interests, grinding
an already-suffering economy downwards and limit ing their scope to move themselves and their assets at will.
Beyond that, whereas in the past these two blocs collaborated smoothly , there are now indications that the
ltt~>n lnrtlll>cC: <:1>1> c:nm~ nf th~> l<l~>ntnrr:::otc: :::onrl th~>ir n!'lr:::oc:itir h:::ohitc: :::oc: !'I nrnwinn nrnhl~>m in ::on :::ortl> wh~>n rlwinrl linn
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resources need to be focused more dire1:tly on the ideological proje1:t. Witness. presumably. Russian Railwa ys
chief Vladimir Yakunin's dismissal and the Increasing evidence of a not-as-bogus-as-usual anti-corruption campaign
on the way.
Of course, no such simple pattern can be exact and accurate. There are individuals high up in the system, from
cabinet ministers to central bank chief Elvira Nabiullina, whose technocratic instincts seem closest to those of Real
Russia. Likewise. even Ideologists still seem happy to help their children find comfortable and highly lucrative
positions. from whence to steal with savage abandon. However, as a broad model for trying to understand the
disparate and often contradictory forces working to shape Russia's future, this seems to have some value.

Widening gaps in 2016
Although it is probably wishful thinking to expect dramatic and positive outcomes over the course of the coming.
year, for a variety of reasons 2016 is likely to see the relationships between the three Russias become increasingly
tense, laying the groundwork for change to come.
On September 18 next year, elections will be held for the Duma. the lower house, which will in many ways also be a
referendum on the regime. There is no question of Unite<! Russia (and its affiliated pseudo-parties) losing their
control over the chamber, both because of the propaganda campaign likely to precede the vote and also. where
necessary, j udicial rigging of the process and the count. We can, for example. expect to see the more vocal and
effective Kremlin critics systematically excluded, vilified and pressurised. How the vote will count, though, is that it
forces the state to mobilise the masses - and the extent to which it has to struggle to produce the results decreed
by the Kremlin will provide insiders with an index of true popular discontent.
After all, Putin's sky-high personaJ ratings tell us little about the public mood_ Arguably, the growing rash of locaJ
labour and social protests, from truckers blocking roads to demonstrations against rising utilities prices, are a better
measure, as inflation. wage pressures and the effects of social spending cuts aJI come to bite.
The Ideologists may be tempted to crank up their propaganda about a Russia isolated and embattled, but there is a
real risk of 'fantasy fatigue' if this is just a matter of intemperate words and invented threats. On the other hand,
manufacturing or introducing Russia into crises abroad to give substance to the hype, from a renewed Ukraine
campaign to picking fights over the Arctic sea-lanes. would not only deplete dwindling resources, but likely only
deepen its economic and diplomatic isolat.ion.
This is unlikely to please the Kleptocrats, squeezed between economic stagnation, popular dissatisfaction and
Kremlin adventurism. However, at present political power trumps all in Russia: the rich are not so much wealthy in
their own right so much as the temporary stewards of those assets until the day comes when the Kremlin seeks to
reassign them. To this end, they have a perverse incentive to want to see genuine rule of law and se<:ure property
rights come to Russia, and an end to its geopolit ical struggle with the West.
An archetypal bank~robber wants the police force to be inefficient and corrupt - until he is rich enough to own banks,
at which point he wants the state to protect his ill-gotten gains. So, too, a kleptocratic generation of Russian
oligarchs, minigarchs and boyar-bureaucrats who have done well thanks to Putin may well come to fee l that their
interests have come to diverge from his.
And what about the poor Russian people, the perennially disenfranchised? There seems little prospect of their rising
against the regime, literally or metaphorically (rising, after all, for what?). Instead, theirs are the weapons of the
weak: refusing to conform, turning to the underground economy, passively resisting to behave as their masters want.
This does not go unnoticed, and will be visible - at least to those who see the real, uncooked books - in indices
from labour unrest and productivity t o suicide rates and support for local civic initiatives.
In itself, this will not force change on the elite. However, it may scare the Kleptocrats and technocrats. If the
economy worsens, if the elections prove tougher to massage, and if the Kremlin looks increasingly willing to
sacrifice their interests in the name of an ideological project. at some point they will begin to look for ways to protect
them.
And here's the inevitable prediction buried in all these )'ear aheacf' articles. It may well not come in 20'16, but
whenever Putin is replaced or succeeded, it will not be with another Ideologist, but with a Kleptocrat The interests of
the elite will take precedence over the masses. but also over Russian geopolitical grandeur, and this new regime will
eagerly seek to mend bridges with the West.
As a generation of ruthless exploiters gives way to their more pampered and less sharp-toothed children, the
pressure to create reliable protections for prope.r ty rights (however that property may have been acquired in the first
place) will only grow. Meanwhile, ordinary Russians and their technocrat fe llow-travellers in the elite will be· looking
for change, and thus the possibility- no more- is that a Kleptocratic presidency may in turn give w ay, some day,
sometime, to a generation fina lly eager to make real the promises of 1991 -of building genuine, working political
and economic democracy_Perhaps.
Mark Galeoffl is Professor of Global Affai rs at the SPS Center for Global Affairs, New York University and Director
of its Initiative for the Study of Emerging Threats. He writes the blog In Moscow's Shadows
(htto:llinmoscowsshadov.,rs.worrioress.com!) and tweets as @MarkGal eottf.
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Nellie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, November 24, 2015 11:01 PM

To :

Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)

Subject:

One Economic Sector Booming in Russia: Corruption (Galeotti article)

This paper contains the other half of the things Galeotti said in his Hudson talk. A few excerpts are below (format
doesn't copy and paste very well) but it's all worth reading.
http://henryjacksonsociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/ 11/0ne-Economic-Sector-Booming-final.pdf

One Economic Sector Booming in Russia: Corruption
as economic cri sis gnaws into the budget

s of the state and ordinary Russian alike,
corruption of the old, predatory and unpredictable variety is coming back. As Oleg , a
small
businessman trading in imported Turkish textiles puts it, "things had become so to
speak civilized,
there was corruption
but it was ordered, acceptable. Now, things are changing, getting wilder.".......
n the past 15 months or so, things certainly have changed. Corruption and
embezzlement are on
the rise. Furthermore, it is
not j ust a question of more corruption, but more parasitic corruption. In
other words, not only are the sums being demanded rising but the scope to avoid
paying is
diminishing. It is not a question of deciding whether you want to "upgrade," to skip
some te
dious
paperwork, jump to the head of the line, or cut some corners. Instead, it is
something that you have
to
do , because otherwise someone who can make your life difficult will indeed make
your life
difficult.. ______ _
you have the right to steal in the form and to the amount appropriate to your ran~ and so long as you are loyal to
the system, to your patrons and to your clients ......•

Thee
conomic crisis is squeezing Russian officials, forcing them to be more predatory and
..
..
..
- .... - .
...
.
..
~
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exploitative in order to preserve their quality of life. In the process they are not only
bearing down
more heavily on ordinary citizens but also beginning to worry a Krem
lin that is watching a dwindling
treasury being plundered by its own elite. But, for Putin,
a war with Ukraine is one thing

f
ighting
a war with his own elite is quite another.
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Friday, November 13, 2015 6:34 PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Usa (OCDETF)

Subject:

Versiia on Lesin' s untimely death: FBI staged it ....

Attachments:

IN13Nov1S.doc

It's the first item in today's Allensworth notes.
Also, further down is an item in which a Moscow police official was accused of spying for the CIA-

- Original MessageFrom: Wayne Allensworth (b) ( 6)
To: Wayne and Stacy Allensworth (b) (6)
Sent: Fri. Nov 13, 2015 6:21 pm
Subject: Internet Notes 13 November 20 15

Internet Notes 13 November 2015
~lore

on Lesio
Bailing out VEB
Solovey on propaganda and public opinion
Former Russian policeman conncted of espionage
:Kew press rules after the " leak''
:Kearty balf of Russians fear a terrorist attack
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l\fore on Lesin
See the 6, 9, and 11 November notes.

http:/ tw,vw. daif)'mailc o.uk/news/article-3315 994/Vladimir-Putin- s-media-mastermind-dead-DC-hotelmurdered-FBI-informant-alive-claim-Russians.Jlfm]
The death from a 'beart attack' of a longtime close ally onladimir Purin in a Wasbington hotel bas led to a swirl of
speculation that he was murdered on Moscow's orders after offering to help the FBL
:O..fil.:hail Lesin, 57, was announced last weekend to have been found dead in the US capital He \Yeas a Svengali figure for Putin,
who was alleged to have menaced the Russian media into idolizing the strongman presidenl
The shock death has created an eave of speculation in Moscow that it is related to previous reports that he was helping the
FBI- and could be murder.
There are even se;pMate allegations that Lesin mav still be alive. with his demise faked by the US authorities.
According to this version.. he is being kep t safe as p art of a \Yitoess p rotection scheme. while sp illing to the FBI all he knows
on Putin's Russia.
Daily Mail Online ·can reve.al that only weeks b efore bis death was announced, he fathered a child \Yi:th glamorous model and
flight attendant Victoria Rakhimbayeva.
She is believed to be aged 29, with whom he had enjoyed a do.se relationship since at least mid-2014.
She has not commented on his death other than to thank friends on social media for their commiserations, but before the
tragedy she made dear that they intended to set up home peonanently in New York.
Despite Russian rep.orts of a heart attack, police in DC have said no cause of death has been determined while also indicating
the.rewas no obvious sign of foul play.
'A ruling on the cause and manner of death is pending furtherin\'estigation,' said a Saturday statement.
Nicknamed the 'Bulldozet'. Lesin was one of the key props of the Putin presidency, personally masterminding a \\<ide-ranging
media c.rackdo\Yn which has left the vast majority of Ru ssian TV stations and n ewspapers obedient to the Kremlin.
He also setup Russia Today, now RT, seen by critics as a 'propaganda' cbannelaimedatthe West.
But earlier this year, after the break-up of his marriage, and in a new relationship with his Siberian lover who he may have wedshe referred to him as her 'husband' - he su ddenly quit the latest of several high profile positions, as head of Gazprom Media,
a major state owned media conglomerate.
There are unsubstantiated claims in Mosc.ow that when he died he was in debt to billionaire Yurv Kovalchuk. one ofPutin's
closest big business friends.
'He owed huge amount of monev to Kovalchuk. which be supposedlv didn't intend to pay back.' an unnamed source told The
~loscow Times.
His presence and death in Washington shocked many Russians.
Lesin was found dead at 11:30am on November6 while staying on an upper floor at the SUO-a-night Dupont Circle Hote~
set!n as modest for his multimillionaire lifestyle.
It is unclear ifRakhimbaye\'a was in the US \\<lth him at the time.
Yet some 16 months earlier, Senator Roger Wicker had called for a Justice Department probe into ·~·hether lesin was engaged
in money laundering.
The status of any subsequent FBI investigation is unclear, but- rightly or \vtongly - in Russia it was '~Ni:dely beliend that a
probe was indeed underway.
Many elite Russians ~vith links to the Putin regime are currently giving the US, and other parts of the West,. a '>'ide berth amid
fears of arrest, hence the surprise and be\\<ildeonent at bim being in Washington.
Bu t there are .also suggestions thatl.esin had taken a decision to leave Russia for good before his untimelv death in America.
Prominent commentator Sergey Parkhomenko said of Lesin's de.ath: 'To be honest. I wouldn't rule out the option of a pro gran1
for witness protection.'
The on e-time dose Putin apparatchik is said to have o"~Nned prop erty worth S2& m.illion in Los An geles, a rumored focus of the
supposed FBI investigation, and two adult children who live in America.
lesin's company the Daste1 Corp oration bought a 13,000 sq ft Beverly Hills home. in August 2011 for $13.& million and a 10,600
square foot property in BrentwCJ.od for .59 million in 2012, it was reported.
'For over a year he was living under FBI scrutiny and a total check on his assets,' he said.
'For some reason he can1e to 'W ashington where he su ddenly died but n ot from n ot of something he had been suffering from.'
Echoing Kokh. he suggested lesin 'had something to swap his death fot'- adding: 'Tilere was a lot ro swap it for.'
Moscow is orone to consoiracv theories when orominent oeoole die before their time. bu1 while lesin bad a number of
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medical issues, they were not seen as life-threatening and there was genuine shock among his friends and those who crossed
paths with him.
'Lesin died It's impossible to believ e this,' tweeted Margarita Simonya.n, editor-in-chief ofRT.
Alexey Venedil..-tov , one of Russia's mostrespected journalists, who had dealings- and clashes- \Vith him, ·wrote online;
'He left the country. September 25 he had a baby daughter. This September, now, so .it's been a month, a month and a half_
'And honestly, when I found out about his death, my first thought was about the baby, to be honest. It's also about empathy,
because, okay, h e's gone but the girl with a baby- bow is she?...
The head of Ru ssian media regulator Rospechat, _r..fik.hail Seslavinsky, said ofLesin: 'I saw him a month ago.
'He was full of energy, going through a new period in his life, talking about forgotten feelings because of his newborn little
daughter'.
In priv ate, lesin 'highlighted his responsibility for all the members ofhis extended family, loved all of his family, and was
hoping for an harmonious existence in. a w orld new to him.'
He spoke of a succession of surgeries that Lesin- who bad been a heavy drinker and smoker- had undergone. These· were
not for heart problems, but linked to his spine.
'He was always a fighter, ev en after going through several complex surgeries, He had r ecovered, was doing sports, and looked
absolutely healthy,' he said
Simonyan revealed he had lost 66 pounds after breaking his spine three y ears ago, and underg one l3 operations after his
back became infected_
.After his death was announced, RT said without explanation that l esin 'had be en suffering fron1 a prolong ed Wlidentified
illness' ...
In the months before his death, Jrl..utsk-bom Rakhimbayeva traveled on an odyssey to some of the most exotic places in. the
world, according to her social media accounts...
It is unclearifLesin- who she does n ot name- was \V'ith her at .all times, but in one online exchange she made clear they
intended to settle in New York, although she preferred Los .-1\ngeles.
'Ru ssia is already left behind, and I hav en't y et made it to America,' she '\\'Tote at one point.
'Getting there with connections; 3 months in Europe and 3 months in Asia'
She said: 'los Angeles is the best city in the world but husband is against', ad.d ing 'Poor me.'
She was asked; 'Ho"Y did you manage to travel so globally between Ame.ric.a and Russia, if it's not a sec1:et? Savings?'
She replied: 'Tranling is about my husband- he' s a brilliant mind and a great organizer of his (and also my) life.'
Five weeks ago, she posted from Hawaii, seven weeks ago from Los Angeles. Earlier she was in the Komodo Islands,
S""iuerland, Singapore, Bali, and Gre-ece.
'\Ve passed through all the islands in Greece on yacht: she boasted around nine months ago.
In August 2014, she posted from Italy saying: 'Every day of my life is so full of happiness that it seems it can't get any better.
'But a new day comes and shows me new goals. [ start thinking that happiness has no limits.
'\\iish everyone love and unlimited happiness!' ...
Controversy surrounded him, as when during his stint as press minister the media empire of oligarch\'ladimir Gusinsk-y media
assets- noted for their independence- were transferred to state energy giant Gazprom.
He was also rumored to ha,·e played a key role in the cre.ation of a secret tape compromising former Prosecu tor General Yuri
SkuratoY.
Sk-uratov was seen in bed \Vith two w omen, claimed to be prostitutes, forcing the resignation of a man who was probing
alleged c orruption in then president Boris Yeltsin' s circle.
When he quit Gazprom M edia in December, a mo ve seen as a shock, he cited 'family reasons' although there were
unconfinned claims he had fallen out with other influential figures close to Putin.
Senat or Wicker said oflesin: 'That a Russian public servant could hav e amassed the considerable funds required to acquire
and maintain. these assets in Europe and the United States raises serious questions.' ...
Another comment from Venediktov: http: '\\"i\w.thedailybeast.com' arttcles 12015 11

1~ 'putin-s-pals-are-russtan-patriots-until-

thev-~et-sicLhtml

Venedi1..1ov confinned that in. the last few months of his life, "lesin was trapped in problems, investigated in the U.S~ facing
debts of about S90 million here in Russia." As such,. he expressed doubts about the current nrsion oflesin' s death. uHe did
not hav e anv ID on him in the hotel room.. that is v ery stran2e: his familv were not with him when he died They sounded too
guick to jump on the he.art attack version. as if they were tt)in~ to secure some different story." Venedil..-tov added, expressing
a hope to hear the truth aboutLesin' s death.

Bailing out VEB
http: kommersant.ru do<: /2&51?00

VneshEkonomBank has got some major liquidity problems and lots of debt (Rl .2 trilJion}--a political decision
has been made to help the bank, ·which under Central Bank rules is not eligtble for refinancing from the CB, but
the government has yet to come up \vith a plan. At a session yesterday chaired by Igor Shuvalov, there was a
possible plan illlder discussion for shifting some packets of shares held by the state to VEB (worth R1 .5 trillio~
thP ,ha,-pc; w nnlrt hP c:.nlci tn r ::t1<:.P r.::mit:1l) ;mn fnr thP anvF'1'nmPflt tn talrP nv pr c:nmP
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or "problem assets" (including special construction projects dating to the Sochi Olympics)-but there was no
agreement made on supporting the plan as it w ould cause more problems for the budget and potentially
endanger Rnssia, s financial ratings. __
Apart from the Olympics, VEB has been saddled with a number of other costly projects, including financing the
development of the SSJ 100 plane at a low interest rate, a Roste:k/Vi Holding plan to develop platinum
deposits in Zimbabw e, and aid to Globeks Bank:._Jn October, ~edvedev directed the Finance N1inist:ry and
the Economic D evelopment ~st:ry to come up wi:th a plan, but no set plan has as yet materialized. __
Economist Vladimir Tikhonov says that VEB, a state corporation with considerable w eight, should be saved,
but only if it incr eases its own '"effectiveness."' At Russian Railways, the leadership was changed, state subsidies
cut, and the company set on the path to cutting expenses. Tikhonov thinks that the best plan for avoiding
damage to Russia·s:financial ratings is to use N ational Welfare Fund reserves to re-capitalize 'VEB- although
the sum involved would amount to 30% of that fund. and that expenditure w ould also be taken as a "negative
signa!". .. Tikhonov, however, adds that the budget deficit will probably be less than expected, so maybe the
difference between the projection and the actual shortfall could be used for the bailout. __
Solovey on propaganda and public opinion
http·· rus.posnmees.ee'3395 127 valeriJ-sotl)''eJ -bol.shmst•:o-budeJ -ne-~meeH\'Oet!o-mnentJa·~
ulm souree=rus.posltlnees..ee&ulm ml!'dium=bu£ton artide&utm contt'!lr=3395 1~ 7&mm gmpanm=vk soctal

MGIMO ' s Valeriy Solovey says that the prevalence ofTV viewing in Eastern Europe is a holdover from
Soviet times, especially among older view ers and. say, ethnic Rus sians living in the Baltic states. The situation is
a bit different with younger people, though sociologists report they watch TV onl:y about 5% less than their
elders (Solovey mentions the Internet/social network s as additional sources of information for young people) .
As the older generations pass on, TV will have less impact, but it will r emain the single most influential
propaganda instrument as people trust television. \Vhy? It's psychological--people have a sense of being
present at an event when watching TV. _.Propaganda has its limits-it, s not effective when we are tallcing about
something that has an impact directly on the viewers' interests or abont something they know about It's not as
hard to convince Russians that Americans are c.hil:dren of the Devil, as they do not know .Americans. It' s
harder to cast Ukralnians as Satan' s spawn, though. _.It w ould make sense to have pluralism in media sources,
with different views offsetting each other. That w ould be a defense against propaganda. It would be better if
people limited TV viewing. And it' s ·very important to read. as r eading engages the critical r efle.x: which tends
to become disengaged with TV viewing ... The kind or'information wars, we are witnessing today have not
been seen for decades, but they will have to end eventually as it is not possible for society to r emam in a
mobilized state for a long time, even in Russia People grow weary psychologically. The events in Ukraine
have not interested Russian TV viewers for some time, and the w ar in Syria is taken like a Hollywood action
moVle.
Most people don,t have their own opinions, maybe 70%-80% are easy marks for propaganda They have
opinions only abont things close to them, things that are important to them personally, but most don,t have
opinions on political questions. There, s nothing insulting about saying that, it' s just hmnan nature. Propaganda
has no effect on maybe 5% , intelligent people with s trong critical reflexes. Mos-t people take information in to
learn what the social consensus is and support it-those w ho do not can be the revolutionary c ore driving
change. _.For an authoritarian or totalitarian regime to sustain itself, it needs a uspiral of silence"--people have
to be afraid to speak up. Revolutionary change takes place when the "spiral= stops-sometimes that takes
years, sometimes it happens very quickly. N obody know s why. Revolutions are impossible to predict Ifs only
after the fact that commentator s look back and say it was inevitable. If s the 3 % -5 % who push the limits, \Vho.
take to the streets, who speak up. But then others will follow_ Mas.s dynamics are unpredictable. We can
predict a crisis, but no one know s how it will develop. We see that Russia is in a serious crisis, for example,
but no one knows how to end it. Will it end in a revolutionarv wav? With sta.IDlation? Re!lardless. the end
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game will likely begin soon.
What about polls showing that Russians don' t really feel the consequences of the crisis? P eople say what they
think the po]sters want to hear. There are «socially approved answers."' People \'toill say everything is alright,
everything is moving in the right direction. But those same people who say they are proud of Russian foreign
policy victories also say they are preparing for a long term crisis. They don' t make any connection between the
political and the e<:anomic situations-but papillar behavior is changing, as people are spending less, they are
economizing.
On Pntin, s high :ratings: Well, if you give respondents a list of names-Putin, Med:vedev, Navalniy-and ask
them who they trust, you know what the answer's going to be. N evertheless, VVP' s approval rating is high,
though not 90%. But the quality of the support is not real high. Russians are alienated from politics. Society
sees politics as the prerogative of a small group of elites. So the 3%-5% tm:ns up on the street, but the rest
think that politics is something for vlast, not them (Comment: This is close to my view of things. 'M ost

Russians don't think politics is any of their business. You can get ordinary people stirred u~not
just the 5%-wben something that directly bas au impact on their daily life comes up, as we saw
earlier this week with truckers blocking roads over a le"'Y on freight trucks.* See the 11 N ovember
notes. " 'bat the issue is us ually resohred-maybe the government backs down, for now, or some
concession is made-then everyone goes back to their private lives. Putio' s support is broad, but
not necessarily very deep). We should keep in mind that this was the state of affairs when the U SSR
collapsed. The CPSU had 15 million members. And it all disappeared. So we should not overestimate the
quality ofPutin's rating.
People have selective memories, thaf s both as individuals and collectively. We remember some things and
prefer to forget others. Propaganda can boost the selective element of memory. You can take an accotmt of a
certain event and clean up its negative connotations. Right now we hear that the attitude to Stalin has
improved, that a lot of people support re -installing the Dzerzhinsky memorial-there is no basis for doubting
this. But lef s ask people this question: 'Would you want to live tmder Stalin or Dze:rzhinslciyT An attitude
toward a symbol is one thing, a person' s actual preferences quite another .. . Speaking seriously, Russians are
rather rational, more so than propaganda or polls show. Otherwise, Russian society would simply not have
survived.

As far as selective memory, recall how Gorbachev was welcomed by everyone, they all wanted freedom and
democracy. Then they welcomed Y e.ltsin. But if you ask peopte if they voted for Y eltsin, nobody will say they
did. . .. Some time down the line, it will be the same for Putin ...
*http:/r\V\vw.themoscowtimes.comJbus±ness!artidefnew-trnck-fees-may-lead-to-goods- shortages-russianretailers-sayt548970Jrtml
M ajor Russian retailers have warned that the introduction of a new federal levy on 12-ton trucks could disrupt supplies and
lead to goods shortages in stores. the Kommersant newspaper r~orted Friday.
The new fee for using federal roads. set to come into force on Nov. 15. has angered truck O\vners across the countrv. v.i:th
roadblock protests springing up in maiorcilies including St. Petershur2"_ the Siberian city of Novosibirsk and the Urals'
Yekaterinburg.
However, aceording to the Kommersant report, the main problem for logistics comp anies will likely be the requirement to hav e
satellite de\'ices installed onboard the trucks. These would be linked to personal accounts" enabling drivers to pay the federal
levy in advance of or after a journey.
Truck owners and companies were able to register for the scheme a month in adv ance. Ho..vev er, representatives of retail
chains told Kommersant that many driv ers "Will not hav e been issued the devices in time.
A spokesperson for X5 Retail Gt-oup, a leading Russian food retailer owning the supermarket chains Pyatyorochka,
Perekryostok, and Karusel, estimated that a third of their supplies might not re.ach store shelv es in time, the NTV channel
reported.
Kremlin spokesman Dmitrv Peskov told news agency RL'\ Nov osti on fridav that the Transportation Minisl:!y "was making
evety e-ffort" to reac,h a compromise ~i:1h the protesting truckers.. adding that both sides "needed to show flexibilitY" with
...oa~:~.r,.. t'l'\ -t'ho ...,o,.,r 1.cn:-nt ~ ·uc--t'Aft'l
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Former Russian policeman convicted of espionage
http-1/www themoscowtimes com/news/ article/former-russlan-police-officer-sentenced-t o-13-years-forespionage/548914_html
_-\former Moscow policeman has been sentenced to l3 years in prison for spving forthe U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA), the Intetfax news agency reported Thursday~ citing a statement from the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB), the
successor to the So"iet KGB.
A Moscow regional court on Thursday convicted former Ministry of Internal Affairs officer Yevgeny Chistov ~iili treason in
the form of espionage after the man "pled completely~ c onfirmed the fact that he was recruited by the C1A_ and
delivered to them information on ministry ac1ivi1ies; ' Intetfax reported.
According to Inte~ Chistov's c.ase file shows that in .2011, the officer, " acting out of selfish motiv es, took the initiative to
make contact with the Cl..-'\.," and began transferring state s ectets out of the country.
Chistov's case is the latest in an .alanning string of spy scandals to shake Russia since the start of the Ukraine crisis in early
20L4_

New press rules after the "leakJ'
See yesterday' s notes_
http: ·~-w_themosco\;,tUnes.cont news•art:ic1e kremlin-unposes-stricter-press-rules-follo\·l.:mg-nudear-sub-leak 5~S965Jum1
Followine- the ''unintentionafTleak of a secret militaty project by state television on Tuesday_the Kremlin has instituted new
e:uidelines for covering militarv mee1in~s: cameramen must keep their cameras pointed at the wall until the. president arriv es.
the Kommersant newspaperrworted Friday.
During a meeting between President Vladimir Putin.and his senior military ad·visors and officials in the seaside village of Socbi
on Tuesday, a cameraman briefly filmed ov er the shoulder of a m.ilitruy officer, catching .a description of a new weapons
system kno\vn simply as "Status-6_~,
Status-6 appe.ars to be an unmanned submarine packe.d with a high~megaton thennonuclear wamead and radioactiv e material
to create. a massive dirty bomb, which would render an enemy's port or coastline a radioactive wasteland "for tong periods of
time _"
The Pentagon has r eportedly been aware of su ch a weapon under development in Russia for at least a year, and Russian
analysts have argued that the leak was intentional to demonstrate the lengths Russia is "'-illing to go in preserving its nuclear
deterrent in the face ofU_S. missile defenses.
Nonetheless, K!emlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov on Wednesday lamented the allegedly unintentional leak,. promising to
tighten procedures for state media reporters covering meetings between Putin .and his military staff.
Reporters .vill now have to leave their cell phones 'INit h security guards before entering such meetings, photographers cannot
take photos before Put:in enters the room, and television cameras must be pointed at the wall until the meeting starts,
Kommersant reported.
Furthetmore, military officials present at meetings are being encouraged to study their documents prior to the arriv al of the
press _

N ea.rly half of Russians fear a terrorist attack
http;. ww>V.themoscowtimes _com'news article nearlv-half-of-rus<=ians-fear-terronst-attack-po11'5-lS960.html
N early half of Russians fear a terrorist attack or hostage-taking situation in the near future. the Interfa.'\ ne.ws ae:encv
reported. citing data from independent pollster the le\'ada Center. (http: ' wwwJevada.ru '2015 ll1 13 ternl-n·. )
Of the 48 percent who fe.ar an attack_ 76 percent considef'terrorist group the Islamic State as the greatest tbre.at. Inte.tfax
reported Friday.
International terrorism as a whole worried 39 percent of Russians polled,. while 17 percent were concerned by Russian
extremists and radicals_One-third (34 percent) of respondents did not believe in the possibility of a terrorist attack.
The poll was conducted on Oct. 23-26 among 1,600 people in 134 cities and towns around Russia, Intetfax reported_ No margin
of error was given_
The Islamic State terrorist group released an Internet "ideo p;omising to attack Russia "very soon," the SITE monitoring
group reported on Thursday _
The Islamic State has previously called for Islamic fighters to take revenge. on Russia after President \1adimir Putin launched
an air strike campaign in Syria against Islamic State militants and opposition forces fighting against Syrian President Bashar
Assad_
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More on Lesin
See the 6, 9, and 11 November notes.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3315994/Vladimir-Putin-s-media-masterminddead-DC-hotel-murdered-FBI-informant-alive-claim-Russians.html

The death from a 'heart attack' of a longtime close ally of Vladimir Putin in a Washington hotel has led to
a swirl of speculation that he was murdered on Moscow's orders after offering to help the FBI.
Mikhail Lesin, 57, was announced last weekend to have been found dead in the US capital. He was a
Svengali figure for Putin, who was alleged to have menaced the Russian media into idolizing the strongman
president.
The shock death has created an eave of speculation in Moscow that it is related to previous reports that he
was helping the FBI and could be murder.
There are even separate allegations that Lesin may still be alive, with his demise faked by the US
authorities.
According to this version, he is being kept safe as part of a witness protection scheme, while spilling to the
FBI all he knows on Putin's Russia.
Daily Mail Online can reveal that only weeks before his death was announced, he fathered a child with
glamorous model and flight attendant Victoria Rakhimbayeva.
She is believed to be aged 29, with whom he had enjoyed a close relationship since at least mid 2014.
She has not commented on his death other than to thank friends on social media for their commiserations,
but before the tragedy she made clear that they intended to set up home permanently in New York.
Despite Russian reports of a heart attack, police in DC have said no cause of death has been determined
while also indicating there was no obvious sign of foul play.
'A ruling on the cause and manner of death is pending further investigation,' said a Saturday statement.
Nicknamed the 'Bulldozer', Lesin was one of the key props of the Putin presidency, personally
masterminding a wide ranging media crackdown which has left the vast majority of Russian TV stations
and newspapers obedient to the Kremlin.
He also set up Russia Today, now RT, seen by critics as a 'propaganda' channel aimed at the West.
But earlier this year, after the break up of his marriage, and in a new relationship with his Siberian lover
who he may have wed she referred to him as her 'husband' he suddenly quit the latest of several high
profile positions, as head of Gazprom Media, a major state owned media conglomerate.
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There are unsubstantiated claims in Moscow that when he died he was in debt to billionaire Yury
Kovalchuk, one of Putin's closest big business friends.
'He owed huge amount of money to Kovalchuk, which he supposedly didn't intend to pay back,' an
unnamed source told The Moscow Times.
His presence and death in Washington shocked many Russians.
Lesin was found dead at 11:30am on November 6 while staying on an upper floor at the $240 a night
Dupont Circle Hotel, seen as modest for his multimillionaire lifestyle.
It is unclear if Rakhimbayeva was in the US with him at the time.
Yet some 16 months earlier, Senator Roger Wicker had called for a Justice Department probe into whether
Lesin was engaged in money laundering.
The status of any subsequent FBI investigation is unclear, but
believed that a probe was indeed under way.

rightly or wrongly

in Russia it was widely

Many elite Russians with links to the Putin regime are currently giving the US, and other parts of the West,
a wide berth amid fears of arrest, hence the surprise and bewilderment at him being in Washington.
But there are also suggestions that Lesin had taken a decision to leave Russia for good before his untimely
death in America. …
Prominent commentator Sergey Parkhomenko said of Lesin's death: 'To be honest, I wouldn't rule out the
option of a program for witness protection.'
The one time close Putin apparatchik is said to have owned property worth $28 million in Los Angeles, a
rumored focus of the supposed FBI investigation, and two adult children who live in America.
Lesin's company the Dastel Corporation bought a 13,000 sq ft Beverly Hills home in August 2011 for
$13.8 million and a 10,600 square foot property in Brentwood for $9 million in 2012, it was reported.
'For over a year he was living under FBI scrutiny and a total check on his assets,' he said.
'For some reason he came to Washington where he suddenly died but not from not of something he had
been suffering from.'
Echoing Kokh, he suggested Lesin 'had something to swap his death for'
it for.'

adding: 'There was a lot to swap

Moscow is prone to conspiracy theories when prominent people die before their time, but while Lesin had a
number of medical issues, they were not seen as life threatening and there was genuine shock among his
friends and those who crossed paths with him.
'Lesin died. It's impossible to believe this,' tweeted Margarita Simonyan, editor in chief of RT.
Alexey Venediktov, one of Russia's most respected journalists, who had dealings
wrote online:
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'He left the country. September 25 he had a baby daughter. This September, now, so it's been a month, a
month and a half.
'And honestly, when I found out about his death, my first thought was about the baby, to be honest. It's also
about empathy, because, okay, he's gone but the girl with a baby how is she?...
The head of Russian media regulator Rospechat, Mikhail Seslavinsky, said of Lesin: 'I saw him a month
ago.
'He was full of energy, going through a new period in his life, talking about forgotten feelings because of
his newborn little daughter'.
In private, Lesin 'highlighted his responsibility for all the members of his extended family, loved all of his
family, and was hoping for an harmonious existence in a world new to him.'
He spoke of a succession of surgeries that Lesin who had been a heavy drinker and smoker
undergone. These were not for heart problems, but linked to his spine.

had

'He was always a fighter, even after going through several complex surgeries, He had recovered, was doing
sports, and looked absolutely healthy,' he said.
Simonyan revealed he had lost 66 pounds after breaking his spine three years ago, and undergone 13
operations after his back became infected.
After his death was announced, RT said without explanation that Lesin 'had been suffering from a
prolonged unidentified illness'…
In the months before his death, Irkutsk born Rakhimbayeva traveled on an odyssey to some of the most
exotic places in the world, accordin g to her social media accounts…
It is unclear if Lesin who she does not name was with her at all times, but in one online exchange she
made clear they intended to settle in New York, although she preferred Los Angeles.
'Russia is already left behind, and I haven't yet made it to America,' she wrote at one point.
'Getting there with connections: 3 months in Europe and 3 months in Asia.'
She said: 'Los Angeles is the best city in the world but husband is against', adding 'Poor me.'
She was asked: 'How did you manage to travel so globally between America and Russia, if it's not a secret?
Savings?'
She replied: 'Traveling is about my husband
my) life.'

he's a brilliant mind and a great organizer of his (and also

Five weeks ago, she posted from Hawaii, seven weeks ago from Los Angeles. Earlier she was in the
Komodo Islands, Switzerland, Singapore, Bali, and Greece.
'We passed through all the islands in Greece on yacht,' she boasted around nine months ago.
In August 2014, she posted from Italy saying: 'Every day of my life is so full of happiness that it seems it
can't get any better.
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'But a new day comes and shows me new goals. I start thinking that happiness has no limits.
'Wish everyone love and unlimited happiness!'…
Controversy surrounded him, as when during his stint as press minister the media empire of oligarch
Vladimir Gusinsky media assets noted for their independence were transferred to state energy giant
Gazprom.
He was also rumored to have played a key role in the creation of a secret tape compromising former
Prosecutor General Yuri Skuratov.
Skuratov was seen in bed with two women, claimed to be prostitutes, forcing the resignation of a man who
was probing alleged corruption in then president Boris Yeltsin's circle.
When he quit Gazprom Media in December, a move seen as a shock, he cited 'family reasons' although
there were unconfirmed claims he had fallen out with other influential figures close to Putin.
Senator Wicker said of Lesin: 'That a Russian public servant could have amassed the considerable funds

required to acquire and maintain these assets in Europe and the United States raises serious questions.'…

Another comment from Venediktov: http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/11/12/putin s pals are
russian patriots until they get sick.html
Venediktov confirmed that in the last few months of hi s life, “Lesin was trapped in problems, investigated
in the U.S., facing debts of about $90 million here in Russia.” As such, he expressed doubts about the
current version of Lesin’s death. “He did not have any ID on him in the hotel room, that is very strange; his
family were not with him when he died. They sounded too quick to jump on the heart attack version, as if

they were trying to secure some different story,” Venediktov added, expressing a hope to hear the truth
about Lesin’s death.
Bailing out VEB
http://kommersant.ru/doc/2852200

VneshEkonomBank has got some major liquidity problems and lots of debt (R1.2
trillion) a political decision has been made to help the bank, which under Central Bank
rules is not eligible for refinancing from the CB, but the government has yet to come up
with a plan. At a session yesterday chaired by Igor Shuvalov, there was a possible plan
under discussion for shifting some packets of shares held by the state to VEB (worth R1.5
trillion; the shares would be sold to raise capital) and for the government to take over
some of VEB’s “toxic” or “problem assets” (including special construction projects
dating to the Sochi Olympics) but there was no agreement made on supporting the plan
as it would cause more problems for the budget and potentially endanger Russia’s

financial ratings…
Apart from the Olympics, VEB has been saddled with a number of other costly projects,
including financing the development of the SSJ 100 plane at a low interest rate, a
Rostek/Vi Holding plan to develop platinum deposits in Zimbabwe, and aid to Globeks
Bank… In October, Medvedev directed the Finance Ministry and the Economic
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Development Ministry to come up with a plan, but no set plan has as yet
materialized… Economist Vladimir Tikhonov says that VEB, a state corporation with

considerable weight, should be saved, but only if it increases its own “effectiveness.” At
Russian Railways, the leadership was changed, state subsidies cut, and the company set
on the path to cutting expenses. Tikhonov thinks that the best plan for avoiding damage
to Russia’ s financial ratings is to use National Welfare Fund reserves to re-capitalize
VEB although the sum involved would amount to 30% of that fund, and that
expenditure would also be taken as a “negative signal”…Tikhonov, however, adds that
the budget deficit will probably be less than expected, so maybe the difference between

the projection and the actual shortfall could be used for the bailout…
Solovey on propaganda and public opinion
http://rus.postimees.ee/3395127/valerij solovej bolshinstvo ljudej ne imeet svoego
mnenija?utm source=rus.postimees.ee&utm medium=button article&utm content=3395127&utm campaign=vk soci
al

MGIMO’ s Valeriy Solovey says that the prevalence of TV viewing in Eastern Europe is
a holdover from Soviet times, especially among older viewers and, say, ethnic Russians
living in the Baltic states. The situation is a bit different with younger people, though
sociologists report they watch TV only about 5% less than their elders (Solovey mentions
the Internet/social networks as additional sources of information for young people). As
the older generations pass on, TV will have less impact, but it will remain the single most
influential propaganda instrument as people trust television. Why? It’ s psychological
people have a sense of being present at an event when watching TV…Propaganda has its
limits it’s not effective when we are talking about something that has an impact directly
on the viewers’ interests or about something they know about. It’ s not as hard to convince
Russians that Americans are children of the Devil, as they do not know Americans. It’s
harder to cast Ukrainians as Satan’s spawn, though…It would make sense to have
pluralism in media sources, with different views offsetting each other. That would be a
defense against propaganda. It would be better if people limited TV viewing. And it’s
very important to read, as reading engages the critical reflex, which tends to become
disengaged with TV viewing… The kind of “information wars” we are witnessing today
have not been seen for decades, but they will have to end eventually as it is not possible
for society to remain in a mobilized state for a long time, even in Russia. People grow
weary psychologically. The events in Ukraine have not interested Russian TV viewers
for some time, and the war in Syria is taken like a Hollywood action movie.
Most people don’ t have their own opinions, maybe 70%-80% are easy marks for
propaganda. They have opinions only about things close to them, things that are
important to them personally, but most don’ t have opinions on political questions.

There’s nothing insulting about saying that, it’s just human nature. Propaganda has no
effect on maybe 5%, intelligent people with strong critical reflexes. Most people take
information in to learn what the social consensus is and support it those who do not can
be the revolutionary core driving change…For an authoritarian or totalitarian regime to
sustain itself, it needs a “spiral of silence” people have to be afraid to speak up.
Revolutionary change takes place when the “spiral” stops sometimes that takes years,
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sometimes it happens very quickly. Nobody knows why. Revolutions are impossible to

predict. It’s only after the fact that commentators look back and say it was inevitable. It’ s
the 3%-5% who push the limits, who take to the streets, who speak up. But then others
will follow. Mass dynamics are unpredictable. We can predict a crisis, but no one knows
how it will develop. We see that Russia is in a serious crisis, for example, but no one
knows how to end it. Will it end in a revolutionary way? With stagnation? Regardless,
the end game will likely begin soon.

What about polls showing that Russians don’t really feel the consequences of the crisis?
People say what they think the pollsters want to hear. There are “socially approved
answers.” People will say everything is alright, everything is moving in the right
direction. But those same people who say they are proud of Russian foreign policy
victories also say they are preparing for a long term crisis. They don’t make any
connection between the political and the economic situations but popular behavior is
changing, as people are spending less, they are economizing.

On Putin’s high ratings: Well, if you give respondents a list of names Putin, Medvedev,
Navalniy and ask them who they trust, you know what the answer’s going to be.
Nevertheless, VVP’s approval rating is high, though not 90%. But the quality of the
support is not real high. Russians are alienated from politics. Society sees politics as the
prerogative of a small group of elites. So the 3%-5% turns up on the street, but the rest
think that politics is something for vlast, not them (Comment: This is close to my view

of things. Most Russians don’t think politics is any of their business. You can get
ordinary people stirred up—not just the 5%--when something that directly has an
impact on their daily life comes up, as we saw earlier this week with truckers
blocking roads over a levy on freight trucks.* See the 11 November notes. What the
issue is usually resolved—maybe the government backs down, for now, or some
concession is made—then everyone goes back to their private lives. Putin’s support
is broad, but not necessarily very deep). We should keep in mind that this was the state
of affairs when the USSR collapsed. The CPSU had 15 million members. And it all

disappeared. So we should not overestimate the quality of Putin’s rating.
People have selective memories, that’s both as individuals and collectively. We
remember some things and prefer to forget others. Propaganda can boost the selective
element of memory. You can take an account of a certain event and clean up its negative
connotations. Right now we hear that the attitude to Stalin has improved, that a lot of
people support re-installing the Dzerzhinsky memorial there is no basis for doubting
this. But let’ s ask people this question: “Would you want to live under Stalin or
Dzerzhinskiy?” An attitude toward a symbol is one thing, a person’ s actual preferences

quite another…Speaking seriously, Russians are rather rational, more so than propaganda
or polls show. Otherwise, Russian society would simply not have survived.
As far as selective memory, recall how Gorbachev was welcomed by everyone, they all
wanted freedom and democracy. Then they welcomed Yeltsin. But if you ask people if
they voted for Yeltsin, nobody will say they did. …Some time down the line, it will be

the same for Putin…
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*http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/new-truck-fees-may-lead-togoods-shortages-russian-retailers-say/548970.html
Major Russian retailers have warned that the introduction of a new federal levy on 12 ton trucks could
disrupt supplies and lead to goods shortages in stores, the Kommersant newspaper reported Friday.
The new fee for using federal roads, set to come into force on Nov. 15, has angered truck owners across the
country, with roadblock protests springing up in major cities including St. Petersburg, the Siberian city of
Novosibirsk and the Urals' Yekaterinburg.
However, according to the Kommersant report, the main problem for logistics companies will likely be the
requirement to have satellite devices installed onboard the trucks. These would be linked to personal
accounts, enabling drivers to pay the federal levy in advance of or after a journey.
Truck owners and companies were able to register for the scheme a month in advance. However,
representatives of retail chains told Kommersant that many drivers will not have been issued the devices in
time.
A spokesperson for X5 Retail Group, a leading Russian food retailer owning the supermarket chains
Pyatyorochka, Perekryostok, and Karusel, estimated that a third of their supplies might not reach store
shelves in time, the NTV channel reported.
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told news agency RIA Novosti on Friday that the Transportation
Ministry "was making every effort" to reach a compromise with the protesting truckers, adding that both
sides "needed to show flexibility" with regard to the new levy system.

Former Russian policeman convicted of espionage
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/former-russian-police-officer-sentenced-to-13years-for-espionage/548914.html
A former Moscow policeman has been sentenced to 13 years in prison for spying for the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Interfax news agency reported Thursday, citing a statement from the
Russian Federal Security Service (FSB), the successor to the Soviet KGB.
A Moscow regional court on Thursday convicted former Ministry of Internal Affairs officer Yevgeny

Chistov with treason in the form of espionage after the man “pled completely guilty, confirmed the fact that
he was recruited by the CIA, and delivered to them information on ministry activities,” Interfax reported.
According to Interfax, Chistov's case file shows that in 2011, the officer, “acting out of selfish motives,
took the initiative to make contact with the CIA,” and began transferring state secrets out of the country.
Chistov's case is the latest in an alarming string of spy scandals to shake Russia since the start of the
Ukraine crisis in early 2014.

New press rules
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See yesterday’s notes.
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/kremlin imposes stricter press rules following nuclear sub
leak/548965.html

Following the “unintentional” leak of a secret military project by state television on Tuesday, the Kremlin
has instituted new guidelines for covering military meetings: cameramen must keep their cameras pointed
at the wall until the president arrives, the Kommersant newspaper reported Friday.
During a meeting between President Vladimir Putin and his senior military advisors and officials in the
seaside village of Sochi on Tuesday, a cameraman briefly filmed over the shoulder of a military officer,

catching a description of a new weapons system known simply as “Status 6.”
Status 6 appears to be an unmanned submarine packed with a high megaton thermonuclear warhead and
radioactive material to create a massive dirty bomb, which would render an enemy's port or coastline a

radioactive wasteland “for long periods of time.”
The Pentagon has reportedly been aware of such a weapon under development in Russia for at least a year,
and Russian analysts have argued that the leak was intentional to demonstrate the lengths Russia is willing
to go in preserving its nuclear deterrent in the face of U.S. missile defenses.
Nonetheless, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov on Wednesday lamented the allegedly unintentional leak,
promising to tighten procedures for state media reporters covering meetings between Putin and his military
staff.
Reporters will now have to leave their cell phones with security guards before entering such meetings,
photographers cannot take photos before Putin enters the room, and television cameras must be pointed at
the wall until the meeting starts, Kommersant reported.
Furthermore, military officials present at meetings are being encouraged to study their documents prior to
the arrival of the press.

Nearly half of Russians fear a terrorist attack

http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/nearly half of russians fear terrorist attack
poll/548960.html
Nearly half of Russians fear a terrorist attack or hostage taking situation in the near future, the Interfax
news agency reported, citing data from independent pollster the Levada Center.
(http://www.levada.ru/2015/11/13/terakty/ )
Of the 48 percent who fear an attack, 76 percent consider terrorist group the Islamic State as the greatest
threat, Interfax reported Friday.
International terrorism as a whole worried 39 percent of Russians polled, while 17 percent were concerned
by Russian extremists and radicals. One third (34 percent) of respondents did not believe in the possibility
of a terrorist attack.
The poll was conducted on Oct. 23 26 among 1,600 people in 134 cities and towns around Russia, Interfax
reported. No margin of error was given.
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The Islamic State terrorist group released an Internet video
SITE monitoring group reported on Thursday.

promising to attack Russia “very soon,” the

The Islamic State has previously called for Islamic fighters to take revenge on Russia after President
Vladimir Putin launched an air strike campaign in Syria against Islamic State militants and opposition
forces fighting against Syrian President Bashar Assad.

.
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Ne llie Ohr
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Tuesday, November 10, 2015 7:32 PM

To:

Ohr, Bruce {OOAG}; Holtyn, lisa (OCOETF}

Subje ct:

Russian commentators speculate on lesin's death in Dupont Circle hotel :
someone feared he'd sing?

(from Wayne Allensworth, Internet Notes, 9 Nov)

Lesin' s de ath (This looks "fishy" . ..)
See the 6 November notes. __
http:J/www.ft.comlintllcms/s!O/d llb034a-8635- lle5-9£8c-a8d619fa707c.html#axzz3qyffi£7v
The de-ath in Washington of one of the architects ofthemediamachine in VladimirPutin' s Russia
triggez-ed speculation and conspiracy theories in Moscow at the weekend.
~.ffi.:hail Lesin
_fonneroress minister and head ofGarorom i\•fedia. the holding that owns many formerlv independent Russian media outiets.
was found de~d in the Dypont Circle hotel in Washington late last week Police said an autopsv was beimr conducted and the
c-ause of death would be determined onlv after that had been completed.
The Russian embassy, which sent an official to the US <:-apital to identify l\•fr l.esin, said the ex-minister had died of~ heart
attack, a version echo~d by RT, the state news outlet M.r lesin was invoh·ed in establishing, and statements from his family
carried in Russian stateme.dia.
But Ru ssian government critics on Sunday qu estioned this v ersion of ev ents.ln a facebook post, .1\.lfred Kokh, a former
Russian prime minister ('????':) who held the Gazprom Media post more than a decade before t\.fr lesin, described the
embassy' s statement as a .. strange flight offantasy".
Referrin~ to a potential US justice dep artment and FBI investi~ation into l\.fr I.e sin in connection \Vitb corrup tion alle~ations.
he said: ' W hy do [they] want so much to make even•bodv believe that it was a heart attack? Maybe they were afraid that
I.esin tells the FBI about somethine: in exchange for them ending the investigation?"
In July last year, Roger Wicker, a senator from MississippL requested that the justice department investigate whether Mr
Lesin had violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
and anti-money-laundering statutes and suggested he· might hav e business ties with people subject t o US sanctions. He
cl-aimed l'vfr l esin had bought homes worth a total of S28m in los Angele.s and moved his immediate family there.
l'vfr \Vicker's requ est was referred to the ju stice department and the FBL which were considering it.l\.fr lesin' s death means
the issue is now closed.
The FBI was notified ofr-..fr I.esin' s death but was not assisting in the· matter, which was being treated by local police as a
death investigation.
Another c,ommentator who posted under the. name '\Volf said on VK.on ta1.1e, a Russian social media site: "He is not the first
one, and he "'i ll not be the last. Vl e have had s.o many famous Russians murdered abroad that whenever some prominent
compatriot dies outside the motherland, you have to assume that they 'I.Vi!l find poison."
Aged 57, I\.fr Lesin was one of the highest-profile among the aides who helped ilk Putin rebuild Russia into a more statecentric and authoritarian polity.
Vsevolod BogdanoY, head of the Russian Union of Journalists, called Mrlesin Russia' s ••most en ergetic" minister Russia in
the past 20years. " He was committed to not only the interests of the media industry but also the interests of the authorities,"
be s&d.
Mr Putin' s spokesman said the president highly appreciated the " enormous contribution" Mr I.esin had made t o the formation
of the modem Russian media.
An engineer by trairting, I\.fr I.esin co-founded Video International, one ofRussia' s le2.ding adv ertising agencies, in 1990, and
wen t on to managerial positions in state TV under president Boris Yeltsin_
As media minister between 1999 and 2004, he played a role in taming private te-levision through the takeover of NTV, Russia' s
first independent news ~bannel, then O\Vned by Yeltsin-era oligarch \lladimir Gusinslo.:y. Un1il2009 Mr Lesin served .as Mr
Putio' s adviser he.loin2 build uo RT an E.m1lish-lamruage. TV network that aims to enhance. Russian soft nower bv coutlterirHl
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western news narratives.
In late 2013, he was appointed head of Gazprom M edia. But he resigned from that post at the end of2014. 1\.J.r l esin crted
private reasons but his resignation followed an argument with .-'\leksei Venedilo.:tov, editor-in-chief of liberal radio station Echo
ofM osc.ow, o verajoumalist~.J.r lesin had demanded be fired.
Two senior journalists at Gazprom M edia-own ed outlets said ~ Lesin had spent most of his time since his resignation in
California but bad remained close to Mr Putin.
Here, s the outline of a theory involving Wicker, mentioned above: https J/w;vw.facebook.com!
pcbikov/posts}1006737349399709

In July, 2011 , Lesin registered the Das.td Corporation in California In 2011 -2012, Dastel acquired three
homes valued at S28 million. fn 2014, Mississippi Senator Roger Wicker requested that the Justice Department
investigate Lesin for money Iaoodering-the Justice Department requested that the FBI conduct an
investigation. In December of last year, Lesin resigned as the head of Gazprom Media, a post he had held since
October of 20 13 (he also resigned a post as advisor to the T elevision Industrial Committee). Putin reportedly
personally approved the resignation. Lesin w as found dead in .a Washington hotel last week. If s reasonable to
assume that Lesin was prepared to agree to cooperate with the FBI in exchange for lesser charges in the case
against him---1f s prematllre to talk .about murder. Maybe he had health problems. But the whole thing looks
fishy.

In this post, Kokh (mentioned above) claims that Lesm could have headed a "Putin Komintemn of connections
in the West that could support Kremlin information policy, a form of "soft pow er": https://wwwiac.ebook.coml
p ermalink.php?story tbid= 1072198709480520&id= 10000071203 7223
. .. This network would be a threat to the security of the West, s.ays Kokh. So Lesin, under investigation by
the FBI, is fotmd dead in a \Vashingt.o n hotel room. Venediktov says Lesin had cancer. He supposedly had a
bad hack. But no one mentioned heart problems. Maybe someone was afraid of what he might tell the FBIand maybe they had some tea with him.
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Onr, Bruce (OOAG}

Sent:

Friday, October 30, 2015 6:05 PM

To:

Nellie Ohr

Subject:

FW: SCMP and CCOI articles on JlG Anti-Corruption Working Group

From: Park, Jason L [mailto:ParkJL@state.gov]

Sent: Friday, October 30, 2.015 10:44 AM
To: Ohr, Bruce { ODAG); Lee, Kaye A ( Beijfng); Lee, Amy Chang; Chang, Frances; Weber, Benjamin (Beijing); Bailey,
Benjamin S; Davis-Polzin, Jacqueline X (Beijing); Tsao, Byron F;
Heumphreus, Julie; otallah, Nicole r;.
Bishop, Christopher W ( Beijing); EAP-P-Office- DL
Cc: EAP- CM-Bilat Unit- DL; Haymond, Peter; Goldman, Michael B
Subject: SCMP and CCDI articles on JLG Anti- Corruption Working Group

~
Kucera, John (USACAC);

Dear all:

Please see below for South China Morning P ost and the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection' s articles
on the JLG Anti- Corruption Working Group. SCMP makes a questionable claim that CCD I article praising
U.S.-Cbina cooperation on anti-corruption was intentionally released a day after USS Lassen' s FONOPs. If
you scroll to the bottom you can see CCDr s colorlhl map shmving how many Chinese priority fugitives (40+)
have fled to the United States.

Best,

Jason

Bilateral talks to counter corruption a 'bright spot'
China-US relations
PUBUSJ1ED. Fnday, 30 October, 2015, 12:11am

Jun MaUun.mai@scmp.com

http:Uwww.scmp.com/news/china/policies-politics/article/1873970/bilateral-talks-counter-corruption-
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tmght-spot-ctuna-us

Despite rising Sino-US ·tension~ in the South China Sea, the two countries could be moving closer on orher important
issues, notably !he repatriation of corruption suspects, the Communist Parry's anti-graft watchdog said_
An article published on \Vednesday on fue website of the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection (CCDI) said a
top-level meeting of the t\.vo nations on efforts to counter corruption was hailed by lhe US team leader.
Bruce Ohr, chief of the organised crime and racketeering section at the US Department of Justice, described the latest
meeting of an anti-corruption working group as "a bright spot in US-China relations", according to the CCDI.
"Corruption is the most evil thing for any country in rhe world," Ohr was quoted as saying. "In a connecred world,
different countries should step up cooperation and fight cross-border crime_"

In a connected world, different countries should step up cooperation and fight crossborder crime
B&UCE OHR,US DEPARTh:IENT OF JUSTICE

The article was published on !he CCDI's website one week after the llfth C1lina-US joint liaison group's anticorruption working group meeting but just a day after the US missile desttoyer USS Lassen was dispatched to
challenge Beijing's sovereignty claims in the South China Sea. raising concerns. that the naval confrontation would
have serious repercussions on orher aspects of Sino-US relations_
The anti-corruption group, set up in 2005, holds regular meetings where officials from both the CCDI and US law
enforcement agencies discuss cooperation in fighting graft and transnational organised crime_
"Breakthroughs in individual cases always lead to system-building in anti-graft efforts," ~d Liu Ttanchao, the new
director of the CCDI's International Cooperation Bureau. The article did not identify the cases.
"Cooperation and breakthroughs on individual cases mean the US is continuously sending positive signals," said Gao
Bo, an anti-graft expert at the Academy of Social Sciences.
This article appeared in the Sourh China J!ormng Posr prim edition as Anti-graft talks a 'bright spot' in
Sino-US ~elations

http:ljwww.ccd i.gov.cn/special/ztn/ztzzjxs ztn/201510/t20151029 64208.html
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Ohr1 Bruce (ODAG)
From:

Onr, Bruce (ODAG}

Sent:

Thursday, October 29, 2015 3:59 PM

To:

Nellie Ohr

Subject:

Re: Putin's Mafia Statecraft

Excellent article!
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 29, 2015, at 9:34 AM, Nellie Ohr (b) ( 6)

wrote:

This brings a lot of things together nicely.
http:!/www.rferl.or.gl contenVputins-mafia-statecraft127329898 .html?
me cid=bftleb0c766&mc eid=e46842563c
October 27, 2'015

Putin's Mafia Statecraft
by Brian Whitmore
In the past couple y ears. Russian hackers have launched attacks on a French television network, a
German steelmaker, the Polish stock market, the White House, the U.S. House of Representatives,
the U.S. State Department, and The New York Times .
And according to press reports citing Western intelligence officials, the perpetrators weren't rogue
cyber-pranksters. They were working for the Kremlin.
Cybercrime, it appears, has become a tool of Russian statecraft. And not just cybercrime.
Vladimir Putin's regime has become increasingly adept at deploying a whole range of practices that
are more common among crime syndicates than permanent members of the UN Security CounciL
In some cases, as with the hacking, this involves the Kremlin subcontracting organized crime groups
to do things the Russian state cannot do itself with plausible deniability. And in others. it involves the
state itself engaging in kidnapping, extortion, blackmail, bribery, and fraud to advance its agenda.
Spanish prosecutor Jose Grinda has noted that the activities of Russian criminal networks are
virtually indistinguishable from those of the government
"It's not so much a mafia state as a natjonalized mafia," Russian organized crime expert Mark
Galeotti, a professor at New York University and co·-host of the Power Vertical Podcast. said i n a
recent lecture at the Hudson Institute.
Hackers, Gangsters, And Gobl ins
According to a report by the FBI and U.S. intelligence agencies, Russia is home to the most skilled
community of cybercriminals on the globe, and the Kremlin has close ties to them.
'They have let loose the hounds," Tom Kellermann, chief security officer at Trend Micro, a Tokyobased security firm, told Bloomberg News.
Citing unidentified officials, Bloomberg reported that Russian hackers had stepped up surveillance of
essential infrastructure, including power grids and energy-supply networks, in the United States,
Europe , and Canada.
Dmitri Alperovitch, co-founder of the, set:urity firm CrowdStrike, noted recently that the Russian
security services have been actively recruiting an army of hackers.
'When someone is identified as being technically proficient in the Russian underground," a pending
criminal case against them "suddenly disappears and those people are never heard from again,''
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Alperovitch said i n an i nterview with The Hill, adding that the hacker [n question is then working for
the Russian security services.
'We know that's going on," Alperovitch added.
And as a result, criminal hackers "that used to hunt banks eight hours a day are now operating two
hours a day turning their .9uns on NATO and government targets," Kellermann ofTrend Micro told The
Hill. adding that these groups are ''willingly operating as cyber-militias."
The hacking is j ust one example of how the Kremlin effectively uses organized crime as a geopolitical
weapon.
Moscow relied heavily on local organized crime structures in its support for separatist movements in
Transdniester, Abkhazia, South Ossetia. and Donbas_
In the conflict in eastern Ukraine. organized crime groups served as agents for the Kremlin, fomenting
pro-Russia unrest and funne ling arms t o rebel groups.
In annexed Crimea, the Kremlin installed a reputed gangster known as ''Th e Goblin" as the
peninsula's chief executive.
And of course there is the case of Eston Kohver, the Estonian law enforcement officer who was
investigating a smuggling ring run j ointly by Russian organized crime groups and the Russian Federal
Security Service.
Kohver was kidnapped in Estonia September 2014, brought across the Russian border at gunpoint,
and convicted of espionage. He was released in a prisoner exchange last month.
The Geopolitics Of Extorti on
But Putin's mafia statecraft doesn't just involve using and colluding with organized crime groups.
It often acts like an organized crime group itself.
In some cases this involves using graft as a means of controL This is a tactic Moscow has deploy ed
throughout the former Soviet space, involving elites in corrupt schemes - everything from shady
energy deals or money-laundering operations -to secure a "captured constituency."
This is a tactic Russia· attempted to use in Georgia fo llowing the 2003 Rose Revolution and in Ukraine
after the 2004 Orange Revolution. where "corruption and shadow networks were mobilized to
undermine the new leadership's reform agenda," accordi ng to James Greene in a 2012 report for
Ch atham House.
This was particularly successful in Ukraine , where opaque g·as deals were used "to suborn Ukraine's
post-Orange Revolution new leadership," Greene wrote .
And Putin is clearly hoping to repeat this success in eastern Ukraine today - especially after
elections are held in the rebel areas of Don bas.
"His bet in the eastern Ukraine local election, if it ever takes place, won't be on the rebel field
commanders but on local oligarchs who ran the reg ian before the 2014 'revolution of dignity: Through
them, he will hope to exert both economic and political influence on Kiev." political commentator
L e-onid Bershidsky wrote in Bloomberg View.
In addition to graft, Moscow has also effectively utilized blackmail - making the international
community a series of offers it canl refuse.
It's a neat trick. First you create instability , as in Ukraine. or exasperate existing instability, as in
Syria.Then offer your services to establish order.
You essentiaJiy create demand- and then meet it. You get to act like a rogue and be treated like a
statesman.
It's how protection rackets operate _And it has become one of the pillars of Putin's foreign policy.
"It's the geopolitics of extortion, but it's probably working,.. GaJeotti told Voice of America i n a recent
intervi ew.
"He's identifying a whole series of potential trouble spots around the world, places that matter to the
W est, and is essentially indicating. that he can either be a good partner. if they're willing to make a
deal with hi m, or he can stir up more trouble."
NOTE TO READER S: The Daily Vertical will not appear on October 28, due to the public holiday in the
Czech Republic. We'll be back on October 29.
Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty © 2015 RFEIRL, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
http://www.rferl.org/ contentlputins-mafia-statecraftl27329898.html
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Nellie Oh r
From:

Nellie Ohr

Sent:

Monday, October 19, 2015 3:59 PM

To:

(b) (6) Nellie Emali!; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF)

Subject:

Kremlin's ties to Russian cyber gangs- Warsaw Stock Exchange, German steel

mill

Here's a new article pulling together several recent attacks that seem to have been backed by the Russian
government.
TI1e possibility that it was Russians behind the hack on the German blast furnace was new to me. Other articles on
SCADAIICS attads did not finger Russia. (Apparently the US govt has not officially fingered them; it's j ust that the
malware used was similar to malware used by Russians in the past).
I'm copying Lisa on this whole thread too.

Cyberspace Becomes Second Front in Russia's Clash With NATO - Bloomberg Business
htt p:l/www.bloc mbe rg .com/news/ artie! es/2 0 15-1 0-14/cyberspace-beco mes-s econ d-front-in-russ ia-s-da s h-with-nato
Russian computer attack s have become more brazen and more destructive as the country grows increasingly at
odds with the U.S. and European nations over military goals first in Ukraine and now Syria.
Along with reported computer breaches of a French TV network and the White House, a number of attacks now
being attributed to Russian hackers and some not previously disclosed have riveted intelligence officials as relations
with Russia have deteriorated. These targets include the Polish stock market, the U.S. House of Representatives, a
German steel plant that suffered severe damage and The New York Times.
U.S. officials worry that any attempt by the Russian government to· use vulnerabilities in critical infrastructure like
global stock exchanges, power grids and airports as pressure points against the W est could lead to a broader
conflict. according to tw o people familiar with the debate inside government and who asked to not to be named when
discussing intelligence matters. When NATO officials met last week , they voiced alarm about Russia's rapid
involvement in Syria, including the firing of cruise missiles. and vowed the biggest reinforcement of their collective
defense since the end of the Cold War_
The Warsaw Stod Exchange is but one example of the heightened cy ber-activity . Hackers who rifled the exchange
last October, in a breach that set off alarms among Western intelligence agencies, proclaimed they were Muslim
militants angry over Poland's support for a bombing ·campaign against the Islamic State.
"It's beginning," the group posted online in a file- sharing site called Pastebin. heavily used by the
cyberunderground . 'To be continuedlAIIahu Akbar!"
W hile stealing some data. the attackers also made dozens of client logins public, opening the exchange's systems
to additional chaos from cybercriminals of all stripes. It was sabotage by crowd-sourcing.
Except the infiltrators weren't Islamic militants at all. Behind the smokescreen was a group of hackers with ties to
the Russian government, according to three people familiar with the Polish investigation. The incident was viewed by
Polish investigators as a stark warning to the country, a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization intent on
driving a strong alliance response to Russia's move·s in eastern Ukraine.
The attack on the exchange, which said in a statement to Bloomberg News that the trading platform wasn't affected,
has prompted the Polish government to begin an upgrade of computer systems in government offices, the financial
sector and hospitals, said one of the people .
As in other domains, Russians acting directly for the government or with its approval are testing the boundaries of
the cyberbattlefield, according. to an assessment by U.S. intelligence agencies. The attacks are often called state
sponsored by security companies working to arrest the damage, though it is difficult to ascertain which ones might
have been done by intelligence agencies and which ones by criminals with access to sophisticated tools hoping to
curry government favor.
'They have let loose the hounds," said Tom Kellermann, chief security officer at Trend Mi-cro, a Tokyo-based
security firm.
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Dmitry Peskov. a spokesman for the Kremlin, rejected suggestions that Russia is behind the attacks. ''These are
absolutely unsubstantiated allegations, which are often absurd," he said. ''We also have been the targets of attacks,
which again shows that everyone can just as easily be subject to such attacks. International cooperation is required
to expose and deal with these threats. But unfortunately, we don't always see a constructive appro·ach on this issue
from our partners."

Possible Miscalculations
Russia is called America's biggest cyberthreat by U.S. Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, and it
appears more willing than ever to push up against U.S. doctrine, which holds that destructive hacking attacks could
be considered acts of war. So far, the U.S. has not made any public response to the suspected acts.
Cyberspace is a messy arena for fighting. Miscalculations, even by skilled operators, are common, fue ling concerns
about what could happen to essential infrastructure. And Russia is one of the few nations that intelligence officials
say can successfully mask its identity in cyberspace, even from the U.S. National Security Agency.
The attacks, though, are mounting, leaving officials looking for ways to redraw lines that have alre ady shifted
significantly over the last 18 months.
Raising alarms in Europe, Russian hackers damaged a blast furnace early last year at a plant in Germany owned
by ThyssenKrupp AG, the country's biggest steelmaker. according to fo ur people fami liar with the attack. In that
case, malware fou nd in the system had previously been tied to Russian espionage activity, but U.S. intelligence
agencies have not linked the incident directly to the Russian government, said one person fami liar with the matter.
Kilian Roetzer, a spokesman for ThyssenKrupp, denied any such attack occurred, as has every other company
operating a blast furnace in Germany. A furnace attack was disclosed by the German government last year without
naming any company or perpetrator.
In April, the same group that last year attacked the Warsaw stock exchange hit the operations of TV5Monde.
according to security firms tracking the incidents. The attack shut down the major French television network on April
8 and 9, and re storin g the system fully will cost of15 million euros ($17 million). its executives estimate.

Essential Infrastructure
Russian hackers have stepped up surveillance of power grids and energy supply networks in the U.S., Europe and
Canada, a provocative move given government sensitivity to tampering with essential infrastructure for millions of
people, according to two people fami liar with that activity.
U.S. authorities who spoke on condition of anonymity interpret it as a warning. "Russia is exceptionally skilled,"
said Mike Buratowski, vice president of cyberse-curity services for Fidelis Cybersecurity. "If you see them,
chances are it's a decision: Russia is OK w ith you seeing them, or wants you to see them."
Russian President Vladimir Putin has continued to pour money and manpower into the country's hacking forces
since returning to the presidency in 20~2. according to U.S. officials. 'While I can't go into detail here, the Russian
cyberthreat is more severe than we had previously assessed," Clapper told a congressional committee in February.
As economic sanctions have punished Russia for its aggression in Ukraine, the Russian leader has used a
combination of regular and irregular cyberforces that are now jockeying fo r resources and accolades from Moscow,
accordin g to Jason Lewis, a fo rmer network exploitation specialist with the U.S. Defense Department.
''They're being successfuL If y ou're doing something that's working, you're going t o keep doing it, " said Lewis, now
chief collection and int elligence officer for LookingGiass Cyber Solutions Inc., based in Arlingt on, Virginia.
Hits by Russian hackers on the e-mail syste-ms of the White House and the State Department were disclosed
earlier this year, but they represent only a fraction of the overall activity, according t o government and private
security specialists.
The same group that breached the Warsaw exchange and the French TV station recently penetrated the e-mail
system of the U.S. House of Representatives, giving Russia access to the communications of lawmakers.
according to a person fam iliar with that investigation. Dan Weiser, a House spokesman, declined to comment, citing
a general policy not to discuss information security systems.
And in July and August. U.S. government agencies were bombarded with poisoned e-mails loaded with malware
sent by two different Russian hacking groups. Trend Micro's Kellermann said one ofthose waves targeted 2,000
senior officials, including at least one member of President Barack Obama's cabinet. as well as the personal e- mail
account s of their spouses.
Another person fami liar with the e-mails said the attacks were certain to be detected because of their profusion and
the high ranks of the targets, but that did not make them totally unsuccessfuL Investigators from the NSA and
Department of Homeland Security spent hundreds of hours trying t o contain the impact, hacking into servers
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The NSA and DHS declined to comment on the incidents or on Russia's possible cyber-activities.

Sophisticated Hackers
Putin enjoys some significant advantages over his adversaries in cyberspace. Russia is home to the most
sophisticated collection of cybercriminals anywhere in the world , and the government maintains close relationships
with many of them, according to assessments by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and U.S. intelligence agencies.
Trend Micro says the group that attacked the Warsaw exchange - nickname<! variously by cybersecurity
companies as APT 28, Fancy Bear or Pawn Storm -- is most likely staffed by a loose confederation of the country's
best criminal hackers. In some instances , they have better skills than the hackers employed by the Russian
government. and they have become more motivated after events in Ukraine to help the government, Kellermann said_
'These guys have been untouchable for years and now they are coming back to the stable to pay homage,"
Kellermann said.
Warsaw exchange officials said the damage was limited. 'The trading system of Warsaw Stock Exchange itself and
data concerning the trading system were not jeopardized, " Justyna Rachanska. an exchange spokeswoman, said in
a statement The breached systems, she said, included an investment simulator and a Web portal for managing the
exchange's upgrade to a new trading system.
The stock exchange's web site was forced to shut down for about two hours, according to one of the people, and the
hackers gained deep intelligence about the exchange's technology road map.
Poland's Internal Security Agency said information about the incident is classified and declined to comment.
Some private security experts say that APT 28 could be a specialized u nit of th e FSB, the Russian state
security agency. The group has been linked to hacks of Putin's domestic opponents, including the rock group
Pussy Riot and counter-terrori sm missions, tasks that would be natural for Russia's main intelligence agency.
APT 28 is using more than run-of-the-mill crimeware. A confidential analysis prepared by Google Inc. of one of the
group's tools, known as X-Agent, described it as an extremely sophisticated version of a remote access tool, or
RAT, that uses encryption and other techniques on par with U.S. hacking software.

Google A nalysis
Bloomberg News obtained a c opy of Google's 41-page analysis, which shows how X-Agent users can swap in
various modules for most any conceivable mission, much like the RATs used by the NSA's elite teams. according
to a person familiar with that software.
The APT 28 group was also behind an attack last year on the New York Times, starting when hackers took over the
personal e-mail account of a Washington-based national security reporter and then targeted more than 50 other staff
members. according to two people fami liar with the investigation. The hackers failed to get into· the paper's primary
network, one of the people s aid. A spokeswoman for the company declined to comment on the incident.
A different group of Russian hackers hit the White House and State Department in incidents disclosed over the last
year. That group is called APT 29 by cybersecurity company Fire Eye and calle-d TEMP .Monkeys by ISight
Partners, Cl cyber-intelligence company that works closely with the federal government. The name refers to monkey
videos used in "spear-ph ishing~ e-mails designed to get W hite House staffers to click on them.
''APT 29 employs some of the most sophisticated t echniques we've seen," said Laura Galante, the director of
FireEye's intelligence team that specializes in state-sponsored espionage.
'The fact that we're talking in detail about different Russian groups is pretty remarkable," Galante said. "China has
always had lots of groups with distinct behaviors and victim t ypes; we're now starting to understand Russian groups
in a similar fash ion. The uptick in activity over the last few yea.rs, especially since Ukraine , has provided us with
more data points about potentially state-sponsored groups."

Assessing Motives
U.S. and European intelligence agencies have struggled in recent months to assess what they see as Russia's
newly bellicose behavior in cyberspace.
Intelligence specialists say the hit on 1V5Monde may have been a veiled anti-terrorism operation. Like the W arsaw
intruders, the hackers claime-d to be Islamic militants, the CyberCaliphate, and may have sought to identify other
hackers who are actually sympathetic to that cause.
Over the last 18 months, Russian actors have increased the surveillance of electrical grids and pipeline networks
throughout North America and Europe, gathering information on critical systems that could be used to launch
devastating digital attacks, according to government alerts and cybersecurity firms. The deployed malware, known
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investigation.

Physical Destruction
TI1e steel mill attack was a rare example of computers being used to cause physical destruction, carrying strong
political overtones for the German government.
The hackers hijacked a computer that controlled the blast furnace, inserting malware that caused the machine to
overheat and melt down, according to three people familiar with the incident and Germany's Federal Office for
Information Security, or BSI. which disclosed the attack in November 2014 without linking it t o Russia. The result
was "massive damage." according t o the BSI report.
Security specialists initially speculated the damage might have been an accident by hackers trying to gather data
on how the mill operates, but details have since emerged that point to intentional destruction .
Sometime in late 2013 or early 2014, the hackers began by penetrating the mill's office computers with spearphishing e-mails and social-engineering• tricks against employees, according to a private-security specialist briefed
on the attack. Then they found and tunneled through a trusted network connection that led to the factory floor.
Finally, they broke into the digital controls for the blast furnace, tampering with a system of temperature sensors
and motors that controlled gas flow. They remotely disabled the furnace's ability t o shut down. The entire process
took weeks.
Digital tra ces left in the system immediately pointed back to Russia, but not c·onclusively to the government itself,
according to a U.S. intelligence assessment. as explained by a person familiar with that analysis.
The atta~k more than a year later ofTV5Monde suggests such events will continue unles.s the U.S. and others can
develop an effe<:tive response. said John Hult quist . head of cyber-espionage threat intelligence at ISight Partners.
'To anyone looking for signs that things are getting a lot worse, there are plenty of them out there," Hultquist
said. "Everyone seems a lot less timid about using methods other than just intelligence collection now. They are
simply more aggressive and less restrained."

-Original MessageFrom: Nellie Ohr (b) (6)
To:
; bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Tue, Oct 13, 2015 3:37pm
Subject: Re: Kremlin's ties to Russian cyber gangs sow US concerns I TheHiii-MORE

How Russian Hackers Stole the Nasdaq. 17 July 20 14. http://www. businessweek. com/printer/artic l es/213656~
how-russian-hackers-stole-the-nasdag
This Bloomberg report appearin g on the same day as the MH-17 shootdown over Ukraine describes the Investigation
of a 20 10 intrusion into the NASDAQ computer system, one [apparently] designed to damage rather than just to
snoop on a syst em•
.. ......."After months of work, there were still basic disagreements in different parts of government over who was
behind the incident and why. "'We've seen a nation-state gain access to at least one of our stock exchanges. I'll put
it that way, and it's not crystal clear what their final objective is: says House Intelligence Committee Chairm an Mike
Rogers. a Republican from Michigan , who agreed to talk about the incident only in general terms because the
details remain dassified ....
The U.S. Secret Service pushed to be the lead investigative agency. Its representatives noted that they had already
gone to Nasdaq months earlier with evidence that a group of alleged Russian cybercriminals, led by a St.
Petersburg man named Aleksandr Kalinin, had hacked the company an d that the two events might be related. The
Secret Service lost the argument and sat the investigation out.. ..
The NSA had seen a version before, designed and built by the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation
(FSB), that country's main spy agency. And it was more than spyware: Although the tool could be used to steal
data. it also had a function designed to create widespread djsruption within a comput er network. The NSA believed it
might be capable of wiping out the entire exchange ....
The team was surprised at how vulnerable a. sophisticated operation such as Nasdaq could be.....
Agents found the tracks of several different groups operating freely. some of which may have been in the exchange's
networks for years, including criminal hackers and Chinese cyberspies. Basic records of the daily activity occurring·
on the company's servers, which would have helped investigators trace the hackers' movements, were almost
nonexistent. lnvestioators also discovered that the website run bv One Libertv Plaza's buildino manaaement
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- - -·- - - y ---- ------- ----- - company had been laced with a Russian-made exploit kit known as Blackhole, infecting tenants who visited the
page to pay bills or do other maintenance ____ _
The agents figured the hackers first broke into Nasdaq's computers at least three months before they were
detected. but that was j ust a guess. There were indications that a large cache of data was stolen, though proof was
scarce. and it was har.cf to see what was spirited ·o ut. ....
As investigators began examining data on other hacks of government and military computers. there was evidence
that the Russians' malware was being used by a sophisticated Chinese cyberspy also known to have a thriving.
criminal business on the side____ _
The Asia connection di.cfn't pan out Investigators turned back to Russia as the most likely suspect but kept
stumbling, over questions of motive_____ _
The CIA began to focus on the relationshi ps between Russia's intelligence agencies and organized crime.
Someone in the FSB could have been running a for-profit operation on the side, ·Or perhaps sold or gave
the malware to a criminal hacking group. More analysis on the malware showed that its capabilities were less
destructive than earlier believed:. It couldn't destroy computers like a wiper virus, but it could take over certain
functions in order to cause a network disruption .....
The bureau's agents noticed that the hackers appeared to focus their attention on 13 servers containing Nasdaq's
most critical technology.....
By mid-201 1, investigators began to condude that the Russians weren't trying to sabotage Nasdaq. They wanted to
clone iL ...
Were the malware's disruptive capabilities meant to be used as a weapon or something else? If they hadn't been
interrupted, what else would they have done?"
.J
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AND I think I've alrea.dy sent you the following, about Bogachev (of Gameover Zeus) running both a criminal
operation and a separate anti-Ukrainian espionage and damage operation (these are my tagging notes):
Inside the 100m Business Club Crime Gang
http://krebso nsecurity.c omJ2015/08/inside-the-100m-bu sines s-ci ub-e ri me-ga ngl
Krebs summarizes a recent report on Evyeny Bogachev and the Business Club group using the Game over Zeus
botnet for cyberheists and espionage
"Fox-IT, a security firm based in the Netherlands that secretly gained access to a server used by one of the group's
members. That server, which was rented for use in launching cyberatt acks, included chat logs between and among
the crime gang's core leaders. and helped to shed light on the inner workings of this elite group.
"Fox-IT said its access to the gang revealed documents that showe.d members of the group establishing phony
trading and shipping companies in the Heilong~ang province - Raohe county and another in Suifenhe - two cities
adjacent to a China~Russia border crossing just north of Vladivostok."
*... Slavik - the architect of ZeuS and Gameover ZeuS - didn't share his entire crime machine with the other Club
members. According to Fox-IT, the malware writer converted part of the botnet that was previously used for
cy berheists into a distributed espionage system that targeted spe.cific information from computers in several
neighboring nations, including Georgia, Turkey and Ukraine. Beginning in late fall 2013- about the time that
conflict between Ukraine and Russia was just beginning to heat up- Slavik retooled a cyberheist botnet to serve as
purely a spying machine, and began scouring infected syste.ms in Ukraine for specific keywords in emails and
documents that would likely only be found in classified documents, Fox-lT found.
,."Likewise, the keyword searches that Slavik use.d to scourt bot-infected systems in Turkey suggested the
botmaster was searching for specific files from the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs or the Turkish KOM- a
specialized police unit ___lhe keywords are around arms shipments and Russian mercenaries in Syria; Sandee
said .....
* ....According to Sandee, Slavik kept this activity hidden from his fellow Business Club members, at least some of
whom hailed from Ukraine.....
Note: User rakabaraka. a member of the Russian or Ukrainian hacker community, published photos that appear to
be Bogachev, including one of him in a sort of leopard suit holding a cat, at
https://twitter.comlraka baraka.lstatus/ 629214472952000512. The image URL appears to be
https:!/pbs.twimg.comlmedia/CLtrOivWgAAVnf5 _png_A Google image search for this URL y ielded no other
instances of that photo.
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Nellie Ohr

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nellie Ohr
SUnday, October 18, 2015 8:48PM
Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG}

Putin's latest money-men? Maknmudov and Bokarev

New Kremlin Kings of State Orders, Makbmudov and Bokarev, have ties with Tambovgroup
Gen nadjy Petrov
Notes:
This artide is based on June 2015 Spanish charges vs. people around Petrov. Also looks at MakhmudOo//
Petrws · lobbying" ties in France.
Makhmudov/Bokarets companies Transmashholding, Metrovagonmasb, Oktyabrskiy elektrovagonoremontnyy
zavod, Roslokomotiv got big orders from Russian Railways and the Moscow metro, squeezing out Rotenberg
lfom some contracts.
These 2 men also bought up assets from Timchenko to get them out lfom under sanctions.
According to the Spanish charges, Petrov bad ties with Serdyukov, Zubkov, Bastrykin, Gref, Reyman
Separate money laundering case re: Vera Metallurgica (subsidiary ofUGMK) features Makhmudov and
Mikhail Chemoy. Deri. has already testified. But the case does not mention Bokarev
Petrov, having been let out of Spanish prison for "medical treatment" [wasn't ~ to see his mother or something?],
stayed in Russia and lives in Petersburg in the same building in Kamennyy ostrovwitb Vladimir Kozhin (ex
Presidential property dept chief, took a lot of the S ochi construction kickbacks), Nikolay Shamalo van d Viktor Myachin
(Ozero people)
Spanish police saybotll Petrov and Kumarin/ Barsukovworked with KGB in 1980s.
Makhmudovf Bokarev's ''lobbyist" in France: Alslnm's Martin Bouygues. (He bought 25% of
Transmashbolding and Alstom built the Mistrals). They co-own The Breakers Invesment (formerly
Yakunin ov.med some too).
Makhmudovis a partner of the Franco-Russian Dialogue group, led byYakunio and Thieny Mariani ofthe
French National Assembly, who has defend·e dthe seizure of Crimea, criticized sanctions etc.
Grigoriy Leps [Lepsviradze, the singer who's on the "Brother's Circle" list] often sings at Bolairev's parties.
Spain handed over docs on the money laundering case, a nd Russia's MVD Investigative Department
is "studying" it
http:/!theins.ru/korrupdya/10 407
[I've removed most of the photos, but kept some oftb.eir captions]

~latJl H.H Ha rocJaKaJe. Kax HOBLie KpeMJICBCKDe OJIBrapXH CBHJaHLI C
npeC1'YllBhiM MDpOM
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37522 IIpOCMOTpOB
B mo epe.WI. K/11(, Mxozue o;;,uzapxu U3 5.1w;cailweeo o x:py:»eeHWi B,1a6u,wpa JlymuWl nona.w noo 11€pcoW1a~x;,ze CaJtXlJ UII, e ,1ui:J€p ax
aoc:saxaJa OKQ303. UC!. H?eu e u.l lena - Axop eu JioKaP£6 u llcKaJtOep Max.v,;ooe. HMzh'Ho oHU, noxox e, Cmtl]{a6Jf11tCJil Xa6UW
onep a1WJX1.JIIU KfNJ.lfie€CKUX i:J€HBe. B ca1!KifUOltXI.l:C cn uclil1X oxu oo cux nop xe :nf2'11111rJI, XOI'IV{ ILlteJOm mecxwe cs;uu c 6ii!lcmwo. H W?
m:unxo c 6.i7QC11'A10- e pacnopHJJCeHJJJJ. lhe InsideroKaJ03.oc • o6euHUmM~,oHOe :saA."''»tteHUe no }'ZO.t7a6HO.~ oe.11y ~tpyccKoii .lD.qm ru 6
JiknaHUU, 6 KOlWpoJt H06Y e KOp O.IlU a>C3QKQ3Q npo:COOJU11 KQX napmHepY 2.106 !.1 ll'nt:lJ.I6o6CXOii epynn up06KW1, U.\1!10UjeU oOUlllph'bl.€
C6J!3U 8 pocc uucll..o.u npOBw:nB.JUC1n'Je, CeeoOHJI. The l1!5ider 11Ji6.'1U:h.} tm nepey10 'lllCll'/!, pacc,1e008aJtiJJI, ceJI3aJtH?eo c :Jmu.\t yao;zoex!.ut
08.10.~ 6W'..C'1t)U[, 8 'll?.,\t3QW!lU.QJIQ p)CCKQJLWtPWI, CX€.YOWl Wl trmY.» 6 poccUUCKUX opeOJtax 81il1CmU U !!OW.~' OWl 1WJl)l'lU.1Q <locm.tn K
Kp€M.'1€6CKU.Y O€lf~a.u.

K"ro ooTeC HH.n PCJTem eJI' a o Tmr 'leHRo
A H,IJ.pei:i cOKapee ntOOL1T QO.eeaTbCR BO ace 6enoe - OenbiH KOCTIOM, Oenble KPQKOA~1nOBble OOntHKH, nepeAB.IIIraeTCH OH Ha
ponnc-poike, paay MeeTCR, TCDKe oenoM. Otl ee 1-\D,HO, ~otMeHH O TaK AOrot<eH eblrnRAeTb no6eA~1Tenb - a A HAPat 6oKapee eMe ere
CO CBOI~M naprHepoM lllCKaH)J.epoM MaxMYAOBbiM, HeCOMHeHHO n009AL1Tenb B oonaCTI!I nony lleHL>IH rocy AapcTBeHHbiX 3aKa30B.
Crpy KI)' pb~
OCHOBHbiMH
aK!..(I!IO HepaM~I
KOTOpbJX
RBflRIOTCH lllCKaJ-iAep
MaxMYAOB
M A H,1J.pei1
c OKapeB
«TpaHCMaw X O~I!IHf», e:MerpoearOHMaw », «0 KTROI)bCKI!I~ 3neKTpOB afOHOP8MOHllibl~ 38BO,Q», «POCilOKOMOTio!B» - nony l.l~tnl1
nogpRAOB Ha 130,7 MlolnnMapp,oe py5nei1 or P>tq], "' MocJ<osCKoro MerponomneHa, enepeble noTecHI1B APt<aAHR PoreH6epra c
ero 102,8 MHnnl'lapga py6nei1 3a 2014 rO,Q. A Begb c OKapee, B Om1Alll1e OT POTeH6epra, He TOflbKO He XOAL1D C npe31'\[J.BHTOM B
OA~IH KllYO A310AO, HO Ai3)f(e H PQAOM He ~13 n erepoypra, a t13 MocKBbL
II13TO ew, e He see nooegbl. 8 anpene CTPYKlYPbl cOKapeea H MaxMYAOBa Bbii<Y nl-111~1 30% B yronbHOO KOMnaHL1M e:KonMape: y
He$ferpeH,I:\epa e:rYHBOP». r yHe.op AO B9CHbl 2014 rQO.a np11HaAne>Kan He6e3bi3BecTHOMY cjJio!HHY reHHaAHIO TI!IMlleHKO (ew,e
QO.HOMY APYfY llyrnHa no Kny Oy A310AO) L1 WBeAY Top6bOPHY TOPHKBI~ClY, npMtleM TI1MtleHKO npogan CBOIO AODIO TOPHKBMClY
3a ABHb AO BClY lllleHMH Jana,D,HbiX CaHKl.JI~H B CHDY. BnpolleM, CA6DKL1 J<ynDM-flPQA(3)KJI1 Hall anMCb e~ e AO CaHKI..\~1~ : B 2012 fO,QY
n 1MtJeHKO npQO.an cOKapeey ~~ MaxMYAOB Y 13% aK!..(~oti1 KOMn aH~IIII e:TpaHC0~111», 11, KaK 3aRB~iJ1 I!ICTOliHHK e:KOMMepcaHTCb,
llllaHMpyercR pacw 11peH11e 3Toro COTPYAHL1llecrea.
n~eMy BAPYr APY3bR npe31.>1AeHTa cTan~>~ ycrynarb ce o~1 aKTMBbl11 n031111.\111.1 a crpyK1}' pe rocaaKaJOs? no MHeHHIO QO.Horo 113
11CTO'l H ~1KOB The Insider, XOpoW 0 JHaKOMOfO C Onl1lK~1M Kpy roM npe31!1,qeHTa- rnaBHOO nplofll ~1H OI'1 CTanl'l C3HKI.\I'1H, OOA KOTOI)ble
nonan 6nl.1l!O-iMi1 Kpyr BflaAI.1MI1Pa llyntHa nocne YKPai1HCKOro KPt19111Ca: «TI~MlleHKo ace npo~>~CX OAJ'IW,ee o'leHb He HpaeLorrcR, 11
OH crpeMI<!TCR H36aBflRTbCR OT BCerO, liTO eMy Ha CaMOM Aene He npi1Hap,ne>t<I1T» - npOKOMMeHTHpOBan OH npO,QalK'f gonlof
B e:r yHBOP'». KorAa 4JeAepanbHOe Ka3Ha'lei1CTBO CUJA npHHMO nepCOHanbHble CaHK~.\~'11>1 npontB OHI>1)t(H9f0 Kpy ra llyTI1Ha, OHO
11CXOAI1DO H3 TOro, liTO peanbHbiM OeHe¢111.\l!lapoM I1X aKJ11BOB RBflReTCR CaM npe31!1AeHT. TaK 3TO 1111111 HeT, HO TaK KaK CaHKI..IHI1
nepcOHanbHble, TO nepeAa4 a aKrMBOB , n03BOf1ReT BbiB eCTI1 I1X 113-flQO. CaHKI..IMOHHbDC orpaHWleHMi1.
Ew, e O,QHa BIDI<HaR Aelailb - ex o>KgeH~Ie e e:OJlH)t(H ~1i4 KPYf » noApaayMee.aer AenMKarHbte c T~ ~~ apeHI1R e03MO)t(HbDC
OOCJ19ACTBHH (TO eCTb, CaHKI..IMiil) OOHJaTenbCTBa, HanPiofMep, 1111CDKeHI1R B KpbiM. AH,1J.pei1 cOKapeB y)l{e OTMeTHDCR B KpbtMy: KaK
aMBHD rnasa KpbiMa Ceprei1 AKceHoe., AHct>eiJ oe«apee noCKJepJKuaaem JtpbtMCKt..ii cpym6MbHbtil KJ7Y6 «Ti313PJR».
npo CblnaeTCft r.ta¢IUI , KTO CTOHT 3a fiOKapeBblM M MaxMyAOBbl M
Ho no4eMY wMeHHO 5 0Kapes, 'l eM OH aacny.lt<lom raKoe BHI1MaHHe H AOBePiofe? BooMO)t(HO, ace Aeno B era TaJlaHTe "'
Bb\D.atO w, ~tx CR cnocoOHOCTRX . Ho ecrb 11 ew, e QO.Ha cropOHa )I{HJ.HM rocnQO.Io!Ha 6o~<apeea, o Koropoi1 Mbl y 3HaeM cerQO.HR 113
yronoaHoro A en a
flempoe e pa3roeopax Ha3blsan M asyCK OaC!Tf>hiiWHa crCaweii» u 1.1acmo no.m.30eancR t.~acmHhiM CaMIYiemoM «Cnaebt» oonymama rocdyr.fbl Bnaoucnaea Pe3HUI<a
B HCNane Lo!IOHR 1!1cnaHCKaR npQKYparypa nepeAana B CYA OOBI1H~1TenbH Oe 3aKniOlleHI!Ie no «Aeny py ccKO~ M84JI1 M~t (~1MeeTC~ B
oacn oproKe H~otM The Insider), e paMKax paccneAOB.aHI1R Koroporo a 2008 rO,Qy tibmM npo~13BeAeHbl apecTbl Ha
Mai1opKe e:aBTOPL1TeTOB » reHHaAMH nerpoaa 11 AneKCat\[l,pa ManbiWeea. Bcero O Oe~IHHeMbiX 26 tJenoaeK, a OOBI1HMTenbHOe
3aKniOlleHI1e CO,Qep)IQH 488 CTpaHML+ Cp9AI!I OOBHHHeMbiX, nOMHMO nerpoea 1.1 ManbiW eea, 3HallaTCR TaiOI<e H MHOfOOnbllHbiM
AenyraT roCAYMbl Bna,o,11cnaa Pe3HIIIK. KpOMe roro, m aBHbiH no,[\03p ea.aeMbi H f eHHa,AM.i i Jlerpoa noA.Qep>KHaan, no
ae pCHM CfleACTBH.R , npSIMbl e OTHOWeHH.R C AHaTOflMeM CepAIOKOBbiM, 8)1 JITOPOM 3y6tWBblllt, fepMa HOM f pe¢ OM,
AneKcaH,li>OM EiacrpbiKHHbnt, fleo H.HAO~r Peiir.taHOM ~~ APYfi1MI'1 ObiB. WI!IMH "' Aei1cTBYIOW.11MI1 BbiCOKonocraeneHHbiMI1
14 M HOBH ~1KaM~1.
B llaCTHOCTI1, cornacHo o6BH H~nenbHOMY JaKnl014eHI110, n eTpoe a' paaroaopax Ha3b1Ban rn asy
CK 6acrpb1KI1Ha «Caw ei1» H llacro nonbJOBancR ~o~acTHbtM caMoneTOM «CnaBbl» - Aenyrara IOCAYMbl BnaAHcnaea Pe3HI1Ka
<1>11rypaHraM Aena BMeHReTCR coap,ar~~1e npeczy nHoro cooow,ecma a lllcna H~1M, AeC!cTBy taw,ero c 1996 roAa M
ooe.HHReMoro CP9A~<~ npollero e «Y OI!Ii1cmax , lof3~teH I17lX 111 y rpooax , Toproene opy)Kl.leM, BbtMorarenbcTB e, MOUJeHH~14ecme,
$anbC1o!ltJI1K<li.\MM AQKYMeHTOB, TOproene CBR~MIII C B.IlMHTenbHbiMI-1 DIOAbMM, nOAJ<yne, KOHTpa6a~e , HapKOrpa4JI1Ke,
npeczy nneHI!IRX nponta rocy A3pcTBeHHOH Ka3Hbl, MOW eHHMll eCKOM OaHKPOTCTBe n peAn pl-lffiM~ ». Ha 488 C:I'IJ'aHI<II.\8X
nepeliMcneHbl HCJ1aHCKHe np9ADpiUITIII.R, HMBBWI1e OTH OWeH~1e K Aeny , npocnyWKI1 pa3fOBOpoB, np~1B9AeHbl PYKOnHCHble
Jani•ICKH MCXeMbL
rnaa Horo lj)HrypaHTa ocHoe.Horo Aena - reHHa,D,I-tR neTpoaa - nO,QoopeeaiOT e OTMbi Ba H~otl-1 24 , 5 ML<IMIIIOHoe eepo, nony'leHHbiX
OT HapKOTpa!j)I~Ka ~1 APJ fMX He3aKOHHbiX BMAOB ABHTenbHOCTM.
nP"' ofibiCKe y neTpoea Oblr111 lof3b.RTbl AOKYMeHTbl, cQO.ep~~>~e 11H¢opMal.JI'1 10 oo onepal.JI'1RX no OTMb1BaHl110 AeHer qepea
KO MnaH~110 Vera Metal/trgica, ool.lepHtOso crrp}'J(.f'l'lY.!:¥ Ypa.m.cKoii ecpHO·MemannypaLNecKOiJ J<DMnaHuu (YnAKJ_ Yflv1K cerO,QHH
Clii'!TaBTCR fil aB HbiM 8KrnBOM cOKapeBa H M8XMYAOB3, HO TOrAa, B nepBOH nonOBio!He 2000-X rnaBHbiMI1 BD3ABDbi.\3MM ObUlM
Max MY AOB MAe011nacKa, a co ~<apes 6bUl nL<~w b 6eH e¢~>~l.JI'1apOM . lllMeHHO no3TOMY 5 OKapeey ~1 TYT noKa YAaercR BbiHTI>I cyx11M
1113 BO,Qbl CneACTBHe BbiAenMDO B OTAenbHOe npoo3BQO.CTBO AenO no OTMbi.BaHI110 CP9ACTB 11 TaM ¢Mrypl'lpy10T Ill ~CKaHOOp
Maxt.fYOOs no KFlt.NKe «KUinaet(», M Xopow 0 11138 eCTHbiH B KPI1M~1 HanbHO M MMpe MIJ)(aun 4 epHbiU, CKI)bi8810W, ~~ ~CR
or «li1HTenona:& a II1Jpa1me, 1-1 Oner AeP~ot nacKa (y:>Ke Aaew111i1 cneACTBMIO noKaaaHio!R 11 paccKaaaew 11i1 o Ma¢1>111, KPbiWeaaewe~
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ero fii.13HeC), a BOT 6ot<apea He ynOMIIHaeTCR (ew,e OAHH nOBCJA XCJAI1Tb B OenOCHe:>KHOM KOCTIOMe no5e,o.HTenR). Bnp04eM,
cne,D,CTBHe eUJ, e H9 3aKOH4eHO.
MarepHanbl HCnaHCKOro cne,o.CTBHR B OTHOW 9H~1lol M8XMY AOBa Oblnlol nepe,qaHbl B POCCHIO B paMKax Mffi!<AY Hapo,qHoro
cne,o.cTBeHHOrO nopy 4eHHR B 2012 rDAY . ltb OTBeTa Ha 3anpoc «TpaHcnepeHCI1 VlHTePHeHWil» Mbl Y3Ha9M, 410 Cne,D,CTB9HHbll1
,qenapraMeHT MBA npoao,q~o~r «P,anbHei4wee paccne,o.OBaHHe» no crarbRM 174 11 210 YK P<l> (neran~uau.Wl 11 OTMbJBaH~ote
cpe,o.cra 11 c03,qaH~o~e npecrynHoro coo Ow, ecraa), a OTHOW eHI11.1 Max MY ,qoaa. ,D.ep11nac1<11 1.1 «APYrlitX I11.1l!» (<jlaMI.1nliiiO 6oKapeaa
OHio! TaiOKe He 03BY4HB810T), a CPOKH CI19ACTBWI nOCTORHHO n!}QAI19B'310TCR.
Ho KaKOe OTHOWeHI19 CBR3b 6oKapeBa H MaxMy,qoaa C aBTOPIIT9TOM nerpOBbiM MO}KeT Obrrb HMeTb K nonap,aH1.110 B \ll1cnO
np11onw}K9HHbJX? Bee npocro- caM nerpoa ~1Meer ,qonn,e 11 recHbte CBR31.1 c «5m~HI.1M KPYrOM ».
IIynourlleTpoa
B 1992 rOAY leHHa,QI1i1 nerpoa 11 A neJ<CaHAP M anblwea 6bJnl4 apeCTOBaHbl a nerep()y pre a no o5BI4HeHHIO a BbtMorarenbcme 1.1
C03AaHHH npecrynHorO COOOUJ,9CTB8, HO ObU1lol BblrJYUJ,9H b~ nony411B CMexOTBOp!ible CpOKH 33 HOW9HWe Opy)f{L1R, 14 yexan11 B
VlcnaH~IIO . no CBI-\[J,eTenbCTBY 4I1eHa RnOHCKOH ~ KY ,(138 (era liiMR - KI.1HH4lil KaMWl cy eCTb B n1.1repcKOM gene newoaaManbJWeBa, Konl!IR 1.1M9eTCR B pacnoprot<eHI.1l1 The Insider), ¢lal<n149CIQ1 nerpoa ~~ ManbJWeB KOHTOOffi100B8Illil MY HL11..1~1nanbHOe
Ka31'1HO cHeaa-WaHC», ytJpe)lq:J.eHHOe M3PI19H no a,qp.ecy KOMl1TeT8 8nagi4Mlilpa flyTHHa (no 3C!RBI19 H~>IRM 8na,qi4MI>Ipa flyTHHa,
,qeHbrl1 OT Ka~HO ADn>KHbl Oblfil1 nOHn.l ct'ie,qHbiM I110ARM», HO Hl14erO He nony41.1n0Cb, nOCKDnbKY tca~HO pafiorano C 49PHbiM
HanOM).
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Te10i2~uii lle 11fJOB, KWt1J1.tU Ka..'IJU.X}', A.,ur.& liHdp .Ma1 IJ.tliee
KaK cne,o.yer 143 3roro )Ke nlilrepcKOro ,qena n erpoaa-Manbtweea, a raK>Ke aKTa npoaePKH KPY MIIIH¢l~1Ha or 1996 rQAa,
CTPYKfYPbl newoaa 11 Manbtweea np!>~ y 4acrn11 ,qpyra Bnap,11M111pa n ymHa woyMeHa Bflap,IIIMwpa Kl1ceneaa (roro caMoro, 4TO
He TaK ,(laBHO OCKal-\fl.aJ111nC~ C nCJACTaBHbiM OI18rOTBOpi1Tei1bHbiM QloH,qOM c<l>e,o.epau,Wl») opraHI130BbiBaillol TaK
Ha3btBaeMbte «<l>ecn1aan11 non-MY3b1K11» a nerepfiypre a 1992- 1994, nony4a51 ¢l11HaHcwpoaaH11e 4epe3 Kopnopa~110 cXX
T!}9CT», a Ta, a CBOIO 049Pe,D,b, - 113 OIO!DK€T8 nerepfiy pra. Kopnopau.Wl 049Hb J<pean1aHO 11CnOI1b30Bana OIO,(I)KeTHbl9
cpe,o.crea, nocrpo11B oco6H51KI1 11 rocrnHI1l\9 a AmKaHTe 1.1 Toppeebex a a VlcnaHI111 Ha4 ane 90-x. VIMeHHO a Ani1KaHTe yexan
leHHap,HH nerpoa a 1996 roAY 11 ap,ecb )K9 fibUla aaperi1CT!}~1POB aHa cV era MetaJiurgica».
B o6BI1HI1TenbHOe 33Kn1049HI1e nonana npocny w Ka paJroaopa Me>t<AY CepreeM Ky 3bMliiHbiM 11 811KTOPOM r aap1.1neHKOBbiM, a
KOTOpoM OHI1 ot'icy;.KAaiOT 0Tenl1 B Am1KaHTe ~1 «AOM f1YTIIIH8 Heno,qaneJ<Y, B Topeabex 9». 8cero flYn.!H y nOMI1HaeTCR B
o00:11HIH9IlbHOM 3aKill04 9HI111 Tplll pa38.
B HaCTOfiUJ, ee BpeMR leHHa,qi1L-i nerpOB, KOTOpOTO \1cnaHCK~1e BI1aCTI1 omyCTHI111 113-nCJA apeCTa cHa Ile49HI18» H9CKDnbKO IleT
Ha3a,q, Ha,qeRCb, 4TO OH aepHeTCR, nP:Q)KHB89T B 3I1l1THOM ,(lOMe Ha KaMeHHOM OCTpoBe 8 n erep()ypre. 3,qeCb )1(9
pacnonara!OTCR, Hani)1Mep, KsapTHpbl 3 KC-rnaabt y npaa,qenaMI1 npeJH,qeHTa BnaoUML()a KoJKUHa, Humnaf? llicwancea u
811KJT10pa MR4UHa (ooa- 4IleHbl Koonepa111ea «Oaepo»). Ha 11Mfl ero CbJHa AHTOHa nerpoaa aapen1crp11pOBaHbl ,qecm1<11
KOMnaHI>!L-1. KaK fOBOpRT 3KCnepTbl no n11T9pcKOMY KpliiMHHany, ¢laKTI149CKH 3TO O~HeC era OTU.a, KOTOpbli1 ace ew,e fiBilReTCR
KPYflHbtM 11rpoKOM .a coapeMeHHOM nerepfiypre.

~ Descaptlen: treet_ 1
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J(o.u 1t2 Ka.ueJ{HO-lUJCmpo611, e KO 11'Dpo.u Ilen:p(}(J :JtC !i6em e.uecme c 1t.ilelflZMU K.Oonepamuea If' Osepoll
no enos aM rex }Ke 3 KCneproe no KP~IMI!IH any. reHH3A~Ii1 nerpoe .A KOObi aaH.An «11paBIIIflbHY 10 no31!1U,IIIIO» e nOAQep>t<Ke a.nacrei1 a
OTflllll£~19 OT «TaMOOBCKOfO» 8BTOPI>rreT8 Bna,o.IIIMI1P8 KyM8PIIIH8, KOTOPbl~ 38HM «Henocne.QOBaJenbHYIO n03111L.II'IIO» Ill n03TOMY
OTnpaBWlCA B T10PbMY . 3TI!I CJ10B8 OQATBep)lql.aiOTCA gaHHbiMIII 1113 OOB~IHIIITenbHorO 3:3Kn104:9HI1A, rge 38Qli!IKCI1POB8H3
npocrry WKa paaroaopa nerpoa a c 11 eOHifiAOM Xp11cro¢opoeb1M or aery era .2007 rQAa:
ff"26 Q6Z)'Cl1111 200 7 roda ( 6 15:25:42 I{QC06) 6 pl13eo60pe .UI!.?fCO)' Jle.oHUOoM/1,. Xp UC11'Dipopo6!.1..lt U T elf1t20UII.It llempc6,1d.>.J, nOC.1110XUU
roeopum o 71'DJ{ I{JJ1() 11aop& coo61J!.IL1 eclzy, o.ono Ky.w.pux-EapcJK()(i 6&1!1 apec1t'DeaH m YKl13aJ!WO IJapR ( 1i0.11. no.illzaem JfcnaJtcKJ1J!
1!0.7U !Jill!, pe'ib .wxem uomu 0 B.miJu.'I!Upe nymuxu.
6biBWeMY PYKOBOA11Tefll0 «n erepfiyprCKOI1 TOflfli1B HOi1 KOivmaHIIII1» Ky M8PI1HY (OH }Ke «HQI{H0~1 ry 6epttarap nerept)ypr<m),
HaxagAlJ..I eM)'CA nag CTpa}K9i1 C 2007 f0A8, B PaCCI!I~1 npegbABfiAIOT ace HOBble Ill HOBble OOBIIIHeHIIIS'I, BnnaTb go y ooliicTBa
ran~~~ Hbl CrlapoBOHTOBoH.
npi!IMellaTenbHO, l{TO Ill Ky Map!1H8, "' nerpoaa 11CT04HIIIKI1 I!ICnaHCKOra npaaocygM.A H83bJB.810T fliOgbM14, corpygHI14aBWMMI1 c
KrEi C KOHU,a 80-X rQAOB.
Jhlli.!DOleiixe.p.bl KpeiJIII 31 p)'()e;K ll'!l
YronOBHae gena B VICJ18HI111 He MewaeT VICKaliD,PY MaxMygaay Ill A!iD,peiO 6 oKapea y BbiCTPai!IB3Tb flOOOIIICTCI<Me CB.A311 BO
<DpaHU,I!IIII. V1X rnas Hbl~ naprHep a :noi1 CTPaHe - ¢PaH~ JCI<Mi1 M~1IUllllapgep 111 anageneu, AJstom Mapme1-1 5yu~ zynuewuu 25%
aKUjJU « TpaHCJ.fauJXQf100Ha8>J. VIMeHHO Ha Bep¢S'IX Alstom Cll)OI>IJ111Cb 3110110ny liHble «M IIICTPatll!l», KOTOpble HIIIKaK He AOflflbiBYT
go P occ~11!1.
APYroi1 Ofill.lwi1 fiiii3Hec Eiy l!lra c 60KapeabiM-M axMYgOBbiM - Kopnopal.II'I.A The Break ers lnvesment. 4emepTb aK~1iil 3TOM
KOMna~1111 np!1Hagne)l<ln TaK}Ke P}/(,Q, HO TIKYHii1H (elJ..I e QA1i1H 4neH Koonepan1Ba «03epo») nnaHwpyeT npQAaTb 11x 6ymy,
goae,o,H era gon10 go 500.Al.
P OCCHA He e.Qii!HCTBeHH<rn CTpaHa, C KOTOpoH 6y 11ry HpaBI1TC.A pafioTaTb. O H T8K}K9 38H~IMaeTC.A npaKrli14eCKI1 MOHOJ1011bHbiM
CTpo~>rrenbCTB OM 8 Ty PKMeHIIICTaHe, rge KOMnaHII!Sl B03Bena gB opeu, TYPKlY!eH-fiaw Ill.

Afapmex EyU2, 2.1Q6HU ti C(J10:1HUK n ym.IDIIJ. u ~'J1101eH-6a.t.UU 6{)

</>pOXI/UU

Ell.le OAHa B3}KHa.H geTal1b. lf1CKaHJJ,ep MaxMygoa ASrnerc~ naprHepoM accou,~131.11'1111 «<DpaHKo-PoccwiilcKI1H n~o~anor:~~ ,
eoarnaanAeMoiil BnaiJuMI..f>CN R~UHbtM u (JenymamoM HaUJJOHanbHoU AccaM6neu Tberv Map.RHU. 3a nocne.QHIIII1 rog aHa
crana 1113BecTHa TeM, 4TO opraHI130Bana nooowcrcKHe nae3AI<M ci!PaH~3CI<MX genyr aroa a MocKay 111 Haooopor. TaK, oHa
opraHI!I30BaJ13 BI!I31>IT CepreA HapbiW KHHa, TeOpeTI!IlleCKI1 HalC QA.All.l eroo:t 110A C8HKU,I1.RMI1, B nap!'I)K HeCKOflbKa MeCAU,eB
H83:3g. Ha 33KPbrTOi:i acrpe4e C geny raraM~1 Hau,I!IOHarlbHOH Accatv!Onel1 1<1 ciJP8HI.lY3CI<MMI<1 01!13HeCMeHaMJ1 (380111Cb BCTpe~£111
~1MeercR y The Insider) HapbiWKHH noceroaan, liTO CaHII'I..\11111 .ABMIOTCA .o:He3aKOHHbiMIII, nocKOflbKY Her peweHI1A CYA3», «Her
peweH~IA OOH», 11 np~13bl!lan ¢paHJ.zy3CKI1l< ,o,enyTaraa noM04 b l1l< o·rMeHI1Tb. .o:nQAAep)KaTb HaWI« poccl!li1ci<Mx gpy3el1 a
HenpOCTOH nepi!IOg» H3 nerept)y prCKI<111 3 KOHOMii1 4ecKI1i1 ¢opy M He.QaBHO Cbe3glt111 Tbep-11 M8PbAHIII. OH 11138 eCT6H 38ASfleHI1AMIII
SO <DpaH~III 0 TOM, liTO POCCII!Sl IIIMeeT npae.a Ha KpbiM 1!1 0 HeoOxQAIIIMOCTI!I pa3BI!IB3Tb COTPYAH114ecTBO C POCCI!IeH HeCMOT~
Hl!l Ha liTO. Bnp049M, Tal<l16 38ABJ19HI1A genaer He TOflbKO M3pbAHI4, HO 11 HeKOTOpble ¢paHI.lY3CKI1e 11HTenneKl)'anb~ paHee
omo6eooaaawue c IJepunacKOU. 8 caoe epeMA Aepl!ll1acKe 6bma OTKaaaHo a npoae.QeHI1~1 IPO Pycana a nOHgoHe, 11 rorga oH
ycne wHo cgenan 3TO a naploi}Ke, npoee.QA cep-1110 nofi611CTCKI1X acrpe~£ .
.B.JDOUMupJb.:ywH no.lD2aem M1iO.pesy~fat...'+'ooey H2 mh1!.11.l> c aoc3aKaXL\tu, xo u c ,to66!ip()(JaJ!Ue.vr.pe..vze.ectncc UJUnJ?,pecoe eo
<f>paxi}UU

TaK coanano, liTO 11 a 3TOH noooocrcKOiil geATenbHOCTIII 6aKap·ea 1!1 MaxMYgoa cranw npeeMHHKaMH reHHagH.A TIIIM~£eHKO, a
2011 rQAa 11136paHHoro rnaeoiil «3KOHOMI!Il{eCKOro cosera poccllliiiCI<MX 11 ¢paHJ.zy3CKl1X npe,o,np!1ATI-1iil», c re M 4TOObl «YfiY liW3Tb
I-1MIIIA}K P OCCI111 BO Cl>paHU,I<11>1». EuJ. e go npi<1H.ATI1~ C3HKI.Jl1H CT8BW 11H Kaa:anepoM opgeHa no4eTHorO nerHOHa THMlleHKO
cofipanCA BbiCTYOI1Tb nepeg ¢paHu,y3cKaiil ofill.l ecreeHHaCTbiO, HO a nocne,o,Hwi1 MOMeHT cocnanCA Ha 3aHATOCTb. nocne
npi1HATHS'I CaHII'I..\MH CTa.flO 04:eBHAHO, liTO Tli1M4:eHKa pew Wl nOMeHbW e «CBeTI>ffbCA» 80 <Dp8H~Ii1, B0 BCAKOM CIJY 4:ae, ero
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a,o,soKalbr ocraHoo~o~n~o~ ycr11mm no noga1.1e ~o~cKOB nporns r<p~>~rnllecK~ ny fin~o~Kal..(l111 so ¢lpaHr.zyacKOI1 npecce. lllM~>~PIK Pocc~o~~o~ c
OOMO~ biO TI1M119HKO ynyll W~fTb He yganOCb, HO KpeMnb He Ol'l alo!BaeTCR Ha~eHbJ HOBble « I>IMiolp(KMe~Kepbl», Hanp~o~ Mep,
MaxMYAOB .
4ro }l(e KacaercR nepcneKTHB yronosHoro gena s lllcnaH~>~H, noKa He noHmHo, Koro ~>~MeHHO ygacrCR o cyg~o~lb. TaK, nafino
MyHbOC B paarosope C The Insider Bblpa3loln COMH9Hiole, liTO 093 npoaegeHI1R paccnegoeaHI.Ul 8 P OCCiollol 803MQ}I(H0
np~m ne4BH I1B K OTBeTCJBBHHOCTI1 rnaBHbiX gei1CTBYIOI!\ ~OC ni1LI, cpeglol KOTOpbtx- ~~ MaJ<MYAOB no KnW!Ke «KI>ITaBl\». 111 Y}I(TBM
oonee ManooepORTHO, 1.1ro a liHcne ocy)IIAeHHboc OK8}1(eTCR ero eepHbl~ opy}l(eHOCBl\, HenooegnMbiM AHApe!1 6o~<apeo . Hoobre
pocc~o~lkK~o~e oru1rapx ~>~, norec H~o~sw ~re PoreHreHfiepra 1o1 T~o~Mll.eHKO ~o~ craew11e rnasHbiMI!I oneparopaMI!I poccni1cKI!IX geHer aa
pyfie}I(OM, llyecrsyror ceful npeKpacHo. Bbrpa)f®'!Cb cnosaMI!I aascergaTaR fioKapescK~ go Maw H~o~x se1.1 epi1HOK /puecp~
flenca, «MOe HBOO - CI1HB9, 8 3J1Ma3ax , I.! TO-TO MHB no•}l(loi3HI1 nPI'IHeCeT».
.-btacmzcwr.Kup1111exxo
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